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PRETACE.

If I had written on the subject of the Poor-Law in

* Scotland with a view either to literary or scientific

character, I am very sensible that I ought not to have

wi'itten so frequently, nor at so short intervals. But

having taken up the subject solely with a view to

public measures, by which I hope and believe that an

important national benefit may be obtained, I do not

think it necessary to make farther apology for this

seeming importunity, than by explaining the present

position of the subject, and the importance of its

being fully and fairly before the Public.

The General Assembly of the Church, and various •

other public bodies in Scotland, particularly the mu- -

nicipal authorities in most of the large towns, having •

made strong representations of the inadequacy of the

existing provision for the Poor in Scotland, and Her
Majesty's Government having directed an official In-
quiry into the practical administration of the existing

law, we are now in possession of the Report, agreed on
by tiie majority of the Members of the Commission ap-
pointed for that purpose; of the Evidence, taken in
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almost all parts of the country, on which that Report

was founded ; and of the Reasons of Dissent from the

practical conclusions of the Report, which have been

ajDpended to it by Mr Twisleton ; the only Member of

the Commission, I believe, who had been formerly

employed in official Inquiries into the condition of

the Poor, and the operation of the Poor-Laws, in

other parts of the country.

Having been one of the first of those who have of .

late years endeavoured to fix the attention of the

Public and of the Government on this subject, I

have naturally been led to consider, as attentively as

I could, those different documents ; and it appears to

me that all the representations previously made by

myself and others, as to the irregularity, and gene-

ral inadequacy of the provision for the Poor in Scot-

land, and the evils thence arising, are substantially

confirmed,—the evidence on some points, indeed, being

stronger than I had anticipated; that the majority

of the Commissioners, admitting the evils of the pre-

sent state of things, have gone just about half the

length which I had formerly represented as necessary,

in advising measures of improvement; and that Mr

Twisleton has gone the whole length of those practical

improvements which I had ventured to suggest,—in two

particulars, indeed (as to compulsory assessments and

workhouses), a little farther than my suggestions,

although, in another (as to appeals to the Sheriff'

Courts), he does not go quite so far.
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In this position of the question, and in the interval

between the publication of the Report and the deci-

sion of Her Majesty's Government, upon any remedial

measures, I have thought it may be of some use, with

a view to the practical benefits for which the inquiry

was instituted, to lay before the public, in a more com-

pendious and accessible form than the official papers,

what seem to me the most important facts that have

been ascertained
;
and, at the same time, the reasons

which convince me, that the measures proposed by the

majority of the Commissioners will not meet the exist-

ing evils ; and that those proposed by Mr Twisleton

are alone adequate to the occasion.

I lay no claim, either to superior knowledge of this

department of political economy, or to superior philan-

thropy ; but having considered the subject for many
years, with all the attention which other avocations

would permit, and perhaps with less prepossession in

favour of the existing system in Scotland, than may
have existed in the minds of others who have lately

studied it, and finding that my views have met the ap-

probation of many men of the highest talent and cha-

racter, and particularly that they are, at least generally,

approved by one who has studied it, practically as well
as theoretically, so attentively as Mr Twisleton, I
trust I shall be acquitted of presumption in taking this

step.

beg farther to say, that I am fully sensible of the
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credit which is due to the Commissioners, whose Report

I am about to criticise, for their conscientious and labo-

rious execution of the duty assigned to them. In

deciding, as they have done, in opposition to the opinion

which I had formed on various points, and particularly

on the important point of the claims of the able-bodied

unemployed poor to legislative protection, I am fully

persuaded that they have been actuated by the best

intentions towards the suffering poor. I do not blame

them for rejecting the suggestions of Theory; nor do I

accuse them of attempting to stifle the voice of Huma-

nity ; but I assert, nevertheless, with perfect confi-

dence, that they have disregarded the lessons of Ex-

perience.

\
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REMARKS, &c.

The remarks whicli I propose to make on the Beport

of Her Majesty's Commissioners, will relate, first, to the
j

case of the impotent poor, i. e., the aged and disabled

persons, widows and orphans, who, by the law of Scot-

land, as at present interpreted, are entitled to relief

;

and to the securities proposed by the Commissioners,

for the more adequate relief in future, of this class of,

the poor ; secondly, to the case of the able-bodied, but

unemployed poor, who have been, at least for a very

long time, regarded as not entitled to claim any legal

relief in Scotland ; and to the reasons assigned by the

Commissioners, for wishing this principle of the Scotch

law to continue unchanged.
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PART L

In regard to the treatment of the impotent Poor in

Scotland, tlie opinions expressed by the Commissioners,
as to the inadequacy of the present provision, and the
necessity of its being very greatly raised, although not,

perhaps, stated so distinctly, nor enforced so strongly,

as might have been desired, are quite in accordance with

those which have been urged of late years by myself

and others. They admit, that " the funds raised for

" the relief of the poor, and the provision made for

i

" them, are, in many parishes throughout Scotland, in-

i

" sufficient;" " that the administration of the existing
' " law has been of late years of a very defective charac-

" ter," demanding " remedial measures" (p. 53) ;

—

that " the amount of relief given is often altogether

" insufficient to provide the commonest necessaries of

" life,"—and that " in many places the quantum of

" relief given is not measured hy the necessities of the

" pauper, hut hy the sum which the kirk-session may
" happen to have in handfor distribution.'''' They state,

that, in the Highlands and Western Islands, the poor,

during a great part of the year, " are forced to cast

" themselves on the charity of their neighbours, many
" of whom are nearly as poor as themselves; that in

" other parts they may get assistance from farmers, or

" others of the more wealthy class, and that in towns

" theygenerally have recourse to common begging'" (pp. 15

and IG); they admit, that, in consequence of the great

extension of manufactures, the alterations in the sys-

tem of farming, and other causes, " a completely new

" order of things has been created, leading to a great
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« increase of vice and pauperism," and requiring " an

" adaptation of tlie Poor Laws to the altered econo-

" mical condition of the country." They state far-

ther, that in many parishes the poor are adequately

provided for ;
they refer to the border parishes, and

others throughout Scotland, in which " the allow-

" ances are high, and the condition aPthe poor on the

" roll little inferior to that of the independent la-

" bourers" (pp. 14, 15), " as instances of satisfactory

" administration." They refer to the too small allow-

ances to impotent " paupers," as " an evil," to which

they have " applied a remedy, which, they trust, will

" be effectual;" and by these means they hope, that " a

" large mass of the wretchedness which becomes at

" present the prey of epidemic disorders, and through

" which such disorders are more widely diffused, will be

" taken out of the way ; and the sanatory condition, and,

" to a certain extent, the moral tone of the community,

" be improved proportionally ;" and they state, as one

of the modes in which these measures will " ameliorate

" the condition of the operative classes," that they will

thus be " in a great measure relieved of the ueces-

" sity of contributing to the support of relatives, ren-

" dered by infirmity or age, proper objects of parochial

" relief" (p. 53.)

All this is so strictly in accordance with the views

which I have taken upon me, at different times, to lay

before the public, that it may be thought that the

only question to which I can advert, on this part of

• the subject, is the practical one, Whether the remedy

proposed by the Commissioners for these admitted evils,

is adequate or satisfactory. But, as preliminary to the

consideration of that practical question, I think it quite

necessary not only to reflect a little on the bearings of

this admission of the evils, but to recapitulate some of
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the facts which came before the Commissioners, as to

the condition and sufferings of this portion of the poor
in Scotland.

It is to he observed, that, by these admissions, the

Commissioners have completely set aside many of the

arguments formerly used, and still much relied on in

many quarters, in support of the present system of

management of the Poor in Scotland. It was said,

first, that any kind of legal provision for the poor is

" a curse to any country where it exists then, that

the " excellence of the Scotch system consisted in

" the smallness of the allowances that " the more
" you do for the poor, the more you contribute to their

" increase," that it is therefore a " false and ill-directed

" philanthropy," which would recommend any increase

to the usual allowances in Scotland ; that " all sym-
" pathies must give way to general principles ;" that

the " sufferings and vicissitudes of the aged parents or

" dependents" of the labourers, in countrieswhere there

are no poor laws, are the proper stimuli of their do-

mestic affections ; and that " where poor-laws and

" work-houses exist, these affections, strong even in

" the utter abasement of the people, must be utterly

" extinguished" among the poor. It has even been

argued, that the Scriptural injunction, " Thou shalt

" open wide thy hand to thy poor brother, thou shalt

" surely give him," excludes and prohibits the support

of the poor by a legal impost. All these reasonings

in favour of the voluntary system of management of

this portion of the poor are abandoned, when the ad-

mission is made, that the legal relief now administered

in most parts of Scotland, is inadequate, and that evils,

requiring remedies, result from the " smallness of the

" allowances."

Farther, it seems to me quite clear, that in this ad-
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mission there is an abandonment also of the most fun-

damental and formidable, and, at one time, the most

confidently urged, of all tlie arguments against a legal

provision for the poor, viz. that^i^fosters au^xcessiy^ f^}

population. The argument was, that the burden of

aged and disabled relatives, and of poverty in general,

when allowed to rest on the working classes, prevented

early marriages and checked population ; but the Com-

missioners think it expedient that operatives should be

" relieved of the necessity of supporting relatives, who

" are, from infirmity or age, fit objects for parochial

" assistance." Why should they not fear, that, in re-

lieving them of this burden, they will withdraw that

wholesome check ? I believe the only good reason that

can be given is, that the hope of improving or maintain-

ing their condition in life, is found hy experience, when

duly encouraged and promoted, to be a better security

for prudence and good conduct, and a better check on

early and improvident marriages, than the mere fear of

want; therefore, that the object of a good and provi-

dent government in legislating for the poor, is not merely

to save from starvation, but to prevent destitution, and

consequent degradation. This I have always asserted

to be the general result of experience, the only sure

guide in these matters ; but this answer applies equally

to the objections urged against the legal provision for

any other form of destitution ; it justifies the legal relief

for the able bodied and unemployed, equally as for the

impotent poor.

Again, the statements by the Commissioners above
quoted, are a full and satisfactory confirmation of

what I formerly stated as the general result of all the
observations and inquiries which I had been able to
make on the subject,* viz. that the general deficiency

' *• See Illustrations of the Practical Effects of the Scotch Modo of
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of the allowances to tlie impotent poor in Scotland, is

habitually supplemented, not (or only partially) by as-

sistance from relatives or friends, but in all parts of tlie

country by begging^ or one form or other of mendicity,

i. e., by assistance given by persons who are either stran-

gers to the suffering poor, or on whom these have no

natural claim. The case of Scotland, therefore, is mere-

ly an example of the general fact which has presented

itself to Mr Sadler and others on a review of many other

countries, viz. that wherever an efficient legal provision

does not exist for the poor, the " alternative practically

*' found to exist, is an extensive system of mendicity^

" under which there is much more misery, disorder, and
" iizce," and such an extent and intensity of human
suffering, as iinposes a very heavy responsibility on the

supporters of the voluntary system. The ample confir-

mation of this truth, which is contained in the evidence

collected by the Commissioners, and to which they have

borne testimony in the words above quoted, is an acqui-

sition of extreme value in this department of political

economy, and cannot fail to convince all reasonable men,

sooner or later, of the wisdom of making the legal pro-

vision efficient in all parts of this country.

Another point estabKshed by evidence, and admitted

as to large districts of the country, by the above state-

ment of the Commissioners is, that this charity, which

supplements the deficiency of the legal provision, is very

often from people only a very little higher than the

poor on whom it is bestowed, i, e., as I have elsewhere

expressed it, that " thejoor support the poor; when

" poverty is not allowed to press as a burden on the

" capital of a country, it burdens its industry, where the

" pressure is both more injurious and more unjust."

Management ofthePoor, andFurther IWnstrations.—StatisticalJour-

nal, vol. Hi. p. 225 ; and vol. iv. pp. 295-6-9, and 301.
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It is a matter of less public importance, but it is

likewise liiglily satisfactory, to those of tlie inhabitants

of Scotland who have done what they could to supple-

ment the legal allowances to the impotent poor, to have

the full and official confirmation contained in the Ee-

port, and still more in the evidence, of that deficiency

in the legal relief,—in the assistance by relations,

—

and likewise in the organized charitable associations,

—which has made a system of " common begging"

essential to the very existence of a large part of the

inhabitants of this country. This, indeed, is well

known already to those who have taken pains, on a

scale of sufficient extent, to satisfy themselves of the

real condition and resources either of the recognised

poor, or of that large number of the destitute who are

not recognised as paupers ; but the great majority of

the middle and higher ranks of society, not possessing

this knowledge, are continually deceived in this mat-

ter. Tliev have been informed of individual cases of

imposture and of intemperance among the poor ; they

are glad to have an excuse for withdrawing their at-

tention, and withholding their contributions, from a

disagreeable and unprofitable subject; and they join in

the thoughtless cry, that money given to beggars is

only encouragement to idleness, and that it is a " false

" and ill-directed philanthropy"" which attempts to sup-

ply their wants. The answer, founded on the official

statements of the Commissioners, is simple : What you
say is very true, as applicable to a country where an
effectual legal provision against all real destitution ex-

ists ; but the institutions of this country are such, as

to make, in many parts of it, " common begging," i.e.,

assistance from strangers, unconnected by any tie but
sympathy with those whom they relieve, the only real

resource of a large portion of the people ; and to pro-
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yide no means (on such a scale as to be effectiye) either

for testing the destitution, or restraining the miscon-
duct, of those who profess to be in this predicament.

This being so, we, who feel the obligation of " opening
" our hands to our poor brethren," must necessarily run
the risk of misapplying a portion of our charity ; be-

cause, without running that risk, we cannot apply it to

much of that misery which we know to exist, and which

we feel it to be our duty to relieve to the best of our

abilities. The fault of its being occasionally, even fre-

quently, misdirected, does not rest with us, but with

the institutions of the country, which have provided no

means by which this misery—admitted to exist, and

beyond the reach of the investigation or controul of in-

dividuals—may be regularly ascertained and adequately

met ;—^but which have left it to be relieved by " com-
" mon begging."

In fact, the existing system of management of the

poor in Scotland may be characterised as follows :

—

Those who are entrusted with that management profess

to administer a law which binds them to provide for

the " needful sustentation" of all poor and impotent

persons, and defines what is meant by that " needful

" sustentation," by specifying that it is that which the

poor, " of their own consent,'''' shall be content to re-

ceive, and " live unbeggand." They grant to the poor,

in almost all parts of the country, an allowance uttei^ly

inadequate to their maintenance, knowing perfectly,

I

that the only means by which this deficiency can be

I
supplied is " common begging ;" and then, on occa-

,

sion of this begging proving an annoyance to the higher

ranks, they punish as criminals, persons who have been

reduced to this degradation by their own mal-adminis-

tration of the laws designed for the protection of those
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very persons. I liave always expressly stated my belief

that these administrators of the law have acted from the

/ best motives ; but there is an iaconsisiencyy-^nd even

cruelty, in their conduct and its results, which requires

to be TuIIylnvestigated

.

In several parts of the Report of the Commissioners,

and in many of the examinations, after full admissions

of the sufferings of the poor, it is said that " their wants

" have been supplied," or that " they are supported"

by relatives or neighbours, or others, &c. ; and super-

ficial readers might suppose, from such expressions, that

all had been done for them that was required, and that

nothing has been proved to demand any material change

of system. \ jBut tliose who have studied the subject will

flotije^satisffed with this kind of information ; nor with

the assurance, that even in the most distressed districts

^death by mere starvation is rare. Those who are aware

of the duty which in every civilized, still more in every

Christian country, devolves on the higher ranks of so-

ciety in regard to the poor, and those who have studied

the effects of destitution on the health of communities,

on the character of individuals, or on the prosperity of

nations, will always farther ask, what is the condition

—as to food, clothing, and the comforts, or even neces-

saries of life,—of that portion of the population which,

in this, as in all countries, is dependent on some form or

other of charity ; and will always be guided by compa-
rative views of these matters, as observed in different

countries, or in different parts of the same. If we find,

on a fair comparison of this kind, that in certain dis-

tricts of Great Britain, there is much less of comfort and
more of actual misery j more liability to disease, more
temptation to crime, and less capacity of receiving or

profiting by religious and moral instruction ; if we find
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tliat in those districts " many have perished miser-
" ably, whom food, fuel, and clothing, would have saved,"

and that the moral and physical condition of the sur-

vivors is much worse than that which is observed

among a similar population in other districts, we shall

feel entitled to say, that the assistance given to that

portion of the population is defective. If we find, far-

ther, that such relief as is requisite even for the sup-

port of life, is given at the expense of a portion of the

higher ranks, instead of being equitably distributed

over the whole,—that it is given at the expense of the

benevolent members of society, while the selfish are ha-

bitually exempted,—and that it is laid as a burden on

the industry of the country, while the capital of the

country is allowed to escape,—we shall have laid sepa-

rate and distinct and sufiicient grounds for the asser-

tion, that a change of system is required. And if we

are farther satisfied, that in those districts where the

poor have been most neglected, the progress of the po-

pulation, in proportion to the demand for labour, has

been the most rapid ; and that where the provision for

the poor is most effective, the known tendency of popu-

lation to press on the means of subsistence has been

most beneficially restrained,—then I maintain that we

are fully entitled to assert, that the line of public duty

and of public interest is clear there may be, and pro-

bably will long be, room for doubt and discussion, as ta

the details of the arrangements by which an efiective

provision for the poor may be best made, and best

guarded from abuse ; but of the importance and bene-

ficial tendency of effectual measures, to supply the de-

ficiency of national charity wherever it is shewn to be

deficient, and to equalize the burden wherever it is

shewn to be partial, there can be no reasonable doubt.
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I have always asserted, that evidence of all these

points is to he found in Scotland ; and I think I can

estahlish them all from the evidence which has heen

taken hy the Commissioners. In suhmitting extracts

to this effect, I beg it may he observed, that I quote,

almost exclusively, such evidence as refers to matters of

fact; considering the opinions, even of the most intelli-

gent witnesses, now that so large an induction of facts

is in our power, to be of much less importance.

shall first quote some of the evidence as to the

general inadequacy of the legal provision for the impo-

tent poor—their dependence on mendi^it^as the prac-

tical result of this system,—and their actual destitu-

tion, shewing the inefficiency of the resource. After-

wards, I shall give, evidence of more specific evils re-

sulting naturally from this state of things, and then

proceed to the practical question—^Whether the remedy I

proposed by the Commissioners is adequate to the pur-'

pose ?

It may, no doubt, be said that such evils as are now

to be described exist in all countries, whether provided

with poor-laws or not. This is admitted; but the ques-

tion is as to the extent to which they exist, and the

degree in which the existing laws for the relief of the

poor afford a security for their mitigation. It will be

observed, that the sufierings, of which examples are

now to be given, are not isolated cases, or exceptions

to the present rule, but are the usual lot of the desti-

tute poor—from whatever cause their destitution may
have resulted—in the complex state of society which

exists in many parts of Scotland ; and it is particu-

larly desirable, that those who have practical acquaint-

ance with the condition of the native poor in England,
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and the resources provided for them by law, should
compare the practical results of the two systems • so
far, in the first place, as the impotent poor are con-
cerned.

The Rev. Dr Gordon, lately of the High Church,
Edinburgh.

" I would say that, in general, the allowance to out-door pen-
" sioners by the Charity Workhouse is not sufficient to keep them in

" existence at the lowest possible rate of living. Generally speak-
" ing, it is by private charity/ that that allowance is supplemented.
*' I am satisfied that the smallness of the allowance from the public

" is one of the means of increasing and propagating all those bad
habits which extreme destitution creates, i.e., begging, and using

all sorts of arts to extort charity from the benevolent."—Vol. i,

p. 46.

The Rev. J. Hunter, of the Tron Church, Edinburgh.

" Could the poor of your parish possibly subsist on their allow-

ances from the Charity Workhouse without other resources ?"

" Certainly not.

" Are you aware of the resources on which they rely ?" " PubUo
" begging ; and, I fear, that leads to lying, and stealing, and imposi-

" tion on the public." " Is it your opinion that the small allowance

" given by the Charity Workhouse degrades exceedingly the charac-

*• ter of those receiving it ?" Certainly. " And destroys their moral

" feelings?" Yes. In my parish, those who have no visible means

" of subsistence prevail to a very considerable extent. Except by

" begging, they have hardly any means of eking out the little money

" they have from the Charity Workhouse. Some of them are almost

" absolutely famished. I visited a very poor part of my parish on

" Friday last, and in all the houses I found persons destitute of food,

" and completely destit:ite of fuel, without an article of furniture,

" without beds or bedding, the inmates lying on straw. I visited

" about fourteen houses, and this was the case in almost every house I

" was in. A considerable number of this class may be on the roll,

" others might be receiving assistance from the West Church or
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" Canongate parish, and others might not be receiving relief from

any parish." "Were these persons of good character 1 " Some of

" them were of good character."—Vol. i. p. 64.

The Rev. T. Gutheib, lately of St. John's Edinburgh.

" Do you think the present allowances not enough 1" " I think

" them miserably dejicient. In many cases, people have no choice

" but to steal or starve. I may be allowed to add, that I know the

" system has a most injurious effect on the habits of the people ; and

•' elders and deacons are averse to go among the poor, because they

" have to look upon a vast amount of tempoi'al misery which they

" cannot relieve. I have trembled often when I have gone, at the

" call of duty, to visit these receptacles of wretchedness, because I

" felt that I could not relieve the misery which I must look upon

' in such cases ; and nothing but a sense of duty could compel me
" to visit the poor.

" Do you think those small allowances tend to promote a sense

" of independence among the people V " I think the very reverse
;

" and I shall tell you why, because they are obliged to resort to

" begging, which never can promote the spirit of independence
" among the people.

"Is it common for parents to leave their children under the
" present systemV "I find many instances in which parents abandon
" their children altogether." " May not that arise from the knowledo-e

" that the children will be provided for by the pai-ish?" No ;
" /

" think it arises from the ruretchcdiy loiu state into luhich they have
" fallen—so low, that I have sometimes seen parents glad when
*' their children died.''—Vol. i. p. 659.

Mr D. DouD, late Member of the Town-Council, and
one of the Managers of the Charity Workhouse,
Edinburgh.

" Many of the out-pensioners are absolute beggars. I have seen
'< them on the street, persons on the regular roll. From the in-
" adequacy of the reUef from the workhouse, and their inability to
" work, or to get work, they must beg.

" Are there any steps taken by the managers in regard to the
" education of the children of the out-door pensioners ?" None.
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'* Have you any means of knowing what is the general state of

their health. Is it worse than that of the general population]
" Infinitely worse ; there is scarce a day that we sit to administer
" I'elief but two or three people make their appearance who are just

" come from the Royal Infirmai-y.

" Are any means taken to afford medical assistance except in the

" house 1" " Kone. They fall on the medical charitable institutions,

" and on the charity of medical men."*

The Kev. Dr Geant of South Leith.

" In regard to the general allowance to paupers, have you reason

*' to believe that it is adequate to their wants ?" " I do not think it is.

" Taking into account any other sources of income ?" "I do not think

" it is." Has any proposal been made to increase the allowance"? " On
" the whole, the allowance has become more liberal since I was con-

" nected with the parish. We consider ourselves as practically pre-

" vented from raising it, on account of the practice that obtains in

" other parishes. If we were to give 2s. in cases where they give

" Is., the poor in Edinburgh and St Cuthberts would migrate to

" Leith." " What do you consider the effects of a low allowance on

" the poor themselves "I think they must be under the necessity of

" increasing their provision, bybegging and otherwise." " From your

" own knowledge, do the poor in the receipt of parochial relief beg "?"

" They do. I was going to remark, that even in cases where the

" parties have no more than Is. or Is. 6d. a week, they often make

" out to the Kirk-session that they have no other means of subsist-

" ence." " Have you no doubt that, in settling the allowance, the

" Managers and Elders are not satisfied that they have other means

" of subsistence'?" " That is not the general principle of management.

" They seem to proceed on the idea that other means will be found

" in some way or other." " Including begging ?" " No ;
there is

" rather an understanding that those who are on the poors' roll do not

" beg." " But the practice is the contrary V " It is very common.

" Widows with young children are very destitute, because they are

" unable to work until their children attain a certain age."

* That is, the burden of medical assistance to them is thrown on certain

charitable citizens only. ^
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James Marshall, Esq., Treasurer of the Destitute

Sick Society, Leith.

" Tlie funds provided by the parochial assessment are extremely

" inadequate to the wants of the poor. In scarcely any case does a

" poor person receive more than Is. in the week, though utterly un-

" able to do any thing ; and that, in niost cases, does no more than

" pay for house rent ;
consequently they must, either by begging,

" stealing, or some other shift, find food and raiment." " Have many
" cases of extreme destitution and misery come under your notice,

" arising from that defective supply '?" " I have seen many hundreds of

" such cases of destitution." " And were these cases relieved by yoiu*

" Society and other resources ?" " Partly by our Society, and partly

" by private charity and begging, but not adequately.'^ " Have you

" reason to beheve that the destitution existed for a considerable time

" previously to the relief being given V " Yes, in many cases it existed

" until they were compelled from necessity to make their cases known.

" We have found that they have been without food almost entirely

" for days, and without knowing where they were to find it, before

" making application for charity."—Vol. i., p. 226.

Capt. Miller, Superintendant of Police, Glasgow.
" In all cases, the rehef afforded is very inadequate to the wants

" of the poor. The a,Uowance is scarcely sufficient in most instances

" to pay the rent of their miserable dwellings. Indeed, a great many
" of thoni are principally dependent on public or private charity for

" the means of subsistence." " I look on those receiving relief as

" the most destitute of the community, I speak of the aged and in-

" firm, those receiving from 3s. to 6s. a month. Wlien the public
" get notice of their being on the parish roll, they say, ' You are
" ' getting rehef from the Town's Hospital, you are not a proper
" ' object for private charity,'"—Vol, i., p. 326,

" Bo you find that the habits of the begging community lead to
«' petty ofi-ences ?" " I have no doubt of it. The youth commence by
" begging, and go on to commit offences.

" Is begging strictly punished in Glasgow " It has not been so
" punished for the last few years, although cases occur occasionally of
" punishment.
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" Why are they not punished strictly?" " From a conviction of tU
" distress that prevails in the community, and the small alloivancea

" granted by the parish. A great many cases come under our no-

" tice, where the parties state that they are in receipt of 4s., 5s., and
" 6s. a month, which is not sufficient to keep them, and they are

" obHged to go out and beg.

" Then the small allowances da not tend to raise the lower orders 1

" No
;

they have quite the opposite effect.—Vol. i., p. 328.

" You refer to the report of Dr Cowan, where it is mentioned

" that a number of persons died from want of nourishment. Have
" any cases come under your knowledge of that kind 1" " Yes, if I

" am able to judge. Sometimes I have seen poor creatures having no

" bed, nor a rag to cover them, but their miserable scanty clothes,

" lying in a damp dwelling, and in fever. It requires no medical

" man to give an opinion on this : I have seen it frequently.''^—
Vol. i. p. 328.

Dr Fleming, Glasgow.

" You have charge of one of the districts of the Town's Hospital 1

" For six years, up to six months' ago, I had." " Your visits, so

" far as concerned the Town's Hospital, were confined to persons to

" whom parish relief was given V " Not entirely. We very often

" visit the poor, though not on the parish roll." " In the course of

" your visits, have you perceived a great amount of destitution V
" Yes, in some parts. Very abject poverty in some cases." " Does

it appear to you that the amount of allowance received from the

" Hospital fund has been sufficient to maintain them, either wholly, or

«< with reo-ard to other som-ces ?" "I should say that there were many

" cases that came under my notice m which it was quite insujicient.

" Many were in great poverty even with the Hospital allowance,

" and any other sources of income that they might chance to have.

«• A very common expression is, < All we get is not sufficient to pay

«' ' the rent.'"—Vol. i. p. 338.

Mr James Stirling, Clerk to the Town Hospital,

Glasgow.

« Are you aware that people receiving out-door reHef betake them-

selves to public begging 1 Yes, many of them do beg, notwith-

standing their allowance from the Hospital."
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Mr D. Stow, Secretary to the Normal Seminary,

Glasgow.

" The poor receive more from their poor neighbours than they do,

" or ever can, from any public charity."

L/Mr A. Newall, one of the Directors of the Town's

* Hospital, Glasgow.

" A great many widows, ft-ora their inadequate allowances, send

" their children to beg."—^Vol. i. p. 342.

The evidence from Greenock is particularly explicit

on the points now before us.

Mr R. Steele, Ship-Builder, Greenock.

" There is much begging in Grreenock—particularly among the

" destitute paupers. The poor get their support more fr'om begging

" than fr-oni the assessment. I hear the complaints which the people

" make themselves, and I hear fr^om others who are in the habit of

" visiting and seeing them, that they are in a state of great want and

*' destitution, and but for begging, they would starve."—VoL i.

pp. 530-31.

Mr Hutchinson, Collector of Police Funds, Greenock.
" I have known sevei'al widows on the poor's roll not able to

" keep house ; they are turned from house to house (if their ticket

" is not lodged for security) every week almost, from not being able

" to pay their rent. On the other hand, when they keep their

" money to pay rent, they must beg for the sustenance of tlieir fa-

" milies."

" And these are sober, well-doing persons ?" " So far as I know."
" Is there neglect on the part of the elders and deacons as to the

" wants of the poor V " I don't think there is any neglect, so far as
" their funds will allow ; but they are cramped in their means."
Vol. i. p. 533.

Mr J. Denniston, Greenock.
" Are the parish allowances sufficient for the maintenance of pau-

" pers who have no other means of subsistence 1" " They are never
" contemplated as sufficient."

B
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" How is it contempliited that the pauper is to live, when ho has

" no other means'?" " Either by begging, or receiving something

" from some charitable institution.

" Arc many decent people among the destitute " Oh yes, a
" great many."—Vol. i. p. 545.

Mr J. Black, Law-Agent, Greenock.

" A resolution was come to lately, that an additional sum should

" be assessed for the loss which the poor would sustain, from the la-

" houring people not being able to assist them. On my list were 23

" widows—only a few of these had as much as 4s. a month
;
they

" were supported by neighbours, tradesmen, or by their children or

" relations. The stagnation of trade made those who were support-

" ing them as poor as themselves. The allowances are still not ade-

" quate to their wants. The highest I have on my roll is a widow

" with 10s. a-month for herself and seven children, the eldest 14 years,

" the youngest 9 months.

'* Are any of those children at work?' " None, for the last 12

" months.

" How are they subsisted V " By their mother going about en-

" deavouring to get a subsistence from the public.

" In ordinary years, are the allowances from the poor-funds eked

" out by the charity of the neighbours of those who have no other

" sources'?" " Frequently.''^

" So that what the small allowances leave unsupplied falls as a

" burden on the working classes, who assist their neighbours to make

" up the difference V " Yes."—Vol. i. pp. 499-501.

Mr Wm. Martin, Superintendent of the Sonp-Kitclien,

Grreenock.

" The allowances granted to the poor are insufficient for their wants.

" If it were not for what they get from their neighbours, they could

" not get on at all. The paupers are allowed to beg on Saturday.

" Is that a good system '?" " I am not prepared to say. It is

" necessary for themselves in the mean time.

" Which is the best system, allowing them to do that, or giving

" them an adequate allowance, and not permitting them to beg '?'*

" I should think it better not to allow begging."—Vol. i. p. 537.
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Hugh Millae, Esq., Provost of Ayr.

" There is a good decal of begging in Ayr, which is suppressed as

" much as possible; but it cannot be effectually put down, nor is it

" attempted. The reason is, that people are quite aware that the

" allowances which these poor people get are not sufdent for them.

" A great many of the beggars come from the neighbouring parishes

" of Newton and Wallaceton, where the allowances are even less

" than in Ayr. There are a good many beggars on the parochial

" roll in Ayr, but the greater number are not."— Vol. i. p. 693.

J. M'DiARMiD, Esq., Secretary to tlie Soup-Kitcheii,

Dumfries.

" Are you aware that there is a good deal of begging among

" paupers on the roll '?" "I have no doubt of it. Wlien the relief

" from the assessment is so small, they cannot support nature with-

" out begging ; the allowances are so small, oiving to the limited

" assessment, that you cannot steel your heart against them."

—

Vol. i. p. 573.

Rev. Dr Reid, Dumfries.

" What is the -condition of the paupers on the rolU" I take

" them to be in a very poor state—generally with very scanty bed-

" ding, often lying on a little straw, and sometimes on the floor,

" with very few bed-clothes.''—Do., p. 571.

Mr A. EiNDLAY, Inspector of Poor in Kilmarnock.

" The poor of the town are permitted to beg on Saturdays ; and

" there is a good deal of begging among those who are nOt permitted

" to do so ;
many of them are strangers, some belong to the town.

" Has a general knowledge of the condition of the poor in some
" country pai'ishes in Ayrshire. Believes that, although the allow-

." ances are smaller there, they are in general as comfortable as the

" poor in Kilmarnock. Their cases are generally known to the far-

" mers and benevolent people in their parishes
; they go out among

" them to get assistance. But for that, many would starve on the

" country aZZowance."-—Vol. i. p. 708.

The state of tlie jJoor in the northern towns is fully

as had.
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Bev. James Scott, Inverness.

" I may say that I visit the poor as much as any individual m
" Inverness. I do not think the poor at all adequately supported,

" particularly the bedridden.

" They are assisted by their neighbours V " Yes, and by charit^

" able individuals ; and many of them have suffered almost to star-

" vation.'"—Vol. ii. p. 464.

Dr W. Welsh Foebes, Inverness.

" I have seen a great many of the poor receiving parish relief in

" a very destitute state,—^their supply of food generally scanty. A
" poor man has perhaps a suit of clothing in 4, 5, or 6 years ; it

" becomes torn and worn out, and affords very little protection from

" cold in wmter. In regard to female paupers, I have reason to

" know that several of them have only one shift,—and when that is

" washing, they have none on their persons. Their clothing is very

" inadequate to protect them during the winter season. They have

" dunghills about their houses, and a great want of cleanliness in and

" about them. They are very ill off as to bedding—generally they

" have a little straw or ferns, some, perhaps, chaff ; and in a few

" cases they have little of these between them and the boards. I

" have seen some of them lying on the floor, and only a little straw

" under them. Their supply of bed-clothes is very scanty. They

" live chiefly on potatoes, and a little milk; sometimes alittlefish. They

" raise their potatoes from manure collected from the roads and road-

" sides, and consequently accumulate quantities of this manure about

" their doors, which tends very much to the introduction and difFu-

sion of fever. They have attendance and medicines, when sick,

" from the Dispensary, but there is no provision as regards nourish-

" ment and clothing. I have had the greatest difficulty in getting

" a little aid for some poor creatures, which was of the utmost im-

" portance to their recovery. I cannot say whether anything could

" be got for them from the kirk-session ; but it is a troublesome thing

" to go about, and in urgent cases death might take place before it

" could be got. During the epidemic cholera, we often could not

" get what was necessary for the recovery of poor patients, such

" things as beef-tea. I cannot conceive how many of them exist. A
much more liberal provision for the poor is necessary, in order to
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" suppoi-t life in any comfort at all. A number of these poor crea-

" tures were the chief victims of cholera ;
they were in a state of

*' destitution and debility, and seldom recovered from it. I have no

*' doubt whatever, that if they were better provided for, fever, and

" the other diseases to which they are so subject, resulting from defi-

" cient nourishment and clothing, would be less prevalent among

'* them. My professional opinion is, that the poor of those places

*' should have a much more liberal provision."—Vol, ii. p. 465—7.

Dr R. Manford fully confirms all the above,—stating that he has

seen people in sickness lying on earthen floors, damp and cold, on

straw, with some light rug over them, or an old blanket or piece of

carpet. He adds, that their fuel is always very scanty, and that

" they are obliged to carry great burdens of wood from the woods,

" (sometimes 5 or 6 miles off), which is often the cause of colds and

" other complaints."—P. 471.

Mr W. Gumming, Assistant Superintendent of the Poor, says far-

ther, that "very many applications for relief are rejected" and that

" all that they get cannot do more than pay house-rent."

Mr A. Bremner, Teacher, says, that, in 1838, he surveyed and

reported on 865 claims in the town and parish, of whom 644 were

admitted, or supposed to be deserving of being admitted, as regular

paupers, and 111 to be temporarily relieved ; that of these only from

450 to 500 had formerly been receiving aid from the kirk-session ;

that some of them had applied, and could not be relieved
; that, so

far as came to his knowledge, the want offunds was the only cause of

their not being relieved ; and that the destitution did not generally

proceed from misconduct or intemperance.—P. 481—2.

Mr T. M'Kenzie, Teacher, also states, that many decent families

in appearance were found to be in extreme want, though not on any

roll for receiving relief.

The Rev. C. Fyvie states, that he belongs to a District Visiting

Society, and went into every hovel in Inverness himself; that the so-

ciety failed, from want offunds, after a year ; that the destitute per-

sons he saw were " chiefly reduced hy old age and infirmity,''^ not

by misconduct.

Mr T, Anderson, who made a list of the destitute persons in In-

verness, found fully five-sixths to be females.—P. 461.
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This being the state of the destitute poor of Inverness, it appears,

farther, that, in consequence of disputes between the advocates of

assessments and of voluntary charity, from May till August 1843, tliQ

foor got nothing at all,—" they resorted to their old plan of •puhlic

" begging,"—many of them, it is to be obsei-ved, being bedridden.

—P. 459.

Bailie Toebes, Aberdeen.

" You are very well acquainted with the situation of the poor in

" Aberdeen?' " Yes, m St Nicholas' parish." " Are they sufficiently

" supported by the allowance they get " The present allowances they

" receive, with very few exceptions, are not more than half what is

" adequate to support them in the humblest manner^ " How is theu'

" maintenance made up "I have occasion to know that many receive

" considerable aid from relatives, and /rom the wealthier inhabitants

" with whom they may have become connected in the better period of

their days, and also, though it is strictly prohibited, hj public men-

" dicity.'" "Wliat kind of houses do the poor live in?" "In many cases

" they are exceedingly filthy and ill-ventilated, and not water-tight.

" In many cases the poor have only a shake-dowia of straw on the

" floor, and three or four persons sometimes sleep upon it. For bed-

" clothes, they have merely a coarse rug or coverlet ; and frequently

" the principal part of the bed-clothes are their body-clothes spread

" over them. These, in many cases, are very tattered, and in a very

" filthy state."—Vol. iii. p. 599, et seq.

Captain Grove, Superintendent ofCounty Police, Perth.

" The poor here are a most miserable people

—

worse than in Ire-

" land, where I was quartered a considerable time. Their bodily

" appearance is most miserable ;
they are fully as dirty, and, from

" their appearance, seem to have less food than those in Ireland.

" They are allowed to beg on Saturdays."—Vol. iii. p. 243.

Mr George Croll, Kirk-Treasurer, Perth.

" Have you reason to believe that many persons on your roll are

" engaged in public begging 1 Yes, in street begging regularly on

" Saturdays."—Vol. iii. p. 234.
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Wm. Aenott, Esq., Heritor in Perth.

«' As to those in actual receipt of relief from the poor's-funds, are

" you of opinion that they receive enough V " They are mendicants,

" aUowed to go at large, and beg from shop to shop and from house

" to house, and that sometimes when getting relief from the assess-

" ment. There is no end to that begging ;
Saturday is the prin-

" cipal day, but they go about every day."—Vol. iii. p. 230.

H. Baeclay, Esq., Sheriff-Substitute of Perthshire.

" The reUef now given, in many cases, just marks a man as a

" pauper, from its inadequacy, and he is then set abroad as a beggar."

—Vol. iii. p. 253.

Mr H. M'DoNALD, Kirk-Treasurer of Stirliug (where

there is no assessment.)

" Some of the paupers on the roll go round to certain families once

" a-week, and others beg generally about the town. The allowance

is so small, that it is necessary for them to support themselves in

" some other way."—Vol. iii. p. 209.

W. H. EoEEEST, Esq., Surgeon in Stirling.

" Witness does not think the poor on the permanent roll here in

" a better state than those who have no settlement. He thinks the

" poor are getting more filthy in their habits, that they are more im-

" provident, and in a worse state generally, than when he first knew
" them. The number of destitute persons has been yearly iucreas-

« ing."—Vol. iii. p. 209.

It is unnecessary to go farther in regard to the

larger towns. The following extracts are taken, almost

at random, from some of the smaller towns and manu-
facturing villages.

Rev. G-. Menilaws, Minister of Tulliallan (not as-

sessed.)

" The heritors and kirk -session are about to impose an assessment.

" The number of the poor has been increasing. A great proper-
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" tion of the property of the parish pays nothing to the support of
" the poor at present. Witness considers there would be some risk

" to life and property, if some addition were not made to the present

inadequate allowances. He has seen some cases approaching to

" starvation ; he has seen cases in his own parish, where the poor
" were in greater want of furniture, bed and body clothes, than he
" ever saw in Alloa, Edinburgh (where he was missionary under Dr
" Gordon), or anywhere else."—Vol. iii. p. 200.

Rev. Wm. Burns, late Minister of Kilsyth (voluntarily

assessed.)

" We have few beggars belonging to the parish, but a gy^eat many
" strolling beggars from other parishes.* I have peculiarly remarked
" destitution among single women in Kilsyth. My own conscientious

" conviction is, that their allowance from the kirk-session might be

tripled^ leaving full play for voluntary charity."—Vol. iii. p. 392.

E-ev. J. Watson, Minister of Cumbernauld (voluntarily

assessed.)

" The allowances which we give the poor would not support them,

" but they are assisted by their neighbours ; they are not regular

" beggars, but go about among their neighbours. We have a great

" number of stranger beggars, I cannot say that all the heritors

" contribute to the voluntary assessment."—Vol. iii. p. 390.

M. FiNLAYSON, Esq., Surgeon, Campsie.

" I have occasionally visited the paupers on the roU of the parish.

" In some cases, I have found them very poorly provided indeed,

" as to dwellings, bedding, and bed-clothes ; in others, not so ill off.

" I have frequently found a want of the necessaries of life among

poor people (in unusual distress) ; often absolute starvation,—

I

" believe not a morsel of food for some time. I saw from their ap-

" pearance that it was food, not medicine, they wanted. We ought to

*' have a poor-law, as the sum now given to the poor is insufficient.

" No class of individuals can know this better than the medical luen.

" In some cases, the allowance to the paupers is sufficiently supple-

* This is a very common complaint, easily understood, in the country parishes

in Scotland,
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« mented by private charity, in others not. Many of the poor people

« not on the roll are very ill ofF for months at a time I mean old

« people, frail people, sick people, unable to work. I think the old

" and inarm should be on the permanent roll ; and those disabled by

« sickness should have more temporary relief."—Vol. iii. pp. 392-3.

The case of the strictly agricultural districts in the\

Lowlands, and that of the Highlands and Islands, will
}

be considered separately.

/ II. In the next place, it is of the utmost importance,

ftn taking a general view of the extent and intensity of

/ destitution, and necessary mendicity in Scotland, to re-

/ member that the destitute poor, in most parts of Scot-

laud, greatly exceed the number of the paupers, who are

admitted on the rolls of the parishes, and on whom the

foregoing observations have been made. This is a point

which I endeavoured to illustrate formerly, as furnish-

ing the simple answer to the assertion, that the effect

of the Scotch system is to keep down the number of the

poor, and that wherever assessments, or an approach to

the English system, have been introduced, the num-

ber of the poor immediately increases. I stated that,

in such cases, it is not the number of destitutepoor that

increases, but only the number ofpaupers, i. e., of per-

sons admitted to legal relief ; and that this increase,

when its circumstances are investigated, is found to

shew, not that the number now admitted is too great,

but that the number previously admitted was too small,

—comprising only a portion of those who were depend-

ent on some form of charity. Of this I formerly gave

various proofs ; and I took the liberty of referring the

Commissioners to the proceedings of the Committee,

which took charge of the voluntary contribution in

Edinburgh, called the Prince ofWales' Fund. The mem-
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bers of that Committee visited and carefully reported on
all parts of the town, and " found 21,600 in such a state

" of destitution, that they recommended them for gra-
" tuitous assistance, besides several thousands more,
" whom they recommended for assistance by the sale

" of goods at reduced prices." This proved that the

destitute and dependent poor in Edinburgh, at certain

seasons, amount to 16 per cent, of the whole popula-

tion, although the paupers on the rolls of the parishes

do not exceed 6 per cent. I stated to the Commission-

ers, also, that I had made notes of" 333 cases of des-

" titution, carefully inquired into by myself and two
" other persons ; and of these, 121 were receiving pa-

" rochial relief, and 212 receiving none." I took it

upon me, therefore, to say, that in Edinburgh the pau-

pers on the roll of the parishes are only a fraction of

the destitute poor^ who are dependent, at least during

part of the year, on some kind of charitable assistance

;

and formerly referred, in proof of the same general fact,

to the inquiries of Captain Miller at Glasgow, con-

tained in a report, which was made part of his evidence

before the Commissioners, where it appeared, that, of

1028 families, visited by himself, and found " in a state

" of destitution" which excited the compassion of all

who saw it, only 406 were in receipt of parochial relief.*

A similar observation has been already quoted, as made,

apparently with great accuracy, at Inverness. The

evidence of Mr Einlayson, surgeon at Campsie, above

quoted, and many others that might be quoted, are to

* I am aware that various inaccuracies in Captain Miller's Report, of per-

sons receiving parish relief (consequent on the frequent misrepresentations of

the paupers), were pointed out to the Commissioners by Mr Thomson, the Super-

intendent of the Town Hospital ; but these do not affect the statement of Cap-

tain Miller as to the number whom he saw in destitution, and receiving no aid.

See Mr Thomson's evidence, vol. i. p. 427.
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the same purpose ; and in Dr Watt's Eeport on the

Census, in part of Lanarkshire, it was stated that the

paupers were 463, and the destitute poor without parish

aid 693. But, as this line of inquiry has not been fol-

lowed out by the Commissioners as fully as might have

been desired, I think it right to enumerate here the

different causes (all of which were in evidence before th^l

Commissioners) which prevent destitute persons from I

appearing on the rolls of the parishes ; and so hinder

these from affording even an approximation to a mea-

sure of the number of destitute and dependent poor in

Scotland.

1. There is the large number—in some seasons and

in some districts, unfortunately the excessive number

—

of able-bodied, unemployed persons, male and female,

with their dependents, who hardly appear at all—in

the most distressed districts never, even as occasional

poor,—on the rolls of the parishes ; but whose case will

be considered afterwards.

2. There is another large class of persons, tempo-

rarily disabled by illness, and often suffering the

severest privations, whose dependence, in practice, is

on private charity or charitable institutions almost ex-

clusively, not on the law.

The following extracts will sufficiently shew how ge-

nerally in Edinburgh, and I believe in other towns, the

case of the destitute sick, who have an acknowledged

claim during their sickness on parochial aid, is trans-

ferred to voluntary charities (called into existence by

the deficiency of the legal provision); i.e., the relief of

these persons, intended by law to be a charge on the

whole community, is thrown on the charitable portion

of the community only ; or, the uncharitable are re-

lieved of that burden at the expense of the charitable.
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They will shew farther, what difficulty and delay are

often experienced, when such cases having become tedi-

ous or incurable, in getting them on the rolls of the

parishes, even as occasional poor. These extracts suffi-

ciently confirm the statement which I made on this

subject in my paper on the Epidemic Fever, p. 20.

Mr G. Wilson, Vice-President of the Society for

the Relief of the Destitute Sick.

" If a working man is sick, and has not the means of maintaininor

" himself while sick, is he not a fit object for discretionary relief by

" the managers of the poor 1" " He is not just now, but I say he

" ought to be."

" He is not, according to your idea of the Poor-Law of Scotland I"

" 0, dear no ! Thei/ would send him to us, as especially fitted

" for us."

" Suppose sufficient funds were at the disposal of the Charity

" Workhouse to enable them to supply the poor who are sick in a

" proper mannner, would your establishment be unnecessary "If

*' the Charity Workhouse did as they ought, our Society would be

" of no use." " If they had funds, and applied them, it would take

" away the object of our Society."*

" According to your impression of the law, would not able-bodied

" persons, when sick, be proper objects for discretionary rehef by the

" managers of the poor?" " I don't know about the law, but the

" practice is not to act in that way in Edinburgh."]

* Mr Wilson afterwards very properly modified this answer, and stated that

a voluntary charity for the destitute sick would be very useful in various ways,

although the relief of the most urgent necessities, of most of those now apply-

ing to this charity in Edinburgh, were charged on the poor-rate.

t A case in point was brought under the notice of the Commissioners by my-

self. A young man, with a wife, and infant child, disabled by an ulcer on the

leg, could not obtain admission to the Infirmary, and had relief only for a few

weeks from the Destitute Sick Society, which was discontinued. After being

five months disabled for work, he had pawned all his furniture, and most of his

bed and body clothing, and said that many days neither he nor his wife had food,

but never applied to the parish, " because he thought they would not give any-

" thing to one so young."—Vol. iii. p. 320.
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" Are there many cases of -destitute sickness which don't come-

" under your notice ?" " Vast numbers:'—Vol. i. p. 142.

The evidence at Perth and other towns is just to the

same purpose, as to the relief of destitution from occa-

sional sickness, by voluntary charity almost exclusively.

D. Frew, Esq., Surgeon, Perth, in the Out-door

Department of the Infirmary.

" We visit the poor who are recommended by subscribers, and

" supply them with medicines. If they require extra diet, we ap-

" ply to the Destitute Sick Society ; our recommendations are at

" tended to not fully, but to a certain extent ; the Society gives for

'* six weeks ; if more than that is required, we apply to the Managers

" of the poor's funds.'"*'—Vol. iii. p. 337.

H. M'Faelane, Esq., Surgeon to the Infirmary, Perth.

" We have found great difficulty in disposing of incurable cases

" for want of an institution in which they might be received ; we have

" felt a delicacy in sending them back to their wretched places, and

" kept them in the house, just that they might die in comfort there,

" rather than send them home."—Vol. iii. p. 249.

W. H. FoEREST, Esq., Surgeon in Stirling.

" There is no hospital here, and the sick poor are relieved entirely

" in their houses. The Dispensary is maintained by voluntary con-

" tributions, and medicines and attendance are provided for the sick

" poor from its funds, but they are not sufficient for the purpose.

" During the late epidemic, witness, with the assistance of some
" friends, set agoing a soup-kitchen to supply beef-tea to persons

" recovering from fever, who had no food but potatoes, but he found
" the demands so numerous, tJiat he was obliged to give it up."—
Vol. iii. p. 210.

Rev. R. Henderson, Episcopal Minister, Stirling.

" Knows a woman now dying of cancer, unable to be moved, who
" has no settlement, having been a vagrant. She is in the greatest
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' want. For such cases there is no provision in StirHng but from
• private chai'ity,"—Vol. ii. p. 210.

Br Peacock, Resident Superintendent of the Royal
Infirmary, Edinburgh.

" There is a difficulty fre(juently in getting parishes to receive

patients who have got into such a state that medical assistance can

be of no farther use to them."

" In order to avoid the expense of maintaining them "I pre-

sume so. The remark is most applicable to country parishes."

" Does this apply to the West Kirk parish V' " We have seve-

ral times had difficulty with the West Kirk parish.

" I was several years in an hospital in England. We take in cases

here which would not be taken in there, which would be sent to the

workhouse ; persons not able to work, from debility, with chronic

ulcers on the legs, and other diseases, which incapacitate them for

work, but derive very little advantage from medical treatment.

Such cases would be rejected (and thrown on the parish) in Eng-

la"nd."—-Vol. i. p. 132.

Dr Handyside, Surgeon to the Royal Infirmary.

" Have you any means of knowing whether, without the assist-

ance of private charities (such as the Eoyal Infirmary, House of

Refuge, and Destitute Sick Society), the poor would be sufficiently

provided for by parochial relief?" " Not adequately provided

for." " The allowance to each individual is not sufficient ?"

Not sufficient."

" Are there any who get no assistance at all, although they re-

quire it ?" " Many—very many."

" You state that there are many cases which, in England, would

be relieved either by the workhouse or out-door rehef, which

are dependent on the Infirmary V " There are many who

state that they have a claim on the legal charities of Edin-

burgh, but cannot get then- claim presented in such a form

that relief follows. Others from country parishes. An en-

deavour is occasionally made to provide for them by commu-

nicating with their parishes ; but for the most part, I regret to

state, that we fail in these attempts, and are obliged to dismiss the
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" patients, referring them to the Benevolent and Stranger's Friend

" Society, who sometimes can afford to send them to their parishes.

" But I can furnish cases in which, after being foi-warded to their

" parishes, they have been returned to us.

" We get Httle assistance from the Charity Workliouse ;
I gene-

" rally decline, for one, to grant certificates for them, because I am

" confident that the parties will not receive relief—^thinking it better

" they should apply to the Dispensary and Destitute Sick Society

" till they are able to work."—Vol. i. p. 135-6.

Even such cases as tlie following occur, without de-

riving any benefit from parochial assistance, because

considered to he objects for the charitable Associations

only ; or because the forms of the workhouse interpose

such delays as render the application, during the time

of disease, fruitless :

—

" One of my patients in the Infirmary last winter, I have no

" doubt, died from starvation. This was a girl of seventeen ; her

" mother was a servant ; she was found lying in one of the woi'st

" closes in the town, and was taken compassion upon by two prosti-

" tutes. When brought in she was labouring under inflammation of

" the lungs, her legs were extensively ulcerated, and her body in a

" state of complete prostration and weakness ; her disease had been

" produced by lying openly in the cold. She died, and, with the

" exception of the rapid disease under which she laboured, there was

" no unhealthy appearance," i.e., nothing to explain th.e previous ex-

treme emaciation and debility.—" There was a young man of

" twenty-five, and a woman of nineteen, last winter, who also died

" of starvation ; I was present at the examination of the bodies.

—

" Mr Tait, surgeon of police, told me that, two years ago, a man,
" the father of three children, died of starvation. The body was
" brought to the police office, and there was nothing else to which

" death could be attributed."—Do., Vol. i. p. 138.

The case of death by absolute starvation, although I

am confident of having seen it, is rare ; but that of

death by disease, of which deficient nourishment is part
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of the cause, is common, as correctly stated by one of the

witnesses at Ayr.

T. GEaiMELL, Esq., one of the Magistrates of Ayr.
" Interrogated, Whether, from his experience, he thought there

" was any danger of persons being allowed to die of starvation in the

" town of Ayr V " Answers, There would be danger, in some sea-

" sons, of death being hastened by want of the means of subsistence."

" Interrogated, Do you not think such danger would be met, as

" heretofore, by voluntary contributions ?" " Answers, It would be

" met to the extent of preventing starvation, but not to the extent

" of preventing privations which would impair the health."—Vol. i.

p. 699.

3. In many cases, persons entitled to legal relief,

either occasional or permanent, are kept in a state of

destitution for a very considerable time before their

application for that relief receives any answer at all.

It is a troublesome thing to go about, as stated at In-

verness ; but not there only, as is shewn by the follow-

ing extracts :

—

Mr A. Macaulay, Town Councillor of Edinburgh, and

lately a Manager of the Charity Workhouse.

" The difficulty of getting relief from the parish is so great, that

persons have died before they could obtain it."—.Vol. i. p. 168.

Dr Handyside.

" Two months ago, a patient (dismissed from the Infirmary, par*

" tially relieved, unable for work) asked me to sign a paper for the

" Charity Workhouse. She appears to have a good claim on it, and

" may receive relief; but she has not yet received an answer. —
Vol. i. p. 168.

Dr Gkeville, Manager of the House of Refuge,

Edinburgh.

" We have a great number of cases coming to the House of Re-

«' fuge, where the parties, applying to the Charity Workhouse, have
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been put off—say for three weeks : what they would do without

" the House of Refuge I cannot imagine. They are put off till the

monthly meeting takes place ; but it often happens that their cases

« are put off from month to month, till three months, or even a

" longer period, elapses."—Vol. i. p. 99.

Rev. Dr M'Leod, Glasgow.

" I desiderate in Glasgow an individual by whom cases might be

" taken up, so that I might be relieved from looking after them, and

" going to tliis director and that,
j
^en a father or mother dies

" of typhus, the orphans should be looked after, instead of leaving
^

" the poor creatures to fly to the streets, and wander about till some

" benevolent individual takes up the case. I have known people

" trying for several weeks to obtain rehef."—Vol. i., p. 652.

Some of the evil consequences of tliese delays are well

stated in tlie following evidence :

—

Dr Alex. Watt, Glasgow.

" One point I beg particularly to state, that it is generally not

" till the poor widow has come to the worst state ofpoverty that she

'* is supplied with parochial relief at all. Decent work-people have

" generally tolerable furniture, which exists so long as the husband

" is capable of working. When the husband dies, leaving the widow

in this condition, she should be immediately supplied, instead of

" waiting till she has sold or pawned her clothes and furniture.

" Then she is obliged to mix with the lowest people, and in the

"most unhealthy part of the city; and" her children, instead of

" being attended to in education, and going to church as formerly,

" are entirely neglected, and mix with children around them of the

" worst description."—(Vol. i., p. 365.)

4. Another frequent cause of the excess of destitu-

tion over pauperism in Scotland, is sufficiently explained

by a sentence already quoted from the Report of the
Commissioners—" In many cases the quantum of relief

" given" (it might he added, the giving or refusing of
relief) " is not measured by the necessities of the pau-

c
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" per, but by the sum which the kirk-session may
" happen to have in hand for distribution." This may,

indeed, be said of the whole district of the Highlands

and Islands ; and it is explicitly stated by some of the

ministers there, that the paupers on the roll are not

more than a third of those whom they would receive, if

they had funds to distribute among them.

A single quotation from the evidence of a Highland

minister sufficiently illustrates this point.

Eev. D. M'Rae, Poolewe, in Ross-shire.

" Have you ever had to pay for paupers belonging to your parish,

" but who were in the southern parts of Scotland ?" " We have

" never paid, but we have been sometimes applied to. How they

" manage the matter I cannot tell ; but our answer was, that we

" had no funds. I remember one last year, from Dunoon, for a young

" man who had fallen into bad health. The answer was, that his

" friends could not pay, and we had no funds. I have heard no

" more about it."—Vol. i., p. 733. See also the evidence of the

Eev. Dr M'Leod of Glasgow, infra ; and that of Messrs Gumming

and Bremner, at Inverness, supra, p. 21.

Even in the City of Edinburgh, the whole funds distri-

buted by the Charity Workhouse are curtailed in this

manner, as is distinctly stated by the Commissioners,

by the repeated refusal of the Town Council to assess

the town to the extent which the Managers of the

Workhouse thought necessary.

5. Another deplorable set of cases of destitute poor,

not admitted as paupers, consists of those luhose settle-

ment is distant, or is disputed. This evil has fortunately

attracted the particular attention of the Commissioners,

and they have proposed a remedy for it, which, if it

shall he enforced, will, I have no doubt, be fomid very

effectual, although so burdensome on some parts ol the

country that we must expect it to be strongly opposed.



But at present we are only concerned with the fact,

which is thus stated by the Commissioners :—

" The rule understood to be foUowed is, that the Managers of the

" poor are bound to reheve persons in distress, even although they

" have no settlement in the parish. We are satisfied, however,

" from inquiries, that the practice is often at variance with this rule.

*' Some of the Managers of the poor have themselves admitted, that

" in such cases the destitution must be very urgent before rehef is

" given. At one time there was a notice posted up at the door of

" the Charity Workhouse in Edinburgh, in which it was stated,

" ' That no person need apply, except those who have resided at

" ' least three years in the city parishes.^ This notice was only re-

" cently removed. The onus of proving his settlement was thus laid

" on the pauper, even in the case of an application for temporary

*' relief. If the proof required could not be produced, all relief was

" refused, although no doubt might he entertained of his being in a

" state of destitution.^^-—Report, p. 31.

" Our attention has been called to several cases, in which appli-

" cations for repayment of money advanced by way of interim relief

" to a pauper belonging to another parish, have been either left un-

" noticed, or refused on the ground of want of funds. It appears,

" indeed, from the statement of sevei'al of the clergy in the High-

" lands, that it is a common practice there to pay no regard to such

*' applications.^^—lb., p. 34.

The following extracts will give evidence of the wide-

spread misery which results from the difficulties thus

thrown in the way of admission of paupers on the rolls,

during the continuance of which difficulties it is certain

that the most general rule is, to refuse all relief.-^^^

Dr Geeville, Manager of the House of Refuge,

Edinburgh.

" We frequently succeed in making a settlement good ; but in a

" very great number of instances the settlement is disputed ; and it

" is often with great difficulty that a settlement is made, even when
" there is no dispute in the first instance." " Is there difficulty in
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" making out the legal proofs V " The difficulty is not only sometimes
*' in making out the legal proof ; but our experience is, that where
" the legal proof is quite clear, parishes trust to the difficulty of en-
'* forcing the claims against them, thinking that we will not be at

" the trouble of establishing them by having recourse to a court of
* law. They frequently resist the proof where the case is unde-

niable. We presume that they trust to our forbearance. One or

" two cases are subjoined.

*• A. G., an imbecile girl, nme years of age, was admitted into the

" Refuge more than six years ago. She was a natural child, and
** her mother, a native of Edinburgh, appeared to have a regular

** settlement in the city. The mother died ; and though the Ma-
^ nagers of the Workhouse never fully admitted the girl's settlement,

" yet they did admit that her mother was residing in Edinburgh at

" the time of her death, and that she was bui'ied by the parish. For

" a period of five years they refused to admit this orphan to the

" Woi'khouse, or to allow any thing for her maintenance in the

" House of Refuge. Here was an orphan child, not only friendless

" and destitute, but visited by one of the most awful dispensations

" of Providence, cast off by the guardians of the poor, because they

" were not quite convinced she had a legal claim."

" D. R., aged seventy-three, served an apprenticeship in Edin-

" burgh. He had been admitted into the Workhouse about three

" years ago, and had lately obtained permission to leave it, to try

" if he could earn his own support. Having fiiQed to get any em-

" ployment, he returned to the Workhouse in a state of starva-

" tion, and was refused admission until his case had been re-consi-

" dered by the Managers at the next monthly meeting. The office-

" bearers were perfectly acquainted with the poor man's destitute

" situation, as well as his claim on the parish, for these were certified

" in writing by one of the Managers of the Workhouse. And yet,

*' but for the ready protection of the House of Refuge, of which the

man is now an inmate, he might have died of cold at the gate of

" the institution which is legally bound to shelter and protect him."

" J. D. and his wife, both above seventy years of age, who had

" lived many years in the West Church parish, then in the Grass-

" market, within the City parish, for two years, applied for relief to

" the parish workhouse. The apphcation was refused, on the ground
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«• of his not having established a settlement. He remained in the

" same place two or three years longer, and then applied a second

" time for relief. He was refused, because he had constituted him-

" self a pauper by his previous application, though he obtained no-

'* thing by it. Being in very great distress, he tried the West

" Church parish, but got for answer, that he had obtained subsequent

settlement in the City pai-ish. He then carried the matter into

the Sheriff Court. We were ready to receive him if he got (which

" he was unable to do) the usual guarantee for board ; in a few days

" he returned in such a state of extreme misery, that we admitted

" him and his wife without a guarantee. The case was about twelve

" months in the Sheriff Court, and the West Church was found

*' liable. Both parishes united in resisting the claim.'''' " This is

" not a solitary case " By no means." " Would a statement,

•" that it is a universal practice in Edinburgh to grant relief till the

" place of settlement is found out, be according to your experience?"

" Quite contrary to my expenence. I could bring a host of cases

" to prove this ; some peculiarly hard, relating to the West Church

" parish."—Vol. i., p. 94-99.

Capt. James Thomson, formerly Treasurer to the

House of Refuge, Edinburgh.

" The usual way in which the matter was done, with respect to

' the parishes, was this. Having satisfied myself that the person

' required assistance, if I thought there was a claim on the parish

• (I was often imposed upon), I wrote to that parish. If it was in

* the neighbourhood, I called on the Managers to get them to

' recognise the claim." " When you had a clear case, did they
' listen to it 1" " Far from it. I had generally the clearest case,

' but could make nothing of it. I never applied when I had doubt
' of the applicant's claim." " There is at present in the House of
' Refuge a man who had both his legs amputated in the Royal In-
' firmary about two years ago. He was sixteen years servant with
' different-gentlemen in Edinburgh, and during all that time they
' say he never acquired a settlement. I applied to the City, then
' to the West Church parish, and ultimately to Dunbar, where it

' seemed he had a settlement. After meetings of the Managers of
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" the West Church and the City parishes, his claim was refused. Ho
" had resided at Dunbar for seven years, but nothing has been done

" for him yet. I applied to the Sheriff through the agent for the

" poor, but nothing has been done. It is the duty of every body to

" assist the poor ; and what is every body's business is nobody's

*' business," " There is the case of a drunken woman (with two or

'* three children)—sent to jail—tried for an assault ; her children

'* came to the Refuge. The City or West Church parish seldom

" provide for them. In Leith they provide for such children ; but

I am not aivare that they would do so in any other parish. I

" remember people coming from the Highlands ; the minister of the

" parish said there was nothing to give them. I have known people

sent down from England to Leith ; we found they had been born

" in the Castle while the fathers were there as soldiers. They could

" have no settlement here. I have seen M^hole families sent to Scot-

'•' land in that way, for whom the managers of parishes would do

" nothing.''—Vol. i., p. 101-4.

Mr Graham, Governor and Treasurer of the House of

Befuge, Edinburgli,

" Lawrence Stott, a respectable man, aged seventy-two, born in

" Shetland, was admitted in May 1841. He has been in and about

" Edinburgh for the last fifty years, in the most respectable service.

" He lived for the last four or five years on his savings ; but falling

" into distress, was obliged to apply for aid. The City rejected his

" claim, because he had removed to the parish of South Leith. He

" was then throMai back on the parish of Annan, where he lived

" from 1822 to 1826. The parish of Annan refuses his claim—it

"
is so far back—unless more evidence be produced. He is still in

" the house. I wrote twice or three times to Annan. They said

" there was not sufficient evidence ; and we have not power to pro-

" duce more. Previous to being admitted, he was receiving Is. per

" week only from the Old Mens Society in Edinburgh."

" Georgina" Brown, aged 23, was admitted in 1842. She is al-

«' most entirely confined to bed. She was born and brought up in

" Edinburgh, and lived in the Canongate for the last four years. Ap-

" plication''was made to the Canongate parish, but the Managers

" discovered that part of the land in which she lived belonged to the
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•« City parish, and she was refused. She is still in the House of Re-

.< fuge."—Vol. i. p. 107.

Mr J. Weight, Town-Councillor, Edinburgh, and a

Manager of tlie Canongate Charity Workhouse.

" If a party applied to the Managers, who has not a settlement,

what do they do " They never give any thing but a little meai,

" or temporary relief. The Managers are rigid in turning them of.

" I knew a woman, born in the Canongate, and married there, but

" who left the Canongate, and lived with her husband in the West

" Church parish for four years. Afterwards she removed to the city,

" where her husband died. She had an infant family of three. She

" applied to the Canongate, and we managed among the three

" workhouses to have nothing to do with her at all,^' iJ e., " the

" Managers struck her off, but I ultimately got her settled on the-

city." " I saw a case of an old woman from the north, who had

" no assistance. When I visited her with Mr A. Craig, she was Hving

" in a cellar, up to the ankles in water. She had not received a

" shilling from any quarter. She afterwards got aid from the I)es-

" titute Sick Society.'"

" But as far as you know, the parish would have left her to die

« there " Yes."

" And she applied to the parish " She applied to everybody
;

" but not having lived within St John's Cross, the Canongate got

" quit of her."

George Foebes, Esq.

" To shew the difficulty of obtaining relief, I may mention, that

" application was made to the Charity Workhouse for a man of my
" own name, who had. resided three years in Edinburgh, and was

" quite disabled. They referred him to Glasgow, where he had re-

" sided six years, and he was sent there. GlasgoAv sent him to

" Campsie, where he was born ; and from Campsie the poor man has

" been sent back to Edinburgh. This is one instance, and there are

" mani/ of the same kind."*—Vol. i. p. 193.

* It appears from Dr Handyside's evidence (p. 139), that this man, at the

time of his examination, was still living in Edinburgh, supported by Is. a-week,

contributed by individicals, all the three parishes having succeeded in repelling

him.
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Mr Alexander M'Aulay, late Manaoer, &c.

" A man, named M'Garry, was born in Ireland, but lived in Scot-

land many years ; he then went to England, and wasted himself

" in working at an unhealthy business. He returned to Scotland,

A (j^uestion arose with respect to his parish. With all the little

" influence I had, I could not obtain permanent relief for him, I

" took him to the Charity Workhouse, where he got temporary aid ;

" but they got tired of him. The aid given was so small, that he

" actually, in process of time, diedfor want of the necessaries of life.''''

—Vol. i. p. 168.

I myself brought under the notice of the Commissioners various

cases of relief refused on account of disputed settlements; among

others, three women, all unable for work, and recently dismissed from

the Infirmary, only partially relieved, who were utterly destitute.

They lived together in a small room, totally unfurnished, and could

not get on the rolls of any of the parishes. Being thought fit cases

for parochial aid, they had hardly any assistance from the Destitute

Sick Society, and all died before the second visit of the Commis-

sioners ; one of them being the first case of the peculiar yellow fever,

in the stair in which she lived, and in which a great number of other

cases quickly followed.

—

See my Pamphlet on the Epidemic Fever,

p. 16,

Captain Millee, Superintendent of Police, Glasgow.

" Poor persons have great diflSculty in procuring temporary aid,

" though resident many years in Glasgow. A poor woman, who was

" lately sent for by the sitting magistrate, in reference to her daugh-

ter, who was charged with theft, stated, that she was unable to do

«• any thing for her ; that another child, in her arms, Avas in a dying

" state ; that she had been left with five children, quite destitute, by

" her husband ; that she had apphed at the Towp Hospital for re-

" lief, but was refused, on the ground, that she had no legal settle-

" ment, although resident in Glasgow, and in the Barony parish, for

" many years, but not for three years in any one parish. Tliis is

" one of the many cases that occur almost daily.''''—Vol. i. p. 325.

My experience here is this, that of the poor creatures who ap-

" ply for parish aid, some get relief, and many not:'

Would the parish to which he applies not give him reUef in the
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" mean time 1" "It might ; but in man;/ cases relief is not granted,

" or the small relief of Is. or Is. 6(1. to get the applicant from the

« door. I have known numerous cases, where the party applied to

" the magistrate in the Police Court. The magistrate recommended

" the case to the Town Hospital, and notice has been sent back that

" the party had no settlement ; and even temporary relief vjas not

" given ; and that person has been found living for a length of time

" within the city."—lb., p. 330.

Rev. Dr Noeman M'Leod, of St Colnmba Church,

Glasgow.

" Is there difficulty in making out claims for relief against tho

''parish where they have a settlement " Thei-e is nothing so

" painful to me. Some mornings, at the hour I see poor people,

*' I have ten or twelve. Most of those a,re cases of people who can-

not find work. The father, perhaps, is in fever ; and they come

" for advice and aid, and influence in obtaining temporary relief.

*' The difficulty is beyond any thing I can state ; because the onus

" of proving the domicile is thrown upon us ; and every difficulty is

thrown in the way of getting proof of the settlement. I have had

cases lasting a year or two, of correspondence with parishes ; and

'' we were at last obliged to leave the poor people to shift for them,-

selves. I can mention a case of a man Macphail, quite above hia

" situation as a labourer. He had been eight years in Glasgow, but

" only as a lodger. Some time after his marriage he met with an

" injury, for which his leg was amputated in the Infirmary, where I

saw him frequently, I visited him afterwards at his own house :

*' the poor man had sold every thing. His furniture, which was ex-

" ceedingly neat and respectable, had been disposed of piece-meal, till

^' one evening the woman told me they were utterly reduced ; tho
" last thing was the coat, or rather the suit, in which he had been
" married. I had it in my power to give a few shillings. I ap-

" plied to the Town's Hospital for a little temporary aid for him,
" They would not take my report, as I was not a parish minister

;

" but they examined his claim at my request. But it was in vain,

" he had only been a lodger, I corresponded with his native parish
;

" they knew nothing of him ; he had left it when a boy. I used per-
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" sonal influence in the matter
;
eight months after his leg had been

" amputated, they gave him 2s. 6d. a-week; after a short time it

" was withdrawn.^^

" I have been trying another case this week,—^Widow M'Intyro,

" from Lorn. She came six or seven years ago, with four sons fit

" for woi-k : they took a house in a low part of the town. The man
" died after being three years resident. The sons took fever, or met

" with injuries at public works, one after the other ; and she buried

" three of them. The fourth is in bad health, livino-with his mother,

" who is of superior conduct and feeling. I petitioned for them, but

could not get a farthing. All they had was pawned ; and I wrote,

" asking simply a donation of 20s. to redeem some blankets ; and

" stating, that I would help her home, and get a gratis passage. I

" was not allowed to do so, because she was too old. Then for the

domicile of her son, I could get nothing." " A poor woman from

" Islay, came a year or two ago, with her family, expecting to get

" them educated at the Highland Schools, and to obtain woi-k for

" them also. They were seized with small-pox and typhus ; every

" article was sold. They lived in a cellar with a stone-floor. She

had a daughter in the Infirmai-y, who was carried home and died

" there. I could get nothing for her ; she had no claim ;
but all

I wanted was a little temporary aid. I applied to Islay, and at

« last got a pound from the minister, and a letter, stating, that they

" had no assessment, and no funds, which is the general answer •, as

" if they had the form of a letter. Since the clergyman has died,

" I think I have written three letters to the kirk-session, and I can-

" not get any thing for the poor woman, either there or here. It

is a department which comes more especially under my notice, from

«' my position as a Highland minister." Is there not a Highland

" Strangers' Friendly Society in Glasgow \" " We dissolved it last

" year ; it was difficult to raise funds. We wrote, asking contribu-

«' tions of L.l from each parish ; we got not a farthing. We got

tired of soliciting here, and pressed our appHcations with the view

« of obtaining something from each parish, hut failed entirely. The

>' object of the Society was to assist poor families, who had emigrated

to Glasgow in search of work, and who, by fever, or accident at

" the public works, were reduced to difficulty."—Vol. i. pp. 644-

647.
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William Gibson, Esq., Surgeon, Dairy.

*« I could get no relief for patients in fever here, who ha'l no set-

" tlement, and could not point out a place where they had a settle-

" ment. I was obliged to beg for them; three-fourths of the men

« working in the works in this neighbourhood have no settlement

*• here ; and probably no settlement anywhere except by birth. Per-

" sons of this class are often exposed to much more severe distress

" than paupers on the roll, who are generally known to persons in

" the town. Labourers from a distant parish, of whom nobody

" knows any thing, sometimes suffer extreme privations. The same

" applies to wandering beggars and hawkers when taken ill at the

" houses where they stay."—Vol. iii. p. 508,

I have still to observe, in regard to this matter of

disputed settlements, that, as there has been, for many-

years past, practically, no appeal to any accessible

court from the decisions of kirk-sessions or managers

of the poor, these bodies can dispute luhat settlementsi

they choose; and in many instances, I have not the

smallest doubt that they have denied relief, on this

ground, which was strictly due. One simple proof of

this, is, that it is a very general principle to require

evidence of industrial residence of three years before

allowing any one to be placed, on the roll. I brought
before the Commissioners two disabled men, of good
character, with families, living on charity (and one of

whom has since died in great misery), to whom relief

was refused by the Charity Workhouse here, because
the managers were not satisfied with the evidence that
they had supported themselves three years without
begging. I have had reason to believe, on subsequent
inquiry, that the residence of these men had been really

industrial
; but supposing it were not, we have the dis-

tinct statement of Mr Dunlop (on Parochial Law), and
other authorities, that it is not industrial residence, but
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" haunting and resorting," that constitutes the claim,

bj the law of Scotland, to parochial aid; and he
quotes decisions of the Court of Session, which are une-""

quivocal on this point. I apprehend, therefore, that

there can be no doubt that those numerous applicants

for parochial relief who are refused assistance because

they cannot give evidence of industrial residence, are

illegally excluded from the benefit of the parochial

funds.

6. There is yet another large class of destitute poor

who are habitually excluded from the legal provision,

and therefore go to swell the number of mendicants,

without ever appearing as paupers, viz., those who
" are regarded, on account of their character, as unfit

" objects for parochial aid." What Dr Chalmers calls

" the wwtUess_ pom^jwl^^ be kept at bay.'''' I

formerly quoted, from the pamphlet of Mr Scott, sef>-

sion-clerk at Peterhead, the case of a family from the

Highlands, who, on account of the misconduct of the

father, were cut oflp from parochial aid after he had de^

se)^ted them. It must have been on nearly similar

grounds that the family described in the following ex^

tract were excluded, and reduced to beggary :

—

" Mary Scott, a widow, with five childx-en, the eldest ten years

*' old, visited at Pollockshaws. The room was quite bare, without

" an article of furniture except a few rags upon a bed in a recess.

She belonged to Sorn, in Ayrshire, from whence she had an al-

" lowance paid through the treasurer of the parish where she was

;

but this had been stopped in consequence of her having had an

" illegitimate child. She was in a very destitute condition, and one

" of "her children, seen subsequently in the streets, had hardly clothes

« sufficient to cover her."—Vol. iii. p. 426.

In like manner, I knew a case of a widow, with two

children, who was struck off the parish roll, in Edin-
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burgh, because her two girls, having been beaten in the

Charity Workhouse, made their escape from thence, and

returned to their mother. I feel satisfaction in adding,

that, although this woman (who was, or became intem-

perate) died some time since, the two daughters have

been able to establish themselves in industry and in-

dependence ; but this has been done by the help of

charitable contributions, bearing hard on a few indivi-

duals who chanced to know the case ; and is only what

might have been equally well eflfected, at the expense

of the community at large, by a well and kindly regu-

lated public provision. To the same head belong the

very numerous cases of women with illegitimate child-

ren, in regard to whom the Commissioners state, that

" the parochial authorities do, as a general rule, resist

" all claims made on behalf of illegitimate children,from

" a desire to avoid encouragement to vice, by too ready

" advances at the public expense —the very common
result of which in this, as in other cases, is, not that

the public are saved the maintenance of those children

—but that it is charged on the charitable portion of

the public, to the exclusion of the uncharitable ; and
that it is, in general, unavoidably given in such a way,

as to exclude the possibility of any attempt at refor-

mation. The Commissioners add, that " relief on ac-

" count of illegitimate children, though strongly re-

" sisted, does not appear to be anywhere denied in

" cases of necessity." But in this I beg to differ from
them, having myself seen various cases, in which such
relief was denied, and the children died, to the best of
my judgment and belief, simply from the eflPects of cold
and hunger,—which, I presume, must be regarded as
cases of necessity.
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It is the more important to keep in mind these dif-

ferent classes of the destitute poor, who, by the prac-

tice in Scotland, are prevented from appearing as pau-!

pers, although dependent on charity, as this enabled

us perfectly to comprehend the reason of the remark-

able difference of statements in different parts of the

Evidence before the Commis'sionefs, as to tlie poor from

country parishes becoming an excessive burden on

Towns in Scotland. | The Commissioners give a decided

opmion, that all the statements which had been made
on that point have been very much exaggerated ; and

they have certainly shewn, that the number of old or

disabled persons resorting to the towns, and throwing

themselves, as soon as possible, after three years of re-

sidence, on the poor's funds in the towns, is much smaller

than had been sometimes represented. They have ascer-

tained, also, that in most of the Lowland country pa-

rishes the condition of the paupers admitted on the rolls

is, on the whole, much better than that of the paupers

in Edinburgh or Glasgow ; so that there is no induce-

ment for the regular paupers to prefer the residence in

towns. CSut when from these facts they infer, that the

destitutepoor from country parishes do not unreasonably

burden the towns, it appears to me that they have over-

looked the facts which I have now stated (and had

formerly stated in Illustrations, &c., in the Statistical

Journal, Vols. iii. and iv.), in proof that the destitute

poor greatly exceed the numbers of the paupers in Scot-

land. All the statistics of pauperism are quite insuffi-

cient to inform us how far the poor from the country

are an excessive burden on the towns ; because it is

quite possible, and is the most general fact, that those

who form that excessive burden are excluded from the -
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rolls of the country parishes, and do not appear on the

rolls of the town parishes, by reason of some of the

grounds of exclusion wliicli I have enumerated.

In fact, I formerly stated, that those who form this

excessive burden, seldom resort to the towns when

wholly disabled, and merely in quest of charity.

" They come in quest of work ; but when they fail of

" procuring work, or become partially or wholly dis-

" abled, they will not return to their own parishes, but

" remain to swell the ranks of suitors for public and

" private charity in the towns." (Statistical Journal,

vol. iii., p. 213.)

The great mass of them belong, in the first in-

stance, to the class of able-bodied poor, unemployed

and unrelieved at home, who would, in England, have

the resource of the workhouse, or of parish work, but

in Scotland flock to the towns, because the demand
for labour there is more variable, and offers them
more chances of occasional employment than in the

country
;
afterwards, they fall into the class of tem-

porarily disabled poor, by sickness or accidents ; who
would, in England, be relieved by the town parishes,

in the first instance, and the relief given, to whom
would afterwards be charged on their place of pre-

vious settlement
;
whereas, in Scotland, they seldom

appear on the parochial lists at all, on account of

the difficulties and delays attending such applications,

but are relieved, either by individuals or by volun-

tary societies, at the expense of the charitable inhabi-

tants only. It is the voluntary charity, therefore, not
\

the legal charity of the towns, that is first and chiefly

burdened by this influx from the country. I have
shewn, in my Observations on the Contagious Fever
of 1843 (pp. 32-3), how much the Infirmary and Des-
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titute Sick Society in Edinburgh would be relieved,

if anything like the English law of settlement, or the

English practice of charging the relief given to sick

persons and their families on their parishes, were intro-

duced here ;
viz., that of 150 patients in fever, only 50,

by the English law and practice, would have been a

burden on Edinburgh ; and that, even under the Scotch

law of settlement, if the English practice of charging

parishes for charitable relief given to their poor in

sickness, were adopted, 52 of the 150 would have been

supported at the expense of other places ; and I con-

sider such statements as indicating, much better than

any of the statistics of pauperism, collected by the Com-
missioners, the expense with which the influx of poor

from country parishes burdens the towns in Scotland.

/;| It is unnecessary, although it would be easy, to go

farther with the evidence of the general inadequacy of

the legal allowances—in many parts of Scotland the

frequent denial of all relief—the state of abject desti-

tution of great numbers of the poor—and the nature of

the resources on which they must depend, especially

the " common begging."

The defenders of the present system in Scotland can

hardly look forward to any abatement of the begging,

even among the regular paupers ;
and, accordingly, Dr

Chalmers stated to the Commissioners—" In regard to

" begging, I cannot say that I have the objection to it

" which some people have. If you have a thorough

" parochial system, then it may be regulated. I don't

" object to parish badges or session badges, keeping

" the parties within particular walks." He says, how-

ever, that " he thinks mendicity, or begging from door

to door, is more demoralizing than a parish allow-
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" ance ; at the same time, he would prefer mendicity

" to an allowance, because, under a right parochial ma-

" nagement, mendicity would be reduced to a mere infini-

" tesimaiy—Vol. i.p. 373.

I heg it may be remarked here, that it is only ?/we

have a thorough parochial system, that Dr Chalmers

supposes that mendicity can be properly regulated;

and that his preference of this plan of relief, to the pa-

rochial allowance under a poor law, is contingent on

there being such a " right parochial management as shall

" reduce mendicity to a mere injmitesimaV On this, I

have only to observe,, that " your i/" is a mighty peace-

" maker." It is really not necessary to speculate on

what might he the best mode of proceeding, if such a

parochial management existed. Our concern is with a

country in which, notwithstanding the persevering ex-

ertions of Dr Chalmers and his numerous disciples, the

parochial management in most districts is such, that

the great body of the poor, with whose maintenance the

parochial authorities are intrusted, are in a miserable

state of destitution, and are left dependent for their sub-

sistence, either on certain voluntary charitable insti-

tutions, or, more frequently^ on " the charity of their

" neighbours, nearly as poor as themselves,^'' or on " com-
" mon begging.'''' This being the condition of the coun-

try, I have seen nothing in the evidence given to the

Commissioners to invalidate, but a great' deal to con-

firm the objections,'which I have formerly urged against

any of these modifications of the voluntary system of

management of the poor, viz.—1. That it is much less

equitable towards the higher ranks who support the

poor. 2. That it is much less effectual in procuring
relief and comfort for the poor themselves ;—and, 3.

That it is much more injurious to their character and
habits. The slightest examination of the extracts I

D
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have already made must be enougli, I think, to shew,

that the two first of these objections apply to the sys-

tem of chiefly voluntary relief, on which the poor are

dependent, in almost all parts of Scotland. I admit
that the last is not so applicable to the system of beg-

gary carried on in the Highlands, and which is almost

entirely, and necessarily confined to the clansmen and

acquaintances of the poor; but that this objection, as

well as the others, is truly applicable to other parts of

Scotland, where the population is more dense, and the

structure of society more complex, is sufficiently shewn

by such evidence as the following :

—

The Rev. J. Hunter, Edinburgh.

" You would say that begging has a bad effect upon the rising

" generation V " Nothing can be worse ; for it accustoms them to

" every species of falsehood and imposition, and many of them are

" thus trained to theft. A very large number of young persons in

" prison for theft, have been constantly accustomed to street begging.

" I have felt more grieved than I can express, to see yomig persons,

" 10 or 12 years old, sent to pi-ison for theft."—Vol. i. p. 57.

The Rev. Mr Strang, Kilmarnock.

" He sees many people begging, and believes some of them are

" on the poor's roll. Does not approve of begging ; tliinks it should

*' be put down, as it leads to imposture, and encourages vagrancy,

" and facilitates habits of drunkenness,—^because parties who receive

" money by begging are apt to spend it lightly,—and is a bad train

-

" ing for children. The most deceitful man is often the most suc-

" cessful beggar, and children are often taught to exaggerate, to

" work on the feelings of the public."—Vol. i. p. 709.

Mr A. Fairrie, Member of the Superintending Com-

mittee, Greenock.

" Has begging a bad effect on the chai-acters of the pei-sons bcg-

" ging ]" " I think it demorahzos the character. I have knowrt

instances of widows who were respectable before losing their hus-
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" bands, who afterwards lost standing and caste, and sunk intd

" wretchedness."—Vol. i., p. 556.

Mr Geay, Town-Clerk, Greenock.

" What is the consequence of the inadequacy of the allowances of

" the parochial poor ?" " They are obliged to beg, and get assistance

" fi-om their acquaintances and others."

" Do you think it a good system allowing them to beg?" " I

" don't think so. It is harassing to the feelings to see them going

" about with their families."

" Does it tend to lying'?" " I dare say it does. They resort to

" that to get commiseration."

" Will they not conceal from one what they get in charity from

" another 1" " They will."

" Which do you think better—begging, or a decent maintenance

" for the destitute, so as to leave them no excuse for begging V " I

" think the latter. Some prefer begging, because they make more

" of it, and get drink."

" These beggars levy a certain tax on the community as it is ?"

" They do."

" So if they were allowed a proper maintenance, the whole ex-

" pense to the community might not be greater, although the amount

" of the assessment would be somewhat greater ?" " All parties

" would pay their proportion ; the feeling part of the community
" pay more at present, and those who refuse to give voluntary cha-

" rity are freed."

" The deserving poor would get more, and the undeserving less V
" Clearly."—.Vol. i., p. 535.

But while mendicity is the real and admitted re-

source of so many of the poor, it is necessary to state,

as a part of the system, how frequently this mendicity
is punished as a crime.

Mr John Smith, Governor of the Prison of Edinburgh.
" Have you had any persons committed to prison who are regular

" beggars?" " Last year there were 202 committals—not persons
" committed, but committals ; for several might be committed two or
" throe times." " Chiefly for petty theft?" " For begging." " Sent
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" from the police or sheriff-court V " From the pohce-office." " For
" what terms V " Five, ten, twenty, and thirty days. The average

" sentence might be fifteen days." " Chiefly women " No ; aged

" men as well. There were 90 committals in 1841 ; 202 in 1842;
" and of these, taking in the two years, the number 60 years old and

" upwards was upwards of 36, and the number of committals of those

" 60 years old and upwards, was upwards of 76." " Have you know-

" ledge whether these occasional beggars are paupers V " A consi-

" derable proportion of them are out-door paupers."—Vol. i. p. 67.

Several individual cases of these aged paupers are

then given, which, however, I do not consider as by any

means the cases of greatest hardship, because they

would, in general, have had the offer of the workhouse.

The greatest hardship and misery would be inflicted

on those not receiving any parish relief (for some of

the reasons already given), particularly on women with

families; and may be judged of from the statement

already quoted from Captain Thomson, of the House

of Refuge, that he is not aware of any parish, except

Leith, where they will make any regular provision for

children whose mothers are so confined.

H. Barclay, Esq., Sheriff-Substitute, Perth.

" We are informed that it is common for the rural police to have

" persons stationed at the bridge to turn back beggars into town. Do

«' you think that is legal 1" "I suspect it is. Begging is a crime by

" the law of Scotland. Our object is to keep the parties within their

" own parish, which ought to support them-. It is a very harsh

« measure to prevent parties leaving the place. It was greatly cried

" out against by the inhabitants of Perth ; but, as it was greatly ad-

" mired hy persons living in the country, wJio were thereby relieved

" from a great annoyance, it has been continued:'

" Is it your opinion that a beggar from Perth going into the

«' country may be punished for it 1" " Yes ;
and they have been

« punished for it. The inquiry was, why do you not apply to your

" parish 1 On investigation I often found the sum given was tn-

'^ adequate.. They supplemented the deficiency by begging. The
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" constables were instructed to check the practice ; but there have

" not been half-a-dozen committed (cases where there was insolence),

" and it was done chiefly to strike terror among them at first."

" Does there seem to you to be a difficulty in punishing an individual

" for begging, without giving him a right to relief?" " Decidedly.

*' You will never put down vagrancy effectually, till you are able to

say there is no cause for it."—Vol. iii., p. 253.

^^^teisl would only observe, that, while the law of
|

S^tland makes begging a crime, it makes it also the

duty of all managers of the poor to provide for all des-

titute persons such relief as they shall be willing, of

their own consent, to accept and " live unbeggand."

Those who think themselves justified in carrying one

of these laws into effect—that against the poor,—and

not the other—that against the rich,—have ideas of

justice different from mine ; but I am confident that I

shall carry Mr Barclay himself, and many others, along

with me, in asserting, that this matter will never be

properly regulated in Scotland, until the Sheriffs, or

some equally accessible authorities, shall be entitled to

proceed equally against heritors and kirk-sessions who
grant inadequate allowances, as against paupers who
supplement these by begging.

Thus the old warfare of the law against the vagrants

and beggars is still carried on, with various success,

but uniform injustice, in Scotland; in utter neglect of

the experience of many other nations, by whom it has
been long since found, that there is one mode, and only
one, of meeting those antagonists, which has been uni-
formly successful. " The legal provision for the poor
" prevents vagrant mendicity, which ought not, and
"' cannot be prevented, while destitution is unrelieved.
" The laws of Charlemagne, prohibiting vagrant men-
" dicity, at the same time ordered that the poor should
" be relieved, on condition of their labouring. Lord
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" Coke justly couples tlie prohibition of mendicity with

" the relief of the poor. In the sixteenth century,

" England swarmed with vagrants and beggars, and no
" punishment proved effectual for their suppression,

i

" until the legislature had effectually provided fay there-

I

" lief of the poor. Beating, branding, chaining, slavery,

I

" and death, and the more legitimate remedies of

" whipping, stocks, and the house of correction, equally

" failed to repress vagrant mendicity, while real want

was unrelieved ; and the magnitude of the evil is at-

" tested by the severity of the law, and the numerous

" statutes. But in the year 1597, the legal provision

" for the relief of the poor was gi'eatly amended ; the

" legislature at the same time passing an act (the basis

" of the 43d Elizabeth) for the relief of the poor, and

" another, the following act, for the punishment of

" rogues, vagabonds, and sturdy beggars. These acts

" were immediately carried into execution ; and Lord

" Coke informs us, that, ' on the making of these sta-

" ' tutes, and for a good time thereafter, while justices

I

" ' of the peace and their officers were diligent and in-

1 " ' dustrious, there was not a rogue to be seen in any

1 " ' part of England.' James I., in his speech in the

^ " Star-Chamber (20th June 1616), bears similar testi-

" mony, ' that in Chief-Justice Topham's time, not a

" ' wandering beggar was to be found in all Somerset-

" ' shire, his native county and Dalton, writing in

" 1618, says, that, ' by the joint operation of the statutes

" ' for the punishment of vagabonds, and o^elief of the

" 'poor, infinite swarms of idle vagabonds are rooted

" ' out, who before wandered up and down, to the great

" ' danger and indignitie of our nation.' "—Palmer's

Principles of the Legal Provision for the Poor, pp. 39-

41.
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III. Ill the next place, I think it of great importance

to fix the attention of all who interest themselves in

this subject, on the special case of the usual treatment

of Widows and Orphans, and deserted families, in Scot-

land, and the results, as to vice and crime, which are

distinctly traced to that source.

Mr J. WiGHAM, lately Manager of the West Cliurch

Charity Workhouse.

" One part of the practice of the workhouse to which I had great

^' objections, and which is attended with great suffering and cruelty,

" was the treatment of widows and children. They did not give

them the option of residence in a workliouse, for themselves or

.

" their children. The plan pursued was this : They told the poor

" people, on allowing them a small pittance, ' This is all we can give

" ' you, whatever be the circumstances of yourselves or your families.'

*' There are five widows, with five children, on the pauper lists, re-

" ceiving only 6s. per month ; and two with five children, under 12,

" with only 4s. and 5s. a-month; and there is onli/ one, with that num-

" her, receiving as much as 8s. a-month. Out of 636 widows, many

" of them with large families, there is only one receiving as much as

'* 12s. per month, and only 14 receiving 8s. These very scanty al-

" lowances given to widows, who have not the option of going into

" the workhouse, struck me, from the first, as a,tten<led with great suf-

" fering and cruelty. I took steps to get all the conveners of the

committees together ; and tliey were of my sentiment, that the

** regulations ought to be altered ; but when we came to a general

" meeting of managers, they would not accede to it. I made an ef-

" fort to bring it before a general meeting of heritors ; but there also

" I lost it. I shewed them that a halfpenny a pomid on the assess-

" ment would enable us to give all the widows double their allow-

" ance ; but all would not do. I beHeve that serious results arise

" from the extremely limited mamier in which widows are supported,

« not only in St Cuthbert's parish, but all over Scotland. I fre-

" quently find women going about begging, and they tell me that all

they receive is Is. a-month. I have found women having children,

" with 3s. and 4s. a month, going about begging
; they said they

" could not support their children without begging ; and the conse-
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" quence is, that the children are first beggars, then they steal, and
" are sent to prison in great numbers."-—Vol. 1., p. 122,

Mr J. Wright, Town-Councillor, and Manager of the

Charity Workhouse in the Canongate.

" The Canongate has tried to get rid of paupers with 6d. a-week,

" —Is. and Is. 6d. to those with large families. We were very

anxious not to get them on at all, if we could avoid it. A widow
" with a family has some families who give her washing at lOd. or

" Is. a-day when employed. To get quit of this woman, we offered

" the workhouse—she declined. Another, having children of 12 or

" 14, would not go in, because she would then leave her family to

" starve, or acquire bad habits ; and the consequence was, that the

" workhouse was relieved of the burden^ " The offer was made,

*' knowing that she would refuse." " Sometimes we say, ' This

" * woman is going to be a burden. If she will not accept, we get

" quit of her ; if she accept, we refuse, giving her something,—for

*' we cannot take many in.'
"

" Then it is illusory on the part of the committee to offer the work-

" house, as they have not accommodation V " Undoubtedly."

—

Vol. i. pp. 174-5.

The Very Rev. Principal Lee, formerly Minister of

the Canongate.

" The Charity Workhouse (in the Canongate) was shut up at one

" time—^the aged people were boarded—the children sent to the

" country. But it was ascertained, after very diligent inquiry, that

" the children were altogether neglected—brought up rather like

" inferior animals than human beings—set to sleep in stables—not

*• sent to school. Some sustained injuries during that period which

" rendered them unfit for labour.""—Vol. iii., p. 857.

Dr Greville, Manager of the House of Refuge.

" Is it your conviction that the smallness of the allowance granted

to the poor on the roll leads them to maintain themselves by begging

and theft ]" " I have no doubt whatever that sucli is the fact."

«' Do you think their destitution has a bad effect on their moral

" habits 1" " Not a doubt of it. Within my experience the moral
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" character has become worse, and the general distress far more

" aggravated. I see, in my intercourse with the poor, that from

" causes perfectly patent, they are reduced to pawn their clothes, sell

" their furniture, and turn beggars, and sink into the deepest wretch-

" edness. And 1 have certainly seen some families who added to

" this, dissipation and depravity, which I conceived to be the almost

" inevitable consequences of their hopeless wretchedness."—Vol. i.,

p. 99-100.

I am aware that some liave denied altogether the

principle which I have often asserted, that destitution

is often a cause of intemperance and immorality ; but

I have seen and watched the progress of too many cases,

in which the sequence of events was as stated in the last

sentence byDr Greville, and in the evidence ofMr Smith

of the Calton Jail, Mr Brebner of the Glasgow Jail, and
others, to be quoted afterwards, to be in the least stag-

gered by the incredulity of less experienced observers.

I have repeatedly seen the reverse process—widows
and others, who have become reckless, intemp'erate, and
even dishonest, during extreme poverty, but have re-

covered themselves completely as they have been gra-

dually " lifted up by charity," and especially as by
their children's labour they have been enabled to re-

gain comfort and respectability.

Thomas Faierie, Esq., Merchant, Greenock.

" A vast number of widows are left with infants, and are perfectly
" unable to do any thing for themselves, having to take care of their
" infants and young children. The provision made for them from
" the poor-rate is not at all adequate. I have, in consequence, felt

" called on to lay out sums which it does not become me to mention,
" to advance their interests, and help them on. I have seen the
" blessings of it. By giving a poor widow of decent and respectable

II

character 6s. or 6s. a week, immediately after her husband's
" death, she has been able to rear her family creditably. There are
" instances of families brought up in this way, who are a credit to
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" Grcenocky* Foi' a number of years I employed 200 women
" and girls making shirts, which I sent abroad and sold as I best
" could. In an investigation fifteen years ago, it was found that not
" less than 4J to 5 per cent, of the householders in Greenock were
" widows (often of sea-faring men). These, as I have often expe-
" rienced, were dealt with in severe terms, because the cry was through
" the town as to the amount of the poor-rates; and poor respectable
" widows have been treated in a way which was very unpleasant, and
" which tended to break down their spirits. To this day I feel my-
" self constrained to continue the same system when in my power."

** At what age do they reckon in the parish that a child should

" be able to maintain itself?" " That is one of the most melancholy
" subjects connected with the town. Attending as much as possible

" to the education and religious instruction of the children, I must
" say one of the most melancholy things is, the throwing them off at

*' an age so young, that few escape contagion. Boys are sometimes

" got rid of by stowing them away in ships, and gii-ls, if they have
" no friends, are left to themselves, and often become miserable ob-

" jects of disease, poverty, and crime. They are thought to be able

" to maintain themselves at 14 ;
many are carried away as servants,

" but many are kept in abandoned houses, vjhere they can get re-

fuge. There is no general employment here for girls, except lately

" in a cotton-mill ;
they should not, in general, be turned adrift till

' they are sixteen or seventeen years old."

" Cannot they earn their own subsistence in a cotton-miU before

" the age of ten V " The cotton-mill here is a private concern ; and

*' I cannot tell much about this."t—Vol. i, p. 558.

* This gentleman has exactly done for some, what, on a proper system of

protection of the poor, would have been done for all the destitute orphans be-

longing to Greenock ; and there is no reason for doubting, that, under a plan of

inspection and care, such as may be expected in an enlightened and Christian

country, similar results would be rendered general. Mr Fairrie, I am fully

convinced, would only have farther to attend to the conduct of the persons thus

kept up in the world, at the time of marriage, to be convinced that such care be-

stowed on them is, generally speaking, rewarded by such prudence of conduct,

as removes all apprehension as to the alleged effect of an effectual provision

against destitution, on the principle of population.

t It should be added, that the demand at the cotton-mill is always limited,

and sometimes fails altogether ;
and, of course, it is not a resource tliat can be

relied on.
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Mr J. Urquhart, Aberdeen.

" When we cannot get relatives to take care of orphans, we board

" them out with strangers, making the best bargain we can,"

" Do you visit them I" "A Committee of the Managers bring

" them before them twice or three times a-year, to see the state they

" are in, and order clothes for them. A committee at one time

" visited them at their lodgings once a-year ; but I believe they

" have not been visited in that way these two yearsy

" Do you think they are taken care of in a satisfactory way ?"

" No, I do not. We found that parties with whom some of them

" were boarded were using them for the purpose of begging. There

" are several flagrant instances of the neglect of orphans by those

" with whom they are boarded, which never come before the Board

of Management. I have had reason to believe that an individual

" who had charge of an orphan was in the habit of sending him out,

" and putting him in the way of stealing for her benefit."—Vol. iii.,

p. 649.

Mr Gemmell, Superintendent of the Poor, Dumfries.

" Are steps taken for the education of orphan children " That
*' is more ^done than it was formerly. It was cliiefly for the edu-

" cation of these children that I recommended to the Board to send

them to the country. They have much better education there."

" The cholera left us with sixty orphans ; we might have had six

" or seven before that."

" How are these orphans provided for V " Their education is

" now looked after. It was totally neglected then {i. e. after 1832).
" The principal girls on the street were our orphans, whose educa-
" tion and moral training were altogether uncared for." Vol iii

p. 656.
*

,

Dr J
,
Campbell, formerly District Surgeon in the

Barony Parish, gives evidence which exemplifies, as
strongly as could be desired, first, the usual denial of
relief in cases of disputed settlement, and its effects

;

next, the neglect of orphans
; and, lastly, the ulterior

consequenoes of these evils in the extension of conta-
gious fevers.
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Dr James Cajmpbell, Glassow.

Were you called of late to visit a person named Leech, when
" fever was in the house in Silver Grove " I was not called

;

" but Mr Black, the district surgeon, asked me to go down with him
" as a friend." " What did you find when you went there 1"

" Twenty-two children affected with febricula, or common fever."

" And how many rooms were appropriated to their use " One."

" What was its size V " About 14 feet square, judging according

" to appearance." " PTave you been in that house before " I

" have, but never in that room. It has been but lately added to

*' Andrew Leech's establishment." " Had disease made considerable

" progress with the children when you saw them V " It had."

" Who was taking charge of the children when you went in 1" " Mrs
*' Leech and one of the women paupers." " While you were a dis-

" trict surgeon, were you accustomed to visit in Leech's house V
" Yes." " What is the number of children you have previously seen

there on the occasion of your visit—what is the greatest number ?"

" Thirteen children and four women in one room." " What was

" the size V " About 12 feet square.''^ " Was that before the

" room wliich was lately added to Leech's establishment 1" " Yes."

*' Was there fever among them at the time '?" " There was!'''

" What kind " Typhus.'' " How long is that ago V " June

" 1841.'' " Were there any deaths'?" " There were removals to

" the hospital, and deaths took place there.'' *' Did you find any

" fever after that period, June 1841 V It took every individual,

" with the exception of Andrew Leech himself' How do you ac-

" count for its being so prevalent in the house at this time V " There

" are four or five children of a woman named Jeans, a parishioner

" of the Barony, who had been refused parochial relief, though

" she had these five children under ten years of age. She was

" at last obliged to take shelter in the Night Asylum, where she

" caught typhus, whence she was removed to the Glasgow Royal

" Infirmary, where she died. The youngest, a child at her breast,

" was aff'ected ;—^the children were taken to Mr Maclaren's office,

" who sent them all out to the house of Andrew Leech, ajid the con-

" tagion spread through the whole house. Tlie woman had been

" once a most respectable person." " How do you biow that they

" were sent to Leech's house by the Barony parish V " 1st, They
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" were patients of mine ;
'Idly, They were tenants in a property of

" which I have the charge ;
Mly, The authorities of the Barony

" parish shewed me a letter from Aberdeen, setting forth the woman's

" claim on the parish, and inquired whether the woman's claim were

" correct, when I answered it was. The woman, with her husband,

" had resided in Bridgeton, Barony parish, for fifteen months ; in

" the same land with myself in the Barony parish for twelve months
;

and in the land adjoining for twelve months, making in all three

" years and three months. She and her husband removed to Gor-

" bals, where he died of consumption. She returned to her native

place, Aberdeen, and applied for parochial relief, her husband hav-

" ing once been a merchant there. Her claim was refused by the

" parish of Aberdeen. The authorities in Aberdeen transmitted a

" letter to the parish of Barony, setting forth the statement which I

" have now made, which letter was shewn to me. They still refused

" her claim; and early in the month of March or April 1841, the

" authorities of Aberdeen sent the woman through from Aberdeen

" to Glasgow, when she called at my house for a certificate of her

" residence in the Barony." " And there was no doubt, from the

" statement you make, that she had acquired a right to relief once

" in the Barony parish 1" " It was stated to the relieving- officer, in

" the letter that was sent from Aberdeen, that he had only to apply

" to me and to another for the truth." " And what ground did he
" assign for the refusal V " None." «' During the time you have
" been district surgeon in the Barony parish, have you seen many
" cases of fever where they boarded orphan children ?" " Yes."
" "Were they more prevalent among them than among other chil-

" dren in the neighbourhood 1" " Yes." " To what cause do you
" attribute that prevalence V " To the general causes that give
" propagation to fever, viz. over-crowding, want of ventilation, &c."
" Are the houses of an improper description V ^' Of a very inferior

" description ; in many cases they are small, low-roofed, damp:'
—Vol. i. pp. 655-657.

The following extracts bear more specifically on the
effect of the imperfect provision for widows and orphans
in the production of crime.
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Mr J. WiGiiAM, Member of the Prisou Board, aucl lately

Manager of the West Church Poorhouse.

" As member of the Prison Board, has any thing come under your
" notice in regard to the provision for the poor V " The impres-

" sion on my mind is, that the poor laws, as administered in Scot-

" land, are very much calculated to till our prisons. In Captain

" Rose's time, I asked him to call up three of the youngest boys,

" taking them promiscuously. Ho did so. I found on questioning

" them, that two of them belonged to Leith. Both their mothers

" were widows. They acknowledged that their mothers had some-

" thing from the parish"; but they were sent out to beg, while their

" mothers went out to wash. They acknowledged that they had be-

" come pilferers, and in consequence were sent to jail, I thought I saw

" clearly, that if these children had been in a workliouse and cared

" for, they would have been saved, and there would have been a great

" saving of expense. I often wonder that kirk-sessions lose sight of

" this, and allow their widows and cliildren to go about begging. If

" we had a good poor law, and workhouses on a right footing, and an

" appeal to the Sheriffs, which would enable them to put a stop to'

" begging, I should expect a new era in this country."—Vol. i.

p. 124.

Mr J. Smith, Governor of the Prison of Edinburgh.

" The education of the children of out-door paupers is very defec-

tive. They are often left at home by the mother when she is out

" washing, and are allowed to associate with thieves, and grow up in

" ignorance and crime. Man^ widows so left, after struggling onfor

" a time, get disheartened, become reckless and intemperate, and shew

" their children an example of all kinds of wickedness. In many

" cases the children are sent out by their parents to beg ;
and it ends

" in their becoming confirmed thieves. Many youths have grown

"up to the higher class of offences, who were left destitute or or-

" phans, the father dying or deserting ; and m consequence of no at-

" tention being paid to them by the parish, or by their mothers, they

" faU into crime. Two cases suggest themselves to my memory just

" now ; one of a family from Leith, whose f\ither deserted ten yeai-s

" ago. He left five children, three boys and two girls; we had the
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" whole five in the jail at the same time. The two girls were trans-

" ported. One of the boys was in for steaUng, and the two younger

" for begging, all at the same time. The mother of these children

" got 2s°6d. a-week, out of which she was to support th§m. She

" was obliged to go out to work ;
they went out to beg, and became

" thieves and prostitutes. The mother became intemperate. In

" another case, a famUy,—the mother, daughter, and two sons, were

" in the prison. According to the mother's statement, her husband,

" an Irishman, eight years before, fell into bad health. The parish

" gave him a gratuity of L.5 to get him away. He went to Glas-

" gow, and died there. She came back, and the parish would do

" nothing more. In consecjuence, she and the others fell into crime.

" One of the sons was transported, the others were got into the peni-

" tentiary, the daughter went on the town, and the mother is drunken

" and very worthless."—Vol. i. p. 65.

The following extract from ray own evidence before

the Commissioners is to tlie same purpose.

'* I can point out three women (living at the time in the same close),

" one a widow, two deserted wives, for whom I applied to the Charity

" Workhouse for relief, and was refused. Two of them have since,

" however, got on the roll. These women had all children, who were

" sent out to beg. Two of them have been transported for theft, and

" a third is now in confinement (since transported.) I am very confi-

" dent, that these three women were ofsuch character, that they would

" have brought up their children respectably, if they could have done

" it. They were forced to send out their children to beg ; and they

" came to associate with young thieves. I have seen letters from the

" two that were banished, which shew that there is no want of affec-

" tion on the part of the children ; and, no doubt, their crime was

" very much to be traced to the destitution of their parents. This

" contrasts strongly with the state of this matter m Manchester, where
" Sir Charles Shaw states, that there is little or no crime which can

" be traced to destitution."—Vol. i. pp. 76-7-

Bailie Forbes, Aberdeen.

" It has come painfully under my observation as a magistrate,

" that in consequence of the insufficient provision for the poor in this
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" city, their children are often trained up in improper habits
; being

" sent out by their parents, ostensibly to beg, but indirectly counte-

" nanced in the commission of petty thefts, so that, before they ar-

" rive at maturity, these children have become confirmed thieves,

" This I have particularly observed, particularly when the father

" has deserted his family, and the allowance from the poor-funds

" is insufficient to procure the absolute necessaries of life."—Vol. ii.

p. 607.

Wm. Watson, Esq., Sheriff-Substitute, Aberdeen.

" I got a return some years ago of the number of juvenile beggars.

" There were 280 known to the police, who had no way of living

" but by begging."

" Are the delinquencies chiefly among the juvenile beggars V " In

" my department, in almost every instance, the offences are com-

" mitted by those of intemperate habits, by a set of notorious

" thieves, or by the juvenile vagrants.'"''

" Are they those that receive parochial relief?" " After obtaining

" thait return, I induced the inhabitants to subscribe a small sum to

" take those children off the streets and educate them. We found

** that a considerable number of the children attending that school

" were the children of parents receiving parochial relief. It, was pro-

" posed to discharge them ;* but it was found, on inquiry, that the

" rates allowed them were so small, that they could not maintain their

" children without sending them out to beg, and thei-efore the pro-

" posal was not carriedj"^—Vol. ii. p. 629.

Captain J. J. Geove, Superintendent of County Police,

Perth.

" Do you think, from your experience here, that the vagrancy and

" destitution of the poor are often the causes of crime ?" " In very

" many instances. A man told me that they must either beg or

" steal, having no employment or means of subsistence."

" Are the children on the streets of Perth the children of beg-

" gars ?" " Yes ; and of persons committed to prison for various

• This is another illustration of what I stated as to the practice of cutting

people off the roll on account of immorality, and thereby burdening the com-

munity with them as beggars exclusively.
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" offences. I found two children the other day, whose father was

" tried at the last Circuit, and committed to the penitentiary.
^

They

" were left motherless and destitute, and are picking up a living the

" best luay they can.''''—Vol. iii., p. 243.

Hugh Barclay, Esq., Sheriff-Substitute, Perth.

" The father of a family from the Highlands was in prison here ;

" his wife and a large family came here, they had no claim on tho

" town, and one of the daughters was brought before me for stealing

" bread from a baker's shop. I cannot specify any more than that

* and a similar case, where stealing directly arose from destitution,

" though in many it indirectly arises from that cause. The parties

" lose character, have no house,—no home,—acquire habits of va-

" grancy," &c.—Vol. iii., p. 253.

Mr F. Hill, Inspector of Prisons in Scotland.

The Chaplain of Dumfries prison says,—" There is at present a

" band of about 20 boys in town (two of them now in prison), who,

" I believe, depend almost entirely on begging and petty thefts for

" living. In most of these cases, the parents are either dead, or

" quite neglect their children." The Chaplain of Inverness prison

says,—" I find that many of the boys who are sent to prison are

" either the children of widowed mothers, or that their fathers have

" deserted both them and their mothers." The Chaplain of Glasgow

prison says,—" Of the youthful criminals of both sexes, nine out of

" ten are without one or both parents, or have deserted their parents'

" house, or been driven to crime by them." In a late inquiry at

the General Prison at Perth, it appeared that of 87 below 17 years

of age, 51 had lost one or both parents.—Vol. iii., p. 882, et seq.

Captain Miller, Superintendent of Police, Glasgow.

" I believe that some better provision for the poor in Scotland is

" imperatively necessary, not only on the ground of humanity, but
" also as a means of repressing crime. I am of opinion, that ex-
" treme poverty affects very materially the moral condition of the

1
" working classes."—Vol. i., p. 322.—See also his Evidence already

1 quoted, p. 15.

E
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yV. BiiEBNEE, Esq., Governor of Glasgow Prison.
" Tlireo-fourtlis of those who inhabit this place are idle from in-

" fancy, brought up as beggars. Boys sent out to beg become thieves,
" and the girls are generally prostitutes."

Mr A. Fairrie, Greenock.
" I know instances of orphans being put into the hands of per-

" sons, who ought not to have the charge of children. At the age
" of 14 they are thrown of by the guardians of the poor ; and this

" is the most dangerous period of their lives. There is no at-

" tention (unless it may be by private charitable persons) to see those

" orphans settled in the world ; and thus many of them go wrong.
" Wlaen I was a magistrate, I discovered repeatedly that parties be-

** fore me had been parish orphans, whose misconduct, I concluded,

" had been owing to neglect in their education. If the parish or-

" phans cotdd be kept imder the superintendence of the kirk-sessions

" till they were settled in the world, it would be a most important

" benefit to the community."

" When parties are of good character, have you found, in ordinary

** times, any cases of extreme destitution among them V " Yes ;

" I have found many wretched cases among those receiving parochial

" relief, many cases of decent and respectable widows withfamilies."

—Vol. i., pp. 550-2.

Mr J. Dennistoun, Greenock.

I think a separate establishment should be provided for orphans,

" of whom we have a great many ; at present they are boarded out

" at a cheap rate. Although pains are taken to board them with re-

" spectable families, yet there is no superintendence of them. Their

" schooling is often neglected ; no charge is taken of them, whether

" they attend school or not. In the town they are scarcely ever

" visited at all, and no exertions are made to learn them a trade

;

" and when the period comes when they cease to have a claim on the

" parish, they are turned adrift, without any one to look after them.

" Many of them have come before me in the Police Court,

—

they had

" no place luhere to lay their heads, but in the resort of thieves. The

" state oforphans in this country is most melancholy.''--Vol. i.,p. 647-

I only add to this last statement, that in England,

or other countries where the right of relief does not ex-
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pire at the age of puberty, no such complaint can be

made, and crime, owing to destitution, is comparatively

rare.—See my own Evidence, on the authority of Sir

Charles Shaw, swpm; and the Evidence of P. Hill,

Esq., infra.

IV. The next topic to which I wish to direct parti-

cular attention is, the state of Medical Relief for the

poor in Scotland, as to which I shall take the liberty

of quoting a portion of my own evidence before the

Commissioners.

" The medical aid to the poor I believe to be generally very

" deficient ; and where it is sufficient for them, it is a heavy and

" unjust burden on the medical men, who devote often, I believe,

" a larger portion of their time and money to the service of the

" poor than any other class in the community. I remember a

" very excellent man, a practitioner in the Grassmarket here, who
" told me that he had sometimes given away in a day, among the

" poor in the Grassmarket, more than he had earned on that day.

" In most towns there are dispensaries, by which medical men are

" relieved of great part of the expense of medicines for the sick

" poor, and in some of them, I believe, the duty of visiting the

" sick poor is very carefully performed; but being always on the

*' voluntary principle, there is no security for its being regularly

" or uniformly performed,—for the persons employed to visit

" being regularly instructed,—or for that early attention to cases,

" on which the success of treatment, in most cases admitting of

" successful treatment, depends. For example, in Edinburgh, for

" thirty years before 1815 there was a public dispensary; but it

" was opened only twice a-week, and it was no part of the duty of
" the medical officers to attend the sick poor at home. Any
" other medical aid which the sick poor had at home was private

" charity on the part of the medical men. Since then the
" duty of attending the sick poor at home has been undertaken by
" several dispensaries

; but the assistance given in this way is not
" so regular nor effectual as it ought to be. During the present
" epidemic, many of the young men, students, on whom the duty
" of visiting chiefly devolves, have been deterred from attending
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" the dispenscaries by the fear of having their studies interrupted

" by attacks of fever. I saw a man lately, the father of a family,

" just dead of this yellow fever ; his widow assured me that she

" had sent ten times to different dispensaries for advice during his

" illness, and had received none. In the Canongate, the dispen-

" sary aid to the sick poor came to an abrupt close in the middle
*' of the epidemic, in consequence of the death (by fever) of Dr
" Finch, one of the medical officers, who had served as treasurer

" to the institution. In order to have the dispensary relief made
" effectual and regular, it would be necessary to have the tovra

" divided into districts, each dispensary taking charge of a limited

" district, and each medical officer of a portion of that district.

" He would then go through the business regularly, would know
" thepeople^of the district, and acquire their confidence; and, hav-

" ing one or two assistants, could do the duty without interfering

" materially with profitable avocations. Such a division of the

" town has often been proposed, but always met by the objection,

'* on the part of each dispensary, that, if they were to limit them-

" selves to districts, their subscribers would be equally limited

;

" and that they must shew themselves in all parts of the town, to

*' keep up their subscriptions. This illustrates the evil of leaving

" an object of such importance to the voluntary system of charity.

" Farther, by the zeal of individual medical men, more dispensaries

'* have been founded than would have been required, if there had

*' been a fair division of the town ; and the money expended at

" them, besides being levied from a small portion of the public, is

" partly wasted in maintaining unnecessary establishments. I

" have no dovibt that the system of medical relief to the poor by

" medical officers, appointed and paid by the managers or guardians

" of the poor in each district, and responsible to them—allowed also

" some remuneration by students advanced in their studies, and

'« acting as their assistants, might easily be made much better for

" the interests of the poor, and more uniformly efficient, as a

" means of medical instruction, than the system of voluntary re-

" lief from dispensaries, such as exist here. There can be no doubt,

" that, by a well-regulated system of medical relief, particularly

" adapted for the early stage of inflammatory complaints, to

" which the poor arc liable, and by judicious measures of medical

" police, many of the working-classes, who are now reduced to
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" pauperism by disease, by premature old age, or by the death of

relations, might be enabled to maintain themselves in independ-

" ence. I beg to refer to Mr Chadwick's Beport on the Sanatory

'•' Condition of England in illustration of this truth ; and particu-

" larly to the 7th chapter of his first Eeport, for a distinct state-

" ment of the advantages wliich might be derived fi-om a regular

" organization of district medical officers, stich as exist in England,

" with a few superintendent physicians of standing and experience,

" a part of whose duty would be to examine the registers of mor-

" tality, and inquu-e into the causes of any unusual mortality, at

" particular times or places, or in persons engaged in particular

" occupations,—and then, sometimes by advice to the poor them-

" selves, sometimes to their employers, sometimes to the proprie-

" tors of the houses in wliich they live, sometimes to the magis-

trates, or even to the legislature, to endeavour to correct the

" causes of such unusual mortality. That much national advan-

" tage may be derived from such arrangements, and much desti-

" tution and misery, and ultimate expense, be prevented, I think

" cannot be doubted ; but I think it equally certain that the na-

" tion can have no security for such advantages, as long as the

" care of the sick poor is entrusted to the voluntary system of

" charity."—Vol. iii., p. 907.

I add the following extracts from the Evidence, in

confirmation of these statements
; premising only, that

although there are some towns and districts—chiefly

those long assessed—in which payment to the medical
men for attendance on the poor is made from the pa-
rochial funds, the following descriptions of the state of
the medical relief to the poor will be found to be appli-
cable over by far the greatest part of the country.

Andrew Robertson, Esq., Surgeon in Girvan,
" Has practised in Girvan seven years,--his father has prac-

" tised there fifty years, and he has a brother, also, a surgeon
;

" and most of the sick poor apply to them. Except in one or two
" cases, neither he nor his father ever received any remuneration
" from the session, or from any other quarter, for attending the
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" poor. By reference to his books he has seen, that sometimes,

" in a single case, they expend 15s. for medicines, besides giving

" their attendance gratuitously
;
and, taking into account attend-

" ance and medicines, he thinks his father, brother, and himself,

" expend L.lOO a-year on the poor. The parish allowances are

*' perfectly inadequate. One man, confined 16 years by paralysis,

'* received, during that time. Is. a-week. Witness has been at-

" tending for three weeks an old woman, 76 years old, a native of

" the parish, who got herself much injured by a fall ; she receives

" 5d. a-week from the session, and has 6d. to pay for rent. She

" is entirely dependent on the charity of her neighbours. She has

" applied for additional supply from the parish, but has not re-

" ceived any as yet." " A woman from Ireland, who had been here

" Avith her husband for a fortniglit digging potatoes, applied to

" witness for advice, her husband being laid up with fever; mt-

" ness told the session, that if they would furnish medicines, he

" would attend the case gratviitously. The woman applied to

" the clergyman for assistance; but she has not yet received

" any. A man died of fever lately, accompanied by erysipelas

<' of the feet, which witness thinks might have been checked,

«' if he could have procured for him the proper applications."

—

Vol. iii., pp. 442-3.

William Gibson, Esq., Surgeon, Dairy.

" I have practised in Dairy 28 years,—and have had very

" many opportunities of visiting the paupers. The sum which I

" have received during that time, from the session or poor com-

" mittee, has not exceeded is. a-year. The paupers are very scan-

" tily provided for in health ; and their allowances are not much

" increased in sickness, when they need help the most. If I did

" not apply in their behalf for aid to opulent inhabitants, they

" might starve, so far as their allowances are concerned. I never

" applied to any individual heritor without obtaining what I re-

" quested ; but I cannot say that of the heritors collectively ;
and

" it is placing me in a very disagreeable position, to oblige me to

" go and beg for poor patients. Nutritious diet for the sick must,

" in general, come from private sources. I have frequently had

" a difficulty in treating poor patients properly, from not being

" able to supply them with nutritious diet. No provision is made
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« for supplying medicines, either from a dispensary or otherwise.

' I just -pay for the medicines myself.'"—Vol, iii., p. 509.

Thomas M'Millan, Esq., Surgeon in Wigtown.

" He has attended the poor in seven parishes, and never got a

' fartliins: from the kirk-sessions ofany of them. He never got any

' thing for medicines in any of the parishes, except one year in

' Wigtoiun. They had a dispensary, for which he furnished the

' medicines ; and he was paid the first year by subscription. The

' second year he furnished medicines ; but the subscriptions fell of,

' and he received no payment. He has no means of getting pro-

' per food for pauper patients ; he has often supplied them with

' wine and food liimself. He prefers doing that, to asking it from

' the parishes. He would only get referred from one to another
;

' and his time does not admit of that."—Vol. iii'., p. 536.

John Gibson, Esq., Provost of Lanark.

" Witness attended almost all the poor twenty years, and never

' received any recompense. It is only in extreme cases now, if at

' all, that any tiling is paid for medical advice. Witness, some

• years ago, attended a blind woman, a sti'anger in this parish,

' who fell and broke her arm, and paid for her lodging and ali-

' ment during her confinement ; and being refused any recom-

' pense, brought an action before the Sheriff for a guinea and a

' half as his fees, who decided in his favour ; but the hei'itors

' having suspended the decreet, witness declined to proceed with

' the case in the Court of Session, and was obliged to pay L.5for
' a portion of the expenses.'^—Vol. iii., p. 403.

Dr Joseph Bell, Surgeon at Barrhead, in Neilston.

" I am in the habit of visiting the poor when sick. There is

' no medical attendant appointed by the parish. I do not receive

' any remuneration, either for my attendance or the medicines I
< furnish

; and the other medical gentlemen in the place are pre-

cisely in the same circumstances. I consider that the poor suf-

fer a great deal from the want of regular medical attendance.

Deaths frequently occur, without any medical man having seen
the person. I am seldom called to see a poor patient, until
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" tliey have been several clays lying ill ; and from that delay the

" disease has often attained a greater height than it would have
" done, had medical advice been earlier obtained. In cases of in-

'* fectious diseases, the evil is aggravated, by no means being taken
" to prevent the spread of contagion. But when the poor do ap-

" ply to a medical man, it is completely at his option to visit them
" or not ; and if the medicines proper for the complaint are ex-

" pensive, it is hardly to be expected that he will furnish them
" out of his own pocket. I find that the recovery of patients is

" frequently retarded for want of a proper supply of cordials and
" mitritious diet. I have had either to supply them myself, or trust

" to the charity of individuals. But within the last three months, a

" change has taken place in this respect ; the parish authorities

" have given directions that the me.dical men should, m cases of

" destitution, accompanied with sickness, be empowered to give

" orders for provisions or wine, if necessary."—Vol. iii., p. 419.

John Clark, Esq., M.D., Surgeon at Scone.
" I attended a young man, a native of this parish, before he

" became a pauper. When he fell into poverty (from disease), he

was first allowed to board in the town of Perth, at 5s. or 6s.

" a-week, and his friends were perfectly pleased with the attention

" and accommodation he received there. But the session de-

" manded that he should live and board in Scone. He was, ac-

" cordingly, brought out, much against the wish of himself and his

" friends, and put into a lodging-house, kept by a woman knowi

" by the name of ' Dirty Meg.' (I have been in the house, and

" could not conceive anything more wretched.) He left it in a

" very few days after being placed there. He went through the

" village shewing his person, declaiming against the filth of the

" place, and declarmg that he would not return. He made several

" efforts with the elders, to prevail on them to let him return to

" his old boarding-house in Perth. On a Sunday Ac thrust a pen-

" knife into his throat, and died in a few weeks afterwards. He

" destroyed himself, as he declared he would do, rather than re-

" turn to the dirty lodguig-house." " Had you observed marks

" of insanity about him previously V " No."—Vol. iii., p. 863.

" I attended Elizabeth Inncs in a very bad fever. She became
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' very delii-ious, andwas in avery dirty state. I applied to the clergy-

' man, stating that I had had charge of this poor parishioner for

' some weeks, but that the case was now too heavy for my single

' management ; and requesting to be provided with a nurse and

' cordials : they were refused. The minister and elders visited,

« but did nothing. There was a report of this poor woman having

' money in the Savings Bank, which she absolutely denied. The

' little assistance I asked—a nurse and some food—^was pointedly

' and positively refused. One of the neighbours said, if I would

« give my attendance, she would act as nurse. I could not de-

* cline the offer, wliich was a generous one. The patient re-

' covered. The woman acting as nurse—^the mother of a large

' family—fell a sacrifice to her generosity : she died of the same

' fever. I have even been reprimanded in addresses, delivered

' publicly, for recommending paupers to attention. A great deal

' was said about breaking down the spirit of Scottish independ-

' ence," &C.--V0I. iii., p. 862.

L. M. Matheson, Esq., Surgeon in Portree, Skye.

" Sees paupers in this part of the country almost every day, to

' his serious loss. Is obliged to give them medicines as well as

' attendance ; has no other way of getting medicines for them.

' Some are vaccinated, but those medical men vaccinate gratui-

' tously. Has seen many children of the poor living on charity

' almost naked. Has frequently seen diseases brought on among
' the poor by want of proper food. Many support themselves
' during the summer on shell-fish—limpets. All the poor are

very ill oflf for medical attendance ; and it is impossible that men
in practice can aflSord to attend to them properly. Dr M'Leod and
he are the only practitioners in Skye

;

—they could not give suf-

ficient time to the poor, unless they were independent of other

practice. It is impossible they can be furnished with proper
medicines, unless some funds are provided for that purpose.
Every day he is exposed to expense for medicines and 7iecessary

nourishment."—Vol. ii., p. 395.

The Rev. C. M'Kenzie, Shildag, in Ross-shire.

" What becomes of able-bodied men who fall sick in your parish
They are left in the hands of Providence."—Vol. i,, p. 724.
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V. The next point for special consideration is the

treatment of the Lunatic Poor in Scotland. On this

subject the following extracts speak for themselves :

—

Extracts from a Report on Lunatics confined in

Arran, by Dr Hutcheson, Glasgow.

" Duncan Cook has two patients, a male and a female. The
" male patient, James Duncan, was sent by the Barony parish,

" and has been here about ten months. He was formerly a shoe-

" maker in Glasgow. He labours under melancholia, and fancies

" he is haunted by spirits. He sleeps under the roof, on the turf

" covering the apartment below. He has no bedding, but some

" bed-clothes. The place was very filthy, and ill ventUated. The

height of the roof was four feet eight inches at the highest part,

" diminisMng to nothing. The female patient, Jane M'Pherson,

" a widow, sent by the Barony parish, has been here twelve

" months. She is paralytic, imbecile, and very excitable. She

" complained loudly of her treatment, which was confirmed by

" others. She had run away in consequence, and had been sub-

" jected to worse treatment since. I learned from several sources

" that a Miss M'Nab, a very old woman, formerly in good cir-

" cumstances, who had been reduced to poverty, and had become

" insane, had been sent to Duncan Cook. In consequence of ill

" usage, she ran away. She was brought back, shaken, and

" beaten with a stick, and shortly afterwards died.

" Euphemia Eowand is in very bad health, and dropsical ; not-

" withstanding which, she is lodged in a. small closet next the

" cow-house, five feet ten inches long, four feet two inches broad,

'
' with an earthen floor, andwithout any means of ventilation, except

'* the door. Her bed consists of a few boards, a very little filthy

" straw, and no bed-clothes. Isabella Ross bites and raves in-

" cessantly. They were anxious to have some means of securing

" her hands behind her back. She sleeps in a closet next the cow-

" house, six feet three inches long, and three feet nine inches

'« broad. Her bed was a box four feet ten inches long, and one

«' foot ten inches broad, containing a little straw, and a filthy rug.
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' In this wretched place, without anything lilce ventilation, she is

' confined when more than usually violent,

" Widow Currie has two patients from Govan parish—William

' Wallace and William Ross. The closet in which they sleep is

' five feet ten inches long, and five feet eight inches broad, and six

' feet two inches high, without light and ventilation. The bed is five

' feet four-and-a-half inches long, and three feet five inches broad,

' being both too short and too narrow for the patients. The place

' was wretched, and the patients declared themselves to be miser-

' able.

" Archibald Murchie has at least eleven patients. The exact

' number we could not ascertain, as every effort was made to mis-

' lead and conceal. Respecting Murcliie's treatment of the pa-

' tients, the most distressing reports were prevalent as to his

' striking, Idckuig, and starving them. Some instances of ill

' usage were mentioned to me as having been witnessed by re-

' spectable individuals. It is also reported that he acts as agent

' in farming out patients, and receives gratuities from those for

whom he procures boarders from the parishes.

" Neil M'Kenzie has two patients. We learned that in this

' house a man had died of cold and starvation. He had no clothes,

* was kept in an outhouse in winter, and had a scanty supply of

' refuse victuals. His health was bad, and he required care and
' nourishment.

" John Campbell, about seventeen years of age, is paralytic;

' has been here about eighteen months. He was transferred

by Arcliibald Murchie to M'Kinnon. He has been subjected to

the most cruel usage—beaten with ropes and sticks, both by
M'Kinnon and by his wife ; and when we went in he was in tears,

having just been subjected to the same discipline. Mrs M'Kin-
non attempted to deny tliis

;
but, on being confronted by a neigh-

bour who had frequently witnessed the ill usage, she could not
deny it. When we were out of hearing, she said she did not
care a damn for what we had said ; we would soon be away, and
then she would work him. The instrument with which he was
flogged we did not see ; but we learned it was a cat-o' -nine-tails,

made of rope, and that he had been flogged till the blood ran
down his legs.
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" Mary Galbraith is idiotic, ami raves incolicvciitiy. Sho is

" filthy in her hahits. She sleeps in a hole five feet nine inches
" long, and two feet four inches wide. She has nothing but straw,
" and a cover. The place is dark, and not ventilated.

" Donald M'Donald, a paralytic imbecile, has been here tAvelve
" months. He sleeps in a closet six feet long, five feet ten inches
" wide, and six feet seven inches high. His bed is five feet eight
" inches long, and three feet three inches wide. He has no bed-
" clothes, and no bedding, but filthy straw. The floor was wet,
" the walls, damp

; and there was neither light nor ventilation.

"In an appendix, I have given a list of persons of unsoimd
" mind resident in Arran, amounting to 118, of whom I received
" intelligence during my investigation, as well as of five more,
" since admitted by the parish authorities to have been placed
" there, making in all 123. I am convinced, however, that the
" number is much greater.

" In procuring the above information, I encountered many dif-

" ficulties. The paper furnished by the Barony parish contained

" only the names of the individuals with whom the insane were
" boarded. Some parishes furnished no accounts at all, and others

" very inaccurate lists, of the patients. I had not proceeded far in

" my investigation, before it became apparent that various means
" were used to mislead me, and defeat the object of my mission.

'* Communications were rapidly made by one party to another

;

" the patients were prepared, threatened, or cajoled ; beds never

" occupied by them were shewn to me as theirs ; and but for

'* hints furnished me by individuals (from various motives), much
" of the misery, neglect, and cruelty to wliich the insane are

" exposed would have remained hidden. Enough, however, was

" ascertained to shew that those who undertake the care and ma-

" nagement of paupers of unsound mind in Arran are, with very

" few exceptions, ignorant, poor, and quite unfit for the task,

—

" that many of them are on the verge of pauperism,—that the

" lunatic paupers in An-an are wretchedly fed, their diet being in

" general the refuse of the potato crop and butter-milk,

—

ill clad,

" miserably lodged, and subjected to neglect and ill usage,—^that the

" medical attendance is merely nominal,—that even in severe bo-
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" dily affliction they seldom receive any medical aid, many dying

" luithout any attempt being made to alleviate their sufferings.

" Except fourteen, who are at large, all the patients are detained,

" in direct violation of three Acts of Parliament, 55th Geo. III.,

" cap. 69 ; 9th Geo. IV., cap. 24 ; and 4th and 5th Victoria,

" cap. 60. They have been sent to the island without medical

" certificates, and without the warrant of the sheriff of the coun-

" ty, and are confined in unlicensed houses
;
consequently all the

" persons concerned in sending or harbouring them are liable to

" the penalty of Ii.200, or three months' imprisonment, for each

" offence.

" So quietly, however, has the business been managed, that not

" only the sheriff and other authorities of the district were igno-

" rant of it, but the Duke of Hamilton's factor, who is resident

" on the island, was wholly unaware of there being more than a

" few imbeciles boarded in the district.

" Of the 123 patients named, I consider 42 to ho dangerous to

" the lieges, and consequently unsafe to he at large. A letter from

" Mr M'Kinnon, a respectable inhabitant of the island, gives some
" account of the annoyances to which people are exposed. From
" all this, it appears that there has been a deliberate and system-

" atic violation of the law, perpetrated hoth hy parishes and indi-

" viduals, perpetuating the evils it was intended to guard against

;

" and that it is absolutely necessary, for the safety of the com-
" munity, and the cure, comfort, and protection of the insane, that

" some comprehensive and stringent measures be adopted to put
" an end to a system contrary to sound policy, and repugnant to

" every feeling of humanity. The attention of the authorities has
" been directed to the evil ; the offending parishes have been com-
" pelled to agree to the removal of their pauper lunatics, now in

" Arran, to the Glasgow asylum ; hut it ivas only the heavy penalties
" to which they had subjected themselves that made them yield ; and
" some have declared their intention of finding means to evade the
" law, asserting that they will not consent to the increase of the rates
" for the support of the insane poor. Many pauper lunatics are
" confined in other parts of the country, and are, I am informed,
" as ill treated as those in Arran."—Vol. iii., 959.
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Dr Browne, Medical Superintendent of the Crichton

Institution, Dumfries.

" From the state in which pauper lunatics are brought to your
" asylum, have you formed any opinion as to the mode in which
" they have been treated previously ?" "I have ;—that it was
" entirely inconsistent with their comfort and cure, and with the

" dictates of common humanity. They were generally brought

" bound, galled, in a state of shocking filth
;
crouching, with their

" limbs contracted, shewing that they had long been confined, or

" that they had been long in bed."—Vol. iii. p. 604.

" It will be found that tMs affliction establishes a barrier be-

" tween those most intimately united by blood, or interest, or

" fellow feeling, and dissolves the contract of duty, affection, or

" honour." " I have seen a maniac bound and cut by his bands,

" who had been crushed and confined in a small hole beneath a

" stair, where, although deprived of every means to inflict injury,

" he was shunned by his relatives, as the plague-stricken were

" formerly shunned. I know that at this moment there are lu-

" natics immured in cellars, closets, lofts ; others allowed to wan-

" der nearly naked ; that a female who had only exhibited much

" vacillation of purpose, and lethargy, was locked up for nine

" months- in a garret, and deserted, her bed unchanged for weeks,

" and her food only pushed within her reach."—Vol. iii., p. 962.

The following facts, collected by Dr Browne, in

1840, in a single county town, illustrate many of the

evils that result from the absence of a proper provi-

sion for the insane poor.

1. " Two respectable tradesmen, whose only crime is insanity,

" are confined in the jail among felons.

" 2. A woman, still young, has become completely paralytic

" from having been heavily ironed by her parents for at least ten

" years.

" 3. A young man, of great muscular strength, is allowed to run

" about the streets to the danger of the inhabitants ;
and another

" powerful young man, although partially disabled by the loss of
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" a limb, is allowed to go at large, and often assaults women and

" children.

" 4. A woman, the mother of a family, is allowed to run about

" the country in a state of utter destitution, and often appears in

" the streets in a state of nudity.

" 5. A man seventy years old has been chained to his bed for

" a large portion of that time, and his daughter, who has been

" insane three years, goes at large quite unprotected.

" 6. A woman has been confined in a room above fifteen years ;

" and during all this time her cries, said to be dependent on hun-

" ger, have been such as to prove painful and offensive to persons

" in the street."-—Vol. ui. p. 963.

I need only add some general statements of the

Commissioners.

" In some of the parishes we visited, we found cases of pauper

" lunatics imder the most improper treatment." " Sheriff Came-
" ron, at Tain, states that lunatics and fatuous people are allowed

" to go about till they become dangerous. This we believe to be

" the custom over a great part of Scotland. The desire on the

" part of the parochial authorities to save expense is, no doubt,

" part of the cause which prevents theii' being sent to an asylum."

—Report, p. 30.

Surely the greatest admirers of the " discreet and
worthy men" who have hitherto exercised a nearly

irresponsible power over the poor in Scotland, must
admit that the review of 'their proceedings, in this de-
partment of their duties, was not idle nor premature.

I shall afterwards consider how far the remedies pro-
posed by the Commissioners for the defective provision,
either for medical relief, or for the care of lunatics,

are likely to be effectual. At present it is right to
state, that the lunatics confined in Arran having been
placed there clandestinely, and in neglect or defiance
of the law, the inquiries of the Commissioners have for-
tunately led to such an application of the existing law as
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has been clfcctual, for the time, m breaking up all these

establishments, and the lunatics are now in the asylum
at Glasgow. But against such treatment of pauper

lunatics as is described in Dr Browne's evidence, or

such treatment of others of the sick poor as is recorded

in Dr Clark's, I apprehend that the existing law af-

fords no security whatever.

VI. In the next place, I beg it may be observed that

all these evils, resulting from poverty, and so imper-

fectly met by the irregular and inadequate allowance

to the poor, are found to exist, certainly not exclu-

sively, but in full perfection, in those parishes and dis-

tricts where there are no assessments. The common,

and, as I have repeatedly shewn, very superficial way of

deciding on the expediency of assessments in Scotland

was to observe, that, whenever these were introduced,

the number of paupers rapidly increased ; and then to

conclude, that the increase was the effect of the assess-

ments, leading to a relaxation of the frugal and provi-

dent habits of the poor. I formerly explained the

" transparent fallacy''^ (long since pointed out by the

late Dr A. Thomson) which attends such observa-

tions,—the increase being, not in the number of desti-

tute poor, but only in the number that appear on the

rolls of the parishes, gradually increasing as the benefits

of the legal provision become known.*

« The following evidence at Aberdeen (recently assessed) illustrates this

point :

—

T. C. CocHKAN, Esq., Collector of Assessment in Old Machar.

" To some extent the assessment may have given rise to claims which would

" not otherwise have been made ?" " I have no doubt that there may be in-

" stances of parties brought forward as claimants in consequence of the addi-

" tion of managers, who would not otherwise have been brought forward."

" Have any been improperly brought forward ?" " / am not aware of any."
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The Commissioners state, certainly quite correctly,

tliat all tlie evils which have been described exist in

parts of the comitry which have been long assessed,

e.g., in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Dundee.

They do not, indeed, ascribe in any degree their pre-

valence to the assessments ; but as this idea still lingers

among many intelligent persons, it is important to

state the evidence which now exists, to prove that

the assessments, instead of being the cause of the evils

in question, have always been their effect; they have

been called into existence by the prevalence of ex-

treme suffering on the part of the poor on the one

hand,—and the tried irregularity and inefficacy of the

voluntary system of relief, and its obvious injustice

towards the higher ranks, on the other. They have

very generally mitigated the evils for a time; but,

as the extracts already given sufficiently prove, they

have never been applied, except in a small district of

the country, in such a way as to enable us to judge of

their real efficacy. It is only by observing the state of

the poor in Berwickshire and Roxburghshire, where

the allowances as such as to take away the necessity of

mendicity,—and in England, that we can judge of the

power of the remedy ; and on that point I shall make
some observations presently. But we have it fortun-

ately in our power to judge of the circumstances

which have led to its application,—not, indeed, in

the larger towns, where it has been longest in use,

and where the record of these circumstances has gene-
rally passed away, but in several towns and districts

which are now in the transition state from the simply
voluntary system to that of assessments ; and the evi-

" Vou tliink they ought to kave been on the roll before the additional managers
" were appointed?" " I have little doubt of it."—Vol. H. p. 613.

• F
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dence from these places is quite decisive as to the evils

by which they have been " forced into existence."

Thus I have already quoted the evidence at Inver-

ness * at Stirling, and at Tullyallan, (or Kincardine,)!

as to the miserable state of the poor, and the still in-

creasing demands on the charities, pubhc and private,

at the period immediately preceding that change of

system,—all attesting the inefficacy of the old system,

even in places where no peculiar deficiency or irregu-

larity in the demand for labour could be assigned as a

cause for the distress.

It is worth while to state here a few more specific

facts as to the state of things in Stirling, where the

assessment is only contemplated.

W. H. FoEREST, Esq., Surgeon.

" Does not think the poor on the permanent roll are in a better

*' state than others who have no settlement. A good many Irish

" come here, and soon become paupers ; a number come from coun-

" try places when their occupations have failed them. Generally,

" there is now less reluctance in making demands for public assis-

" tance."—Vol. iii. p. 210.

" The number on the roll is 161, with 100 children or depend-

" ents, making 261, or 3-1 of the population. The average amoimt

" of relief is Is. l^d. a week. The average earnings of the pau-

" pers, including relief from all the (voluntary) charitable institu-

" tions, is 6^d. a week, making the amount of support for each

" pauper Is. 8d. a-week; but, deducting rent, which averages

" L.l, 9s. a-year for each paiiper, we have only Is. l^d. a-week for

" each pauper, or something less than 2d. a-day, for food, fuel,

" and clothing. Jt is quite impossible for the town to meet the

" great and increasing demands of the poor. Many persons come

" here as paupers, live a few years in the town, and acquire a

" settlement. Of the 161 persons receiving relief, only 59 belong

" to the parish ; the rest are from other parishes, in Scothiud and

* p. 20-21. t Svpro. p. 2.3.
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*' Ireland, and very few indeed of them have ever had an indus-

" trial residence. The causes favourable to the production of

" fever continue unabated, and are rapidly acquiring fresh, vigour

''from the increasing wants and privations of the poor."—Report

on the State of Pauperism in Stirling, in Vol. iii. p. 972.

The following extracts will shew, that in diflPerent

and distant parts of the country, the circumstances

under which this change of system has been rendered in-

evitable have been nearly the same ^ and I beg particu-

lar attention to the fact, that in all these towns they

complain of the large importations, not indeed of pau-

pers, but of destitute poor, from Ireland, or from the

Highlands, or other unassessed districts in Scotland.

Toiun of Thw'so.

Population in 1841, . . . 4774.

Paupers relieved in 1842, . . 173.

Sums distributed, . . . . L.115.

Assessments were contemplated at the time of the

visit of the Commission, and have since been ordered.

Rev. Waltee Ross.

" There are some heritors in the parish /ro??x whom I never re-
" ceive anything ; but all voluntarily assess themselves for the
" support of three lunatics. There is begging among the paupers
" on the roll,

—

many of them could not possibly subsist xvithout
" this resource. Saturday is set apart for begging. We do not
" give any badges, nor take cognizance of the begging one way or
" the other.''—Vol. ii., p. 346.

Wm. Smith, Esq., Banker.

" Mucli is done by private charity; but the fact, that we have
" large importations from the highland districts, and from the

estates of absentee proprietors, renders it impossible for the
" wealthier classes to meet by private charity the demands on
" their benevolence. Begging has been n good deal discouraged
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" but is, in fact, in the case of many, a necessary means of sus-
" tenance. Since attempts have been made to suppress begging,
" the poor are often repulsed when they ask charity, and desired
" to apply to the kirk-session, who have no funds adequate for

" their relief ; and in this way I find they are often insufficiently

" supplied even with food, and that there is a like deficiency as to

" clotliing and comfortable lodging. I think an assessment the

" faii-est and most equitable mode of providing for the poor.

" Under the present system absentee proprietors escape altogether

" from bearing a proportional share of the burden
;
and, under a

" properly regulated assessment, there would be a better provision

" for the poor than they enjoy at present."—^Do. p. 347.

H, Davidson, Esq., Chief-Magistrate of Thurso.

" The allowances from our kirk-session (averaging, it will be
*' observed, 13s. 4d. per annum to each pauper) are more liberal,

" I believe, than those from most other parishes in this part of

" the country ; but the comfortable condition of our poor is mainly

" to be ascribed to the great liberality of the resident proprietor,

" Sir G. Sinclair. Notwithstanding this liberality, however, there

" is a good deal of begging among the paupers ; and when I speak

" of their comparatively comfortable condition, I take into account

" the alms which they receive in going from house to house. I

" do not think tliis has a good moral eff'ect on the poor. It leads

" to idleness and imposition, or exaggerated accounts of their des-

" titution. I would approve of an assessment in preference to

" the precarious provision for the poor now in use
;
indeed, I

" think it absolutely necessary. The poor have nothing to de-

" pend on but the good will of the people in the neighboiu-hood,

" and that may be withdi-awn at any time. Several of the ab-

" sentee proprietors contribute, I believe, nothing to the poor

" fund,"—Do., p. 351.

Mr Alexander Sinclair, Merchant, Thurso.

" Various reasons induce me to decide in favour of an assess-

" ment. The collections at the church doors are'lilcely to be dis-

" continuccT, owing to the late disruption. The charities, as now
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" community, consisting of benevolent individuals, who are always

" ready to assist the poor, many of tliem beyond their means
;

«' while other individuals, of equal or greater means, contribute

" comparatively little. I believe there are many aged and- infirm

" persons in the toiun who have too much pride to go about beg-

" ging, or even to let their friends know their straits, who are

" often in great sti'aits, and worse off than many of the paupers on

" the roM."— Vol. ii., p. 354.

Rev. George Robertson, Secretary to the Destitute

Sick Society, Thurso.

" Many benevolent persons inquire into the cases of the poor,

" and make great exertions to procure relief for them. Still, in

" my opinion, their wants are very farfrom being adequately sup-

" plied ; they are Often found in circumstances of great destitu-

" tion. On Saturdays, when they are permitted to beg, they go

" about in crowds, sometimes of twenty or thirty ; and they beg

" individually on other days. I have doubts that the wants of

" that portion of the poor who beg are better supplied than the

" wants of those of them who abstain from this practice. I have

" no doubt of the pernicious effects of the begging, particularly

" on the young. It destroys all feeling and independence, en-

" courages indolence, and promotes fraud and imposition. But,

" without making some better provision for the poor than exists, I
'

' do not think it possible effectually to suppress begging. In the

" case of many of the poor, it is a necessary means of subsistence.

" If they do not beg they must starve."—Do., p. 355.

Dr D. J. M'Lean, Thurso.

" Thanks to Sir George Sinclair, the poor here are well off in

" comparison with their state in other parts of the country. The
" aged and infirm poor seem worse off in the parish of Eeay
" than in any other in Caithness. The land has been thrown
" there into large sheep-walks ; there is only one resident heritor

" in the parish
;
and, with few exceptions, no persons whose

" means enable them to give much in charity. I wo\ild decidedly
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approve of providing for the aged and infim poor by an assess-
ment. I am clearly of this opinion for the rural parishes, and

" I am of the same opinion with respect to Thxirso, because the
poor here would be just as ill off as in the country were it not

" for Sii- G. Sinclaii-
; and, of course, the expediency or inexpe-

" diency of the mode of providing f<»r the poor cannot depend oa
" an individual. I thmk that abuse may be guarded against, by

II

strict regulations and vigilant inspection
; and that the charac-

'I

ter of the workuag classes here is such, that they would not
" apply for relief unless it were absolutely necessary." Vol ii

p. 367.

Although it is out of the strict order—as I propose
to consider the case of the Highland parishes sepa-
rately—I add here an extract from the evidence as to
the one mentioned by Dr M'Lean :

—

Rev. FiNLAY Cook, Reay.

Population, 2804.

Paupers relieved in 1842, . . . 150.

Sum distributed, .... L.40, 15s.

(Averaging 5s. 3d. per annum to each pauper.)

" There is no assessment in the parish. There are five heri-

" tors, the Crown being one
;
only one is resident. For the last

" two years, the Duke of Sutherland has sent an annual donation

" of L.3 for the poor. We have got nothing from the other ab-

" sentee heritors. We made application to them all, but have

" received no answer from the other absentees. TVe have no or-

" phans on the roll. Our funds would not admit of our support-

" ing orphans.- Some of the poor on the roll go about begging,

" and I give them certificates for that purpose. I think the poor

" in tliis parish are very ill off since the introduction of the sheep-

" farming. Some of them are half-starving. I have witnessed

" many distressing cases of indigence. It is sickening to see ivhat

" I have witnessed. I think it would be advisable to introduce an

" assessment. I do not see how they are to be maintained with-

" out an assessment."—Vol. il., p. 359.
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• We may next take a view of the opposite extremity

of Scotland.

Parish of Stranraer.

Population in 1841, .... 4201.

Paupers relieved in 1842, . . • . 68.

Sum distributed amongst them, . . L.84, 10s.

Chaeles Moeeland, Esq., Provost of Stranraer.

" The only funds for relief of the poor, are the collections at the

" church doors, mortified funds, and occasional voluntary contri-

" butions, which are of no great amount. In his opinion, the

" means of providing for the poor are very insufficient. There has

" been a committee appointed by the magistrates to inquire iato

" the state of the poor, and to report to a meeting of the town-

" council to-morrow. Being a native of the town, he knows a

" number of the poor people about the town, who are in a very

" poor state ; and his sisters, who visit a number of the poor peo-

" pie, have informed him that those they see are in very poor cir-

" cumstances. His rule is to give to the native poor, but not to

" strangers, or vagrants who come to his door ; but this cannot

" be always observed."—-Vol. iii., p. 521.

Robert Wilson, Esq., Surgeon in Stranraer.

" Has practised thirty years as a surgeon in Stranraer. Has
" had a good deal of experience in visiting the poor. There was
" a public dispensary, which was given up a year ago for want of
" funds. No allowance is made by the parishes for medical at-

" tendance on the poor. There is sometimes a great deal of sick-

" ness amongst the poor. The condition of those receiving parish

" relief is very wretched. In distant parts of the country they
" are badly off for medical relief ; in the town, they get it when
" they require it. The paupers' houses are very miserable—per
" haps worse in the toAvn than in the country

;
they are very

" badly off for bedding. At this season of the year they are
" better off for food ; but in the latter end of the year, when the
" potatoes are finished, some of them are very badly ofl^. He
" knows the condition of the poor in Leswalt, Kirkholm, Stony-
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" kirk, Port-patrick, and Inch, and thinks it very nnich the same
" in all these parishes, not better in one than in another."—^Vol.

" iii., p. 622.

TliOMAS Harkness, Esq., Editor of the Galloway

• Advertiser.

" Hitherto there have been no fixed allowances to the poor in

" Stranraer. They have been allowed to beg with badges ; but

" it is now intended to raise funds for relief of the poor by a legal

" assessment. Lately, of one hundred and twenty claiming relief,

" about sixty were put on the roll : of these, not more than nine-

" teen or twenty were born in the town. There are a great many
" Irish settled here, the price of labour being higher here than in

" Ireland. There would be considerable difficulty at present in

" providing means for relief of the poor in the usual way. The

" parish church has for some time been attended only by a very

" few, and the collections are quite trifling. He has visited the

" poor within the last month, and nothing can be more wretched

" than their condition, as regards furniture, fuel, food, ventila-

" tion, and cleanliness. Hitherto there does not seem to have

*' been much superintendence of the poor. It is proposed to raise

" a sum of L.300 by a legal assessment on the burgh, which, it is

" calculated, will be sufficient to maintain the paupers on the roll.

" The rental of the burgh is calculated at L.6000, the assessment

" upon which will be Is. in the pound. Over and above the num-

" ber on the roll, there is a number of poor people who will require

" considerable relief, "particularly during winter."—Vol. iii., p.

522.

Andrew Irving, Esq., Merchant in Stranraer.

" There are only about twenty of the native poor of Stranraer

" claiming to be admitted on the poor roll, while there are

" tliirty-eight strangers on the roll ;
and, besides, sixty-two stran^

«' gers claiming to be admitted, but who have no title to relief, and

^' never can be entitled to it, as they have been supported by oha^

" rity since they came into the parish* The gi-eat mass of them

• Another proof how little the rolls of the parishes cnn be relied on as indi,

eating the number of destitute poor in Scotland.
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are Irisli, but several belong to the neiglibouring parishes,

where their claims are not attended to. The gi-eat curse of

' Stranraer is, that some persons, for the sake of profit, build a

' number of m-etched huts, wHch they let to poor people, screwing

' the rents of them weekly, and not caring though they should

' live up to the knees in mud. The poor in the parishes adjoin-

' ing Stranraer have no adequate allowance given to them. It

' consists with Ms knowledge, that the common allowances to the

' rural poor in this district of the country do not exceed Is. 6d.

' or 2s. 6d. a quarter."—Vol. iii., p. 523.

Parish of Girvan.

Population in 1841, . • . 7423.

Paupers relieved in 1842, . . . 160.

Sum distributed amongst them, . L.440 : 14 : 4.

Rev. Peter M'Master, Minister of the Parish of

Girvan.

" The highest allowance to any one on the roll is about 5s. in

" the six weeks ; a few may have 6s. A great many of those on

" the roll are aged persons, who l\ave come from Ireland begging.

" At fii-st they received occasional relief; now they are on the

" permanent roll, and get 2s. 6d. in the six weeks ; some few get

" more. It is very difficult for the session to distinguish between

" those who have supported themselves by their own industry till

" they obtained a settlement, and those who have not. There are

" a number of women, with children, deserted by their husbands,

" or with children whose fathers are dead. They get 5s. or 6s.

" in the six weeks. All the parents who have deserted their fa-
" milies are Irish. The poor in Girvan have very wretched dwel-

" lings in point of furniture and bedding. The bedding is the

" most wretched thing in their condition, and has been so ever

" since he has knoAvn them. They must get a great deal of their

" food by begging. They are always going about, especially on

" the Saturdays, when they go round in great numbers. Some of

" them can do a little for themselves ; others almost nothing.

" They are not much troubled with beggars from neighbouring

" parishes, but have a veiy great number from Ireland. Such an
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immense number of Irish have now been resident in Girvan for

more than ten years, that a change in the term of residence for

obtaining a settlement would make very little difference to them.

There is not the reluctance there was formerly to receive assist-

ance from the poor funds ; he prefers maintaining the poor by

voluntary contributions, but sees it cannot be done longer in the

parish of Girvan, without oppressing the heritors, and sees that

a legal assessment must soon be resorted to. There would have

been, he thinks, such an assessment this year, but it was de-

layed, to see the result of this Commission."—Vol. iii., p. 441.

Robert Bannatyne, Esq., M.D., Girvan.

" The poor are generally very destitute ; their houses and fur-

niture, &c., bad. There is a considerable difference between the

Irish and the native poor, who have a greater spirit of inde-

pendence about them than the Irish. Nearly three-fourths of

the people in Girvan are Irish."—Do., p. 443.

John Wilson, Esq., Factor for the Duchess de

Coigny.

" He is apprehensive that a regular assessment may become

necessary ; but it will be avoided as long as possible. The

Bargainy estate gives nearly L.200 a-year as voluntary charity

to the parish of Girvan. Eleven years ago, the contribution

was only jL.30 ; and the poor were as well off then as now. At

present there are between sixty and seventy children who have

' lost their parents by death or desertion
;
they are a heavy bur-

' den on the parish, and have increased the expenditure very

' much."—Do., do.

David Fergusson, Esq., one of the Magistrates of

Girvan.

" Does not know any means of preventing the influx of Irish

' population. Is convinced it would be better for the house-

' holders to have an assessment, and that they would prefer it to

' the present state of pauperism ; and that it would be much

' more for the comfort of the native poor."—Do., do.
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Parish of Linlithgow.

Population in 1841, .... 5950.

Paupers relieved in 1842, . . •
228.

Sums distributed, . • . . L.317, 12s.

Adam Dawson, Esq., Provost.

" There lias not hitherto been an assessment ; but means are

" now taking to impose it. The number of the poor, he is in-

" clined to think, has been increasing. Certainly the funds are no

" longer sufficient for the demands. The dwellings of the poor

*' are m a very miserable condition."—Vol. iii. p. 828.

Rev. Dr Bell, Minister of the Parish.

" The ordinary amount of the collections are from L.65 to

" L.70 ; there being also a mortification to the extent of L.120
;

" and there is a collection for coals and other necessaries annually,

" besides the ordinary collections. The greater part of that money
" is bestowed on persons not on the poor roll. There is a Ladies'

" Society which furnishes clothes, &c. to the value of from L.30
" to L.40 yearly ;—the Dissenting Bodies give assistance to mem-
" bers of their congregations ;—there is much private charity ;

—

" there are several Friendly Societies, and eight incorporations,

" which act, more or less, as Friendly Societies."—Vol.iii., p. 828.

But the condition of the j)oor, just hefoii^e the introduc-

tion of assessments, is as follows :

—

Gr. D. Bated, Esq., Surgeon.

" The poor in the town are nearly not so well off as those

"in the country
;
they are crowded together in uncomfortable

" places, not so well known to those who are able to relieve them
;

" they are more uncleanly in their habits than the country people,

" and more given to intemperance and improvidence. The pre-
" sent allowances to the poor are miserably small; to make
" them comfortable, it would be necessary that there should be a
" very considerable increase, and that continued permanently . In
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" the case of widows and some others, an increasing allowance
" might be applied to good uses, in many other cases tliat is very
" doubtful."—Vol. iii., p. 830.

Parish of Arbroath.

Population, . . , . . 5144
Paupers relieved, . , . . 370

Sums distributed, . , . . . L.646, 14s.

Rev, Wm. Stevenson, Minister of the Parish.

" Only one year's assessment has been distributed. They had
" been struggling against assessment for some time, and keeping
" down the allowances as much as possible. There is no provision

" from the parochial funds for medical relief to the poor."—Vol.

viii. p. 47,

The effect of the system of keeping down the allow-

ances, may be judged from the following.

Alex. Cochrane, Esq., Sm-geon.

" Has been above 10 years practising in Arbroath. The poor

" are well supplied with medicines and medical advice by a dis-

" pensary ; but as regards wine and nutritious diet, there are no

" funds to supply them. The kirk-sessions in the country are

" far more liberal. In the town, the poor are very ill supplied

" with bedding and bed-clothes ;—they are, in general, not cleanly,

" and are far from being temperate. He considers the state of

" the poor as much deteriorated since he came here. Many who
" would have been averse to making their wants known at the

" dispensary, now have recourse to it. They are less provident

" in their habits, and are less willing to pay for any thing which

" they can procure otherwise,''^—Vol. iii., p. 62

Rev. Joseph Hay.

" The poor-law does not afford sufficient relief to the suffering

" poor. When parties are in destitution, and have no settlement

" in the parish where they are, no relief at all is to be had. There

" are also cases, where the relief given is wholly inadequate. He

" approves of the new system of superintendence of the poor (in-
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" eluding a paid superintendant), as embracing the best means of

" inquii-ing into, and judging npon, cases of distress. The funds

« under the assessment are not so limited as before ;
he expects

" that the allowances to individuals will be increased ;
that the

" number receiving relief wHl be increased—as the sum appro-

" priated before was too limited to supply all that required it ;

" that the situation of the poor is to be improved; and thinks the

" suppression of beggmg may be accomplished under the new sys-

" tern."—Vol. iii., p. 52.

In the town of Peterhead, we have an opportunity of

seeing the effect of assessments and increased, although

still inadequate, allowances, introduced chiefly by the

exertions of Mr Scott, Session-Qlerk, whose publication

on this subject was noticed in my Illustrations.

Mr Chahles Scott, Session-Clerk, Peterhead.

" The funds for the maintenance of the poor in the parish are

" now chiefly raised by assessment, which is laid upon real rents.

" The number of poor on the roll has not much increased since

" 1840, when it was 371 ; now it is 380. This, in both cases,

" including children and dependents, comprises every individual

" on the roll, though the dependents do not appear in the list

" of paupers. Nevertheless, the amount to paupers has con-

" siderably increased, partly in consequence of the suppression of

" begging, which made it necessary to give some allowance to

" those who had none, or to increase it to those who had a little,

" who had formerly been permitted to beg. The proportion of

" this increased expense, he thinks, might amount to from L.250
" to L.300. He is in frequent communication with the poor ; he

" thinks the condition of the deserving poor much improved by
the assessment

;
they are grateful for it, but the worthless poor

" are dissatisfied with it. Previously, the deserving poor were
" assisted by private charity, but were often ill off

; they are now
" better off, but still the sources of private charity are not dried

" up. The deserving poor arc still assisted by private chanty,

" though not so much as formerly, their destitution being less.

" Under the old system, the highest allowance to a person able to
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' go about, but not to work, was from 30s. to 40s. a year. Now,
' tbe allowance to such a person would be 2s. a week ; he should
' thmk this was the highest. The worthless poor are dissatisfied,

* because by makmg false and exaggerated statements, they got
" more by begging than they do now by assessment. He sees no

' hnprovement in this class of the poor, who, however, are not
' very numerous when compared with the whole. Sometimes the
' allowances are given to them in provisions, to prevent abuse,
' but there can be no proper check on them, except m a work-
' liouse. Begging amongst the poor of the parish is nearly sup-
' pressed in town."—Vol. ii,, p. 717.

Mr David Ewan, Treasurer to the Managers of the

Poor of Peterhead,

" Has come a good deal in contact with the poor, and knows their

' circumstances. The more infirm are better off since the assess-

' ment than before, because they could make little by begging ; but

.

' the more active, who went about easily both in town and country,

complain that they are not so well off as before. Regular begging

is as much suppressed as is possible ; but there is no preventing

some old beggars fi-om sometimes gomg about ; a few still beg

in the country, but it is not general. They are much annoyed by

beggars professmg to be tradesmen out of work."—Do., p. 718.

Thomas Akbuthnot, Esq., Provost of Peterhead,

" Is a member of the Committee for the Management of the

poor
;

occasionally attends the meetings, but does not take

much personal cognizance of the details. Since the assessment

was introduced, those who begged habitually complain that the

allowance is too small. The present system is best;—-doing

away with begging is a great advantage to the public. Under

the present system, the allowances to the really indigent are too

small,—still it is the best of the two. He approves of the way

the Board of Management has been formed here, and tliinks the

Committee do their utmost to make the system work well. He

considei's it would have been impossible to have found the neces-

sary means for the support of the poor ivithout an assessment."

-Vol. iii., p. 718.
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Some of the more resolute admirers of the " older

« and better system" may say, that, in the different

districts now noticed, although there had been no assess-

ments during the increase of the number, and deterior-

ation of the condition of the poor, above described,

there had been regular contributions by the higher or-

ders, which would be reckoned on by the lower ;
and,

therefore, that the poor had not been fairly " thrown

" on their own resources." The answer will be found

in the evidence I shall adduce presently, as to the con-

dition and numbers of the poor in those extensive dis-

tricts, which are not only unassessed, but, in many in-

stances, unaided by any contributions from the proprie-

tors ; and which present a still greater extent and in-

tensity of suflFering. In the meantime, we may turn to

a more pleasing subject, and contrast the foregoing ex-

tracts, with the full and satisfactory evidence contained

in the volumes before me, as to the safety^ and in that

part of the country where the principle is fairly car-

ried out, the henejicial effect of assessments.

It is stated indeed by the Commissioners, that there

are rural districts unassessed, in which, nevertheless,

the allowances to the poor are as high, and their con-

dition as comfortable, as in the assessed parts ; but they

do not specify those districts, and I have been unable

to detect them in looking over the evidence. They
cannot be numerous, as the average allowances in the

unassessed districts are not half those in the assessed,*

—inadequate as we have seen that these very gene-

rally are. I have no doubt, however, that these un-

assessed but favoured districts are the abode of resi-

* The average having lately been L.2 : 14:9. per head per an-

num in the assessed districts, and L.l : 0 : 4. in the unassessed.

Hcc Official Report to General Assembly in 1839, p. 23.
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dent and benevolent proprietors ; and that there is,

practically, in them no diflPerence from the state of
matters which I shall describe in the fully assessed
rural districts, excepting only the utter absence of secur-

rity, to the poor or to the public, for the continuance of
the regular sustentation and comfortable condition of
the poor.

It is certainly true, however, as the Commissioners
state, that a considerable portion of the wealth and in-

telligence of the country is still opposed to assessments

;

but the objections made to them are not insisted on by
the Commissioners, and their fallacy appears to me to

be very easily shewn. It does not seem necessary to

quote the evidence of more than two gentlemen on these

objections, and I shall select two of known respectability

and influence.

The Rev. Dr Easton, Kirriemuir.

" There is now an assessment for the poor, laid on first in 1 840.

" Before applicants can be admitted on the poors' roll many steps

" must be taken, conversations held, consultations conducted, visi-

" tations made, &c. ; and though the applicants do make good
" their claim, and a monthly aliment, comparatively liberal, has

" been allowed them, yet their feelings have been so much hurt,

" and their spirit so much crushed, by the ordeal they have been

" compelled to go through, that they find, many of them by bitter

" experience, that the shillings they receive are a poor substitute

" for the kindnesses which, at a former period, they could have

" counted on receiving from their neighbours. AncT many modest

" and needy applicants, rather than have their feeliags wounded in

" this, way, feel themselves forced to give up the contest altogether,

" preferring the evils of cold and nakedness, extreme poverty and

" starvation, to the full disclosure of their situation, and the humi-

" Hating and mortifying circumstances with AThich it is attended,

" &c., which their gentle and sensitive nature will not permit them

" to encounter ; while the forward, and shameless, and undeserving,
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" to whom the arts of imposture are familiar, stand their ground,

» set the scrutators at defiance, and are successful. And wliat

" is the tendency of tliis system on society ? The kindly intcr-

" course ^vhich ought to stihsist between the rich and poor has

" been discontinued. The gulf which separates the two classes

" continually becomes deeper and wider, a spirit approaching to

" actual hostility is engendered, &c. At last their mutual jealou-

" sies become so insolent, that thet/ cannot speak of one another

" but in terms of acrimony/ and vituperation,^^—Vol. iii. p. 77.

From this description, we should be disposed to think

that there must have been something peculiarly harsh

and ungracious in the administration of the parochial

funds at Kirriemuir ; and recollecting the ample evi-

dence which has been produced, that the relief of desti-

tution in Scotland, so far as it is not accomplished by

means of assessment, is very generally intrusted, in

a great measure, to " common begging," it might be

thought necessary to observe, that this is an expedient,

generally speaking, more revolting to gentle and sensi-

tive natures, and more favourable to the success of the

shameless and undeserving, " to whom the arts of im-
" posture are familiar," than the simple disclosure of dig-

tresses, in which there is neither sin nor shame, to per-

sons who are, or ought to be, intelligent and humane

;

therefore, that this representation of the state of matters

at Kirriemuir cannot be taken as a fact of such seneral

prevalence as to guide the decisions of the legislature.

But the very next sentence shews that the representa-

tion is not intended to be a description of fact at all,

but only an effort of imagination, picturing what, in

this gentleman's judgment, is to come.

" Things liave not ^/ct come this length in Kirriemuir ,• for wit-

" iiess never heard the heritors speak of the poor but m terms of
" compassion, nor the poor speak of the heritors but vrith i-espeot

G
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" and gi-atitude
; but the time will assuredly come, when this will

" cease, and all, and more than he has said, will be the conse-
" qucnce."—lb.

I formerly adduced a good deal of evidence to shew,
that none of those consequences, so vividly imagined,
and so deeply apprehended, are the usual results of well

regulated assessments; and I particularly request atten-

tion to the evidence which I shall presently quote, as

to the condition and character of the poor, and the in-

tercourse between them and the rich, in the only part

of Scotland in which assessments have been fairly

tried, viz., in Berwickshire. In the meantime, I j)lace

in contrast with the (partly imaginary) representation

of Ur Easton, the simple observation of a gentleman

who has attended particularly to the alleged effects of

assessments, and full allowances, on the demeanour and

character of the poor receiving them in England.

Dr Alexander Watt, City Statist, Glasgow.

" Have you any personal knowledge of the good effects of Eng-

" lisli poor laws on the people at large?" " In visitation at

" Manchester and Liverpool, I observed that there was not that

" heartlessness among the poor that might be supposed. They
*' were very frank and open in chai'acter. In Manchester especially,

" I went roimd the houses of many, and found the people cleanly ;

" they seemed to have the utmost confidence in each other, and

" in the overseers of the poor
;
they were not afraid to ask re-

" lief
;
they seemed to thinlf they had a right to it.^/There was a

" degree of comfort and cleanliness among the poor, comparing

" Manchester with the Scotch towns, that was very pleasing to

" me// In Liverpool it is not so much so, in consequence, I dare

" say, of there being so many poor Irish there."

" From what you have seen in England of persons receiving

" pai'ochial relief, what appeared to be the effect of it T' " It

" kept up their appearance
;

they were move comfortable and
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" cheerful. I saw a great many in Manchester and Liverpool.

« I was the better part of three days going among them
;
and cer-

" tamly there was . a decided -d^&reM6j^^fg.ymUofth9, .Mn9}j?J^

"poor^—yo\. i., p. 366.

The other opinion unfavourable to assessments, which

I shall quote, is the following :

—

James Goedon, Esq. of Craig, Parish of Auchincloir,

in Aberdeenshire.

" My opinion is, that there is no necessity for any alteration

" in this district. At the same time, there are circumstances

" which would almost shake my opinion in some respects. There

" are absentees that give nothing ; they draw the rents from their

" estates, but send nothing to the poor. There are some who,

" though not absentees, do not contribute. One heritor never gave

" one pemiy—neither he nor his. It ivould ho expedient if a law

" were to be obtained that ivould strike against them. But I would

" rather submit to the loss of the contributions of those people

" than alter the law, because lue live happily under it. Some be-

" nevolent individuals with whom I am connected, take care that

" there shall be no want, but almost a superfluity, of the neces-

" saries of life—meal, potatoes, blankets, &c. But our principal

" object is to find employment for the people. We say to a per-

" son—Do you want work ?—^if so, we will find it for you.

" I am decidedly of opinion that a change of system, by the in-

" troduction of a compulsory tax for the support of the poor, would
" change the nature of the population. Everything they now re-

" ceive is taken in the most modest manner. It appears to me,
" that, if the relief came m the shape of a demand, the'character

" of the population would alter. They are satisfied now, but
" would not be satisfied then."

" Have you resided in any other rural parishes in Scotland V
" No."

" Have you ever taken any part in tlie management of the
" poor in an assessed parish '?" " No."—Vol. ii. p. 641.

Here I beg it may be particularly observed

—

First.,
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That the comfort of the poor of this parish is dependent

on the voluntary exertions of certain " benevolent indi-

" viduals j" therefore, that,when that ''accident heureux'''

does not exist, there is ao security against such evils, re-

sulting from destitution and mendicity, as those de-

scribed as '^sickening,'''' by the minister of Reay, already

quoted. Secondly, That in this, as in other similarly cir-

cumstanced parishes, there are other individuals who

enjoy the rights of property, and are altogether absolved

from its duties in regard to the poor. Thirdly, That Mr
Gordon's only reason for not wishing those duties to be

enforced, is the fear that the character of the poor

would be altered, and that they would not be satisfied

or contented if provided for by an assessment ;—and,

Lastly, That, in forming this opinion, he is not guided

by experience, having seen nothing of the management

of the poor in assessed parishes, but merely by a conjec-

tural anticipation of what is likely to be the result.

If it is found by experience, on a scale of sufficient ex-

tent, that this injurious effect on the character and con-

duct of the people is not produced by an assessment

;

but, on the contrary, that—in respect to sobriety, in-

dustry, moral and religious conduct, respect for their

superiors, prudence, and moral restraint on excessive

population—the people of the longest and most highly

assessed parishes are at least equal to any others^ m
Scotland, Mr Gordon's scruples about the introduction

of a law which shall strike at his friends, who draw

" their rents from their estates, and send nothing to

" the poor," ought to vanish entirely.

We can hardly expect, indeed, that one who has

formed and expressed an opinion so strongly as Mr

Gordon has done, should afterwards perceive his error,

and retract that opinion ; but I cannot help thinking,
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that many others who have not yet made up their,

" faggots of opinions" on this subject, must perceive

that on this question conjecture must yield to experience;

and farther, that without travelling beyond the pre-

cincts of our own country, or beyond the evidence which

came before the Commissioners, we have abundance

of experience to enable us to shew that the fears of Mr
Gordon, and many other persons in Scotland, are abso-

lutely groundless.

In opposition to the opinion which I have quoted, I

place the facts, ascertained by the Commissioners in

those parts of Scotland immediately adjoining to Eng-

land, where the assessments have been longest conti-

nued, and might be expected to have produced their

most injurious effects, where the allowances to the pau-

pers are the highest, and the whole system bears the

closest affinity to that adopted in England ; and bearing

always in mind, that assessments are opposed solely on

the ground of their alleged injurious effect on the cha-

racter of the poor, and on their intercourse with the

higher ranks, I beg simply to ask—What is the injury

of that kind which has resulted from these assess-

ments ?

Rev. J. Wilson, Minister of Chirnside, Berwickshire.

Population, . , , ' 1203.

Paupers, . . . , . , 62.

Sum distributed among them, . .. L.262, 83.

Parish long assessed.

" Usual allowance to old persons unable to work, from 2s. to

" 3s. a-week
; to a widow with children, Is. a-week for each child

" under twelve. A doctor is paid for attendance on the poor 5 and
" a sick pauper requiring nutritious diet is supplied from the ses-

" sion funds, or from funds at the disposal of the heritors. Able-
" bodied men are hardli/ ever in distress from want of employ-
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' ment
; tliey have occasionally gi-antcd relief in sucli circum-

' stances, but it has occurred verj'- seldom. There is generally

' work of some kind or other for able-bodied women. There
' are a good many beggars from distant parishes, mostly vagrants,

' representing themselves as in search of work ; often relieved by
' private charity. There is much private charity in Chirnside.

' The people are temperate and industrious in their habits ; more
' so of late years than formerly, and respectful to their superiors."

-Vol. iii., p. 726.

Rev. J. Edgar, Minister of Hutton, Berwickshire.

Population, . . . . . 1133.

Paupers, 58.

Sum distributed among them, . . , L.238.

The parish long assessed.

" The usual allowance to an old person on the roll, 2s. a-week—in

some cases more. A bed-riddenwoman has 2s. for herself, and 2s.

' for an attendant. Has occasional funds at his disposal for cases of

' emergency, or applies to the heritors. There is much done in

private charity ; one lady has spent X.lOO in a year on the poor,

' in flannel, tea, meal, and coals. Destitution among able-bodied

' men is hardly Imown. So far as his experience goes, has never

' seen a beggar from Berwickshire, although they are inundated

' with beggars from other quarters. This he attributes to better

' allowances being given to the poor people here than elsewhere.

' The paupers on the roll are comfortable ; theu' houses very

' clean
;
they have the bare necessaries of life ; and he thinks they

' are a good deal assisted by their friends. Their condition is

' much superior, they are miich more cleanly, and their houses

' much more comfortable, than at Symington, in the Presbyteiy

' of Biggar, where he was formerly minister, and where there is

' no assessment.

" The labourers are generally provident, orderly, and decent.

' The hinds are a most excellent set of people

—

iridustrious, sober,

' attentive to the education of their children, and to their religious

' duties. The system is an excellent one. The population was

' 1118 in 1821, and 1133 in 1841; few had emigrated in the

interval."—Vol. iii., p. 716.
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Parish of Eyemouth, Berwickshire.

Mr Teottee, Session-Clerk.

Population in 1841, . . •
1401.

Paupers in 1842, ... 50,

Sum distributed amongst them, . . L.219, 10s.

" A day-laboui-er, past work, on coming on tlie roll, would

receive 2s. 6d. a-week. Any addition given to bed-ridden people

is generally given from collections at the church, perhaps 2s.

or 2s. 6d. a-week, as the case requires. A widow with three

young cliildren, has 4s. 6d. a-week at present (i. e. three times

as much as in Edinburgh or Glasgow.) There are some widows

of fishermen who were drowned about eighteen months ago, and

they receive an allowance from a subscription raised on their

behalf, equal to what they receive from the session ; so some of

them have about 8s, a-week. There are two fatuous persons

upon the poor-roll of Eyemouth, who live with their relations
;

they have each 2s, 6d. a-week. Some of the houses of paupers

are very bad, but they are improving. Generally, they are very

well provided in bedding. When there is any deficiency in that

respect, the parish supply it. There is no provision made for

medical attendance on the poor, but when the surgeon pre-

sents his account for attending on the paupers, it is generally

paid by the heritors. Wlien any of the paupers become sick,

and apply to the session, they are allowed extra aliment. None
of the paupers of Eyemouth beg. It is still the practice to

grant relief to able-bodied men in difiiculty. This is to prevent

them from falling into poverty. This relief is given from the

session funds ; but it is all the same, they are mixed with the

funds from the assessment. It is, however, understood that the

session should not exceed the amoimt of the church collections

m granting relief to able-bodied persons. If, however, they do

exceed it, the heritors seldom say much about it."—Vol, iii,,

, 728,
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Parish of FouMen, Benvtclcshire.

Population in 1841, . , . 393.

Number of paupers relieved in 1842, 10.

Sum distributed amongst them, . L.46.

Rev. Alex. Christison, Minister of Fouklen.

" There has been an assessment in the parish during the whole

" of his incumbency—twenty-three years. There are at present

*' eleven paupers on the roll, of whom only two reside in the

" parish. One of them is an old woman about ninety, who re-

*' ceives 2s. a-week. She sits rent free, and is very much assisted

" bi/ the principal -proprietor, with coals and other comforts. She

" is taken charge of by her immediate neighbour, who, in fact,

" receives the 2s. The other is an old woman above sixty, who
" is lame ; she receives 2s. a-week, sits rent free, and has similar

«' advantages with the pauper just mentioned. Of the non-resident

" paupers, one is a fatuous person. He lives with a brother at

" Dunse, and receives 3s. 6d. a-week. One old woman who has

" lost an arm, resides at Eyemouth. She receives 2s. 6d. a-week.

" The allowances to the other paupers are 2s. a-week. There is

" one lunatic at Musselburgh asylum, who costs L.24 a-year.

" There is no begging among the parishioners ; there are many

" vagrants from a distance. There is no destitution in the parish

" among able-bodied people from want of employment. There

" is a great deal of private charity on the part of the only resident

" proprietor. The people of the parish are decidedly sober, indus-

" trious, and orderly. He has experienced no difficulty in ad-

" ministering the poor-laws. He highly approves of the pi'esent

" system. Out of the eleven paupers on the roll, four are pre-

" cisely of the class who would naturally come upon the roll,

" being unmarried women in advanced life. Such persons could

" not be expected to maintain themselves now, or to have been

" in circumstances to provide for old age. A hind, with an

" income of under L.30 a-year, cannot materially assist his parents

" if tliey are away from him. Old people say they used to do so
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formerly ; incomes were better then than now. A hind's in-

come was worth L.60 during the war. The standard of living

amongst the labouring classes in the parish is much the same

as formerly, except that the use of wheaten bread is becoming

more common, owmg probably to its cheapness."—Vol. iii.

, 729.

Parish of Roxburgh.

Popidation in 1841, . , • 968.

Paupers relieved, . . • 29.

Sum distributed among them, , L.138, 18s.

Mr Wm. Laidlaw, Session and Heritors' Clerk.

" Highest allowance to a pauper is 14s. aTmonth ; the lowest 5s.

A widow, with three of her children under twelve years, has 8s.

a-month. There has been no beggar belonging to the parish

for twenty-three years ; there are no drunkards in the parish.

All who are able to work get employment."—Vol. iii., p. 681.

Rev. Wm. Nicol, Minister of tlie United Secession

Church, Jedburgh.

" Witness has not found, from his experience, that the assess-

ment in Jedburgh, although heavy, has had the effect of drying

up the sources of private charity. He believes that although

the assessment were ten times greater than it is, it would not

have that effect, although individuals are to be found who make

the assessment an excuse for not giving. He knew a tradesman

who was taken ill and died, and was supported during liis illness

by witness and some friends. After his death a subscription

was raised by himself and some other individuals, all of whom
are heavily assessed, by which his wife and family were maintained

and set up in a way of gaining their livelihood. Two of the

family were also educated by private charity ; and that family

is now comfortable and well-doing, without ever having been a

burden on the parish. Witness is acquainted with three other
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" instances of the same kind in the town of Jedburgh, in the last

" five years."—Vol. iii., p. 67-

The evidence from the other parishes in Roxburgh-

shire and Berwickshire is nearly to the same purjDOse.

It is generally stated, also, that more than half the

paupers live with their relations, and are well attended

to, and that they are a good deal assisted by their

neighbours. In regard to the moral character of the

poor, as well as their general comforts, we have the fol-

lowing unimpeachable evidence :

—

The Rev. J. Huntee, Edinburgh, formerly of the

Parish of Swinton, Berwickshire.

" In my country parish the poor were in as comfortable a state

" as could be ^vished. I may truly say that I had no idea of

" poverty tUl I visited a city parish."

" You would say that they are generally in a sound, comfort-

" able condition in the parish of SwintonV "I would say so
;

" and, in general, their moral character is much superior to that

" of the poor in this city."—Vol. i., p. 55.

I add only the evidence of

Mr Underhill, Superintendent of Police in Berwick-

shire.

" With the exception of vagi-ants from a distance, there are

" no beggars in Bei'wickshire. I do not knovj a single beggar

" either in the villages or the towns. The inhabitants of Berwick-

" shire appear to me very steady, orderly^ and well-behaved,

" respectful to their superiors, and decidedly religious. The

" poorest of them endeavour to give a good education to their

" children. Drunkenness is very rare among the inhabitants.

" Committals for drunkenness are chiefly among strangers."

—

Vol. iii., p. 743.
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Thus we have one county in Scotland, and hitherto

only one, in which begging has really been suppressed,

without hardship on the poor, without forcing them to

become vagrants, almost without the aid of the laws

(for the rural police have been only established there

within the last three years), simply by keeping the

poor in " a sound and comfortable condition" at home ;

and this is a county in which assessments are general,

and the allowances to the poor twice and three times

as high as in Edinburgh or Glasgow,—the sick poor

are relieved, and their medical attendants remunerated

from the poor-rates—even the unemployed poor assist-

ed ; in short, there is the closest approximation pos-

sible to the system adopted in England; and (bating

a little grumbling, which is a national failing, and no

great national grievance) the heritors are contented.*

Surely there cannot be a more sober and practical

method of reform than to take steps for enforcing, over

the country, the same general system which has been

so eflFectual here.

When these facts are taken in connection with those

which have been ascertained on a large scale in other

countries, where there is, either by law or by universal

practice, an effective public provision for the impotent

poor (some of which I have quoted on former occa-

sions, particularly in my Reply to Dr Chalmers), it

seems to me that they afford as complete a justification

as can possibly be desired of the observation of Mr

* Tliat tliere is no good ground for discontent, I infer, from

two facts wliicli I formerly stated

—

First, That the population in

Berwiclcshire remains nearly stationary, although the emigration is

trifling ;—and, Secondly, That the proportion of paupers does not

rise ahove five per cent, of the population.
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Twlsletoii, that " tlije miscliiefs which have been attri-

" buted to assessments for this class of the poor have
" been remarkably exaggerated^ In fact, I have been

unable to perceive any better ground, stated in this evi-

dence, for the apprehension still entertained by many
intelligent witnesses on this point, than the conjecture

as to the effects of assessments, which I have quoted

from Mr Gordon ; or the bold assertion of a highly re-

spectable witness (whose personal experience, however,

has been limited to a parish of 305 inhabitants, with

benevolent resident heritors and six paupers),—and the

very slender foundation of whose judgment appears, I

think, from the following dialogue —

The Rev. Dr Aiton, Minister of Dolphington.

" I think an assessment for the poor a remedy worse than the

'* disease. In many cases you increase it tenfold* and put the

" people out of that sort of Scotch independence which makes

" them averse to being paupers. The barrier is broken down

" between them, and shame," &c. " By an assessment benevo-

" lence is dried up, so that it is not given so profusely, nor re-

" ceived so thankfully.

" Supposing it was shewn that there was a great deal of private

" charity when an assessment existed, would that alter your in-

" ference % " " Most unquestionably."

" You have been in Berwickshire ? " " Yes."

" Are you prepared to say that in Berwickshire there is not a

It will be remembered that the proportion of paupers in the assessed dis-

tricts in Scotland is less than in the unassessed (as 344 to 353, as shewn by the

Report to the General Assembly, p. 22.) It is true, that neither in the one nor

the other is the number of paupers a fair exponent of the number of destitute

poor ; but I believe no one who has read over the extracts already given can

doubt, that it is in the unassessed districts of the country that these are most

numerous.
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«' great deal of private charity 1" " I should act very uncharitably

" to say so."

Ao-ain : " I never knevr an instance of assessment vrhere there

«' was not wrangling. I have been at meetings of heritors and

" kirk-sessions where there was an excess of wangling."

" Is there wrangling in BerwickshireV "I cannot state that

" there is, of my own knowledge; but, from my knowledge of

" human nature, I believe there is." *—Vol. iii., p. 807.

The Commissioners state that " they have reason to

believe that the general feeling against an assessment

" in Scotland is gradually diminishing
;
" and I really

think I may add, that unless better and more practical

reasons can be given for that feeling than the conjectural

opinions which I have quoted, the sooner it vanishes

entirely, the better for the credit of the intelligence

of the country. We shall afterwards inquire whether

the objection to the relief of the able-bodied poor by

assessment rests on any better foundation in experience.

In the mean time, I add only this reflection on the fore-

going extracts, that they illustrate perfectly the truth

and wisdom of the sacred maxim, that " charity is twice

" blessed." We have seen that in unassessed rural

* The following quotations, taken quite at random, from the F.er\\ ickshiro

witnesses, shew how far this conjecture is well-founded.

Rev. H. RiDDELL, Longformacus.

" There is no point in which he has found any difficulty in the administi'ation

" of the poor-laws. He was always well sitpi^orted by the heritors."

Rev. A. Hume, Greenlaw.
" He has never experienced any inconvenience in the administration of tlie

" poor-laws. Many of the poor on the roll are sensible people, and very well
" contented with the provision made for them."

Allen Purves, Esq., Chief Magistrate of Dunse.
" There is no point in the administration of the poor-laius in which the U'itness

" has found any difficulty. He is acquainted with five neighbouring parishes
" as well as Dunse

; has seen the poor in all their own houses, and thinks tbem,
" in all, comfortably attended to."—Vol. iii., p. 739,
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parishes in the north of Scotland, where the misery
of the people sickens the heart of the clergyman,

some of the proprietors, living at a distance, contribute

nothing to the poor^ and return no answer to his letters

soliciting assistance for them; while in the heaviest

assessed county of Scotland, where the poor are in a
" sound and comfortable condition," the proprietors are

voluntarily attentive to their wants, the clergymen

have no difficulty in administering the poor-law, and

are " well supported by the heritors." This is precisely

analogous to what I have formerly remarked, as to the

difference of the feelings with which the sight of desti-

tution is habitually regarded in the rural districts of

England and of Ireland. It proves the importance to

the higher ranks, not less than to the lower, of having

the relief of the poor made an integral part of our social

system ; and confirms me in the hope and belief, that,

sooner or later, in Scotland, as well as in 'England, charity

by laiu will be so firmly established in the hearts of the

people, as to insure its being, even under the heaviest

dispensations of Providence, " a fragment of our history,

" to be preserved wherever the succession of our con-

" stitution and our religion shall go."

VIT. The degree of destitution, and the dependence on

beggary, in many parts of the Highlands and Islands,

if not greater, certainly extend much more generally

through the population, than in any of the large towns.

There are several circumstances which render the con-

dition of the poor in the Highlands at the present mo-

ment peculiar, and must be allowed to modify any

practical conclusion which can be applied to them ; hut

at present we are only concerned with the facts, of their
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extreme destitution, and the absolute nullity of legal

protection,—of their dependence on the charity of

their neighbours,—of the tax on the industry of those

persons, which is thereby imposed,—and of the abso-

lute exemption, in many cases, of the landed proprie-

tors, i.e. of the capital of the country, from any direct

share in the sup23ort of this burden. These points,

and the inference from them, in the minds of the most

intelligent and most disinterested of the inhabitants of

these districts, as to the necessity of assessments, are

sufficiently illustrated by the following evidence, which

I have selected from distant parts of the Highlands

and Islands, to shew how generally, under the present

voluntary system of relief, the same misery presents

itself, and the same complaints are made.

The Rev. T. Barclay, Lerwick.

" How are tlie poor supported " Chiefly by begging. The
" Saturday of every week is a general begging day among at least

" two-thirds on the roll."

" That is allowed ?" " Yes ; and is carried on chiefly by the
" younger branches of the families. All the attempts to put a
" stop to street begging have been ineffectual ; and the demo-
" ralizing effects of it are deeply deplored by all. It degrades
" them in their own eyes, and, in many cases, ultimately leads to
" theft."—Vol. i. p. 719.

Rev. Peter Petrie, Kirkwall.

" How do the poor on the roll manage to get on V They are
« assisted much by the poor people around them, and many of
" them beg

;
some visit the neighbom-ing parishes. Many women

" are out of employment, and reduced to great indigence."—Do.,
p. 720.
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The Rev. C. M'Kenzie, Sheldag in Ross-shire.

" What is your highest ano^yance to a pauper on the roll ?"

" 10s. a-year, and that only in one or two cases."

" Take a widow, with four children under ten ; how do they
*' live V "'It is not easy to tell that. They plant a few pota-
" toes, and beg among the Jishermen for herring. They live very
" scantily."

"How are orphan childi-en taken care oiV "By their

" friends. If they have no friends, they are sent off to do some-
" thing for themselves ;—they get their food, and generally their

" clotlaing."

" How are lunatics taken care of?' " By their friends."

" Do they get assistance from the parish funds." " Yes ; in

*' proportion to what we receive ;—it may be 5s. in the year

;

" never so much as 10s."

" How do old men and women past work live V
" Their friends generally support them."

" How are the people chiefly employed V " Chiefly in fishing

;

" they are idle two-thirds of the year. It is melancholy to see

" how they pass the time."

" Have you any means of giving temporary relief to able-bodied

" men in sickness ?" "No."
" Are many persons in your parish in a state of great destitu-

tion?" " Yes ; some ai*e wi-etchedly ill off. Some have nothing

but what they get by going from door to door."

" Are they aged and infirm]" " Very aged. One man gets

" his breakfast and dinner in my house ; he was living all last

" winter in a roofless house.

" Are there in your parish impotent persons, proper objects

" of parochial relief, and having a right to it, who go about beg-
|

" ging, and without such relief?" " There are not many; but

" there are some."

" Have they made any demand V " No
;
they know it is not

to get."

" Are any heritors resident 1" "None."

" Have not the kirk-sessions a right to apply to the heritors V
" Yes ; but this is a thing not known in thht part of the ooiin-
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" try. I never heard of such a thing ; and I was horn and bred

" in the Highlands."

« Are the people of provident habits 1" " Not at all. The

" fishermen and sailors have nothing of that kind in their compo^

" sition."—Vol. i., p. 724-6.

The Rev. D. M'Rae, Poolewe.

" What is your usual allowance for a man past work V
" From 4s. to 8s. in the year ; and the same to a widow with four

" children."

" How do these old people and widows subsist " By going

" about from door to door, collecting victuals."

" Why do you not give them more V " Because we have it

" not to give.".

" Do you never apply to the heritors V.

" I got L.5 from five heritors, more as a voluntary contribu-

" tion than assessment. It is a very rare thing to get that."

" How are the impotent and bedrid maintained 1" " Their

" neighbours are exceedingly kind to them, and bring them whatever

" they have. The poor could not live without the kindness of

" their neighbours."

" How are orphans provided for ?" " They go about, and are

*' supported by the people."—Vol. i., p. 733.

Rev. Alex. Russell, Assistant, Gairloch.

" How are your poor old people maintained '?" " By their

neighbours.''^

*' Is there begging in your parish V " There is abundance,

though not regular begging. The poor Avith us are very liberally

*' supplied by the poor, and they generally place most reliance on

" the poor.""

" How do the widows and children subsist V " They wait on

" the shore, when the boats come in with fish, and are supplied

;

" —they go about in harvest-time with baskets, and get a few por

" tatoes, and occasionally a sheaf of com, from the cottars. At
" clipping season they get a little wool ; there are one or two fa-

" milies of means who give a little beef or mutton to some of the

H
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" poor. This is the only way in which, so far as I am aware,
" they subsist."

" Have you ever applied for an increase of allowances to the
" poor ? " No ; I have not done so ; but the minister of Poolewe
" has done so, the heritors being the same."

Rev. Wm. M'Rae, Barras, Island of Lewis.

" How do the poor and impotent in your parish subsist?"

" Such as are able to go about do so, and collect food. Such as

' are unable have relations who collect for them. That is their

" only subsistence.^'

" How are orphans subsisted V " They subsist on the charity

" of their neighbours, and of the small tenantry."

" The support of the poor depends on those who are very poor

" themselves. We never get a farthing from the 'proprietor for
" the relief of the poor. He is heritor for the whole island of

" Lewis, containing a population of 16,000. The late proprietor

" gave L.5 a-year to each of the parishes, and L.IO to Stomoway

;

" hut this has been discontinued a number of years.^'

" Do you conceive it would be possible to make a provision for

" the impotent without casting an intolerable burden on the rest

of the parish 'i
" " It is possible enough, making it optional to

" pay in money or produce."

" "Would it be possible to prevent begging?" Yes ; it would

" keep the poor in their own parishes. Ours is more of an agri-

" cultural parish than the others aroimd, and a number of poor

" from other parishes flock into it for meal. They are a great tax

" upon —Vol. i. p. 750.

Rev. N, M'Lean, Minister of the united Parishes of

Tiree and Coll.

«' The greater part of the island is divided into small crofts. A
" few of the crpfters pay as high a rent as L.20, a few as low as

" L.l, a-year. The few paying the highest rent live pretty well

;

" the rest are in a very miserable condition. The poor on the I'oll

" are chiefly supported by the charity of their neighbours, who are

" very liberal to them according to their abilities. There are
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" oiphaus in the parisli, but they, like the others, are chiefly sup-

" ported in the same way. A small additional sum may be allowed

" them out of the poor's funds, but it is quite insufficient for their

" subsistence. There are some insane persons on the island, all

" of the poorest class. No special provision is made for them out

" of the poor's fmids : they rely on the kindness of neighbours

" like the rest."—Vol. ii. p. 131.

Extract from Notes of Cases visited in the Island of

Tiree, 26th June 1843.

" Malcolm M'Ginnes, an orphan, with a sister still on the roll,

" eight or nine years old. Five of them were left orphans six

" years ago ; the eldest was then fourteen. He and his sisters live

" by getting a rigg of land from a neighbour to plant potatoes ;

" and he goes to the low country to shear. Little girl in rags ;

" house very poor ; one wi-etched bed, a little straw for bedding :

" very little bed-clothes ; a dish like a trough, an old wheel, a few

" potatoes in a corner ; no window, and a small hole in a comer of

" the house for a chimney. The neighbours supply the support

" necessary above what M'Ginnes, who is now twenty, can do for

" Mmself."

" Janet M'Lean, not on roll ; aged 40. Two children (boys)

" illegitimate. Lives on charity of neighbours. Has nothing but

" what the eldest boy gets by herding. He gets some potatoes for

" his wages. House very clean."

" Flora M'Kinnon, widow ; not on roll : past 80. House large

" and clean. No window ; no chimney. No light when door ia

" shut. Lives with her daughter ; is supported by farmers. She
" is very poor.''

" Mary Macdonald, widow ; has 6s. Has four cliildren, three

" of them with her. Wretched bed, merely a little straw
;
scarcely

" any bed-clothes. No means of living but what the neighbours
" give her. None of her family fit to work potato ground ; has one
" girl twelve years old, who cannot leave her mother. Goes about
" to different people, and gets a little milk,—sometimes from one,
" and sometimes from another. They are wretchedly poor."
Vol. ii., p. 137-138.
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Dr D. M'Leod, Surgeon in Skye.

" In general (in Skye) they are very poor and very destitute

—

" many of them without the usual necessaries of life. In many
" of their houses thei'e are no bedsteads, nothing but a wisp of

" straw on the ground, and a little covering. In particular, he

" has found such cases when practising as an accoucheur. He
" thinks, unquestionably, that the bad living of the poor produces

" disease among them ; but he has not known any cases of death

" which he could ti-ace to the want of proper sustenance. He has

** not been in the parish of Kilmuir or Waternish for a twelve-

" month : the poor were then much the same there as here. In

" all parts of Skye that he knows, the poor are much in tbesamer

" situation. Waternish, the quoad sacra parish, included in Dair-

" nish, is as bad a place as any he knows. Does not know how,

" the poor are to he assisted, but assistance they do require.'^—.

Vol. ii. p. 394.

Thomas Macdonald, Esq., Banker in Fort-William.

" The poor are chiefly maintained by the charity of people in

" the town and country ; that is, the mendicant poor, who go about

" once a fortnight collecting what they can. But besides themen-

" dicant poor, there are a great many persons in the village in a

state of destitution, who will not beg, and to whom benevolent

" individuals in the village send relief. There are a great many

" people in that state of poverty, yet their feelings are such that

*' they would rather starve or steal than beg ; and he has no

doubt many of the petty larcenies here proceed from absolute

" want. The dwellings of many of the poor are so bad that he

" can hardly describe them. The poor have suffered terrible pri-

V vations from want of fuel, particularly this last winter. The

" poor on the roll at Fort-William have no land at all, and how

they live he really cannot ieZL"—Vol. ii. 396.

William Kennedy, Esq., M.D., Fort-William.

" There is no provision made in any of the parishes for medical

attendance on the poor, or for medicines. He finds himself

< obliged to furnish medicines for them at his own expense, which

" he cannot estimate annually at less than L.20. There is very
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> often no means of getting proper diet for the Sick poor. The

" sessions do not like to give a large allowance to any one indivi-

" dual, and there is no other way of getting it. There is no means

" of vaccinating the poor, except what is afforded gratuitously by

" the medical men. Some have suffered severely from want of

" food at tliis season of the year. He knew a woman die in the

' " viltage, a month or five weeks ago, whose illness, he is sure, was

brought on by want of food. In general, the poor are better

off in the country than at Fort-William'; but even in the coun-

" try, in the extensive district where he practises, there have oc-

" curred cases of disease, followed by death, having been brought

"on by want of proper food ; but such cases are not frequent.

" The poor in Fort-William are much better off during harvest

" and winter than at tliis season of the -year, (July.)"—Vol. ii.

p. 410.

"Captain Spalding, Barrack-Master at Fort-Augustus.

" Has been resident here twenty-two years, and has had occa-

" sion to pay attention to the state of the poor in the neighbour-

" hood. The money collected at the chapel of the mission is dis-

" tributed among the poor
;
and, on extraordinary occasions, the

" inhabitants endeavour to raise money for them by subscription,

" but this happens very seldom ; there have not been above two

" for twenty-two years, as far as witness can recollect. There are

" a gi'eat many old persons about Fort-Augustus entireli/ depend-

" ent on the cliarity of their neighbours ; a great number of those

" unable to do anything, particularly women, and some old men
;

" and there are a great many destitute children, orphans, and
" widows with children. The last collection, of which he took

" charge, amounted to about L.20, which he distributed among
" fifty-one families—from two hundred to three hundred indivi-

" duals. A great many more families required assistance. The
" houses of the poor people are, generally speaking, very bad

;

" indeed, half of thera do not keep out the rain. He has been
" obliged himself to have thatch put on their houses, and to give
" them blankets, especially on Lord Lovat's "property, and on
" AbertarfF's, and to give them coals in winter, else they would
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" have perished. Their bedding is as bad as anything can be

—

" many of them without bedsteads, lying on straw or chaff on the

" ground
;
and, what is worse, without blankets, many lying on

" heather. They often suffer dreadful privations from want of

" food, chiefly from December till June. This great destitution

has been owing, in some cases, to the efficient members of fami-

" lies having gone to America and Australia, leaving their aged

" and infirm relatives in this country ; in others, to the natural

" privations occasioned by the death of parents, who have left

" destitute children. None of the proprietors of land reside in

" the country. Wlien he made up the last subscription, Abertarff

" gave him L.3 ; Lord Lovat, L.3
;
Glenmorison, L.3 ; he sub-

" scribed, L.3, and made up the rest by small subscriptions. He
" does not know of any of the large proprietors having contri-

" buted to the assistance of the poor on any other occasion
;
they

*' may have given assistance privately, but there has been no other

" public subscription. Mrs Fraser, Abertarff, and Mrs Grant,

" Glenmorison, are extremely generous in relieving the poor when

" in the country. He thinks it would be expedient to introduce

" an assessment here. The poor depend on himself, and three or

" four others ; and, unless there is an assessment for them, they

must starve."—Vol. iii. p. 411.

Rev. John Noble, Minister of Fodderty.

" The funds arise from the collections at the church door, and

" a mortification of twelve bolls of barley, which is restricted to

" the poor on the Cromarty estate. The largest amount in the

" year to any of the poor on the roll is 7s. 6d., and only three or

" four of them get that. The usual amount varies from 2s. 6d.

" to 5s. It is not easy to say how these people live ; it has long

" been a problem to myself. It has often paralysed my exertions

" among them to see them so badly of; I have been obliged to

*' give from my own pocket, so as to do injury to myself I have

" never applied to the heritors for assistance—it is not the custom

" to do so in this part of the country.

" The church collections will be materially affected by the late
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" secession in the Church ; almost the whole parish retire with

«' myself from the Establishment. There seems to me no way of

" relieving adequately the distress of the parish hut by an assess-

" ment. I was reluctant to admit the idea ; but from the distress

" I have seen, apart altogether from the secession, I am con-

" vinced that an assessment is desu-ahle. The heritors have not,

" during my incumbency, as far as I am aware, ever assisted to

" relieve the poor. They have not remitted money to me for the

" Church collections."—Vol. ii. p. 24-25.

The Rev, Alexander Ross, Minister of Ullapool.

" It would be advisable to assess this parish for the relief of the

" aged and infirm poor. The sole heritor is very kind to the poor,

" and lets some of them have lots gratis, which, in one or two in-

" stances, are of the value of L.5 a year. He also gives money
" occasionally when he is in the country ; but he does not reside

" here above two months in the year, and his shooting lodge is

" seven or eight miles distant from where the bulk of the poor

" are, so that there are very many cases of distress which cannot

" come within his knowledge. I should unquestionably approve,

" therefore, of a moderate assessment, strictly limited to the relief

" of the really aged and infirm poor, who would thus be better

" provided for than at present. It would then be possible to re-

" press begging amongst them, wliich is a great evil."—Vol. ii.

p. 424.

Alexander Mackenzie, Esq,, Fishcurer, Ullapool.

" Is well acquainted with the condition and character of the
" working classes. The paupers are not comfortable, even for

" persons in their situation ; their allowance from the kirk-session
" is wholly inadequate to their support It is eked out by pri-

" vate charity, the source on which they mainly depend. Begging
" is incessant

; not daily, but hourly. At certain seasons, how-
" ever, particularly from the latter months of spring till the pota-
" toes are ready for use, this source is often very limited and pre-
" carious. At that season I have known cases of extreme desti-
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" tution among the pooi". Often at my own meals, I have felt I
was scarcely at liberty to partake of them, when conscious that

" so many around me were almost in starvation. I would by all

" means recommend an assessment for the aged and infirm poor,

" and would be quite willing to pay my proportion of that assess-

" ment. Whatever the amount of it might be, I am quite sure that,

" under its operation, I should be less heavily taxed for the sup-

" port of the poor than I am at present."—Vol. ii. p. 425-426.

Rev, Duncan Campbell, Minister of Kilteani.

" I have read a passage in the Statistical Account of Kilteam,

" written in 1839 by my predecessor : 'The miserable pittance

" ' allowed to the poor on the roll is totally inadequate to the

'

'
' relief of their distress, and the greatest misery and want pre-

" ' vail in consequence, to an extent that would seem incredible to

" ' those who had not actually witnessed it. It is no uncommon
" ' thing for an unmarried female, or lonely widow who has sur-

" ' vived all her friends, to live in a wretched hovel, without fire, or

" ' bed-clothes, or food, in the depths of winter.' I have seen a

" few instances of distress in the parish, which correspond with

" that representation. It would be desirable to introduce an

" assessment for the aged and infirm : the poor would be better

" off under such a system. If something of that kind be not done

" immediately for them, they must starve. I Itnow of no place

" in Scotland where the poor are so ill off. The people are cha-

" ritable, but it is not enough ; and the poor in my parish are not

at all sufficiently maintained by the charity of their neighbours.

" Were it not for this assistance, many of the poor must have

" perished. I am sorry to say the richer part of the inhabitants

" of the parish are not the most charitable."—Vol. ii., p. 23.

The Rev. John Mackenzie, of the Gaelic Church,

Cromarty.

» I think the allowances to the paupers perfectly inadequate.

" I think L.4 or L.6 a-year an adequate allowance for a person

" past work. «'^ch an allowance would be a great boon, and
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" give great contentment among the poor, though it would be

" small for widows with chUdren. I am assuming that the volun-

" tary contributions, by which they now partly subsist, would

" cease in a great measure. But they would be much better off,

«' because they would have a certainty, instead of living, as they

" do now, in a constant state of uncertainty as to what they may

" receive. The uncertainty does not produce a good moral effect

;

"
it creates discontent. I think this attaches to the system.

" There is beggmg to a great extent in Cromarty. / have no ex-

" perience in a parish of what are the evils of a legal provision,

" but have no hesitation in saying that the sufferings of the poor in

" Cromarty are such as no persons should be subject to. As

" to the quantity of food, they are worse off than the lowest

" class of labourers. . I have seen cases of extreme destitution

" amongst them. I have known asthmatic people, who, for a

" whole week, had nothing to live on but potatoes. In the ex-

" treme point of poverty, the poorer classes are very generous in

" giving potatoes. Widows with children are very poor, and en-

" dure a gi*eat deal."—Vol. ii., p. 6.

Rev. T. Geant, Minister of Petty, Presbytery of

Inverness.

Population, . . . 1749.

" Till August last year, there was no systematic provision for

" the poor of the parish. In the memory of man, no heritor had

" ever previously given anything.^'—Vol. ii. p. 423.

Rev. F. Frasee, Quoad Sacra Minister of Fortrose.

" I believe there are a number not on the poor's roll who are as

" ill off as those on it ; but I cannot say there are some on the

" poor's roll who do not need to receive relief from the pai'ish.

" From the circumstances of the poor, I believe it will be impos-

" sible to do without an assessment for the aged and infirm, how-

" ever much I may deprecate its introduction. The average of

" what they receive does not amount to L.l a-year, and many of

" them have no means of support but the charity of their neigh-

" hours. I was in New Brunswick for six years, and the system
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" worked there very well. There was an assessment, and the over-

" seers of the poor were selected and appointed annually wholly
" by the magistrates. Before a person was put on the poor's

" roll, he was taken before a magistrate and a medical man.
" There was an appeal, with regard to the amount of relief, to the

" county magistrates from the overseers. There were very seldom

" any appeals. I deprecate any assessment in this coimtry, fear-

" ing it may encourage laziness; but still it can scarcely be

" avoided in the present circumstances of the country. However,
" I do not mean to apply this to an assessment merely for the

" aged and infirm, or partially disabled."—Vol. ii., p. 14.

Dr R. Dempster, Fortrose.

" It would be desirable to introduce an assessment for the in-

*' firm pool'. We have few or no resident gentry in the neigh-

" bourhood, and the burden of maintaining the poor falls on the

" poor themselves, and on the middling classes. The paupers

" would be better off if there were an assessment, when I tliink the

" allowances would be raised. It would, in a great measure, pre-

" vent the poor and the middling classes from assisting the poor.

" Our middling class are very little raised above the poor. I

" would transfer the burden of maintaining the poor from those

" who are equally poor to those vjho have property.'^—Vol. ii.,

" pp. 11, 12.

Mr John Grant, Session-Clerk, Rosemarkie.

'< I believe that many of those not on the roll, are just as badly of

*< as those on the roll. I don't think parties receive more than

*' 3s. a-year from the mortifications in Fortrose. There are 559

" persons in Fortrose. There are 49 on the poor's roll. I should

think the population of Rosexnarkie is about 350 ;
the number

" of paupers, 39."—Vol. ii. p. 14.

This, it will be observed, gives eighty-eiglit paupers

in this iinassessed district, for a population of nine

hundred and nine, i.e. more than nine per cent. ;
and

wc have the distinct evidence, both of the minister an
'
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session-clerk, that many of the destitute poor not on

the roll are in as great misery as the paupers. Now,

it will be remembered, that in Berwickshire—long

and fully assessed, and where there is so much less des-

titution—the paupers do not amount to five per cent, of

the population; and we know, from the absence of

mendicity, that they approach much nearer to the

whole number of destitute poor in Berwickshire than

in Ross-shire. Yet some of the Ross-shire witnesses

lay it down as an established principle, that, where-

ever there are assessments, the number of poor is

much Greater than where there are none. This is an-

other example of the gross inaccuracies in matters of

fact, which have been so much relied on in defence of

the system now existing in Scotland.

I rejoice to observe, however, that most of the clergy-

men and medical men, and several of the proprietors,

examined as to the Highland districts, recommend—as

in many of the preceding extracts—the introduction of

assessments for the support of the impotent poor

;

although some of them express apprehensions in regard

to their eflFects, which are easily understood from what
has been stated above, and which experience entitles us

to set aside as quite visionary—at least, under a ma-
nagement of even ordinary prudence. For example,
the Rev. J. Pearson, at Kilmeny, in Islay, says, " The
" certainty of a provision for old age might encourage
" the indulgence of a feeling which would cause them
" to throw themselves a burden on that provision."
But when asked, Is it common for people when
young to lay by for old age in your parish? he
answers—" They are not much in the way of doing
" that

; but those who have been most regular in their
" conduct, are those who have been the least burden."
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" Are there many labourers in your parish who have
" laid by a provision for old age ?" " I do not think
" there are many."

" Those who have not been able to lay by, when
" they become unable for work, must subsist by beg-
" ging from door to door ?" " They must."

" Notwithstanding that you have no provision hut heg-

" ging^ you do not jind that many have saved for old

" age?'' " iVo."—Vol", i. p. 752.

The slightest reflection on this point, however, must

shew any reasonable man, that one condition by which

the maintenance or failure of such provident habits is

necessarily determined, is simply, the state of the popu-

lation, and the proportion which the supply of labour

bears to the demand. The people, says one of the High-

land ministers (Mr Gibson of Avoch), " are well be-

" haved, and of sober habits ; but very few of them
" make provision for sickness or old age ;

they have not

" the means to do so,'' i. e. their numbers are greater than

the means of subsistence and demand for labour in the

country enable to do so. Thus it appears, from the ex-

amination of these, and of all other facts connected with

poverty and destitution, that the fundamental question,

which it is in vain to attempt to evade, is simply

—

Under what system is population most effectually re-

strained '?—on which question we have, in the evidence

before us, perfectly satisfactory information, but re-

serve it for future consideration, as more closely con-

nected with the rrianageriient of the able-bodied poor.

Again, some of the usual objections are thus stated :

John Mackenzie, Esq., M.D., Kinellan.

" The poor are maintained entirely by their poor neighbours,

' who are almost as poor as themselves. Their food is almost
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" entirely potatoes ; oatmeal is a kind of luxury, which they have

" not for a great part of the year. They would be thought very

" well off, indeed, if they had oatmeal constantly. I do not think

" any change in the present system would be beneficial to the

" poor
;
though they are neither well fed, nor well lodged, nor

" well clothed, yet they never want for food, lodging, or clothing.

" They are looked on kindly ;
whereas, if there were an assess-

" ment, they would be looked on as a nuisance
;
they might be

" better off, but the kindly feeling would not continue. This

" applies to country parishes, but it is different as to towns
;

" there is very little of the kindly feeling in towns.

" K it were possible, by making a decent provision for the poor,

" to prevent begging, it would not make any alteration, in my
" opinion, as to the result of an assessment ; because I should

" feel it more than what I give at present to beggars, though I

" give more now than I would if there were an assessment. It is

" a difficult question to answer—^Whether a society, where there

" is no begging, is in a healthier state than where it exists ? It

" depends on the kind of begging. I do not consider what I have

" described to be the same as common begging, because I know
" those who come to me. It would make all the difference in the

" world if beggars were confined to their own parishes. I do not

" think that the begging I have described produces a more inju-

" rious effect on character than receiving a decent legal provision.

" I do not consider it fair that non-resident heritors should escape

" altogether the burden of maintaining the poor of their own pa-
" rishes."—Vol. ii. p. 35-36.

Now, wlien Dr Mackenzie states that the poor are

supported " entirely by their poor neighbours, almost
" as poor a-s themselves—that oatmeal is a luxury to
" them—and that he does not think it fair that non-
" resident heritors should escape altogether the burden
" of maintaining the poor on their own estates"—and,
at the same time, admits their great number, he
assigns what, I am sure, will be very generally re-
garded, by disinterested men, as perfectly sufficient
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reasons for imposing assessments. And although I

allow that there is an essential difference between the

kind of begging which he describes, and the " common
" begging" of the more populous districts

; yet, when

he asserts that poor and impotent people, looked on

kindly as long as they beg, will be looked on as a nui-

sance by their neighbours, to whom they are known,

as soon as they are provided for by assessment—he as-

serts what is distinctly at variance, both with the ex-

perience of assessed rural districts, and with the feel-

ings of many of the most intelligent men in the High-

lands, such as those quoted above.

Farther, in answer to the opinion, or conjecture^ that

no change in the present system would be beneficial to

the poor, I beg simply to adduce the following state-

ment of facts, illustrating the result of a judicious re-

storation, for the benefit of the poor of any of those

districts, of a part of the money drawn from them by

the heritors.

Mr James Middleton, Factor for Colonel Campbell

of Possil, in Mull.

" He is perfectly acquainted with tlie poor on Mr Campbell's

" estate, in the parish of Torosay ; and they are maintained cliiefly

" by a regular weekly allowance, which they get from Mrs Camp-

" bell. They are perfectly contented with their houses, although

" they are far from comfortable
;
they have barely bedding and bed-

" clothes. He considers the poor on this property in an infinitely

«' better situation than the poor on the neighbouring properties,

" from Mrs Campbell giving them a weeldy allowance, clothing

" them, providing medical advice and medicines when they are

" sick, and superintending them, and educating then- childi-en."

—

Vol. ii. p. 133.

Now, what has been here done by a single benevo-
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lent proprietor, is precisely what, according to the

views of the Commissioners themselves, ought to be

done by the poor-law for the impotent poor in all parts

of the country ; but it is quite obvious that it cannot

be done anywhere, without the help of regular remit-

tances from the heritors, such as experience has suffi-

ciently shewn that no expedient but assessments can

make uniform or certain.

A more decided opinion is indeed given against

assessments for the impotent j^oor by several of the

proprietors and their agents, who can hardly be re-

garded as disinterested judges ; but I have been unable

to perceive any other grounds for that opinion, than

those which I have fully considered, and answered, by

appeals to ample experience, in the last section of these

remarks. In some instances the objections to the

scheme of assessments seem to me wholly inconsistent,

either with one another, or with ascertained facts.

t

Thus Mr Davidson of Tulloch says,

" The present poor law is amply sujicient provision for the

" poor, when taken in connection with private charity ; and any
" assimilation to the poor laws of England would be injurious to

" the poor here. They would be worse off than at present, as it

" would tend to lessen the kindly feeling entertained by their

" richer neighbours towards them."—Vol. ii., p. 37.

But then, being interrogated,

—

" Whether he considers the sums given by him, a resident heri-

" tor, for the relief of the poor of his parish, can be at all con-

" sidered a fair measure of sums given for a similar pui-pose
" in other parishes by non-resident heritors V Answers, " I
" should say not ; because I know there are several non-resident
" heritors who contribute very little to the relief of the poor.
Do. do.
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These are just the persons who would he reached by
an assessment, and whose contributions, added to the

other resources already existing, would make the poor

law equally efficient in other parts of the country, as

Mr Davidson has found it to be, where aided by his own
charities.

In like manner we have the followino- evidence, for

the most part conjectural, the facts of which are

very probably quite correct, as applicable to certain

parts of the Highlands, but which we have already

seen to be wholly inapplicable to others, and those

the most extensive districts of the country.

M. Maclaine, Esq., of Lochbuie.

" It would be much to the disadvantage of the poor to intro-

" duce a legal assessment into country parishes. It would do

*' away with the charitable feeling which induces their neighbours

" to support tliem now. They are as well'taken care of as they

" could be under a moderate assessment. No doubt the heritors

" of the different parishes with which he is connected would come

forward tvith voluntary contributions for the 'poor^ if they saw

" that the present means of support were insufficient. He never

" heard them refuse to do so. A legal assessment would impair

" the industrious habits of the poor
;
many would fall upon it

who now support themselves ; and the support now given by

" children to parents would cease. Any change would probably

" be for the worse, both as affecting the condition of the poor,

" and of the working-classes immediately above them. Those

" who at present supply the wants of the poor in the parishes

" with which he is connected, do it cheerfully, and he has never

" heard any complaints from them."—Vol. ii., p. 129.

The Honourable R. C. Scarlett explains, that in

the Highlands there are a few labourers and shep-

herds, and the rest of the papulation consists of small

tenants, renting from four to ten acres of ground at

a very moderate rent. Except in those years when
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" the potato crops entirely fail, they appear to me to

" live ill greater abundance and comfort, after their

" fashion, than the labourers in the south of England."

On this, the only observation to be made is, that where

this is found to be the condition of the people, a pru-

dently regulated poor-law will hardly be applicable to

them at all. But then he adds, that " in years when

" a failure of potato crop visits the country, severe pri-

" vations occur, and / hardly think the ivhole resources

" of the respective districts would suffice to place the poor

" in a state of eom/ort"—Vol. ii., p. 407. Thus he thinks

that an assessment, although unnecessary in ordinary

years, would be quite inadequate in bad seasons.

The idea that the whole resources of a Highland

parish are insufficient to make adequate provision, even

for the impotent poor, " without casting an intolerable

" burden on the rest of the inhabitants," seems to have

found much favour with the Commissioners,—questions

to that effect having been frequently put. But when it

is said that the whole resources of the country would be

insufficient to place the poor in a state of comfort, it

must be remembered that a part of the resources of the

country, viz. the voluntary contributions of the tenants

(or a part of them), and other inhabitants, without help

from the landlords, are practically found to be sufficient

to prevent starvation, in almost all cases. This resource,

already existing, cannot be made less by the addition to

it of sums of money from a quarter which at present

yields, in many parts of the country, nothing at all. All
the proceeds of an assessment, so far as it would affect

the heritors, would be, in many [>laces, a clear addition to

the resources by which the poor are now supported; and,

although this might not be enough to secure comfort,

it would at least contribute materially to relieve misery,

I
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It should always be remembered, that the charity of

their relations and neighbours is a resource which is

not denied to the poor in any part of the world. The

poor among savages are supported by their friends and

neighbours ;
and, except on occasion of famines or ex-

traordinary accidents, few of them die of starvation.

It appears that in our civilized land, where the poor

are nominally under the protection of the law, the re-

source practically provided for them, in the extensive

district now under consideration, is precisely the same.

It is the same as would exist in England, if the whole

poor-laws were abolished ; and no doubt in that case,

many persons would be found to give exactly the same

advice, as to the propriety of re-establishing a poor-law,

as that given by Mr Scarlett in the Highlands. " How-
" ever tempting it maybe to relieve aged individuals, in a

" state of great destitution, by public contribution, I am
" oi opinion, that looking, as we must, to general results

" on such subjects, the mass ofmisery, vice, and destitu-

" tion, which would be created by the poor-laws being.

" enforced, would be a greater evil than the poverty and

" destitution of such poor persons. The hand of pri-

" vate charity would be checked,—the general capital

" would be diminished by the tax,—^less would remain

" for the employment of the poor,—and the people

" would not be so ready to render assistance to one

" another."—Vol. ii., p. 408. All these reasons may

be given, or rather all these conjectures may be ha-

zarded, to dissuade a government from imposing a tax

for the support of the poor in any place, or under any

circumstances ; but when such conjectures are hazarded

in regard to the application of the principle in Scotland,

where, fortunately, we have an example of one district

in which the poor-law (for relief of the impotent) is
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mforced, and have it in our power to refer to the gene-

ral results there observed,—it is only necessary to turn

to the evidence regarding Berwickshire, and to call for

distinct and detailed proofs of the ''mass of misery, vice,

" and destitution,''' which have been created since the

poor-laws were enforced there,—of the hand of charity

having been checked,—of the capital of the country

having been diminished,—of the poor having been

thrown out of employment, and their assistance to one

another withdrawn. And if we find, as the extracts

which I have given distinctly prove, that the condition

of Berwickshire, as compared with the condition of the

Highlands, is as nearly as possible the reverse of what

that speculation supposes,—still more, if we find that

in other countries, where there is an effective provision,

the condition of the poor is, in general, equally good,

—

then I say we are fully entitled to set aside that specu-

lation, and to reject the advice founded on it, as coun-

selling us to perpetuate barbarism ; when it is our duty,

dictated by religion, confirmed by reason and experi-

ence, and expressly enjoined by law, to make such legal

provision for the impotent poor, as has been shewn,
by the history of many other nations, to be not only the

usual attendant, but the " surest test of civilization."

There are two points insisted on by several of the wit-

nesses in the Highlands, which are truly matters of de-
tail, and on which I do not presume, nor think it neces-
sary, in arguing the general principle, to give an opi-
nion : First, That in laying an assessment on the High-
lands, all the smaller tenants included in it should be
allowed to pay in kind; i. e., that the assessment should
merely equalize and regulate the kind of relief which
these people are continually giving to their poor neigh-
bours

; some arrangement for which purpose seems to
be both reasonable and just. Secondly, That, consider-
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ing the great variety in the systems of management
which have been pursued by different proprietors on
their estates, it is reasonable that each should be as-

sessed only for the relief of the poor on his own pro-

|)erty.

Thus Mr M'Leod of M'Leod says

—

" A legal assessment for the poor would fall very unequally in

" many cases. Some heritors, in order to increase their rental,

" have divided their lands into very small portions, which they

" have let to persons coming from all quarters, and have thus

" created a great excess of population ; and it appears to him hard,

" that those who have followed a different system, and got the

" population on their estates into a better condition, should be

" burdened with the pauperism produced by a system which others

have followed out with a view to their own immediate profit.

" But although he would object to a general assessment, as unjust,

" he would not at all object to every proprietor and his tenantry

" being compelled to maintain the impotent poor on his oivn pro-

" perty, so as to give security to the poor.'"—Vol. ii., p. 389.

This seems to me quite reasonable in the abstract

;

but whether it will practically be found possible to re-

lieve the more prudent and judicious proprietors from

the consequences of the conduct of others, is a question

on which I am not qualified to pronounce -, but it is im-

portant to observe, that it is a difficulty which has arisen

entirely from there being no law which makes it the

interest of landlords to look narrowly into the popula-

tion on their property, and take measures to prevent re-

dundancy ; n6r can I conceive that any other than a well

regulated poor-law can have this salutary tendency.

Having taken this general view of the miseries exist-

ing among the aged and infirm poor in Scotland, and of

the irregularity and inefficacy of the reliefgranted under

the pre.sent law, and l;earing in mind the concurrence o(

the Commissioners in the general piO[)Ositiou, that the
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present law does not fulfil its object—that " its adminis-

*' tration has been, of late, in several particulars, of a

" very defective character"—that " remedial measures"

are required,—particularly that " the allowances now

" made to impotent paupers are too small,"—and that

the remedies to be applied ought to be such as will

" take out of the way a large mass of the wretchedness

" which at present becomes a prey to epidemic dis-

" orders, and through which such disorders are more

" widely diffused —remembering, also, their state-

ment, that " a completely new order of things has been

" created in large districts of Scotland, leading to a

" great increase of vice and pauperism," and requiring

an " adaptation of the poor-laws to the altered econo-

" mical condition of the people ;"—we proceed to con-

sider how far the measures proposed by the Commis-

sioners are fitted for attaining these most desirable

objects.

And, first, I think we are fully entitled to infer

from the above review of existing evils, and these

admissions of the Commissioners, that this is not a

case to be met by timid or inefficient measures. The
obligations of religion, the feelings of humanity, the

interests and credit of the country, all demand that the

evils should be fairly met, and temperately but firmly

corrected. It is quite true, that various interests

must be considered—that charity may be abused—that
safeguards and checks are required—and that a rea-

sonable time must be allowed, for the required " adap-
" tation of the poor-laws to the altered economical
" condition of the country," to be effected. But it is

equally certain, that the interested parties, and the
higher ranks generally, in Scotland, are quite alive to
the necessity of adequate checks on any profuse ex-
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penditiire. No one can attend to tlie history of Scotch

legislation on this subject, or to the statements uni-

versally made throughout the evidence of the Com-
missioners, by the official men, or to the usual bearing

of the kirk-sessions and managers towards the poor,

without being thoroughly convinced that, in all ques-

tions concerning the management of the poor, the in-

terests of the higher ranks are in perfectly safe keep-

ing. What is most important is to provide for the in-

terests of the poor themselves ;—to see that the power

by which the improvements, allowed to be necessary,

are to be effected, shall not be intrusted to persons by

whom the object in view may be practically frustrated,

and the changes, necessary for attaining it, made nu-

gatory and inefficient.

Now, let us consider what reason we have for think-

ing, that the power in question can be safely or bene-

ficially intrusted to the existing managers of the poor

in Scotland.

We must always remember that all the neglect of

the poor, and all the evils consequent on that neglect,

which have been described, have taken place under the

administration of those authorities—clergymen, elders,

and appointed managers of the poor ;—men whose indi-

vidual character is irreproachable, and who have been

hitherto invested with nearly irresponsible power in

this matter. It has been represented to the pubhc,

even lately, since these inquiries began, that " the m-

" terests of the- poor cannot be in better hands; that

" they are discreet and worthy men, well acquainted

" with the wants of the poor, and anxious to relieve

" them,;"" and that they have never neglected then-

duty. I can have no wish to hurt the feelings of any

of these persons, by the exposure of the evils which
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have resulted, and still result, from their system of

management; but in looking forward to the remedy

which is allowed to be requisite, it is impossible to

avoid drawing the inference from these facts, that, if

the above had been a fair description of their conduct,

in most mrts of the country, such evils could never have

existed /And likewise impossible to avoid the question,

what security can we have, that, under the same ma-

nagement, the same consequences will not recur ? It

is impossible to shut our eyes to the fact, that, under

such management in time past, the law has been so

much perverted and altered from its original intention

(always in favour of the interests of the rate-payers, and

against the poor), as to justify the observation which

has been repeatedly made, on comparison of the origi-

nal statutes of England and Scotland, that the differ-

ence between the two countries in regard to the aged

and infirm poor is simply this, that the law is obeyed

in the one, and disobeyed in the other.

It must be remembered, also, that many of these

administrators of the law have been so far from ad-

mitting, even to this day, any defect in the system
in Scotland, that they formed themselves, only three

years ago, into an association " for opposing any official

" inquiry into the management of the poor in Scot-
" land alleging that it was unreasonable and absurd
to " tamper with the Scottish Poor-laws," which were
known by experience to " imrk so well, and produce
" the happiest effects on society."

Again, we must always expect that a very large and
influential part of the middle and upper ranks of society
in this country (as, I presume, in all others) will take
no farther interest in this question, than to inquire
into the cost of the poor ; and will be always most ready
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to -support those men and those measures which are

the most ecmomical. Nor can we overlook the con-

sideration, that several of those persons, to whose judg-

ment the middle ranks of society in Scotland habitu-

ally trust, have unfortunately taken up the speculative

idea, that a legal provision for the poor creates more
misery than it relieves ; and adhere to that idea in face

of the clearest evidence, on a large scale, that, in regard

to the essential attributes of health, comfort, sobriety,

industry, and independence, the social condition of the

English poor, who have enjoyed such a provision for

centuries, is much superior to that of the poor in simi-

lar districts in Scotland, who have no such protection.

I have the highest respect for the character and inten-

tions of the gentlemen to whom I allude ; but I cannot

hesitate to aver my conviction of two things,

—

-first.

That they are quite mistaken
;

and, secondly, That

they will never see their mistake. And it seems to me
equally certain, that while this idea still actuates them,

and those of the administrators of the lawwhom they can

influence,—andwhile these administrators of the law are

allowed to be judges, without appeal, of the amount of

relief to begiven,—the various evilswhich we have traced

to the irregular and imperfect relief of destitution, must

necessarily continue to recur. I look on all the evils

which have been described, e. g. as to the treatment of

widows and orphans, and of lunatics, as natural results

of the false and fatal maxim, that " the more you do

" for the poor, the more you will contribute to their

" increase working on the minds of officials, to make

them regard economy as the only duty incumbent on

them, and on the minds of the higher administrators of

the law, to make them shut their eyes to the suffer-

ings of the poor. It cannot be expected that men
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whose minds have been impressed with that maxim,

will act on the nearly opposite principle (of course re-

quiring safe-guards and cautions, but which is the true

and sound general principle of awarding relief),
—

" The

" poor shall never cease out of the land
;
therefore thou

" shalt open wide thy hand to thy poor brother,""—with

that uniformity over the country which is requisite for

the public interests.

Thus the interested motives of many, the negligence

of others, the prejudices and speculative errors of others,

will long, perhaps indefinitely, present such an obstacle

to the execution of the law, in the manner which the

Commissioners themselves desire, for the benefit of the

aged and disabled poor, the widows and orphans, as can

only be overcome by the interposition of legal autho-

rity.

The continual reference, in the evidence of the exist-

ing official authorities, to the great object of maintain-

ing the independence of the poor ; the ready excuse

which this principle affords for harshness, and the tried

experience of the cruelties (abundantly exemplified in

the preceding extracts) which have been, and still are,

continually committed and justified under its authority;

are, of themselves, sufficient to indicate what is the

greatest danger to be kept in view in devising any
improvements in the system

;
viz., that the wise and

benevolent institutions of the Legislature will be con-

tinually thwarted in future, as they have been hereto-

fore, by the administrators of the law.

From the tenor, both of questions and answers, in

many parts of this evidence, it is obvious that Inde-
pendence has been regarded as a peculiarly Scottish

virtue ; and a virtue pertaining to old Scotland, gra-
dually wearing out in the progress of time, but which
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it is especially the duty of the guardians of the poor to

cherish and maintain. I confess, I trust very little to

any such representations. We know that in all ages,

and in all countries, there are many " laudatores tem-
" poris acti,'''' who take pleasure in accumulating evi-

dence that " Terra nimc malos homines educat atque
" pusillosy But the progress of human society conti-

nually belies their assertions ; and certainly they are

not the men to whom the practical administration of

measures of reform and improvement, admitted to he

requisite^ can be safely or beneficially intrusted. We
know that, in Scotland, one hundred and fifty years

ago, so far from there having been any peculiar spirit of

independence, one-fifth of the population are represented

as having been mendicants. On the other hand, some of

the extracts,which I shall presently make from evidence

laid before the Commissioners, shew very distinctly that

the virtue of independence is strikingly exemplified,

under very trying circumstances, and on a large scale,

by many of the English poor of the present day. Mr
George Wilson, Vice-President of the Destitute Sick

Society in Edinburgh, tells the Commissioners also, that

" The spirit of independence exists among the poor of

" Edinburgh to a very great extent—to an extent that

" would be refreshing to any one that witnessed it

—

and Mr Ferguson, Inspector of the Unemployed on the

Relief List at Glasgow, tells them, that " There is a

*' great disposition among the Scottish workmen to give

value for what they get in the shape of relief and

" that, if there were any outletby which the people could

" give a return for relief, that would be the best way

" to treat the Scottish people, as they have ever been

independent and industrious." These representations,

I believe, from all that I have seen of the poor in Scot-
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land, to be strictly correct, as applicable to the great

majority of those who have been brought up in circum-

stances of tolerable comfort, and on whom, therefore,

the moral and religious education which is so general

in Scotland, has a fair opportunity of producing its

full effect. But we cannot expect that the spirit of in-

dependence should be strong among people whose chief

reliance, during childhood and youth, has been on
" common begging," which we have found to be the

case with so many of the Scotch poor. The virtue of

independeuise is most easily practised, and will there-

fore be most frequently found, in a country not yet

peopled up to its resources, and when employment is

in general easily obtained ; and this explains its greater

frequency in Scotland in the early part of last century

than in the present. It gave way among the Scotch

people when the civil wars of the seventeenth century

had materially interfered with the application of capi-

tal to the employment of labourers; and it gives. way
among them again, wherever population is redundant,

employment rare, and destitution frequent. Mr For-
rest at Stirling (an unassessed town), describes, in a few
words, the gradual deterioration, in regard to this and
other good qualities, of a population " formerly noted
for sobriety and industry," as they are gradually im-
poverished by the progress of population and deficiency

of relief.

" He thinks the poor are getting more filthy in their habits, and
" more improvident ; and that they are in a worse state generally,
" than when he first knew them. The number of destitute per-
" sons has been yearly increasing. A good many Irish come here,
" and soon become paupers

; a number come from country places^
" when tlieir occupations there have failed them" (the influx, in
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both cases, being fi-om unassessed districts) ;
" and, generally,

*' there is now less reluctance in making demands for public assist-

" ance."—Vol. iii., p. 210.

The remedy is pointed out, equally simply, and as

the result of experience, by one of the witnesses in

Berwickshire :

—

" It is their practice to grant relief to able-bodied men in dif-

ficulty i this is to prevent them from falling into poverty. By
" the way in which it is applied, it prevents people verging on
" poverty from sinking, and coming on the permanent poor's
«' roll."—(Mr T. Trotter, Session- Clerk, Eyemouth.)—Vol. iii.,

p. 721.

The true and fundamental principle affecting this

and all other questions regarding the poor, is simply

this : That the mode of management which is found,

hy experience, to favour most distinctly the moral and

prudential checks on excessive population, is that which

promotes this virtue of independence, as well as all

others, and is morally and politically the most expe-

dient. But, without enlarging on that topic at pre-

sent, I may adduce the following as an expression of

opinion on this subject, which, I cannot help thinking,

to perfectly disinterested and unprejudiced inquirers,

must appear quite reasonable and practically judi-

cious.

John Gladstone, Esq. of Fasque.

" Witness is of opinion that the poor cannot be properly sup-

" ported without an assessment. Voluntary contributions are

" precarious, and cannot be depended upon. One man gives, and

" another withholds ; and the burden is not imposed equally. The

" state of society requires that the poor, who have hitherto been

" indifferently provided for in this country, should be better sup-
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" ported. The poor in England, where he has resided much, are

«' like princes, in comparison with the poor in Scotland. The

«' spirit of independence which has been said to prevail in Scot-

«' land is of great value, but it must yield to distress; and when

" people fall into distress they must be supported ;
and it is only

" by an assessment that this can be done with good and equal

" effect."—Vol. ii., p. 64.

But it is quite obvious that these sentiments are

nearly the reverse of those which have generally actu-

ated heritors and kirk-sessions, and managers of the

poor, in the greater part of Scotland.

Common sense teaches, that to deny a man relief, on

the ground of maintaining his independence, when we

are aware that he has no other resource but beggmg,

k a palpable absurdity ;
yet W€ have seen, that, in the

perfect knowledge of this fact, such relief as may super-

sede the necessity of begging is continually denied, not

partially or occasionally, but generally and systemati-

cally, to the aged and infirm in almost every part of

Scotland ; and the reason for the smallness of the allow-

ances equally generally given, is, that the object is to

maintain the independence of the poor. From this it

seems to me quite impossible to resist the inference,

that an ulterior reason, different from that assigned,

really guides the decisions of these functionaries.

What that ulterior reason is, it is easy indeed to con-

jecture, but unnecessary to inquire. Whatever it be,

we must expect that it will continue to influence the

same persons • and while it does so, it is obvious that it

were quite in vain to expect them to adopt any parti-

cular line of conduct for the good of the pooj-, merely
because it can be shewn, to the satisfaction of most
intelligent men, that it is reasonable and right, and for

the juiblic interests, that they should do so.
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I hiive stated, as a reason for distrusting the present

administrators of the Poor Law in Scotland, that they
not only grant inadequate, and in many cases, even in

large districts of the country, practically illusory relief,—" proportioned, not to the necessities of the pauper,
" but to the funds which they may happen to have in

" hand," and which they do not choose to increase by
the exercise of the powers confided to them by law for

that purpose—but have in various instances altered

and perverted the law itself, and tbat always in such

a way as to render it less burdensome on them-

selves and their constituents, and less effectual for the

relief of the poor ; and it may be thought necessary to

give a little farther evidence on this point. I do not

enter on the disputed question, how the time of settle-

ment came to be altered from seven to three years ; but

I beg it may be remembered, that the law which these

gentlemen are appointed to administer is, in all parts

of the country, a law for providing for the poor such

sustentation as they may, " of their own consent, be will-

" ing to accept, and live unbeggand." I need not re-

cur to the evidence, contained in almost every one of

the foregoing extracts, to shew how far the actual prac-

tice has been either from the spirit or letter of this law.

I need not repeatwhat has been proved of the systematic

violation of the law, secretly, and therefore we must

presume knowingly, committed by the parochial autho-

rities, by whom so many lunatics were sent to Arran.

But I request attention to the manner in which the law

regarding settlement has been practically altered or

evaded. It appears, that while the law requires only

" haunting and resorting," without being legally charge-

able, for three years, as establishing settlement in any

parish, proofs of industrial residence have been very
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frequently demanded ; and that while the settlement

was doubtful, a very common practice has been, as

stated by the Commissioners, " although there might

" be no doubt of the destitution, to refuse all relief."

In these circumstances, when application has been made

to the native parishes of destitute and disabled persons,

it has been, in a great part of the country, the usual

practice, either, as Dr M'Leod states, to answer, as if

by a printed form, that they have no funds
;
or, as the

Commissioners themselves state, to " return no answer

to such letters."* Nay, in some parts of the Highlands,

it has been held by the parochial authorities, that a

residence of six lueeks in a parish gives a right to re-

lief ; from which, of course, it follows, that they are ab-

solved from all responsibility in regard to any of their

natives who may have lived six weeks in any parish in

the low country.-j-

Another fact, illustrating the spirit in which the law

is administered, at least in some parts of the country,

is, that pains are habitually taken to conceal from the

destitute poor the existence of a law entitling them to

claim relief.

Farther, it appeal's to be well ascertained, that the

* The following evidence is another example in confirmation of these state-

ments.

Rev. Dr Geant, Petty, Inverness.

" Have any demands been made on your parish for people belonging to it,

" who have gone elsewhere ?" " Very rarely. I do not recollect having ever
" paid anything. There have been demands made, but we thought it not worth
" our while to ansiver them."

" Did you think them not well founded ?" " Tlicy might be, but they were
" not urged."—Vol. ii. p. 456.

t The following is the evidence of Mr K. Rose, Session-Clerk of the parish
of Fearn (Ross-shire.)

" People must reside six weeks in the parish to entitle them to relief; this
" is the custom in Fearn. I do not know what is the general law on this point."—^Vol. iii., p. 59.
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peculiarity of the Scotch practice, to refuse relief to

the able-bodied unemployed poor,—which is regarded
by the Commissioners, and by many others, as the fun-

damental difference between the Scotch and English
law,—has been, in like manner, the work of the adminis-

trators (although at a period now distant), innovating

upon the o?nginal intention of the law. The words of

the original statute, providing relief for all " poor and
" impotent folk," had certainly been at one time so in-

terpreted, as to include both those who were impotent

(^. e., disabled by age or infirmity), and those who were

poor, or destitute from other causes. There is a sub-

sequent statute unequivocally admitting the right of re-

lief in the able-bodied, as well as the impotent poor
;

and it seems to have been by the administrators of the

law only, that the words of the former were so restricted

in their meaning, as to be held applicable to those only

who were, at one and the same time, poor and impotent

(i. e., destitute and disabled.) The following evidence

on this point appears to be decisive ; and the Commis-

sioners seem virtually to admit it by their expression,

" that there may be provisions in some of the statutes

" not altogether in accordance with the principle,"

which they regard as honourably characteristic of the

Scotch Poor Laws, that of denying all right of relief

to the able-bodied poor,—See Report, p. 45.

A. Alison, Esq., Sheriff of Lanarkshire.

" I think the principal abuses in the Scottish Poor Law are owing

" to the Act 1579 not being adequately carried out. Had it been

«' so, there would have been little cause for change. There is a

« passage in the act 1672, cap. 18, providing that poor persons

" of age and cai)acity to work, might be received as api)rentices

" or servants, by heritors or inhabitants in each parish. This

" cla use is as follows :— ' And, likewise, that such of the said poor
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» ' persons as are of age and capacity to luork, be first applied to

" « the heritors and inhabitants of each parish, that if they will

" ' accept of any of them to become their apprentices or servants,

" ' they may receive them upon their obligement to entertain and

' set to work the said poor persons, and relieve the paroch of

" ' them ; for which cause they shall have the benefit of their work

" ' until they attain the age of 30 years, conform to the act of the

" ' twenty-two Parliament of King James the Sixth ;
and the rest

" ' of the saids poor persons be sent to the correction-houses, for

" ' whose entertainment the saids heritors shall cause contribu-

" « tions, and appoint a quarter's allowance to be sent along with

*' ' them, Avith clothes upon them to cover their nakedness ;
and

" 'the said allowance to be paid quarterly thereafter, by way of

" ' advance.' "—Vol. i., p. 471.

Thus it appears, that, whether we look to the gra-

dual alteration of the law, which has taken place under

their management,—to the very irregular, and, in large

districts of the country, manifestly illusory execution

of the law admitted to exist,—or to the principles on

which they still profess to act in its administration,

—

we see the strongest reasons for distrusting the capa-

city of the present administrators of the Poor Law, for

carrying into effect the improvements, admitted to

be requisite, in the legal relief of those whose right

to such relief is now recognised in Scotland ; and for

concluding, that, if the execution of the law is left in

their hands, it should at least be effectually aided and
controlled by more competent, less prejudiced, and less

interested persons.

This being so, I think any one who feels an interest

in the subject, and is anxious that the improvements
desired by the Commissioners themselves should be
fairly carried into effect, must feel both surprise and
regret, that they should not only have recommended no
material change in the persons now intrusted with the

K
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execution of the law, but have advised that the only
legal check on their mal-administration,—that which
consists in the tedious and expensive, and, therefc«-e,

generally inaccessible, process by an appeal to the Court
of Session—should be withdrawn ; and that our sole re-

liance for a better administration of the law in future

should be on " the influence of reason and good feeling,

aided by public opinion."

Many respectable witnesses, as the Commissioners
admit, expressed a decided opinion in favour of the

simple and effectual remedy against mal-administration

of the existing law, by restoring to the Sheriff Courts

that power of adjudicating between the dispensers and

the claimants of relief, which they undoubtedly (al-

though very rarely) exercised before 1821, when the

Court of Session, by a majority, decided against its

continuance. The reasons given by the Commissioners

for denying any right of appeal to the Sheriff Courts

are few and simple. First, they say that different wit-

nesses, when examined by them, had given very dis-

cordant statements, as to the average sum required for

the aliment of an impotent person. This they ascribe

to varieties of local circumstances ; and they infer, that

the only proper court to award the requisite aliment is

a local authority. But the different statements of these

witnesses (several of them in the same locality) have,

in general, obviously arisen from their having been

questioned on a point which they, or some of them, had

not duly considered. The same witnesses, I have no

doubt, if directed to consult on the subject, would have

agreed on an answer in a very short time. And, cer-

tainly, if the variety of answers shews, as the Commis-

sioners state, that little reliance can be placed on the

opinion of any one person as to the quantum of aliment,
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the extraordinary variety of practice by the present

administrators of the law in different parts of Scotland

—(3s. a-year being given in one parish to a case which

would have L.6 ar-year in another)—must be held as

decisive proof that no reliance can be placed on the

local authorities on this point. In fact, it is just be-

cause the local authorities have decided it so vari-

ously, and, in the judgment of the Commissioners

themselves, generally so ill, that some means of " secur-

" ing due attention, on the part of the parochial

" managers, to the wants of the poor," are admitted by

the Commissioners to be required.

In England there is a remarkable uniformity in the

allowances granted to the out-door poor in almost all

parts of the country ; and the amount is very generally

from twice to three times that granted in similar cases

in Edinburgh and Glasgow. These allowances were

fixed in England at a time when the law allowed of a

ready appeal to magistrates from parochial boards, when

paupers were dissatisfied. I have always thought it

somewhat unfortunate, that this question should come

under discussion in Scotland so soon after the^power of

magistrates, in regard to the allowances of paupers, had

been taken from them in England by the Poor Law
Amendment Act. And accordingly, the second reason

stated by the Commissioners on this subject, is the

example of England. On this point they quote, with

approbation, the " striking remark" contained in the

Report of the Poor Law Commissioners for 1834 :
" A

" more dangerous instrument cannot be conceived than
" a public officer, impelled by benevolent sympathies,
" armed with power from which there is no appeal,.

" and misapprehending the consequences of its exer-
" cise."~(Report, p. 117.) But, with all deference to
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the opinion of those Commissioners, I will assert, that
the evidence now made public in Scotland shews what
is a more dangerous instrument than this ;—a public
officer, in the pride of half-knowledge, thoroughly im-
pressed with a false theory, that the more you do for

the poor, the more you contribute to their increase,

and taught to believe that all " sympathies must give
" way to general principles,"—armed with power from
which there is no appeal, and which he is at liberty to

exercise in favour of his own pecuniary interests and
those of his friends,—responsible only to a constituency

which will ask no questions about the condition of the

poor under his charge, but anxiously inquire about their

cost, and whose approbation of his services will always

• be in the inverse ratio of their own expenditure. If

we take a little pains to trace facts to their causes, we
shall find, in the evidence already quoted, abundant

proof of the injury which has been done to the com-

forts, to the health and morals of the poor in Scotland,

and to the general character and happiness of the coun-

try, by such " dangerous instruments of power." In

saying this, of course, I do not mean to accuse them

of directly inflicting all these injuries on their fellow-

subjects, nor of any malevolent intentions towards the

sufferers, any more than the Poor Law Commissioners

in England accused the English magistrates of such

intentions. I accuse them only of a grievous error of

judgment, by which they have long obstructed the in-

tentions of the Legislature for the mitigation of the

sufferings of the poor in Scotland ; and which error has

so strong foundations, and so wide extent, that firm and

effective measures are requisite for applying to it that

correction which the Commissioners themselves desire,

I may add, that although it is well known that this
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power of magistrates in England was formerly much

abused, and that restrictions upon it (whether com-

plete abolition or not, is much more doubtful) were

required, I will assert with mu^h confidence, that the

fault lay, not in the existence of the right of appeal, but

in the appeal having been allowed to an ill-constituted

court ; the unpaid magistracy in England being a very

inferior tribunal, for the settlement of any such ques-

tions, to the Sheriff Courts of Scotland. I maintain,

farther, that it was not in the allowances to the impo-

tent out-door poor that the abuse existed in England,

and that very little change—in fact, in some instances,

an increase in the allowances to that class, followed

the Amendment Act. So far as the impotent poor are

concerned, therefore, the admitted necessity for re-

striction in the former power of the magistrates in

England proves nothing in favour of the opinion of the

Commissioners.

Again, the Commissioners state, and refer to Mr
Senior as their authority, that the Canton of Berne is

the only other country in which, " so far as they know,

" any power of appeal exists from the local authorities,

*' in regard to the amount of allowances;" and that

there, " the state of pauperism is described as being in

the highest degree painful." But in this I am con-

vinced there is some misapprehension. I am quite aware

of the abuses—(very similar to those which formerly pre-

vailed in the south of England)—in the administration

of the Poor Law in the Canton of Berne; but I have been
unable to find any evidence that it has been ascribed,

either by Mr Senior or any one else, to the circum-

stance of " appeals, in i^egard to the amount of allow-
" ances," having been allowed from the local authori-

ties. The abuses are ascribed, in the official report
made by the Government of Berne to the British am-
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bassador, to various causes
;
partly to the principle of

the law itself, which they (erroneously, as I believe) at

that time considered faulty
; partly to the negligence

or ignorance " des administrateurs, parce qu'ils negli-

" gent des ameliorations, qu'ils distribuent les se-

" cours sans discernment—sans examiner la veritable

" situation des pauvres," &c.
; partly to the local

authorities being too numerous, each charged with a

small number of poor, so that classification and econo-

mical arrangements are impossible ; and partly, also,

to impolitic restrictions on the free circulation of la-

bour. Mr Senior, in his commentary on this report,

states generally, that there has been in that Canton an

obvious neglect of the sound principle, that the situa-

tion of a pauper should be rendered less eligible than

that of an independent labourer ; that there are no re-

strictions on the marriage of paupers as in some -other

countries ; and that there is a want of any central super-

intendence.—(See Preface to Foreign Appendix to Re-

port of the Poor Law Commissioners in 1834 ; p. 33

and 37.) But I find no mention of appeals from the

local authorities, in regard to the amount of allowances,

as a cause of the abuses,—which are indeed quite suf-

ficiently explained without reference to that cause.

Neither are the Commissioners correct in the state-

ment, that in no other country are appeals from the

local authorities, as to the amount of allowances, per-

mitted. I have already quoted the evidence given be-

fore themselves, of the Rev. F. Fraser of Fortrose, who

resided six years at New Brunswick, and says that

appeals, on that precise point, are permitted to the

county magistrates there, and that the system worked

very well [supra, p. 122). And although I cannot

assert positively that appeals, as to the amount of

alloujances, are allowed in other countries abroad, yet
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'it is quite certain, that in all those countries where a

right of relief is granted to all the inhabitants, the

usual practice is to allow of appeals from the decisions

of the local authorities, to higher tribunals ; * and m-

deed, if it were not for such appeals, the penalties

which are annexed to the non-execution of the laws m
those countries, for the relief of the poor, could not

take effect, and the laws could not be thereby carried

into effect with that strictness which is generally ad-

mitted to be the practice. And I beg it may be re-

membered, that of all those countries, according to Mr

Senior's own statement, the Canton of Berne is the

only one where serious abuses have resulted on the

principle of compulsory relief of all hinds of destitution

;

and that, to use his words, " in the majority of nations

" that have adopted that principle, the existing system

" appears to work well.''''—Preface to Foreign Appendix,

^c, p. 37.

Again, when the Commissioners quote the expression

of the state of pauperism in the Canton of Berne, even

when these acknowledged abuses existed, " being in the

" highest degreepainful,'''' I take the liberty of saying that

they quote a very exaggerated statement. It appearsfrom

the official replies to the queries of the British ambassa-

dor, that the whole number (including dependents) who
had public relief in the year 1828 (to which the reports

relate) was less than 20,000, in a population of above

321,000,

—

i. e. 6.2 per cent, of the population,—almost

exactly the same as the proportion of paupers on the

rolls in the city of Edinburgh, and fully ten per cent.

* See, e. g., Mr Laing's account of the practice at Berlin, quoted
in my Observations on the Epidemic Fever, page 50 ; likewise
Reports on the German practice generally, quoted in Reply to
Dr Chalmers, p. 15.
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less than the number of destitute poor there. And as

to the condition of the people in that " painful state of

" pauperism," I can speak with some confidence, for I

happen to know the Canton of Berne pretty well, and
to have made some observations and inquiries on the

state of the poor there, and particularly in the Emmen-
thal, which is described as the most pauperised district

;

and I am certain that a traveller may traverse that

canton from end to end, without witnessing as many
painful scenes of misery and destitution as he may see

in a single forenoon in Edinburgh or Glasgow, or in a

single parish of some of the Highland districts.

With these explanations I am willing to leave it to

the reader to judge, whether any sufficient reasons

have been stated by the Commissioners for setting aside

those which I have given above, for thinking, that the

local parochial authorities in Scotland should no longer

be allowed to exercise, without appeal, that power in

regard to the allowance to the poor, which they have

confessedly abused ; and abused always, it is to be

remembered, in one way, in favour of their own imme-

diate pecuniary interests, and against those of the

poor. I quoted on this subject the following opinion

formerly, and having seen no answer to it, shall take

the liberty of quoting it again :

—

" When the principle is once understood, which lies at the

" bottom of all sound legislation on this subject,—that the claims

" of the poor are not of the nature of a petition to be admitted to

" the benefits of a voluntary donation, but of a legal right, which

" the destitute and impotent poor, in a complex state of civilized

" society, every where have to a reasonable support from the

" more opulent and fortunate classes of society, who have been

" enriched or maintained by their labours, it becomes sufficiently

" evident, that the duty of determining between the applicants for
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" this reUef, and the persons intrusted with its distribution, must

" not be left to the final adjudication of the parties who are to be

" burdened with the assessment. To do this is to do nothing less

" than to intrust one party m a law-suit with the exclusive right

« of judging of his opponent's case —a principle universaUy re-

" pudiated by the laws and practices of all civilized nations.

" Without ascribing to the members of the Mrk-sessions indi-

" vidual inhiunanity, and admitting that many of them are men

" of the highest worth and benevolence, sufficient evidence exists,

" from the state of the poor in Scotland, to shew that the admini-

« stration of the law has been intrusted, without the power of a

" practical review, to a body who, however respectable as indivi-

" duals, are not, in their collective capacity, capable of doing justice

" in the matter."—Principles of Population, by Archibald Alison,

Esq., vol. ii., pp. 229, 232.

But it is right to admit that the Commissioners pro-

pose a measure which they think will gradually bring

all the parishes in Scotland into that " satisfactory

" condition " in which " the poor are adequately pro-

" vided for ;" i. e. bringing public opinion to bear on

the subject, by means of a Central Board of Supervi-

sion, which they recommend to be established in

Edinburgh, " on some such footing as the present Pri-

" son Board, all the members to be unpaid to which

reports are to be made, at stated periods, from every

parish in Scotland, and which is to present annually a

report to the Secretary of State. They wish this

Board to have " full power to require the Parochial

" Boards to furnish them with every information, in

" regard to the management of the poor in their re-

" spective parishes," but " no power of interfering with
" the management of the Parochial Boards, except by
" representation or advice." They propose that every

Parochial Board should be bound, when required by this

Board of Supervision, to make out classified lists of their
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paupers and occasional poor, and also lists of the per-

sons who have been claimed and been refused relief,

with the grounds of claim and the reasons of refusal

;

also statements of the provision made for the poor, and
the niode of raising it, by legal assessment or other-

wise.—P. 19.

It cannot be doubted that the proposal of forming

such a Board is a considerable step towards the requi-

site improvements
; indeed, I stated long ago that the

establishment of some central authority, at least for a

time, seemed essential to a fixed and uniform plan of

improvement. And if such a Board were composed

(at least in part) oipaid public officers, responsible for

the activity and uniformity of their proceedings, and

were aimed with powers to enforce the execution of

the law, I am ready to admit that it might supersede,

at least for a time, the jurisdiction which I have said

ought to be vested in the sheriffs ; and might be trusted

as the proper instrument for securing that " adequate

" provision for the impotent poor," which the Com-

missioners wish to introduce into all parts of Scotland.

But when it is expressly said that this Board is intend-

ed only as a means of " gradually leading the parochial

*' managers, by the influence of reason and good feel-

" ing, aided by public opinion, to a right exercise

*' of the powers with which they are invested
;
" and

when, accordingly, its members are to be unpaid, and

to possess no power over the parochial managers except

that of representation and advice, the question comes

to be—Why should the execution of the law for the

relief of the poor be entrusted only to the influence of

good feeling, and of public opinion, thus brought to bear

upon it ? Why should it not be provided for in the same

way as that of other laws, by allowing those who think
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themselves aggrieved by its non-execution, to appeal

to an accessible court of law, by wliicli it can be en-

forced ? And on tliis question I beg to submit the fol-

lowing observations :

—

1. Although no one can entertain a doubt of the great

power of public opinion in this country, or of its being,

on the whole (although not without remarkable excep-

tions), rightly applied, especially to the enforcement of

general principles, previously established,—yet it is

by no means to be depended on, either as a faithful

expositor of matters of fact, or as a security for the

constant and uniform regulation of details, in any depart-

ment of public affairs ;
simply because it is a power

which is known to act, in individual cases, with extreme

irregularity, often requiring great eflPorts to bring it

into action, and, when excited, sometimes far exceeding

the bounds either of law or reason. What would be

thought of the proposal to trust the regular and sufficient

payment of the army or navy, or of any portion of them,

to the heads of their departments, or to the command-
ing officers of ships or regiments, and leave these func-

tionaries to be guided solely by public opinion ? Yet
it has been justly observed, that a fixed decent provi-

sion for the poor in all parts of a country is an object

of equal public importance as the maintenance of an
armed force. Would it be thought wise to intrust to

" the influence of reason and good feeling, aided by
" public opinion," the execution of any of those laws
by which the property of the rich is secured against
the depredations of the poor and needy ? It will not
be alleged that the public opinion of the lower and
more numerous ranks is sufficient security on this

point. Why, then, should that of the higher ranks be
thought a sufficient security for the lives and comforts
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of the poor? Any one who attends to the subject may
observe, that the public opinion of the poor is, in gene-
ral, except during periods of strong political excite-

ment, more indulgent towards the rich, than that of

the rich towards the poor.

2. Public opinion in Scotland (although certainly

improving) is as yet much divided on this subject. I

believe it to be true that, in England, at this moment,
it is by the power of public opinion only, that the gene-

ral rate of allowances to the aged and disabled poor is

kept up ; but then, that is an opinion formed and esta-

blished in the minds of the people by the habitual prac-

tice of ages ; and it remains to be seen whether it will

continue to act beneficially in all parts of the country, if

no power of appeal as to allowances, from the Boards

of Guardians, is permitted. But in Scotland, although

the Commissioners have expressed a decided opinion

in favour of adequate allowances, yet it need not be said,

after the evidence already quoted, that there is no such

uniformity of opinion ; and that, in many parts of the

country, the most general opinion among the higher

ranks is opposed to that of the Commissioners them-

selves. They say, that, in many parishes in Scotland

(I would say some), the poor are adequately provided

for,—that many have been brought into this satisfac-

tory condition without external interference ; and that

" they can see no reason why the same laius should not

" produce the same eflfect in other places."—(P. 18.)

But surely, if this satisfactory condition had been

really the effect of the laws (as at present interpreted),

it would have been general, instead of being so very

partial.

I believe, indeed, that the adequate allowances

in Berwickshire are to be ascribed to public opin-
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ion, extending from the adjoining districts of Eng-

land; but we see, in this instance, how slowly and

irregularly this power has worked. The public opinion

of Berwickshire has never crossed the Lammermuir

hills,—nor has the public opinion of Cumberland ever

extended to Dumfries. And in general, in Scotland,

the fertile districts are so completely separated from

each other by tracts of heaths and mountains, that

their intercourse with each other is not sufficient to

secure that any improvements, depending only on good

feeling, can be communicated from one to another.

It may be said, that the publication of the Reports

of the Board to be found in Edinburgh, will be a suf-

ficient security for the public opinion being so fixed

on the subject, as to make the allowances adequate.

Judging of the subject a priori, I should say that this is

exceedingly doubtful. Tli>e interest really taken in the

concerns of the poor is at all times confined to a limited

portion of the public ; and of that portion there are so

many in Scotland who take an interest in it only that

they may avoid what they think unnecessary expense,

and so many others who are still strongly prejudiced,

from theory, against adequate allowances, that I

should think the much more probable result of this

kind of inspection of the poor, and " representation
" and advice " by the Board in Edinburgh, will be a
mere succession of verbal controversies, such as have
been anticipated by Mr Twisleton in the following
part of his dissent, and by which the patience, both of
the public and of the (unpaid or amateur) Board will be
soon worn out. After stating that the main reliance

of the Commissioners for the supply of the deficiency,

admitted to exist in the provision for the aged and
infirm poor in Scotland, is " on a proposed Board of
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" Supervision, or Standing Commission of Inquiry,
" with ample powers of inspection, but no adminis-
" trative control, or direct authority," he observes,
" It appears to me that the striking inadequacy of the
" allowances at present made to the aged and infirm

" poor, in a large proportion of the unassessed rural

" parishes in Scotland, arises, not so much from igno-

" ranee of facts, as from want of funds
;
which, again, is

" owing, in no small degree, to theories regarding the

" effect of any provision for the poor, even when re-

" stricted to the relief of the aged and infirm. And
" any statement which may be made annually in re-

" ports, tending to shew that this class of the poor are

" in a destitute condition, will be met by the usual an-

" ^wer, that the only cure for such evils is in the moral

" and religious education of the young; and that a

" provision for the poor creates much of the misery

" which it relieves, but does not relieve all the misery

" which it creates."

To this I only add, that, while the information and

interest of the public at large, in the proceedings either

of the proposed Board of Supervision, or of any of the

Parochial Boards, must be expected to be limited, vari-

able, and transient, the most powerful cause by which

the allowances are habitually kept down, viz., the im-

mediate pecuniary interests of the rate-payers, will al-

ways remain equally permanent and formidable. This

is explicitly admitted by the Commissioners, in regard

to their proposed measure for the better management

of lunatics; and they may be^assured that protection is

just as much" required for the more ordinary forms of

poverty and misery, as that which they seem to con-

template for the case of lunacy, in the following pas-

sage :

—
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« The cost of board at an asylum being greater than that for

" wliich they might otherwise be maintained, affords a strong

» temptation to conceal their real condition ; and it may he m-

'< ferred, that, in any legislative measure which may be brought

" forward, unless a penalty he imposed for non-compliance, some

" difculty may he found in enforcing obedience to the law.''—
Report, p. 31.

As to the facility of evasion of the law which the

Commissioners propose, I need only observe, that it is

obviously quite essential to its beneficial operation, that

the Board of Supervision should have accurate lists, not

only of the paupers admitted, but of the " persons who
" have claimed and been refused relief in every parish

" in Scotland, shewing the grounds of the claim, and

" the reasons of the refusal ;" and that these lists of

persons refused relief should be duly considered by the

Board. Now, it may well be questioned whether these

claims, and these grounds of refusal, will be thoroughly

sifted, and compared with one another in diflFerent parts

of the country, by the members of this unpaid board
;

but in regard to the point, whether, in all parts of the

country (e. g., in the remote Highlands), such lists of

applicants refused relief will be fairly and accurately

kept, and regularly transmitted to a board which has

" no administrative control, or direct authority," over

them, but is merely empowered to remonstrate and ad-

vise, I humbly aj)prehend that there is no question

whatever. Much more stringent regulations for the

relief of the poor are habitually regarded as dead letter .

in all those districts ; and can we expect that, when
all power—even of the Court of Session—over the local

authorities is withdrawn, and when the applicants can-
not possibly have the means of bringing their cases

before a central court at Edinburgh, these parochial
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courts will be at pains to make out lists, for their own
condemnation, of the circumstances of all the applicants

to whom they refuse relief?

The Commissioners speak of " the anxiety, dis-

" played in almost every parish which they visited, to

" make it appear that the poor were comfortably pro-

" vided for," as proof of the power of public opinion

over the local authorities in Scotland. But I presume

there can be no doubt, that all this anxiety on the part

of the Parochial Boards had little to do with the opinion

of the public. Its object was merely to deprecate and

prevent any authoritative interference on the part of

the Commissioners with the power of those parochial

boards. The very same motive will prompt them to

avoid, by all means in their power, any such rej3resen-

tations of their conduct towards their applicants as can

bring them into troublesome discussions ; and when

the distance of the Court of Revision, its composition^

its impotence as to administrative power, the facility of

concealment, and the difficulty of detection, are all con-

sidered, we can have little doubt as to the line of con-

duct which will be usually adopted by the parochial

boards towards the Board of Revision.

3. But the fact is, that we are not left to conjecture,

as to the effect of this or any other expedient for bring-

ing public opinion to bear on the parochial courts as at

present constituted. For the last four years, this whole

subject—the scanty legal allowances granted, to a por-

tion only of the poor, in Scotland, and the consequences

thence resulting—^have been the subject of much public

discussion ;—probably of more, from its novelty, than

can be expected of the reports of the projected Board

of Revision. The most popular periodicals have unit-

ed very generally, in condemning the present prac-

5
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tice, and I hope it may be supposed that the movement

by which assessments have been directed in many dis-

tricts, where there had been previously hesitation about

them, has been thereby accelerated. But there has

been no approach, in any other part of Scotland, to the

full allowances and adequate provision for the poor

which have been long characteristic of Berwickshire,

and which the Commissioners seem to wish to see

general.

But this is not all. Not only has public opinion

declared itself as strongly as can be expected, on a sub-

ject in which a large portion of the public takes little

interest, against the small allowances granted by the

Parochial Boards, but there have been distinct and une-

quivocal declarations of the Supreme Court—the con-

stitutional expositor of the existing law—which shew

that the allowances, now very generally granted, are

illegally small. In the " Ceres case," it was found by

the Court of Session, two years ago, that an allowance

to a widow with six children, not yet able to work, of

6d. a-week for each child, with 6d. for herself, was too

small, and a larger allowance was directed. For more

than a year this judgment remained a dead letter in

the very case in which it had been given ; and it was

necessary to raise a second action before the decision

was acted on, and 3d. a-week additional for each child

was obtained. Everywhere else it has remained a dead

letter to this day. In the city of Edinburgh there is

not a single widow who enjoys an allowance (as propor-

tioned to the number of her children) equal to that

which Widow Duncan, at Ceres, possessed before the

action. Yet, even since the action, since the official

statement of the law, and the pretty general acqui-

escence of public opinion, no widow in Edinburgh has
L
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had any addition to her allowance in consequence of

It may be said that the peculiar circumstances of

the city of Edinburgh—the unusual amount of burden
resting on it—the exemption of so many of the wealthy
citizens—and the control exercised over the Managers
of the poor by the Town Council, should be admitted
as an excuse for the general rate of allowances being
kept so low. But this answer does not apply to the

West Church parish, where the burden of the poor-rate

is remarkably light, not above Is. 2d. a-head on the

population, or hardly a third of its amount in the City

of Edinburgh, while the parish is one of the wealthiest

in Scotland ; and a recent change in the constitution

of the Board of Management has substituted for the

authority of the heritors and kirk-session a numerous

body of managers, selected annually by the rate-payers,

and reporting annually to them. It might be thought,

that in this parish the power of public opinion might

be asserted ; and I have no doubt that the sentiments

of the great majority of the intelligent inhabitants, who

have studied the subject, are favourable to much better

allowances than those which are now granted. But

whether it be owing to the negligence or inactivity of

these persons, or the superior activity, or the numeri-

cal majority, or the sturdy prejudices of those who

think differently, it is certain that the allowance to

widows and orphans in that parish are still kept lower

than in the city—so low, and distinctly illusory, as 4d.

a-week for each child unable for work,—after the deci-

sion of the Supreme Court has declared more than

double that allowance to be required by the law.

In every part of Edinburgh, therefore, at this mo-

ment, and particularly in that wealthy parish, the al-
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lowances to widows and orphans are kept at a much

lower standard than that which the Supreme Court

has declared to be their due; the managers, I presume,

flattering themselves that they are exercising on the

helpless and dependent objects intrusted to their care

" a wholesome vigour beyond the law."

This example I consider as a perfect experimentum

crucis to prove, that no reliance can be placed on the

public opinion of the present generation in Scotland, as

a means of enforcing such a full administration of the law

as the Commissioners themselves desire, and as the evi-

dence laid before them has shewn to be so imperiously

demanded. I give the Commissioners credit for the ho-

nest and benevolent intention of making provision for

the effectual (although prudent and gradual) execution of

the law ; but the facts and considerations which I have

now stated seem to me to leave no rooni for doubt, that

the only practical efi'ect of the constitution of the Board

of Revision which they propose for this purpose, will

be the annual publication (for a time) of dry and de-

fective reports, and useless disputes, which will not be

read, and will only tend to smother inquiry
;
and, if not

to perpetuate abuse, at least to retard, perhaps indefi-

nitely, the general extension oyer the country of that

satisfactory administration of the law, for the benefit

of the aged and infirm poor, which the Commissioners

desire, and which, I am confident, that the most intel-

ligent part of the community very generally approves.

The Commissioners represent so completely those

portions of the population of Scotland which are known
to have been most averse to any change in the laws,

that we may be quite sure that any objections that can
be made to those principles of improvement which they
agree in recommending, must have occurred to them,
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and been fully considered by them ; that if these objec-

tions are urged in future, it can only be ascribed to

what Mr Twisleton calls " the possible caprice, partial

" knowledge, or narrow views, of accidental majorities
" in particular localities and that it will be both
safe and expedient to allow any improvements approved
by the Commissioners, to be " settled by the more en-
" larged wisdom of Parliament," and carried into effect

by the usual constitutional means.

The official inquiry has been made—the inadequacy

of the relief given to the aged and disabled poor is ad-

mitted—the numerous evils resulting from thence have

been exposed—the reasons of expediency which used

to be urged in favour of those inadequate allowances

are abandoned—the wisdom and authority of the law

have been vindicated ;—surely the natural inference is,

that the law should now be allowed to take its course,

and the ordinary tribunals should be intrusted, in the

usual manner, with its execution ; and that any special

board which may be formed with a view to the execu-

tion of this law, should be so constituted as to aid and

facilitate the operations of the ordinary courts, when

these may be required, to enforce it ;—not to super-

sede their operations, still less to abrogate their power,

or substitute for them the vague and indefinite tribunal

of Public Opinion.

It still remains for me to state, that the Report of

the Commissioners contains several practical sugges-

tions for the better administration of the law, relative

to the aged and infirm poor, which are so obviously

beneficial, that they must necessarily increase our re-

gret at finding, that no adequate means are recom-

mended for carrying them into effect, and, therefore,
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that there is the greatest probability of many of them

remaining, at least for a very long time, nearly a dead

letter.

I allude particularly to their recommendations as to

the union of the parishes of which a large town consists,

with a view to concentration of management, unifor-

mity of treatment of the poor, and the avoiding of the

difficulties and delays, the trouble, expense, and tardy

or illusory relief, consequent on the frequent disputes

about the true parochial settlement of the poor of such

towns
;

again, as to the practice to be followed in

cases of destitution, where the settlement is disputed

between distant parishes,—the relief to be given forth-

with, and continued until the settlement be ascer-

tained, and the claim established, and the expenses of

interim maintenance, &c. to be recoverable from the

parish ultimately found liable ;—as to the appoint-

ment of salaried superintendents of the poor in all

parishes, and facilitating prosecutions for expenses be-

tween parishes, by having officers in whose names the

managers shall pursue and defend actions ; as to the

education of pauper children, at the public expense ; •

and the punishing criminally, by a summary process,

husbands and fathers who have deserted their families,

and left them chargeable ;—as to the obligation of the

managers of the poor to send insane persons to asy-

lums, unless authorized by the Board of Supervision to

treat them otherwise,—and as to a more extensive me-
dical relief, by cordials and diet, as well as medicines,

to the popr, as " a charge on the poor funds," pai'ticu-

larly by dispensaries attached to poor-houses*

* In this, as in other instances, however, the Commissioners shew
the same timidity about interfering with the parochial hoards, as in

general principles. They say, " The scheme to be adopted for en-
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The Commissioners likewise " think it highly de-
" sirable," that, in every parish, with a population of

above 5000, a poor-house should be established " un-

" larged medical relief, we would leave in the hands of each Paro-
" chial Board." On tliis Mr Twisleton justly observes, that

" the local authorities may deem that they have a direct pecuniary

" interest in fixing the scale of remuneration as low as possible,

" or throwing altogether on medical practitioners, as is verygene-

" rally the case at present, the burden of attending the sick poor

** gratuitously." I quote the following observations on this

part of the subject, because I agree ynth their general tenor, al-

though not sufficiently conversant with the facts, to jiidge how far

they are generally applicable.

" If Parliament do not fix the proper charge, we feel too certain

'* the lowest fee for which any medical man can be found to do

" the duty, however imperfectly, will be generally considered by

" heritors and kirk-sessions (who are really interested parties),

" the proper remuneration. In fact, the system of medical esti-

*' mate, though not pointedly recommended, is decidedly the

" favourite in the eye of this Commission. They bring forth in a

prominent point of view the recommendation of the Duke of

" Richmond, in favour of medical clubs. The peculiarities of such

" clubs do nowhere appear ; but if we may judge of what we have

" seen of institutions for a similar purpose, in some parts of Scot-

" land, we hesitate not to say, that instead of relieving paupers

*' (what pauper can even afford to subscribe to any club they

" are calctdated to lower the junior portion of the medical pro-

" fession to the grade of paupers. "We refer to the Societies of

" Odd Fellows, which have recently sprung up in every quarter

*' of Scotland. These institutions, we are informed, require the

" lise of a medical man. We know many very well informed mem-

" bers of our profession, who have been compelled to join such

" despicable establishments in pure self-defence ;—finding that

" their next door neighbour had become the surgeon to the

" ' Lodge,' under the condition of attending all the sick members

" of the body, for the veiy moderate sum of 28. 6d. per annum.

" Supposing such cluba as the Duke of Richmond reconunends
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" der proper regulations, for the reception of aged and

" helpless persons, incurables, orphans, deserted child-

" ren, and the dissipated, and improvident poor," not

to supersede the present system of out-door relief, " but

" for the greater comfort, and more proper treatment, of

" those whose condition may be thereby improved;"

and they recommend that " power should be given for

" two or more contiguous parishes,"—I presume, al-

though each may be below the population of 5000,

" to unite for the purpose of building a poor-house."*

The Commissioners likewise acquiesce in the opinion

which has now become very general in Scotland, that,

a change in the term of residence necessary for acquire

ing a settlement is requisite ; and propose to return

to the original time fixed by the Scotch law, of seven

years, making it, at the same time, requisite that these

should be years of industrial residence. It still seems to

me that a longer period of residence is more desirable

;

" were established in every village and hamlet of our land, how

long would they continue to work ? The very first strike, the

*' very first depression of trade, would terminate their usefulness,

" even to the working classes
;
and, so far as regards paupers, they

*' must be ab initio inefficient. He who offers his services at the

" lowest rate to such a club, is generally accepted. We are well

*' informed, that a surgeon to one of the multifarious orders of

" Odd Fellows or Druids, was requested to lower his price,—or

** retire. He chose the latter alternative, and in less than 24
" hours, several medical candidates offered then* services to the

" club at Is. annually a-head."

—

Cormack's Monthly Journal of
Medical Science, Aug. 1844.

* I cannot agree with the Commissioners, that the rate of out-

door relief should never exceed what the maintenance of the same
individual would cost within a poor-house. The maintenance of

a pauper within a poor-house does not include anything for lodging,

fuel, or even clothing, which are heavy articles of expenditure to

the out-door poor.
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but I have no doubt that this change would be a great

improvement
;
provided only, that it be accompanied

with such arrangements as may carry fairly into effect

the desire of the Commissioners, formerly mentioned,

that every parish shall be bound to relieve all cases of

distress occurring within it, in the first instance, and
afterwards have facility of recourse on the true place

of settlement, for repayment of the outlay.

We now know, however, that the Law of Settlement is

to undergo revision in England, and that Government

have expressed an opinion in favour (as I understand)

of settlement by birth only, but with the provision, that

removal to the place of birth shall never be enforced

on those who have lived five years in the place where

they become chargeable. If this is to be held appli-

cable to-the unemployed, as well as the disabled, T have

no doubt that it will be a great improvement on the

present practice in England; although it still does

appear to me that the principle of settlement by a cer-

tain term of industrial residence is a just one. But in

whatever manner this question may be settled in Eng-

land, I have no doubt that, sooner or later, it will be

seen to be advisable, and indeed necessary to the right

management of the poor, that the same law should be

extended to all parts of her Majesty's dominions.

If all these recommendations of the Commissioners

were carried into effec% under a central authority,

—

and if the ordinary law courts were authorized to en-

force the original law, with these improvements, accord-

ing to its obvious intention, recognised by the Commis-

sioners themselves, so as really to give needful susten-

tation to the aged and infirm,—almost every thing would

be accomplished which I have'^contemplated, for the

benefit of this portion of the poor in Scotland. It hardly
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appears to me to be necessary, in that case, either to

enact general assessments, or to make the erection of

work-houses in towns of 5000 inhabitants compulsory,

as Mr Twisleton recommends ; because, while I fully

admit the justice of his statement as to both these mea-

sures, I am persuaded that, if the allowances were made
adequate, and the legal right to relief were enforced,

the expediency or necessity of both measures, to equa-

lise the burden, and to prevent abuses, would speedily

shew themselves.

But I need hardly repeat my thorough conviction,

that these proposals will never be carried into effect

generally or beneficially throughout Scotland, as long

as the only provision for enforcing them is a Court of

Supervision, intrusted only with power of '* represen-
" tation and advice."
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PART 11.

In regard to tlie second great division of the sub-

ject,—tlie extent of suflfering among the able-bodied

poor in Scotland when out of employment, there is a

fair admission of the evil, in general terms, by the

Commissioners. They say, that, " in periods of a de-
" pressed state of trade and manufactures, the labour-

" ing classes are subject, in many instances at least, to

" agvere privations and again, " That the great morta-

" lity of some of the large towns in Scotland, arising from
" fever or other epidemics, may be fairly ascribed to the

' less comfortable condition of the labouring and^Dauper

* population" (than in England), " we do not presume
" to dispute." P. 623. They say, farther, " With re-

" ference to many, indeed most of the parishes in the

" IJighlands and Islands, if the existence of distress is

" to be held of itself, apart from other considerations,

" sufficient to prove that the provisions of the present

" law are inadequate, and that an assessment for the

" able-bodied poor ought to be substituted in place of

" them, the case, we admit, has been fairly made out.

" Scarcely a year passes, in the course of which, at one

" season or another, large portions of the labouring

" classes in the Highlands are not more or less strait-

*' ened for the means of subsistence. Their distress,

" on some recent occasions, is well known to have been

" very great. Indeed, according to their present mode

" of life, it must always be so, in the event either of a

" defective potato-crop, or of an unsuccessful herring-

" fishery." P. 49.
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Notwithstanding this admission, the Commissioners

strongly recommend, that " the Poor Law of Scot- '

" land, with reference to this important section of it,

" should remain unchanged," i. e. that those who are

destitute only from want of employment, should

have no legal right to relief, and that any provision

made for them should he made on the voluntary prin-

ciple only; and I heg particular attention to the

fact, that it is for the good of the working classes and

of the poor themselves, that they wish it to remain un-

changed. They say, that the opposite system, adopt-

ed in England, of giving the unemployed able-bodied

poor a right to relief, has been founded on neglect

of the sakitary maxim of Christianity,— that " if a

man will not work, neither shall " he eat and that

" no portion of society has suffered more, from the

" baneful effect of such negligence, than the working

" classes themselves." P. 45. It is, therefore, with

a view to ^'^ff^'i^^'^'J
uniong the working

classes, and the good of the poor themselves, that they—

'

*agprojre.pf the pn^seiit s)-stem in Scotland, This state-

ment of their ground of preference of the Scottish prin-

ciple, simplifies the question materially. We have only

to attend to the evidence which the Commissioners

have collected, as to what they call the " less comfort-

" able condition of the labouring and pauper popula-

" tion," as to the " severe privations," and " very great

" distress," of large portions of the Scottish people (re-

sulting from want of employment) ; and then to in-

quire what evidence there is of the still greater injury

to the labouring classes, which they allege to result

from the opposite system of management, and on ac-

count of which, and of which alone, they strongly ad-
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vise us, notwithstanding the sufferings which have pre-

vailed in Scotland, to cling to the principle of the Scotch

law.

Now, so far from there being any evidence to this

effect, I undertake to shew, from evidence laid before

the Commissioners, and from their own commentaries on

that evidence, that the miseries which they admit to

exist in a greater degree among the Scottish poor are

counterbalanced by no advantages whatever ; that there

is not only " a more comfortable condition of the lau-

" bouring and j^auper population," but a more " healthy

" social condition," as regards temperance and so-

briety, industry, cleanliness, and comforts, in those

classes of the population, in England than in Scotland,

i. e. that the ground on which they themselves put their

preference of the Scottish system, completely and con-

fessedly fails them.

I have always maintained, that this, and all other

questions in that department of Political Economy, can

only be satisfactorily solved by Experience, and that

we have abundance of experience, even in our own

country, still more on comparison of it with other Euro-

pean nations, to enable us to decide on it with perfect

confidence. And I now undertake to shew that the

judgment of the Commissioners upon it is in opposi-

tion to the evidence of Experience, as collected by them-

selves and others ; and that their laboured argument

on the subject is a vain attempt to retard the ultimate

decision of a question, on which that infallible arbiter

has declared against them.

I think it must be admitted, that there is no kind of

human suffering more intense, or more deserving of

sympathy,—and I believe there is none more injurious
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iu its moral and political consequences,—than the case

of destitution from want of employment. Let us pic-

ture to ourselves a family, of religious and moral cha-

racter, previously accustomed to comforts, and main-

taining a respectable appearance in society,—forced by

causes entirely beyond their control, to part in succes-

sion with all their comforts, and gradually reduced to

beggary,—the parents obliged to absent themselves

from church, and their children from school,—strug-.

gling in vain for employment,—sickening under hope

deferred,—seeing their families wasting, and often

perishing before their eyes, fi'om diseases resulting

from want of food, fuel, and clothing, which they are

unable to procure for them,—at last themselves sink-

ing under disease to which their sufferings have dis-

posed them, and having no other earthly prospect on
the approach of death, than to leave their surviving

children to the tender mercies of some of those boards
of managers, whose attention to the duty thus to de-

volve on them, may be judged of from some of the fore-

going extracts.

To any one who has seen and reflected on this pain-
ful spectacle, as often as I have done, and who knows,
at the same, time, that those who are threatened with
similar suff'erings in another part of the country, can
claim legal protection against them, I cannot but think
that it must appear a sacred duty to press for a distinct
and practical answer to the question—Why should not
the same protection be given here ?

I think likewise, it will appear, that the following
extracts from the evidence given before the Commis-
sioners, confirm all the statements previously made
by myself and others, as to the frequency of such suf-
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fcrings, g^esulting strictly from this cause, and often

affecting the most respectable members of society, in

the lower ranks in Scotland. These extracts will shew
how true is the assertion of the wise man, that " the

" destruction of the poor is their poverty,"—how natu-

rally vagrancy, ignorance, vice, crime, disease, and ex-

cessive mortality, flow from this prolific source of evil

;

and how irregular and inadequate are the existing pro-

visions in Scotland against it. And I maintain, farther,

that they prove what I have always asserted,—that all

these sufferings have not only no beneficial effect, but

a permanent demoralizing and injurious effect on the

population. In fact, the natural change on the human

mind, by which it is gradually inured to such suffer-

ings, and enabled to bear up against them, is simply

this,—that it becomes careless of every thing but the

wants of the passing day, i. e. it becomes essentially

reckless and improvident ; and therefore, the regular

and effectual relief of such sufferings is not merely a

moral duty, but (like the performance of all other

moral duties) a political benefit to society.

It is often said, in the loose and careless way in

which we must expect such topics to be discussed in

general society, that seasons of peculiar depression,and

distress among the poor are nevertheless got over; and

the general inference is, that they are a disagreeable

subject of contemplation, and the less they are thought

of afterwards the better. But let us remember that

the human race is so constituted, that as long as it is

permitted to exist on the face of the earth, all the evils

which affect it are got over. Wars, plagues, pestilence,

and famine,—although inflicting all kinds of misery on

individuals, and of injury on communities,—all are
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U-ansient evils. The liuman race springs uninjured

from the ruins of nations,

" And soars and slimes, another and the same."

But our power and our duty are limited to the genera^

tion in which we live, and to the small portion of

mankind that we see around us. Have those seasons

of depression among us been attended by miseries that

might have been avoided, and by degradation that

might have been prevented ; and have we reflected on,

and done our best to counteract, the consequences of

that misery and degradation? Have we loved our

neighbours as ourselves ? Have we done to them as

we would they should do to us ? Have we obeyed, as

to them, that law which was written from the begin-

ning on the hearts of men, which was enforced by the

precepts of the Gospel, and which makes us the instru-

ments of the mercy of Heaven to our species ? If not,

can we cherish the hope, that any thing else which we
can do, can avert from us the judgments of that Pro-

vidence, who has ex]3ressly said, what is the return re-

quired for all the benefits, national or individual, that

we have received at His hand ;—" Mercy, not sacri-

" fice " Love one another, as I have loved you ?"

With these feelings as to the obligation of Charity,
let us consider the evidence now before us as to the
sufferings of the unemployed poor in Scotland, and the
efficacy of the existing provisions for their relief.

The following statement is made by Mr Johnston,
Chairman of the Committee for the relief of the un-
employed operatives in Edinburgh, in 1842

" We had a double check on the statements of the men them-
" selves. These inquiries led to some distressing revelations. I
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" have found honest and industrious tradesmen who, after having
" sold or pawned every article in their dwellings, were at length -

" reduced to ask the smallest pittance of hread or meat. In
" many instances, they assured us (and we found their statements
" true) that they had not tasted food for 24 or 28 hours. In
" some instances, I found that their very grates had been sold or
" pawned ; and, in many instances, when we gave a pittance of

' " meal, they had not the means to cook it, nor salt to season it.

" Many, who had been in a respectable way as tradesmen, were
' " thus reduced from causes over which they had no control. I

" could discover no instance of their having exchanged their meal
" or bread tickets for spmts. Such a story was indeed got up

;

" and, as Chairman of the Committee, I instituted a rigorous in-

" quiry, and am glad to say that in no instance was the relief so

" exchanged. The whole of my experience led to the result, that

" the poor were far more anxious to recover the small articles of

" clothing and household stuffs they had pawned, than to indulge

" in personal indulgence of any kind. We have at present 900

" employed at 5s. a-week, and 230 more on the Queen's works at

" 9s. They are a fair sample of our working men, with a few

" noisy exceptions."—Vol. i., p. 201-202.

Let it be remembered here, that the operations of

this Committee came to a close in summer 1843 ; and

that subsequently about 200 workmen and labourers,

with families, professing to be in a similar state of

destitution, applied for similar relief, in work, to the

Town-Council of Edinburgh, and received for answer,

that the funds devoted for such purposes were ex-

hausted, and that in future they must depend on their

own exertions.

The evidence of the Rev. Dr Clark forcibly describes

the sufferings endured bynumerous unemployed females

in Edinburgh, for whom I and others in vain attempted

to procure a part of the subscription funds raised in

1842-3.
5
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ilev. T. Clakk, Minister of the Old Church,

Edinburgh.

" I have been in every house in my parish once, and m many

twenty times since August 1841.

'« Are there many in a very destitute state ?" " I was not the

" least aivare that such destitution existed in Scotland. Those

" who receive parochial relief are not the most destitute."

" Are those who are not receiving parocliial relief able-bodied V -

" There are a great many families who seem to have no visible

" means of subsistence, and are in a state of positive starvation." -

" Are many of them of good character "?
" "I have no doubt

" that many of them, are of very good character."—" I visited ten

" rooms lately, and there was not a particle offurniture in any one

" of them. The people were lying on the floor, on jast as much

" straw as you could hold in your hands."—" I have been able

" to bring thirty or forty to church, who had not been in a place

" of worship for many years before. They now attend regularly,

" and are very decent persons. The want of clothing kept them

" away."

" A great deal of the destitution is caused by want of employment,

" and my belief is also that a great portion arises from intem-

" perance. But I have a strong impression at the same time that

" much of this arises from want of sympathy towards them, and
" want of superintendence of any kind. They have stated to me,

" that they regarded themselves as outcasts from the sympathy of
" their fellow men. They exist for weeks together, without the least

" portion of fire, and for days together without tasting food."—
" I have seen them lift out of the gutter green herbs, which they

" devoured greedily, and the offals of fish."—" Those needing
" relief from the workhouse greatly exceed those obtaining it."

—

" Some change is necessary. The destitution is so great that

" danger arises from it. If there be not some change, you will

" have positive starvation."

" You say you have many females in your parish without

" visible means of subsistence. What ages 1 " " All ages, from

M



'* eighty to young girls. I have gone into rooms where I found
*' them without clothing."

" "What brought them to this state ? " " They attribute it to

" want of employment. They are all willing to work."—" There
" are a great many females who can get no kind of employment,
" and are refused relief at the workhouse, bemg told they are

" able-bodied."—Vol. i., p. 117.

Mr C. R. Baikd, Secretary of the Glasgow Relief

Committee.

** Able -bodied persons, willmg to work, often cannot find em-
" ployment. I may mention the case of a moulder whom I had
" known for twenty years, and who has borne a most irreproach-

" able character. He applied to the relief committee for work.

" I spoke to several friends to procure work for him, but failed

" In doing so. What was this decent person to do ? I have

" known people on the relief fund reduced to poverty by causes

" over which they had no control ; and I am inclined to think that

" such parties have as just a claim for legal relief as a person

" deprived of work by disease."

*' Are there many cases of that kind in Glasgow? " " Yes, a

" great many ; owing to the vicissitudes of trade and unhealthly

** occupations and diseases, many are in this way reduced to such

*' extreme poverty as to need aid."

" Were any great proportion of those on the relief fund persons

" of bad characterV " I think not. The weavers, especially/, are

" of good character.'^—Vol. i., p. 391.

The Rev. Archibald Baied, United Secession

Church, Paisley.

" Would yon give the able-bodied a claim to relief? " "Most

* certainly I would. I consider them to have as strong a claim in

" nature, humanity, and religion, as any other class of the poor.

" jf cannot conceive a more melancholy thing than the spectacle of

*• labourers suffering from want of employment. Persons well-

" disposed to labour, heads of families, most virtuous, well-doing
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' men, thousands of them, as I know, who would scorn to receive the

' slightest pittance till they are at the point of starvation ;
without

' food for themselves or their families, and having absolute desti-

' tution staring them in the face. I have been in the houses of

' parties where there was a kitchen, such in furniture and ai-range-

' ment that any person of the higher ranks might have taken a din-

' ner there with the greatest comfort. There were window sashes,

' muTors, and well-stocked libraries. I have known these fami-

' lies ; and I have foimd on revisiting them, when the depression

' had been protracted, that they had parted with ever1/thing,

' and were lying, in the depth af luinter, without a blanket. I

' think it very serious when the pressure comes so heavily as to

' beat down a population of that Mnd. I tremble for the result,

' if such times are to come again. I thiiik it extremely desirable

' that some precaution should be taken ; and I am satisfied that

' in Renfrewshire we had the means of meeting the whole of the

« evil."—Vol. i., p. 686.

The Rev. Dr Willis, lately Member of the Associate

Synod, Glasgow.

" I have found people, respectable and decent, falling into

' poverty under the present system, from the delays that are ex-

' perienced, and from the impression that is abroad of a reluc-

' tance to entertain their claims till after a most protracted and

' rigid examination. They are reduced to all shifts before their

' destitution is made known. We find them reduced to the pawn-
' ing of their Sabbath clothes. And not only is it an intemperate

' person that is reduced to this, but I have knoivn moral and re-

' ligious persons reduced to it ; members ofmy own church. Great

' poverty and misery are entailed by the present system, and great

' suffering of the destitute, before redress is given in the case of

' imemployed labourers."—Vol. i., p. 351-2.

Dr Peeey, Physician to the Fever Hospital, Glasgow.

" Have you been in the habit of visiting any of the poor in

" their own houses ? " " Not to any great extent, I have seen
" some of them in their dwellings ; but I know, from the circum-
" stances in which they are brought to the hospital, the very great
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" exent of destitution and misery that prevails among them. On
** parents coming to the infirmary, I have taken the trouble to

" inquire into the circumstances of their families, and have found -

" them almost in a state of starvation. We get many cases into

" the house v^hich are not fever at all, but mere cases of starva-

« tion:'—Yo\. I, p. 430.

Rev. R. Douglas, Kilbarclian.

During the distress in Paisley we had a great many able-

" bodied persons out of employment,—at one time 500 men and

" women, Avithout counting dependents. A considerable number
" of these were of respectable character. You may safely reckon

" that of the 500 unemployed, 100 were careful and provident

" when in the receipt of earnings. The remuneration for the work

" of these hand-loom weavers has been gradually decreasing since

" the peace ; they had it not in their power to lay up their earn-

" ings. Till within the last few years, our friendly societies went

" regularly on, increasing their stock ; but within the last two

" years they have been falling off,—^the people being unable to pay

*' up their subscriptions. They were reduced to great distress du-

" ring the stagnation of trade."—Vol. iii., p. 410.

Mr P. Blair, Writer, Irvine.

" During the late depression of trade there was considerable

" distress in the town. I knew most of the unemployed operatives.

" They were generally people of good character, and many of them,

" whe7i in the receipt of earnings, had been as provident as their

«• circumstances admitted. The distress was not adequately met

" by the subscriptions. The operatives pawned or sold some of

" their clothes and furniture, particularly their clothing. The dis-

" tress lasted so long that the savings of those who had been pro-

" vident were exhausted."—Vol. iii., p. 496.

Mr Wm. Duff, Session-Clerk, Erskine.

" There has been some distress among able-bodied persons in

« the parish from want of employment,—partly among females

" who used to be employed in sewing,—partly among labourers.

" No measures were takai to meet this distress. I cannot say
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" how they got through,—some of tliem I know pawned their

. " clotliing and other articles. They must all have been living on

" very spare diet. Nothing ivas done hy the heritors to get them

" work. Some of them applied to the parish, but they were con-

" sidered to have no proper claim.'"—Vol. iii., p. 478.

The Rev. James Monilaws, Minister of Annan. •

" For the last four or five years, there has been a great deal of

" distress from want of employment among the agricultural la-

" hourers and the hand-loom weavers ; and he does not know any

" class that has suffered so much for some years as these two. No
" public means were adopted for their relief, nor was there any

" private subscription, that he was aware of. They got through

" with great difficulty."—Vol, iii., p. 629.

The Rev. James Bare, Port-Glasgow.

" Our town suffered materially from the late depression of

" trade. A very considerable number were thrown out of em-

" ployment. I knew some of them, and can state that they were

" men of good character, and had been provident when in the re-

" ceipt of earnings. I believe the distress was to a certain degree

" met by the relief fund, and by contributions from private indivi-

" duals. But a considerable number of the respectable operatives

" suffered extreme privations."—Vol, iii., p. 476.

J. Philp, Esq., Surgeon, Kirkaldy.

" I have occasionally witnessed great destitution among able-

" bodied persons in periods of stagnation of trade. There are

" frequently very distressing cases not on the poor's roll, I knew
" the case of a family who had no food but cold water for forty-

" eight hours. This was a labourer out of employment ; he after-

" wards sickened and died of consumption, and I have no doubt
" his death was accelerated by the privations he suffered when out
" of employment,"—Vol. iii., p. 336,

J. Fergus, Esq., Manufacturer, Kirkaldy.

" The distress last year was met in different ways, by subscrip-

" tion, &c, I think the relief afforded was very partial, and a
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" certain portion of the operatives suffered, notwithstanding, very
" great privations."—Vol. iii., p. 337.

Extract from Note's as to Unemployed visited at

Greenock.

" P. M'Gowan, a blacksmith, wife and two children, nearly nine
months out of work, had parted with almost everything—inner

' room quite stript of furniture."

" D. Carmichael, a sawyer—^wife and five children—two mouths'
' work out of fourteen—house completely stript."

" D. M'Kay, founder—wife and two childi-en—out of employ-
' ment thirty-five weeks—had been bred under Mr Smith at

' Deanston—had been all about England in search of work."

" A young woman in a garret—^her husband absent in search

' of work—her appearance and manner most respectable. She
' said she had formerly lived in a house for which they paid ten

' guineas a-year of rent, and the furniture of which had cost them
' between L.30 and L.40. Nearly every article had been paAvned

' or sold."—Vol. iii., p. 485.

Mr A. Jack, Session-Clerk, Largs.

" I should say that almost all those relieved were of respectable

character, and had been provident when in the receipt of earn-

ings. The savings of the weavers were exhausted before they

came on the relief fund, from the continuance of the distress."

-Vol. i., p. 484.

Rev. G. CoLViLLE, Beith.

" For the last three years, the labourers have been worse off

than any other operatives
;
they have had very little assistance.

Some of them got relieffrom the proprietors, and we have given

small sums from the session ; but the relief so given has been

very limited. After the railway Avas made, a number of la-

bourers settled down on us, and there has been a superabund-

ance of this class ever since. Females have great difiiculty in

finding work, and are very ill off."—Vol. iii., p. 492.
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Mr Rob. M'Lachlan, City Missionary, Dundee.

" We find a considerable number, not on tlie poor roll, who

' have been long out of work ; and many I have found of late,

—

' persons of sober habits,—willing to go to a workshop, have told

' me candidly that they had not clothes to appear in. We have

' resolved to open a school for the purpose of having service on a

* Sabbath afternoon, to meet those people who have not clothes to

' go to church from their great poverty. They must sufier much

' from want of food and clothing, many of them long out of work
;

• if now at the loom, earning 5s. a-week,—many of them with

' thi-ee or foiu- little children."—Vol. iii., p. 68-9.

Dr L. Davidson, Dundee.

" I have frequently been in houses of operatives where there

was nothing but a chair, or perhaps a small table ; for crockery,

the half of a large ashet, and only a few shavings for bedding.

These were not cases of people of good character
;
they had

been reduced not by vice perhaps, but improvidence."—Vol. iii.,

. 119.

Mr D. Campbell, Inspector of Poor, Dundee.

" Were you acquainted with many operatives out of employ-

ment ?" " I know those belonging to this town." " Were
many of them men of good character ?" "A great number."

Did you know persons who had been provident, and were out

of employment V " Yes, a great many ; and I was very sorry

to see them."—Vol. iii., p, 108.

W. Thoms, Esq., Dean of Guild, Dundee.

" Would you considei; it a fair representation to say of the un-
employed who came on the relief funds raised by subscription,
that they were dissipated V " I could not say so. I can say
from my own knowledge, that there were several respectable
men desirous of that relief. I have seen a man begging from
door to door, who had been in the receipt of 20s. to 30s. a-week
for years. Such persons had been out of employment at that
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" time for several months. During the last two years there has
" been more sufFering from want of employment than at any
" other time within my recollection."—Vol. iii., p. 131.

Mr W. Morris, Treasurer of the Subscriptions for the

Unemployed in 1842 (Dundee).

" The relief from this fund was given from January to Decem-
" her 1842. The sum raised was, in all, (with L.300 from Go-
" vemment), L.1869 ; the numbers relieved vai-ied exceedingly

;

" —sometimes they were 1500, males and females. To those*

" who had not work given, the allowance was 2s. a-week to a mar-
" ried man. Is. Qd. for an unmarried man, and Is. a-week for a
" womanT—Vol. iii., p. 135.

Provost Blackie, Aberdeen.

" Were there many that could not get employment during the

" last year V
" I am satisfied that there were many that would have starved

" if the committee had not supplied them."

" Were there poor on the list who were not intemperate and

" improvident V " There were many oldish tradesmen whom the

" masters would not employ when they could get younger men.

" It consists with my knowledge that there were some who were

" provident, and could not get employment ; and who had sold

" and fawned all their clothes and furniture to support them-

" selves and families."

" Did you find difiiculty in raising subscriptions for their re-

*' lief?" " Yes ; great difficxhlty. Had it not been for some large

" sums from parties not belonging to Aberdeen, we^iould not have

" supported them so long. Lord Kintore sent L.300."—Vol. ii.,

p. 583.

Rev. Jas. Foote, late Minister of the East Kirk,

Aberdeen.

" Have you witnessed many cases of extreme destitution among

able-bodied persons out of emploj-ment ?"

" Yes
;
many. Extreme destitution appears first in tlie want

" of clotliing, especially in the men."
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« Are you of opinion that such destitution has been adequately

" relieved by the sums voluntarily contributed in cases of emer-

" gency 1" " No."
. n- .

- Have you known many instances of provident able-bodied

- persons who have been destitute V " Fes."—Vol. ii., p. 590.

James Foebes, Esq., one of the Magistrates of

Aberdeen.

«' A meeting was held in winter 1841-42, when the matter was

" fully discussed, and parties were satisfied that distress existed

» among a class of citizens not generally requiring assistance. A
" committee was appointed, and about 600 were found to be un-

" employed, who, in general, had been able to support themselves

" and families."

" Were there many on the list whom you think provident when

" in employment V " With regard to out-door laboui-ers my

" impression is, that their income when in full employment was so

" scanty as not to enable them to husband any means to support

" them when out of employment ; but in regard to many mechanics

" who applied for relief, my opinion is, that a great degree of im-

" providence must have existed among them. One-fourth of the

" original 600 (previously in receipt of good wages) refused the

" work at the wages offered them."

" In what condition were those who remained in respect of cha-

" racter \
" " They ivere generally well behaved.^'—Vol. ii.,

p. 606.

In the next place, I beg particular attention to the

evidence of extensive Vagrancy as an effect ^of unre-

lieved destitution among the unemployed able-bodied

poor; because the Commissioners, lay much stress on

the importance of encouraging the labouring men in

these circumstances, to disperse themselves over the

country in search of work,—apparently forgetting the

strong evidence before them of the extent to which they

actually resort to that expedient, of its very general
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failure at the times of depression, and of the evils and
miseries, to themselves and others, which very fre-

quently result, particularly the acquisition of habits of

mendicity by themselves, and the communication of

Fever to others.

It is to be remembered, that although these poor

men suffer extreme hardships, and many of them die

of diseases thereby contracted, yet hardly any of them
die of starvation. They are maintained—as well as

their wives and children, whether accompanying them
or left behind—partly at the expense of the parishes,

chiefly at the expense of charitable individuals ; so that,

by refusing them a right to relief, the country does not

rid itself of the burden which their loss of employment

involves ; but throws it on the charitable members of

the community, and allows the uncharitable to escape.

The charitable part of the public suffers probably as

much, and the unemployed poor, and their wives and

families certainly suffer much more, than where the

system of legal relief is established ; and the only true

gainers are the uncharitable among the higher ranks

—

certainly that portion of the community who have de-

served least of the public favour or regard.

Provost Baine of Greenock.

" We found very great exertions made by parties on the relief

*' list to be employed elsewhere, and we had many instances of

" parties coming and getting a little pecuniary assistance to en-

" able them to go elsewhere. The same parties have come back,

*' after an absence of weeks, and after travelling over a great part

" of the country, without succeeding in obtaining work, and quite

" worn out with their exertions."—Vol. i,, p. 521.

Mr Alex. Jack, Session-Clerk, Lai-gs.

" The begging here has been caused by the Iat« distress in
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Greenock. I should say three-fourths of the beggars^ belonged

" to Greenock ;
stout, able-bodied persons, who stated that they

" could not find employment."—Vol. i., p. 484.

Mr Gray, Town-Clerk, Greenock.

" We are a good deal annoyed with strangers from the neigh-

' bouring towns requesting passages to Belfast—parties so desti-

' tute that the magistrates give them a passage. It is a great

' burden on the poor funds ; they come from Glasgow, Paisley,

'"and other neighbouring towns. We have parties also from other

' parts of Scotland in very gi-eat destitution, going about from

' place to place. These parties are generally threatened with

' confinement if they return. I think it would be desirable to

' have a mode of charging the parishes to which they belong with

' these expenses, and a summary mode of obtaining payment. It

' is often distressing to witness many poor people who have no

' house of refuge
;
they are allowed to go about quite destitute,

particularly females."—Vol. i., p. 535.

Mr C. Caldwell, Inspector of the Vagrant Poor at

Kilmarnock.

" In the course of a year, have known about one thousand va-

grants passing through Kilmarnock. A good many strangers

come with passes from other parishes—from Maybole, Girvan,

Glasgow ; and even from Edinburgh. The strangers ax'e princi-

pally persons out of employment, labourers, and operatives.

Within the last two years the number has been greater, and some

persons of a better class than formerly."—Vol. i., p. 700.

Rev. Dr Fleming, Parish of Neilston.

" During the late depression of trade, there was considerable

destitution among able-bodied men in my parish. Two or throe

houses had failed in Neilston, and this was the immediate cause

of the distress of the calico-printers. They made every effort,

and went far and near, in order to get employment if possible,

but all their efforts failed.''''—Vol. i., p. 416.
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P. D. Swan, Esq., Provost, Kirkaldy.

" We have been very much annoyed in the last two years by
" individuals with passes coming through the town, and making
" applications for relief—chiefly from Dundee. Many of these

" men seemed to be regular operatives, who had been starved out
" at home for want of regular employment ; had 6d. at starting,

" wliich only paid the ferry to Newport, and then lived by get-

" ting relief in every parish as they passed through. The increase

" was oiuing to the depression of trade; the numbers are now
" greatly diminished. I certainly think that, in such seasons of

" depression, some means should be adopted for preventing the

" unemployed operatives from being reduced to the necessity of
" roving the country as beggars, ivhich must superinduce bad
" habits. There should be some general fund over the country to

" relieve unemployed persons in these cu-cumstances."—Vol. iii.,

p. 343.

Thomas Caknaby, Esq., Writer in Forfar.

" The number of vagTants turned out of the rural districts of

" Forfar by the police constables, from April 1841 to March
" 1842, was 217 men and 215 women, including childi-en ; and

" from April 1842 till March 1843, was 848 men and 892

" women, including children. The increase during the last year

" appears to have arisen chiefly from the number of poor people,

" driven by want from Dundee, to seek relief in some of the rui'al

" districts. There is a very great abuse in the readmess with

" Avhich passes are granted."—Vol. iii., p. 83.

Mr Graham, Governor and Treasurer of the House of

Refuge, Edinburgh.

" Are there parties who come from a distance to the House of

" Refuge, and why V " From want of employment, ihay come

" here seeking employment. I have seen many able-bodied men
" jjassing through the Night Refuge, from Glasgow or Greenock,

" who have been employed as founders or carpenters, and who

" have informed me that they have been travelling through Fng-

" land looking for employment, and were just i-eturning back
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" again. Their feet were bad witli travelling ; we entertained

" tliem for a little while, and gave them a little food, to enable

" them to get on."—Vol. i., p. 103.

Bailie Main of Kelso.

" In consequence of the existence of distress in the manufactur-

" ing districts, I do not remember this district being ever so over-

" run with beggars as at the present time ; and as many of them,

" no doubt, have been reduced to mendicity by want of employ-

" ment, it is impossible to exercise the necessary discrimiaation in

" applying the laws agamst vagrancy."—Vol. i., p. 694.

Rev. Mr Goldie, Coldstream.

" Have you much trouble with vagrant beggars in your pa-

" rish V " Yes, to a very gi*eat extent, during the last eighteen

" months especially. Last summer it was quite distressing to see

" the number of artizans and operatives travelling to Glasgow and

" Newcastle in opposite directions."— Vol. iii., p. 708.

Mr John M'Lellan, Clerk to tlie Heritors of Annau.

" There is a great flock of vagrants passing and repassing

" through Annan, between Glasgow and Newcastle
;
they give

" them beds ia passing, and generally i-elieve about 2000 in the

" year in that way."—Vol. iii., p. 633.

Wm. Muir, Esq., Chief Magistrate of Selkirk.

" There has been a good deal of expense incurred during the

" past year in consequence of travelling poor and vagrants, and
" persons on the tramp taken with illness in the town. Those
" people tell pretty uniformly the same story

; they are generally
" going either from Glasgow to Carlisle, or from Carlisle to Glas-
« gow."—Vol. iii., p. 651.

In the north of Scotland, and even in Orkney, the
same results of the loss of employment in the manufac-
turing districts shew themselves ; and it is in all equally
obvious, that this vagrancy is excessive;- it is not a free
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circulation of labour, but a clear addition to the pre-

viously distressing burden of mendicity.

Rev. J. Gibson, Tough, in Alford.

" Previous to tlie establislunent of tlie rural police, the burden
" of beggars was perfectly intolerable ; most commonly able-

" bodied single women, women with children, and distressed ope-

" ratives, or parties representing themselves as- such."—Vol. ii.,

p. 676.

Rev. A. Flyter, Alness, Ross-shire.

" We have a great many beggars on tramp from the south

—

" generally men vagrants. I have seen people of respectable ap-

" pearance, who said they were obliged to beg, because they could

" not get work in the south. The number has increased within

" the last two years."—Vol. ii., p. 31,

Rev. C. Clouston, Minister of Sandwick, Orkney.

" There is much begging in my parish, almost entirely by
" strangers. Almost all the beggars who come to us from the

" south country are, I should think, able to work. Many of

" them are operatives from the manxifacturing towns ; at least,

" this was their own statement."—Vol. ii., p. 26.

The next extracts more fully illustrate the important

general fact of the diffusion of Fever (just as in Ireland

in 1817-20, and in many former epidemics, succeeding

to famine and distress in many other countries) by

persons wandering in search of employment.

I stated to the Commissioners, that during the first

three months of the late epidemic in Edinburgh (1843),

l-6th of those brought to the Infirmany were wander-

ing strangers " almost all of them in a state of destitu-

" tion." The following extracts shew how exactly the

same thing was observed elsewhere.
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Provost COEBET, Pollockshaws (Surgeon).

« Of late we have had a good deal of fever. During the period

" of depression of trade we had very Uttle. I attribute it to

" infection from Glasgow. All the cases of fever have been among

« the destitute ; I have scarcely had a case among the middle

" classes."—Vol. iii., p. 412.

Dr Joseph Bell, Surgeon in Barrhead.

" There was lately a good deal of fever in Barrhead, generally

" hroiight by contagion, by persons coming as beggars from Glas-

" gow or Paisley. In some cases, I could trace it to no other

" cause than destitution. Some of the houses are ill ventilated

" and very damp ; and in some of them the people are packed as

" closely as space will permit."—Vol. i., p. 419.

F. GoEDON, Esq., Surgeon at Port-Glasgow.

" Since last spring fever has been very prevalent. In some

*' cases it may be easily traced to contagion from vagrants and

" stranger beggars. I remember, two months ago, a woman fi'om

" Edinbm'gh, whom I was called to see, sitting on a stair. She

" had fever—no one in the town would take her into their house.

" We sent her to Greenock Infii-mary, but it was full. She re-

" tm-ned to us, and was at last received by a married man with a
" large family. All the family took fever, and the wife and one

" of the children died of it. I have more than once traced fever

" to common lodging-houses ; it has principally attacked the

" lower orders^—Vol. iii., p. 383.

W. Gibson, Esq., Surgeon, Dairy.

" Lately, the fever which prevailed in various parts of Scotland
" has visited us, but not to a great extent. It was introduced by
" operatives who came from another town,—having the disease at
" the time of their arrival. I could get no relief for them, because
" they had no settlement here, and could not point out where they
" had a settlement. I was obliged to beg for them. They infected
" others who were in employment."—Vol. iii., p. 508.
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J. Gibson, Esq., Surgeon and Provost of Lanark.

" Ten days ago a man and his wife, strangers in search of em-
' ployment, came to witness—the woman labouring under fever at

' the time ; they said they had been turned out of their lodging.

Witness Avent with them to the oldest bailie, who said they

were ill-behaved people, and undeserving of relief, &c. Witness

answered, that, whatever might be their conduct, the woman was
ill of fever, and required attention. The people were taken to

Carluke parish, and left there.^'—Vol. iii., p. 404.

R. Buchanan, Esq., Surgeon, Dumbarton.

" In our locality, Walker's close, we never fail to have fever;

it is inhabited by a very poor population ; I believe it is more

pi-evalent there in consequence of the prodigious nimiber of people

huddled together there. Some of the lowest lodging-houses,

inhabited by vagrants, are in that close, and I can enumerate

no circumstances more adapted to diffuse fever than the crowd-

ing together in lodging-houses, especially when combined with

defective drainage. Fever has also singled out the poorest inha-

bitants in the town, irrespective of defective drainage.''^—Vol. iii.,

. 460.

Dr Hamilton, Falkirk.

" The lodging-houses are the most fertile sources offever ;—we

have sometimes in them a succession of fever cases in the same

bed,—one person is seized,—another dies, or is removed,—an-

other is received into the same house and bed,—is attacked in tlie

same manner, and gives way to a successor, who receives the same

infection. I have known these houses to be the means, through

vagrants, of introducing fever from Glasgow and other parts.

I certainly hold that destitution is favourable to the diffusion

of fever; but I have observed that the strongest and most

worthy labourers, in full employment, have been attacked with

fever when they came in contact with these centres, as it were,

of poison."—Vol. iii., p. 839.
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Dr M'Lellan, Dumfries.

" I believe fever was first introduced by wandering unemployed

' people, of whom there are so many going about. Half the

' cases were those of persons wandering about from the West of

' Scotland, and from other quarters. Generally the fever patients

' wei-e destitute."—Vol. iii., p. 569.

Walter Graham, Esq., M.D., Hawick.

" The medical men in Hawick have been much oppressed of

' late by the constant calls on them to attend travellulg poor in

' lodging-houses, for which they are allowed nothing. Many
' of those persons say they come from Ireland, and others say

' they come from Manchester, Glasgow, and Carlisle, and are

passing to and fro between these places. Many of them have

fever, some measles, small-pox, &c. In Neil's lodging-house,

opposite the Tower inn, there is a case of fever, and two of

measles, at the present time. He knows of no precautions to

prevent fresh travellers from being put into the beds of those

persons when they lea,ve the house. They are all huddled to-

gether in one room. The man in fever in Neil's house, when

witness found him, had nothing to subsist on for two or three-

days but ivhat he got from the master of the house. There is

another lodging-house in which there has been typhus fever for

some weeks. Travellers have gone into it notwithstanding, and
several have caught the fever. A man was brought from Gala-

sliiels to Hawick, with a view to being passed on to another pa-
rish. Dr Blyth was called to him on the evening of liis arrival,

and the man died during the night of typhus fever." Vol. iii.

. 657.

Dr G. HiLSON, Physician to the Dispensary,

Jedburgh.

" There was more fever in the eighteen months prior to the last
two, than witness had seen in Jedburgh for twenty years before.
It was brought into town by vagrants, and spread from bego-ars'
lodging-houses through the town. Almost all the epidemics

N
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" with which the tovni was attacked have been introduced hy va-
" grantsy—Vol. iii., p. 672.

Dr Douglas, Kelso.

" When I came to Kelso in 1815 I found a gi-eat deal offerer,

" and had that summer perhaps 500 patients. There has been
" no epidemic ever since, but I attribute that very much to the
" dispensary, (which has beds and bedding,) separating them from
" the mass of the public and taking them in, particularly strangers.'

" Do you find fever very much propagated by strangers coming
" into low lodging-houses ? " " Very much. If fever was brought
" into Kelso by wanderers, we always separated them immediately

" by removing them to the dispensary. Were it not for the dis-

" pensary, which is not connected with the poor laws, we should

" be very badly off."—Vol. iii., p. 690.

On the general subject of tlie connection of contagious

Fever with destitution, I have entered so fully on former

occasions, and particularly in my paper on the epide-

mic of 1843, that I may be excused from dwelling on

it again. But I may be allowed to observe how strik-

ingly all the foregoing extracts illustrate the connection

of fever with the state of the unemployed and vagrant

poor in Scotland. The following are farther illustra-

tions, to be added to many others formerly adduced,

of the general efficacy and importance of destitution as

a predisposing cause (and only a predisj)osing cause) of

fever,

W. W. Gray, Esq., Surgeon, Irvine.

" Last year Ave had more fever than usual. I attribute tTiis to

" the hardness of the times. The poor had a greater difficulty in

obtaining proper diet. The fever selected the "poorest, and was

" confined to the most luretched of them, or nearly so. The per-

" sons attacked usually lived in damp, low, ill-ventilated rooms
;

'» and perhaps the fever was partly owing to that cause. But I

" think their living in such houses is a consequence of their poverty.
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" I observed, that during the depression of trade the operatives

«' descended to worse apartments than they had formerly occupied.

" I have observed that the fever was most prevalent in lodging-

" houses, and other houses where the poor were most closely hud-

" died together ; but then I thinlc again, that their being so hud-

" died together is, to a certain extent, the consequence of their

" poverty. During the late depression of trade, there was also

" more low drinking than at other times. Persons in a low state

" of poverty, deprived of their usual employment, in a depressed

" state of mind, without sufficient food or sufficient clothing, have

" naturally a craving for stimulants. In this way, I account for

" the excessive drinking among the lower orders during the late

" depression of trade. It was not so much the intemperance that

" caused the poverty, as the poverty that caused the intemperance."

—Vol. iii., p. 502.

Dr Templeton, Aberdeen, Physician to the General

Dis23ensary.

" We had a severe epidemic fever beginning in 1837, and ter-

" minatuig in 1840."

" Can you assign any cause for the origin of that disease 1"

" No, I cannot."

" Can you state any cause for its extension after making its ap^
' pearance V " Yes. It spreads most rapidly among those who
' are in miserable circumstances. We find it so in all cases

—

' among those who are in want of food and clothing, and in the

inmates of houses that are too much crowded.""

" Do you find it promoted by bad air and damps ?"" " These
' are frequent concomitants, but not constant."—lb., p. 620,

W. H. Forrest, Esq., Surgeon, Stirling.

" There have been 240 cases of fever in the last six or eight
' months. Thinks it connected with poverty and want of proper
' sustentation, and with the dirty liabits of the people. He has
' seen no cases of this fever on persons who had a sufficiently
' nourishing diet."—Vol. iii., p. 200.

Again—" The poor of Stirling suffer chiefly from fevers. That
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'•' believe the causes favourable to its production continue un-*

'•' abated, and are rapidly acquiring fresh vigour from the unceasing

" wants and privations of the poor. Fever may be emphatically

called the poor man's disease. It is seldom absent from his

" abode, and not unfrequently his whole household are its vic-

" tims. In such circumstances he and his family present a miser-

able spectacle."—" Wlien the fever subsides, and the appetite,

" or rather craving for food returns, the misery which they endure

" defies all description. A few cold potatoes, or perhaps a little

" oatmeal, the gift very often of a poor neighbour, are very gene-

" rally the only means they have of restoring their emaciated

" bodies and wasted strength. For the relief of such persons there

are no public funds in this place ; and only last summer I was

" compelled to institute a soup or beef-tea kitchen, svipported by

private subscription, which I have no doubt saved many persons

from starvation."—Vol. iii., p. 973.

It is true tliat tlie epidemic fever, wliicli was natu-

rally to be expected as a result of the extensiye desti-

tution in Scotland in 1841-42, did not (providentially

for tlie country) shew itself so soon as might have been

•anticipated ; not until some revival of trade had taken

place, and the kind of provision made by voluntary cha-

rity for the unemployed poor, at Edinburgh and Glas-

gow and various other places, had been much lessened

or discontinued. But it then not only shewed itself,

but spread with uncommon rapidity, and went to an

extent formerly unknown, and which, but for the pro-

vidential circumstance of its mortality being unusually

small, would have made it the heaviest infliction on the

cities of Scotland which has occurred since the time of

the plague. I have shewn, that, in six mouths, ending

January 1844, 3160 patients in this fever were admitted

into hospital in Edinburgh, being above 700 more m

six months than were ever received in a year before

;
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and an miprecedentecl number were refused admittance.

We may be certain that, at least, twice tliat number

(probably 7000) cases of fever existed in Edinburgh

during" these six months; and Dr Perry satisfied him-

self that in Glasgow 32,000 people, nearly 12 per cent,

of the population, had fever within eight months of last

year. And on this widely extended epidemic, the fol-

lowing observations have been made with precision :

—

1, It is distinctly a " nova pestis,^'' distinct from any

form of epidemic fever . which has prevailed in this

country within the memory ofman, particularly shewing

its difference from former epidemics in this, that it has

affected quite as easily those who had suffered attacks

of the usual contagious fever recently as others. Thus
it caused 33 per cent, of the whole- mortality in Glas-

gow during a part of 1843, notwithstanding that typhus

fever had caused 20 per cent, of the whole mortality in

1837, and again nearly 14 per cent, in 1840, (while

the highest mortality by fever recorded in any English

town of late years, is less than 8 per cent, of the whole,

and even this has only been observed in a single year,

and only in Manchester and Liverpool, where a great

proportion of the population being Irish, are nearly

unprotected by the law). I cannot learn that this

peculiar species of fever has shewn itself in any of the
English towns ; it would seem to have been exclusively

a scourge of Scotland.

I may add, that, from the striking resemblance of
severe cases of this fever to one form of jaundice, (that
from suppression of the secretion of bile), and from the
known effect of mental emotion in producing that
disease, there is more ground for suspecting, in this
than in other fevers, that its first 07igin may have been
from mental distress and anxiety.

2. Although it fortunately did not shew itself until
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the worst period of the distress from want of employ-
ment Avas over, and although it has, like otlier conta-

gious epidemics, arisen and declined from causes which
we cannot explain; yet it has everywhere appeared,

even more characteristically than the common typhus,

to be " emphatically a poor man's disease," perhaps we
should say, still more peculiarly, a poor luomaii's. It

was, in the first instance, very much diffused, as already

stated, by the vagrants wandering in search of work. It

spread through all the poorest districts in all the towns

where it appeared, and made no progress among the

higher ranks, or even among the working classes in

full employment. I found, by inquiries extending to

above 1700 persons, that the destitute and unemployed

poor (whom we cannot suppose, even in these bad times,

to be l-5th of the population) furnished 2-3ds of the

cases of fever in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Greenock. Dr
Watt ascertained, that of an excess of 2340 deaths in

Glasgow in 1843 over 1842, chiefly caused by this fever,

nearly the whole occurred among people so destitute

that they were buried at the public expense ; and that,

when the whole mortality by fever in that of that

year was 33 per cent., the mortality by fever in that

poorest class of the community was 50 per cent, of

the whole deaths. Carrying his inquiries farther

back, he found, that, in 1837, the mortality from fever

in that destitute part of the population was three

times as great as the mortality from that cause in the

community at large. And the district surgeons in

Glasgow testify, what is also testified by all who saw

much of the poor in Edinburgh during the epidemic,

that the cause of destitution in almost all the cases

where the fever occurred was want of employment*

These facts shew, although there had been some re-

* See mj Observations on the Epidemic of 1843.
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vival of trade before the epidemic became general, yet

the relief by voluntary charity to the unemployed had

been withdrawn much earlier than the employment

became general; and furnish, therefore, an additional

proof of the irregularity and incompetency of that plan

of relief. I said formerly, that I was aware that every

attempt would be made, by those who were prepossessed

against the practical conclusion from these facts, to

evade this evidence, and accordingly it has been at-

tempted to make out, that it is only the crowding of

many persons together in ill-aired rooms, not the des-

titution, that gives this increased tendency to fevers in

this class of the people. But this attempt I had anti-

cipated [Observations on the Epidemic of 1843, p. 12);

and having found that the most destitute people are so

peculiarly liable to the fever, I am quite williug, for

the sake of argument, to admit that it is only the

crowding (as I have no doubt it is partly the crowding)

of those persons that gives the predisposition, because

I have only to put the question—Among this class,

what causes the crowding ? When we carry the inquiry

one step backwards, we arrive at the destitution. We
have here only another illustration of the remark re-

peatedly made to me by the late Dr Cowan, in conver- '

sation on this subject,—" Turn which way we will, in •

" seeking for the causes of these epidemics of fever. '

" Destitution stares us in the face,—the main cause of
'

" all."

Notwithstanding all this evidence, the Commissioners

will not admit that the extension of epidemic fever in

the large towns of Scotland is a fair ground for altera-

tion of the provision against destitution from want of

employment ; and in reference to this argument for a
change, they use the expression that " it does seem to
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" us unwise to alter the laws, in accordance with theo-
" retical sjjeculation, particularly when other causes
may be assigned for the evil."—P. 56.

As one of those who have certainly indulged in these
" speculations," I might have thought it necessary to

set up some defence against this passage, had I not
found another passage in the Report itself, which will

answer my purpose perfectly. ;

" We believe it will be generally admitted, that whenever the

" constitution is weakened 6y destitution, dissipation, or unhealthy

" atmosphere, the susceptibility of contagion is greatly increased,

" and we most cordially concur in recommending that legislative

" measures should he adopted to remove the causes which predis-

" pose the lower classes to attacks of epidemic disease."—P. 28.

Now the extent of my " theoretical speculations,"

as to the predisposing causes of fever in the large towns

of Scotland, is precisely what is here stated by the

Commissioners themselves. I have given proofs (not

speculative, but practical) that, of the three predisposing

causes which they have themselves assigned, " destitu^

" tion" is the most powerful and most fundamental.

I have shewn that the unemployed, or the partially

employed and destitute poor, not one-fifth of the com-

munity, furnish two-thirds of the cases of fever ; and

that, among this class, ^' unhealthy atmosphere" is

usually only an effect of destitution; common sense

and experience teaching us, that when people are des-

titute, they must and will get into cheap lodgings, and

huddle together in cold weather, and the atmosphere

of their rooms will become unhealthy. I must, there-

fore, have the " cordial concurrence " of the Commis-

sioners in wishing that the legislative measures in

question shall be specially directed against destitution.

And it is surely no " tlieoretical speculation " to wish
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further, that these measures shall be assimilated o

those means for the relief of destitution, which expe-

rience of many years standing, in many large towns,

has shewn to be attended

—

according to the statements

of the Commissioners themselves^—both with a " more

" comfortable condition of the working classes," and

also, with a comparatively trifling extension of epide-

mic fever.

But fever, although so peculiarly the poor man's

disease, is by no means the only one which afflicts

humanity the more, as unrelieved destitution is more

frequent. I formerly stated in evidence that this is true

of almost all mortal diseases. The following evidence

as to Insanity in Glasgow in 1843 is important.

Dr Hutchison, Physician to the Tiunatic Asylum,

Glasgow.

. Next to hei'editaiy pi*edisposition, the most frequent causes

of the disease in the cases admitted last year were intemperance

" and want. For some years the number whose malady may he

" attributed to these causes has been increasing. The increase

" has been among the lower classes. In 1841, the causes traced

"to intemperance were thirty; in 1842, forty-six. In 1841,

" those arising from want were five; in 1842, seventeen. I have
" no doubt that the cause of the increase of both is commercial

" distress, tending to lowness of wages and want of employment."

^Vol. i., p. 482.

" In what precise way does want, in your opinion, tend to pro-

" duce lunacy 1"—" In two ways : want shatters the system; it

" also makes the individual seek sensual enjoyment

—

it makes
" him reckless, and often intemperate.^'—^Vol. i., p. 482.

The Commissioners publish a table of comparative
mortality of several towns in England and Scotland for

several years, taken from Dr Watt's paper on the Vital
Statistics of Scottish Towns, in the transactions of the
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British Association, from which they say it appears that

the greater prevalence of fever in Scotland had not

influenced the rate of mortality. This table gives a

higher mortality to the English towns—particularly

Liverpool and Manchester—than any other documents
which I have seen ; and I learn from Dr Watt, that

the figures here given are, in fact, different, and apply

to a diflferent series of years, from those on which he

places the . most reliance ; and that with respect to

several of the Scottish towns, the number of the in-

habitants buried in country church-yards is so great

as to vitiate in a great measure all such compara-

tive observations. But the important point, to which

the Commissioners have not adverted, is the nature

of the diseases by which the chief mortality is pro-

duced. In these English towns, during three years

selected, there was a very unusual mortality by small-

pox and measles, diseases which we know become epi-

demic occasionally in towns of all descriptions, and

spread epidemically among persons unprotected against

them in all ranks of society ; but the mortality of which

falls almost entirely on young children,—not more than

five per cent, of it on persons beyond the age oftwenty,

—

and which, therefore, in a political view, are compara-

tively innocuous ; whereas, in the Scotch towns, at the

periods compared, a much larger proportion of the mor-

tality, as we have seen, resulted from contagious fever,

which has these important peculiarities : Jirst, that its ex-

tension as an epidemic is nearly confined to the poor, and

especially, as already proved, to the destitute and unem-

ployed; and, secondly, that by far the greater jDart of

the mortality from it falls on adults j 70 per cent, both

in Edinburgh and Glasgow, on persons beyond the age

of twenty ; and especially on the fathers of families, the
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most valuable lives in a community. Hence, in a poli-

tical view, this disease is of mucli more importance,

and more formidable, than any other epidemic ; and

no doubt it is in consequence of its great prevalence in

Ireland, that we have the striking differences of the

Irish from the English population, so well expressed

by Mr Chadwick, and which, I have no doubt, would

find a parallel in a comparison of some of the Scotch

and English towns. " Of every 10,000 inhabitants,

" there are in Ireland 125 fewer adults than in Eng-
" land, and this smaller number of working adults,

" with eight or ten years less of life or working ability,

" have 450 more children dependent on them."

The following are farther illustrations of a very la-

mentable fact—(which I formerly stated in the Statis-

tical Journal)—the effect of destitution from want of

employment in producing Vice in females.

Wm. Brebnee, Esq., Governor of Glasgow Prison.

" I have known many instances of girls from the country part-

ing with every article, till they have been forced to turn to the

" street—trying to make tilings better, and regularly making them
" worse."— Vol. i., p. 467-

Councillor M'AuLAY, Edinburgh, Treasurer to the

Lock Hospital.

" Have you reason to know that any of the persons in the Lock
" Hospital are driven by destitution to evil courses V " I believe,

" in a great many cases, they are driven to prostitution by extreme
" destitution."—Vol. i., p. 170.

Mr J. WiGHAi^i, Edinburgh.
" If care were taken of the unemployed able-bodied, it would

" save a great deal of distress, and prevent crime. I have been a
« director of the Lock Hospital for a few years, where great misery
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" appears. The same conclusion has been brought to my mind in

" hearing about the poor girls placed thei'e. The greater part of

" the prostitutes of the lower class become such for want of pro-

" per attention."—Vol. 1., p. 121.

Mr Alex, Kyle, Visitor of tlie Destitute Sick

Society at Leith.

" I observe a very lamentable fact in Leith. The number of

" prostitutes is, I think, greatly on the increase. A great deal of

" it certainly arises from want of employment. When we speak to

" them in regard to their way of life, they say, 'What would you

" ' have us to do ; we cannot starve.' It would be desirable to

" have a poor-house, and work given them, in order to raise them

" in the scale of moral beings."—Vol. i., p. 229.

Mr Alex. Allan, Cabinetmaker, Edinburgli.

" Do you think it desirable to make any arrangement for able-f

" bodied (unemployed) women under strict regulation ?"

" I think it would be most desirable, and a great preventive of

" prostitution ; numbers of servant girls who come from the

" country, and have no house when out of place, would be pre-

^' vented from falling into crime, if they had temporary protec-

" tion."—Vol. i., p. 239.

Any one who reflects on this evidence, and on that

wlaicli I quoted as to the neglect of orphans, must, I

think, be convinced that there must be many individual

instances, in all the great towns of Scotland, of young

women consigned to vice and infamy merely by poverty,

whom a good poor-law, giving ready access to well

regulated poor-houses, would enable to live honestly

and respectably.

Again, this is at least equally good evidence as to the

effect which an effective poor-law must have on the pre-

vention of Crime ; the facts in this part of the subject,-
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likewise, being supplementary of what was stated iii

reoard to the effects of unrelieved destitution on widows

and orphans.

r. Hill, Esq., Inspector of Prisons in Scotland.

" I am of opinion that the want of an evident poor-law in

" Scotland is the cause of much crime, and that it greatly impedes

" the effect of prison discipline in reforming offenders, and restor-

" ing them to society.

" In what respect do you find the law insufficient V " One re-

" spect in which it is insufficient is, that it affords no relief to able-

" bodied persons who cannot obtain employment ; and the relief

" it affords to the yomig is, in my opinion, often inadequate and

" ill directed."

" Have you noticed many orphans or deserted children come

" into prison in an uneducated state ?" " Yes ; and not brought

" up to any trade or habits of industry."

" The state of the poor-laws in Scotland very greatly enhances

" the difficulty of restoring offenders to society. The period of

" liberation is the most trying in the life of a prisoner. When he

" leaves the prison, he labours under a disadvantage in procuring

" employment. It very often happens that, with the best inten-

" tions, he cannot get employed. He is thus, almost of necessity,

" driven back into crime. Now, if there were a workhouse to

" which persons could go, who were willing to submit to the rules,

" work and live on plain fare, and whei-e they could remain till

" they could get honest employment, it would greatly facilitate

" our operations in the prisons. Their disposition to amend their

" course of life would be seen from the fact, that they had volun-

" tarily placed themselves in a well ordered workhouse, where
" they must rise early, where intoxicating drinks are forbidden,

" and where they must give up their personal liberty. There are

*' houses of refuge at present, which have been forced into exist-

" ence by the want of a general provision, such as an efficient

" poor-law might readily afford. In these liberated prisoners are
" received, and less difficulty is found in procuring situations for
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" prisoners coming from them than for such as come from prison
" directly."—Vol. iii., p. 881.

The following facts may be regarded as an experi-

mentum crucis, to indicate what effects may be expected
from an effective poor-law, giving a right to relief,

under due restrictions, to able-bodied, unemployed
females. They establish, as Mr Hill states, the pain-

ful fact, " that a large number of persons in Scotland
" are willing to enter, not merely a workhouse, ut a
" prison, and to remain there a long time."

" Some time ago, there were in Glasgow prison a number of

" voluntary prisoners—persons undergoing imprisonment of their

" own choice. Two years ago, when there was much distress in

" the country, that number had risen from eight or ten to nearly

fifty. They were undergoing the full discipline of a prison,

" including, in most cases, individual separation, labour, early

" rising, and very plain diet. They had subjected themselves to

" all the rigour of imprisonment in order to obtain food and shel-

" ter. Some of them had been in this state of civil death more

" than a year. Thus the prison was, to a certain extent, serving

*' the purposes of a workhouse. It being considered inconsistent

" with the state of the law to allow such persons to remain in

" prison, an order was issued by the General Board of Directors

" to put a stop to the practice ; and the result has unfortunately

" been to convert a number of persons into criminals, who had

*' shewn, by their willingness to give up liberty, to work hard,

" to live on the plainest fare, and submit to all the rules of

" a prison, that they were sincerely desirous of avoiding a life of

" guilt, and living peaceably and honourably. Nearly half of those

" thus ejected from Glasgow prison have returned as offenders,

'
' and some under serious charges. One of them, a girl of thirteen,

" who had much pleased the governor by her docility, industry,

" and good conduct, but who had no good parents or good liouse

" to go to, was committed to the prison within one montli after she

had been compelled to leave, and is now under sentence of

" transportation."—Vol. iii., p. 883.
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The following simple and affecting narratives of vo-

luntary prisoners (since dismissed) give almost a tragic

interest to this part of the subject.

" M. L., a married woman, aged twenty-seven, neat and active.

<« I have been married twice. The friends of my first husband

" are very decent people, and take care of my two children by my

" first marriage. I thought it sair to part with the second child

;

" but when, from my imprudent second marriage, I saw poverty

" on all sides, I thought it better that my child should be cared

" for and brought up among good folks, than that I should look

" on it daily. My husband listed for a soldier when his child was

«' some weeks old ; it was a sickly bairn, and when my husband

" deserted me I was sair distressed. I carried it in my arms, and

" could do little but nurse it and hush its wailings for six months,

" when it died. I took the fever, with grief, fatigue, and poverty,

«' and went to the Infirmary. After I came out I got work for a

" time. Then no more work was to be had, and I was sair

" pressed. I slept one night at the refuge for the houseless.

" There I heard of this place, and came here dii-ect. In a few days

" I shall have been here a twelvemonth. I can get a good cha-

*' racter from the clergyman at Paisley. I did not apply to the

" kirk-session, for I thought shame to be refused, and they do not

" help the young and active."

M. S., a young girl, a vokmtary prisoner in Glasgow :—" I

*' have no friends. My parents died three years ago. I was work-

" ing in the mills at their death. I was six years in the mill, till

" it was burnt down. I had earned 6s. a-week. After their

" death I lodged with a friend, and paid Is. a-week for my lodg-

" ing. After the mill was burnt, I left the decent woman's
*' lodgings. I could find no work anywhere. I was idle six

" months. I suffered from hunger many a time in that idle six

" months. I did not think to try the kirk-session, because I
" never heard of a factory girl getting anything. I never stole

" till this idle time. The money got by the theft went to buy
" drink. Those who shared it with me had often been good-na-
" tured to me. When out of work, I would have gone to any
" hard working decent place, if I could have got bread. I intend

I
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" to stay as a voluntary prisoner, if Mr Brebner will allow me,
" till times are better."

M. A., a decent young girl My fatlier died ten years ago.
" My mother a few years back. I worked at the mills for three
" years after my mother's death, and earned 5s- a-week ; then the
" mill was burnt down. Then no work was to be had, so a girl
" from the same mill, and myself, lifted something. The money
" went in bread, for we were sore distressed. I have not a place
" to go to when I leave here. I have a cousin, a clergyman in
' Ireland, who was kind to my mother, and might be to me, but
' have neither decent clothes nor money to take me to him.
' All my clothes Avent before I stole. I would work hard, or
' live hard, or do anything, to stay in such a place as a House
' of Refuge."—Vol. iii., p. 885.

" There is one fact which I think rather important, as indica-

' ting a greater pressure of distress in Scotland than in England.

' We know that females have fewer openings by which to obtain

' a livelihood than males. My district includes two English

' coimties, Northumberland and Durham, and I find that the pro-

' portion of female prisoners there is much smaller than in Scot-

' land. There are nearly twice as many female prisoners, in

' proportion to the males, in Scotland than in England,—a differ-

' ence which seems to me explicable on the principle I have

' stated."

" I had an opportunity, some years ago, of observing the state

' of things in Jersey, where there is a very efficient poor law,

' with great facilities for obtaining admission to the workhouse,

consequently with this, agTeat exemption from crime, and com-

plete absence of mendicity. A person who had lived on the

island ma.nj years told me he had not once been asked for

alms."—Vol. iii., p. 888.

Duncan Campbell, Esq., Governor of tlie Prison,

Dundee.

" There are a number of cases in which I think destitution has

operated indirectly as a cause of crime,—where, from the poverty

of parents, the children have been neglected, not properly

taught, nor furnislicd with the means of providing for them-
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" selves." " What, from your observation, is the cause most iii'

" fluential in producing crime V " Poverty and improvidence."

Vol. iii., p. 164.

Mr James Harbsine, Governor of Fife County Jail.

" I have distinctly traced, in several instances, crimes committed

" to inability to find employment. There are eight cases of which

" I can speak from my own Imowledge of the fact, that sheer want

" led to the commission of crime. I knew the parties before they

" came into gaol. Two of them had been once of very good cha-

" racter, and five others had been decent people, against whom
" notliing coTild be said. One, a cabinet-maker, had been a man
" of unimpeachable respectability, and was reduced by family

" losses and depi-ession in trade. He was committed for stealing

" ducks : he had a family of five children in want, and he took

" the ducks to satisfy their hunger. I am certain of the motive.

" I knew the man, and he confessed it to me himself."—Vol. iii.,

p. 286.

Mr J. KiDD, Governor of Prison, Dumfries.

" I have seen cases of individuals who prefer being in prison to

" being out, from the destitution in which they previously were.

" I have had three boys, brothers, under my charge, who were in

" a state of almost total destitution when they came in,—the chil-

" dren of Irish parents, both father and mother dead."—Vol. iii.,

p. 570.

Dr J. Inglis, Inverness.

" Is it yo* opinion, that at present a number of able-bodied
" people are destitute ?" " A great number."

" Do they steal ?" " I think they do
;
they are obliged to do

" it. They support themselves .by three great means : they go to
" the neighbouring plantations and gather leaves and dung on the
" roads, to raise their potatoes ; then they get some work during
" the spring and harvest months in the fields ; and I think there
" is little difficulty in determining the third means of support,
" which is, by going to the plantations and fields, and stealing
" what they can."—Vol. ii., p. 501.

O
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Wm. Brebnee, Esq., Governor of the Glasgow Prison.

" I have known, in many instances, crime come out of destitu-
" tion—out of idleness. We had a mill burnt here lately, and in
" the course of a few weeks we had about a dozen of the workers,
" in consequence of their being tlu-own idle ; and all public strikes
" generally send a few to us."

" By idleness, do you mean bemg unemployed, or being without
" industrious habits ?" " I mean, in this instance, being out of
" employment."

" Do you consider that the want of employment leads to crime
«« Yes."

" Or, as compared with intemperance V " Yes. I have known
" many instances of unemployed persons falling into intemperate'

" habits, and then becoming criminal."—Vol. i., p. 1163.

The following evidence by Mr Brebner, is such as

almost to supersede anything farther on this head.

Tabular Statement of Persons committed to Glasgow Prison in

1842, whose crimes can be traced to inability to find em-

floyment

:

—

15 and
under.

15 to 20 20 to 30 30 to 40 40 to 50 50 to 60
GO and

upwards.
Total.

Males.

Females.

Total.

22
6

49
32

32
38

10
29

16
12

5
6

0
1

134
124

28 81 70 39 28 11 1 258

Mr Brebner adds,

" None are included in this last table, except those of whom
" there can be no doubt that it was absolute want and not inclina-

" tion which drove them to commit the crimes of whicli they were

" found guilty. I may say here, as matter of opinion, that if it

" could be accurately traced, how far inability to find employ-

" inent has operated in swelling the amount of crime, the result
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" would be fearful, whether as respects those driven to commit

" their first offences through the pressure of want, or those who

" would willingly relinquish a life of crime for one of well-doing,

" but cannot, through inability to find employment."—Vol. i.,

p. 468.

When the Commissioners assert, that the results of

the voluntary plan of relief to the unemployed in the

recent depression in the large towns have been " not

" unsatisfactory," I reply, that this assertion (besides

being contradicted, as will afterwards appear, almost

immediately by themselves) is a mere petitio principii.

Our proposition is, that these results have been most

unsatisfactory ; that the relief granted under that plan

has been generally inadequate, and almost always too

long delayed, and too soon withdrawn ; that in conse-

quence " numbers have perished miserably, whom food,

" fuel, and clothing would have saved that numbers of

the destitute have taken fever, which has spread through

other ranks ; that numbers have been impelled by des-

titution to vagrancy and beggary, to vice and crime

;

and that the independent and industrious spirit of the

people has been miserably depressed ; and on all these

points, I think I have given abundant proof from the

evidence collected by the Commissioners themselves.

Now, when I state the existence of these various

evils, as a perfectly sufficient reason for wishing for a
change in the Poor Law, I can hardly think it neces-

sary to say that I do not ascribe them to the existing

Poor Law as their cause, which the Commissioners seem
to think all must do, who wish, on account of them, to

see that law changed. These evils existing, the ques-
tion is, are they met by the present law ? The object
of all legislation in regard to the poor is to prevent and
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mitigate, as far as possible, such miseries and tKeir con-

sequences ; and the Commissioners distinctly say, that

they prefer the principle of the Scotch law, not because

it is less burdensome to the rich, but because it is, in

reality, more beneficial to the poor; the neglect of a
" salutary maxim of Scripture" which they denounce

in the English law, being, as they allege, more injurious

to the poor themselves than to any other class of society.

When, therefore, we show that the poor suffer more,

physically, morally, and politically, in Scotland than

in England, and this not merely temporarily and acci-

dentally, but permanently, or in an increasing ratio as

stagnations of trade, or epidemics of disease, or changes

in arts, or in the direction of capital, occur,—we do

quite enough to shew that the law which is intended for

their protection is not doing its duty. We are entitled

to call upon those who defend it, as being more truly

beneficial to the poor themselves than others, to shew us

the practical proofs of that, its alleged superiority.

The onus probandi being thus thrown on those who

maintain the superiority of the principle of the Scotch

law in regard to the able-bodied poor, let us consider

more particularly what is here alleged as the reason

for preserving that principle unchanged ; and what

other means the Commissioners suggest for mitigating

the evils in question.

The principle which the Commissioners state as the

basis of the practical administration of the poor law in

Scotland, and which they think ought to be the guide

of all nations in regard to the relief of the able-bodied

poor, (as distinguished from the impotent,) is thus laid

down, and demands the more attention, as it is con-

sidered by them to be founded on the positive direction

of Scripture. " It is simply this, that the circumstan-
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" ces of the truly impotent poor give them an absolute

" and unconditional right to the relief necessary for their

" subsistence, they being prevented, in the course of

" providence, from earning the means of subsistence

" for themselves ;
while, in the case of the able-bodied,

" all- that humanity, or even Christian philanthropy

" requires, is, that we furnish them with the means of

" developing their own resources. We learn from a source

" which, if rightly understood and applied, is no less

" conclusive in political economy than in religion, and

" the disregard of which, in any relation of life, cannot

" fail to be attended with injurious results, that ' if a

" ' man will not work, neither should he eat.' The
" overlooking of this salutary maxim in the provisions

" of statutes appointed to regulate the administration

" of charitable funds, has been proved by experience to

" be productive of the most serious evils in the social

" system."—P. 45.

This is the single consideration which the Commis-

sioners state as justifying the practice in Scotland, of

giving the able-bodied poor no right, under any circum-

stances, to claim relief ; and giving the administrators

of the poor's fund no power to assess for their benefit

;

i. e. of throwing the relief of their wants on voluntary

chai'ity entirely,—making it a burden on the charitable

portion of the community only, which all who are dis-

posed to be uncharitable may altogether escape.

But, in proportion to our reverence for the authority

and wisdom of this salutary maxim, should be our
anxiety to satisfy ourselves that it is really " rightly
" understood and applied."

Now, I maintain that this maxim is applicable, as the
words distinctly imply, not to all the able-bodied poor,

but only to those who "-will notwork." It cannot surely
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be the intention of the Commissioners to affirm that all

who profess to be destitute from want of employment
must necessarily, and at all times, come under this

description ; for that would be tantamount to making
the Scriptures affirm, that the supply of labour can
never exceed the demand. But if not, then this " salu-
" tary maxim" says positively nothing as to the case

before us,—that of the able-bodied poor who are bona

fide out of employment,

—

cannot get work, and therefore

haveno resources, and are " prevented, in the course of

" providence, from earning the means of subsistence

" for themselves," just as effectually as if they had
been palsied or maimed. Do the Commissioners mean
to assert, that Christian philanthropy requires nothing

to be done for this class ? or that this, the most lament-

able perhaps of all kinds of poverty, is to be excluded

from the comprehensive precept,—" Thou shalt open
" wide thy hand to thy poor brother,

—

thou shalt surely

" give him?'''' If this be not meant, then all that can

be deduced from the salutary maxim in question, taken

in connection with other well known texts of Scripture,

is that, in giving relief to the able-bodied j)oor, we ought

to satisfy ourselves that they cannot find work ; we

ought to establish a test of destitution, and, where-

ever it is possible, couple that relief with labour.

But this, the Commissioners must be aware, is pre-

cisely " the basis of the j^ractical administration of the

" poor laws," not in Scotland, where the poor laws do

not take cognizance of the able-bodied at all, but in

England, and in every other country where there is a

reasonable and systematic provision for all kinds of

destitution.

I maintain, then, that the intimations of Scripture

are strictly in accordance with the principle of the pro-
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sent English law, viz. that it is our duty to give relief

to all kinds of destitution ;
coupling it, however, in the

case of the able-bodied, with labour, or at least with

such conditions as shall test their willingness to labour.

When that test has been applied, the rule of Scripture

that we should " open wide our hands to our poor

" brother," is equally applicable to those who are des-

titute from this cause as from any other ; and the cir-

cumstance of there being a certain number whom the

application of that test excludes, does not absolve us

from the duty of effectually relieving all who are not

so excluded. Certain additional safeguards are admit-

ted by all to be required in the case of the able-bodied

;

but, to support the judgment of the Commissioners,

it would be necessary to prove, not that such safe-

guard should be established, but that the only effectual

safeguard is simply to throw the burden of the relief

of such cases on the charitably disposed part of the

population, and to relieve the uncharitable of it entirely.

For this, I confidently maintain that neither reason

nor Scripture affords any justification ; and I maintain

farther, that the result of experience in regard to it

is, that the relief thus given to this description of suf-

fering is often necessarily irregular, often misapplied,

and in general utterly inadequate and inefficient.

The real cause of all the difficulties which embarrass

the speculations of the Commissioners, as of many
others on this subject, is simply this, that they persist

in entertaining an apprehension which experience,

rightly considered, shews to be visionary. They have

been told, that " a provision for general indigence, if

" regularly proclaimed, will be counted on, and be sm-e

" to multiply its own objects—to create, in fact, more
" of general want than it supplies and they shut their
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eyes to the evidence by which it has been clearly and
repeatedly shewn, that this opinion is fundamentally

erroneous,—that any such evils, resulting from a legal

provision for the able-bodied, have only occurred under

gross mismanagement ; that they may be, and have

been, corrected, and are still more easily prevented

;

whereas the evils resulting from unrelieved destitution

among the able-bodied poor, are urgent, distressing,

injurious in the highest degree to the health, morality,

and character of a nation ; and nothing has been found

effectual in relieving them except an efficient legal pro-

vision^ or such regulations for the constant inspection

and uniform relief of destitution of all sorts, as are equi-

valent to giving the sufferers a right to relief.

The statement on which the Commissioners mainly

rely, as the single growfid of their fear of the effect of

giving a legal claim to relief to the unemployed poor,

is made very distinctly, and in a few words, by the

Duke of Richmond, with whose opinion they " cor-

dially concur." " I think, that if it were held out

" in Scotland that a man would be as well off in a

" workhouse as in his own cottage, you would destroy

" the moral character of that many*

* This opmion is repeated by many Avitnesses, but I cannot

perceive that it is ever attempted to state facts in support of it, on

any such scale as to be a fit foundation for legislative measui-es.

Thus, the Rev. Dr Forbes of Glasgow, being asked, " Do you think

" it advisable to have an assessment for the able-bodied poor I"

answers, " Certainly not." But when questioned farther, " What

" is youi' objection to that V he has nothing more to say than,

" I should fear that a great many would have their motives to

" industry diminished," &c. ; and « J do not know that it would

" have a very good moral efect," &c.—(Pai-t i., p. 44.) Of the

large number of those witnesses who expressed a decided opinion
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The answer is simple, and, I think, decisive, because

it consists of facts, stated in opposition to opinions.

There are in England and Wales probably two millions

against legal relief to the able-bodied. I have found none who

professed to give a reason better foimded on facts, than the above.

The following extract contains the substance of the only reason

given for the opinion in question, and shews on how slender a

foundation it has usually been founded.

James Spence, Esq., Kirkwall.

" I would decidedly disapprove of providing for the able-bodied

" when out of employment by an assessment. That, in my opin-

" ion, would annihilate activity and enterprise. I think industry

" would be annihilated by relief given in a workhouse to such par-

" ties.'' On farther interrogation he says, " I have always heard

" and believe it to be the case, that the English are a most indus-

" trious people." Interrogated,—" How do you reconcile that

" to the opinion which you have given, that relief in a workhouse

" would annihilate industry V Answer,—" The expression is

" sweeping, but I intended it to apply to the persons relieved."

—

Vol. ii., p. 228. As if none of the industrious Englishmen had

ever received legal relief.

On the other hand, various witnesses who had seen much of the

habits and feelings of the working-classes in Scotland, give a de-

cided opinion, (without referring, as I think they should have

done, to the example of England or other countries in support of

it), that no such effect on their character is to be expected from a

well-regulated legal system of relief. Mr Henderson and Mr
Ferguson, employed as inspectors of the unemployed on the relief

list in Glasgow, when asked if a legal provision for the unem-

ployed would impair their provident habits or feelings of inde-

pendence, answered distinctly, " I do not think so ;"—the latter

witness adding, " I have a better opinion of the Scotch people ; I

" have known so much of the Scotch people that I would
" not say so. When the people know that the laws of their

" country have provided, in case of emergency, a certain pro-
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of labourers, every one of whom knows perfectly that

he is entitled, when unemployed, to accommodation

and comforts in a workhouse, equal, or superior to

" vision for them, 1 do not think such a provision would have a

" tendency to lower their morals. If there were any outlet hy

" which the people could give a return for relief, that would be

" the best way of treating the Scottish people, as they have ever

" been independent and industrious."—Part i., p. 434.

Mr Hart, long an elder of Greenock, and member of the Relief

Committee, although averse to assessments for the relief of the

able-bodied (for what reason does not appear), says distinctly

that he does not think such a provision would injure their.provi-

dent habits : "I have a better opinion of the Scottish character

" than to suppose it would have any such influence."

The Rev. Mr Baird, of the United Secession Church at Paisley,

—asked, " In regard to the provision which you propose for the

" able-bodied,—what would be the eflfect on their provident ha-

" bits ]" Answer,—" The effect would he advantageous. I have

'< a strong impression that the longer you are able to keep up the

" general mass of the poor,—the more nearly you can keep them

" up to a state of permanent comfort,—the less likely you are to

" be troubled with pauperism."—Vol. i. p. 686.

Mr Albx. Allan, Cabinetmaker, Edinburgh.

" Supposing relief given, as a general rule, in the workliouse to

" able-bodied persons, do you think that might have the effect of

" relieving destitution in such a way as not to impak the provi-

" dent habits of the working-classes 1" " / think it might. I think

" it would prevent worse consequences, which follow being totally

'* unprovided for : many who, when they come to the last stage of

«' poverty, degenerate into crime, would be kept from that if they

«« had the last resource of the luorkhouse ; and when circumstances

" altered, they might enter society again, without being reduced

" to that stage. It would be a last resource, but one which would

" save them from degenerating into a course^of crime, which al-

" most uniformly follows extreme destitution.'''—Y .

i., 238.
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those which he can command at home. Is it a general

fact, that the moral character of these men is de-

stroyed? I maintain that the very reverse is distinctly

proved by facts which have been laid before the Com-

missioners, and, in some instances, asserted and rea-

soned on by themselves.

I must here remind the reader, that I have always

explicitly admitted, what is now generally allowed,

that the practice of giving indiscriminate out-door re-

lief to able-bodied men, without sufficient evidence of

their destitution, and usually in aid of wages, (i.e., when

a known demand for their labour existed), was a decided

abuse which did injure the character of many indivi-

duals, and, to a certain degree, fostered a morbid in-

crease of population ; but it was an abuse which existed

only for a time,—between 1795 and 1834,—which

was not general over England,—hardly known in the

northern counties,—which has now been in a great

measure corrected; and which, therefore, is not a ne-

cessary consequence of the system of legal protection

of the able-bodied poor ;—and, accordingly, as Mr
Senior has stated, it has existed only in England and
the Canton of Berne, of all the numerous countries in

which that system is established.

" Wliicli do you think has tlie worst effect on the character of

" the working man, granting him relief on strict conditions, or let-

ting hun beg?' "I think letting him beg. He loses self-respect, and,

" when that is lost, it has a most baneful effect. If he had relief

" in a workhouse, on the strictest conditions, and was there kept
" from bad company, he would not be near^ so likely to he lowered
" in his habits as if he were engaged in begging."—Vol. i,, p. 239.
But it is idle, to accumulate opinions on this point, or even the

speculative reasons for these opinions, when we have it in our
power to appeal to Experience, on such a scale as to exclude the
fallacies attending obsciwations on individual cases.
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But let us consider the evidence whicli we have, and

all of which was placed before the Commissioners, as

to the general character and conduct (even in spite of

this admitted and now corrected abuse) of the labour-

ing poor in England, particularly as to those qualifi-

cations which, in a political view, are the most impor-

tant,—the love of independent industry and sobriety.

Attend, e. g., to the evidence of Mr Revans, Secre-

tary to the Commission of Inquiry which preceded the

Poor Law Amendment Act.

" The impression that the working-classes in England are very

" anxious to obtain the public provision, has been generated by

" the large number who, from the commencement of the century

" to the amendment of the law, received relief from the rates.

" This impression is erroneous. The working-classes did not seek

" the parish aid. It was forced upon them by their employers,

" who resorted to the scale system to avoid raising wages in pro-

«' portion to the mcreased price of corn ;
and, from that time to

" the present, a constant war has been kept up by the employers

" in many parts of England against those labourers who struggled

" against receiving pay from the poor raies."—Evils of the

" State of Ireland, &c.

To the same purpose I formerly quoted a passage

from the Quarterly Review, written, as I am informed,

by a gentleman of the highest character in political

life.

Where parochial dependence has become common among the

labourers of England, it has- been forced upon them by the perse-

" vering efforts of the administrators of the poor laws, ivho, con-

spiring with the employers of labour to lower the rate of wages,

''have prevented the labourer from obtaining employment, except

condition of his becoming a pauper. Mr Hale justly ob-
on

serves, as the result of long experience. ' a poor man mil rise

" "up e;rly,-he will sit up late,-he will eat the bread of care-

. ' fu^ness,-he will undergo the most severe privations, before
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' lie will take a single shilling, so long as he can carry liis head

' independently, and say,—I thank God I have never been a

pauper ; not one of my family ever took anything from the

parish.' We are convinced of the truth of this statement of the

" feeling generally entertained hy our peasantry towards parochial

" dependence, after no narrow experience of our own.''—Vol. 50.

p. 359.*

Again, observe the general statement of Mr Nicliolls, •

tlie Poor Law Commissioner :

—

" The inmates of our English workhouses are as well clothed,

" and generally better lodged and better fed than the agricultural

" labourer and his family; but experience warrants the fullest as-

" surance that nothing short of destitution and of absolute necessity

" will induce the able-bodied labourers to take refuge therein ; and

" that, if driven thither by their necessities, they will quit them

" again as speedily as possible, and strive (generally with in-

" creased energy and consequent success) to obtain their subsist-

" ence by their own eflforts. This has invariably been the result

" in England."—First Report on Poor Laws in Ireland, p. 23.

To the same purpose I formerly quoted the expres-

sions of Mr C. Hamilton, who had been " chairman of

" one of the largest unions in the kingdom since the
" passing of the Poor Law Amendment Act, and had
" carefully watched its operation"—in the House of
" Commons, Oct. 1. 1841 :—

" One effect had been to lower vjages. He repeated that,

" and could prove it ; and those who maintained tlie contrary
" could know very little of the working of the workliouse test,

" which caused the labourer to accept any terms rather than go
" there:'

* Such facts shew us how absurd is the insinuation contained in many Scot-
tish writings on this subject, (and obviously countenanced by the Commission-
ers), that the love of independence is a peculiarly Scottish virtue, or that there
is anything in our institutions by which it is peculiarly fostered.
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I have myself seen quite enough of the hardships

and privations to which English labourers (particularly

since the passing of the Poor Law Amendment Act)

will submit, rather than throw themselves on the j^a-

rish, to be fully convinced of the accuracy of the above

statements. Indeed, I believe that the only question

in England at present is, whether the tests of destitu-

tion, now applied in the case of the able-bodied poor

claiming relief, are not too rigid,

—

i. e., whether the

poor will not voluntarily subject themselves to hard-

ships, injurious to the country as well as to themselves,

rather than become paupers on the conditions now

prescribed.

A still stronger statement is made by the (certainly

well-informed) author of a pamphlet entitled " R,e-

" marks on the Opposition to the Poor Law Amend-
" ment Bill," which has been attributed to Mr Senior,

in regard to the working of the English Poor Law
" during nearly the whole of the last century,''' after the

passing of the acts which gave justices of the peace the

power to order relief to all descriptions of the poor
;

" but which right could not be exercised in favour of

" those who refused to enter the workhouse. There

" was a great increase of rates, and much local mis-

" management ; but no general dissatisfaction or alarm.

" Agriculture and manufactures improved, our labour-

" ers surpassed, in diligence and activity, those of any

" other part of Europe, and improved in conduct^—Re-

marks, &c., p. 6, 7.

In fact, the general character of English labourers

is such, and so well known, that when it is Stated |in

Parliament, that " their industry is proverbial,"* no

one thinks a vain boast has been uttered.

* Lord Howick's Speech, June 26. 1844.
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The Commissioners publish another important evi-

dence to the same purpose.

The Honourable R. C. Scarlett of Inverlochy, and

Abinger in England.

" The people of England are, perhaps, the most trustworthy and

" efective labourers in the world ; and, so far as I have had an

" opportunity of observing labourers in other countries, the la-

" bourers of England may be said to be better worthy of their hire

" than any others whatever. The character of the people in the

" Highlands has much less of that energy, activity, and love of in-

" dependence which are remarkable in the English."*
—

"Vol. iii.,

p. 407-9.

I quoted also, and laid before the Commissioners,

the testimony of their own colleague Mr Twisleton,

and of Mr Power, on the general character of the

working men at Stockport, who suffered so severely in

1842.

" When hx the enjoyment of prosperity, they avail themselves

" to a great extent of provident institutions, and avoid, almost al-

" together, dependence on poor rates. On the occurrence of gene-

" ral distress, we find them neither a pauperised mass, nor readily

" admitting pauperism among them, but struggling against ad-

" versity, beating far and wide for employment ; and, in many in-

" stances, leaving the country for foreign climates, rather than

" depend on any other resources than their own industry and skill.

" Those among them, who have not been able or willing to leave

" the place, have~been found enduring distress -with patience, and

" abstaining, often to the injury of health, from making applica-

* It is right to add, that Mr Scarlett gives a decided opinion, that the Eng-

lish poor law, " even in the best managed parishes, has a degrading effect on the

character of the people," and therefore, that it ought not to be introduced into

the Highlands. How he reconciles this opinion with the foregoing statement I

do not perceive ; but the opinion makes his evidence only more valuable as to

the fact, that after two centuries of continuance of that law which he thinks

injurious, the spirit of independent industry is absolutely unbroken.
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" tions for relief."—Report on the Population of Stockport, &c.,

p. 67.

Again, as to tlie supposed necessary effect of a legal

provision against destitution, to " destroy tlie moral
" character" of the working-classes, I beg farther to

quote the distinct and valuable evidence of Mr Little,

provost of Annan, given before themselves.

" In Annan, where I have long lived, I have had particular

" opportunities of observing the effects of a legal provision, and

of voluntary contributions. No better situation could be chosen

" —I am near England, and acquainted with Cumberland, where

" the evils of the English system, such as paying wages from the

" rates, hardly ever penetrated. I have also had opportunities of

" observing the Scotch counties of Benvick, Roxburgh, Dumfries,

" Kirkcudbright, and "Wigtown. In Berwickshire and Roxburgh-

" sliire, legal assessments have subsisted for a very long time in

perhaps every parish. In the western parts of Dumft-iesshire

" they have only recently been introduced, and in many parishes

" they do not exist, ^en now ; and in Galloway the parishes

" assessed are perhaps still fewer in number. Now, my eccperience

" leads me to say, and to say very decidedly, that while the lahour-

" ing classes in Cumberland are, generally speaking, in a better

<' condition than the labouring classes in any of the Scotch counties

" of which I have spoken, the labourers in the eastern border coun-

" ties (where there are assessments) are in a better condition than

" the same class in the western border counties (where tbe assess-

" ments are partial or recent).—Appendix, vol. iii., p. 588.

Of the superior condition of the English labourers,

particularly as to domestic cleanliness and comforts,

there is evidence, also, from Dr Douglas of Kelso, and

other witnesses near the border ; and I willingly leave

it to the retider to judge whether this fact, of the supe-

rior condition and comforts of the English labourer, is

compatible with the supposition that the legal protec-

5
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tion against destitution which he enjoys " destroys his

" moral character," and thereby " creates more of

" general want than it supplies."

But farther, it appears that the Commissioners them-

selves have formed a decided opinion, and no doubt on

very good grounds, that, in regard to certain important

qualities at least, the moral character and conduct of a

large portion of the working classes in England, is, on

the whole, greatly superior to that of the corresponding

classes in Scotland. They say

—

" If it be asked—^Whether, if such amendments of the present

" poor-law of Scotland as have been adverted to be adopted, they

" will of themselves restore the operative manufacturers of Scot-

" land to a healthy social condition, or place its large towns on a

" level with those of England in point of a sound sanatory state 1

" —we must answer in the negative. If we Jind that the quantity

** of ardent spirits used hy the population of Scotland, as com-

" pared with that of England, is in the ratio of almost three to

" one, and keep in mind, at the same time, the comparatively

*' small quantities of this article consumed in the rural parishes

" of Scotland, we shall be at no loss to discover that one essential

" means of promoting the benefit of the manufacturing classes, is

" to be found in their restoration to habits of temperance and so-

" briety. While the striking contrast between the Scotch and Eng-
" lish manufacturers, in this respect, continues to subsist, it may
" well be doubted," &c.

Again

—

" The Sanatory Reports of Mr Chadwick, and other concurring

" publications, present us with an equally marked contrast be-
«' tween the Scotch and English manufacturing towns in respect
" to cleanliness."—^Report, p. 55.

I do not observe in the Report so distinct a compari-
son of the lower orders in Scotland with those in Eng-

P
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land, in regard to the important quality of Industry, as

in regard to Sobriety ; but the following extracts shew

that they have formed a very unfavourable opinion of

the industry of large numbers of the Scottish people,

precisely in those districts in which the greatest dis-

tress from want of employment exists, and has resulted

chiefly from causes over which the working population

have had no control. I am persuaded that there is

very considerable exaggeration in the statements which

have been laid before the Commissioners, and in which

they have confided, as to this matter ; but the nearer

the approximation to truth in these, the stronger be-

comes the evidence of what I have always maintained,

—that the existing system of management of the poor

in Scotland, in so far as it is designed to " stimulate

" the industry of the working classes," has been (espe-

cially in the most distressed districts) singularly un-

successful, and can certainly claim no superiority over

that which is elsewhere in force. At present it is not

requisite to push the inference farther.

" According to the view whicli we have been led to take of the

" matter, the proximate cause of the distress which so often pre-

" vails in the Highlands is to be fomid in the imperfectly formed

" habits of the Highland labourer, in respect ofprovident and per-

" severing industry. Under the stimulus of unmediate reward,

«' he is capable of making very great exertions ;
but when the

" task is accomplished, and the price paid, he relapses into his

" wonted lethargy.'^

« They are deficient in the knowledge of letters ;
they are still

" more deficient in that .practical education of civil life, which con-

" sista in the mutual attrition and jostlmg of parties endeavour-

" ing to outstrip each other in the acquisitions of industry."—

Ueport, p. 49.
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Again

—

" Tter'e is one class of able-bodied paupers in the large manu-

" facturing towns whose destitution arises from their unwilling-

" ness to uiorkJ^

Mr Leadbettee, of Glasgow, says,

" In such a town as this, there are always some thousands of

" people living on their sliifts, and not willing to work. Evidence

" to the like effect was given in most of the large manufacturing

•" towns." The Commissioners add, that, for adults of this class,

" ' they fear little can be done, unless recourse can be had to

" ' compulsory measures ; that, with regard to neglected children,

" ' from whom the evil often springs, they recommend farther and

" ' more regular provision for their education from the poor funds ;

" ' but that they are convinced that educational measures on a

" ' far larger scale will be necessary before society can .he purged

" ' of its able-bodied idlers.' "—Pp. 54 and 55.*

* The difficiilties which the Commissioners have felt as to this class of the

poor, are exactly those which were expressed—and on which, as I think, a per-

fectly sound judgment was delivered—^by the government of Denmark nearly

half a century ago. " At the introduction of the new system, it was natural

" to direct attention to the possible injurious eflfects of a public arrangement,

" which made it a compulsory duty for each citizen to contribute (according to

" the judgment of authorities appointed for the purpose) all that the indigent

" members of the State seemed to require ; inasmuch as the sluggard, the spend-

" thrift, and the profligate, might thereby find opportunity to support them-

" selves at the expense of the industrious and frugal. But, on the other hand,

" we must recoUect that we do not get rid of these evils, by leaving the needy
" to depend on the charity of their fellow-citizens. On the contrary, he who
" would rather live at the cost of others, than support himself by his own in-

" dustry and economy, will often find more encouragement to this, from the

" irregular help he expects to obtain from his feUow-citizens, who do not scru-

" tinize either his necessities or his behaviour, and do not compel him to work^
" than from the help given by a public authority, which narrowly investigates

" his want, has inspection over his conduct, and keeps him under a corresponding

" discipline. It was considered as good policy, besides, that the State, merely
" from motives of public safety, should secure to each individual the possibility

" of having the first wants of nature supplied without resorting to crime."

—

Quoted in " Management of the Poor in Scotland," second edition, p. 79.

I have found this judgment, as to the proper mode of dealing with destitute
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Thus it appears, that, in the judgment of the Com-
missioners themselves, as regards temperance, cleanli-

ness, and " a healthy social condition," the English

manufacturing poor, who enjoy the legislative protec-

tion against destitution, are (as I stated in my first

pamphlet) not only not inferior, hut decidedly supe-

rior, to the corresponding classes in Scotland ; and that,

in regard to industry, also, if they have not pronounced

a decided opinion, they have at least heard strong evi-

dence in favour of the English manufacturing poor, and

have formed a strong opinion against the Scotch.

This being so, was it not clearly incumbent on the

Commissioners to point out distinctly what are the

practical evils resulting from the English Poor-law,

and affecting the character and condition of the Eng-

lish working-classes, which they are so desirous of avoid-

ing, that they wish at all hazards to maintain the prin-

ciple of the Scotch law, rather than run the risk of

encountering them ?

I must profess myself, after some reflection on the

subject, wholly unable to conceive what better evidence

can be desired than that which I have thus adduced to

prove, that the moral character and conduct of the

English working men are not injured by their enjoying a

legislative protection against destitution. We may not,

perhaps, feel justified in going so far as one who cer-

tainly knows them well, and has laboured hard in their

able-bodied idlers {i.e., oflfering them relief, always coupled either wth work or

with confinement, and then putting the laws in force against them if they per.

sist in begging rather than accept such relief), so generally recognised and

acted on in other countries, that I cannot help regarding the hesitation and diffi-

culty expressed by the Commissioners, as evidence that they have not studied

the subject as they might have done, in the great school of Experience; and

that they are, therefore, in some degree liable to the same censure which they

cast on the poor Ilighlanders-of being "behind their neighbours in the march

" of civilization."
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service, (Lord Ashley,) who asserts that the working

classes in England are " the noblest people on the face

" of the earthV'-^t how, after attending to this evi-

dence before them, and after expressing their own con-

viction as to the general character and conduct of the

lower orders in England, the Commissioners could have

come to the conclusion that a man's " moral character

" must be destroyed,'' if he is allowed a similar protec-

tion against destitution to that enjoyed in England, is

to me utterly incomprehensible.

And as I think I have already shewn that the onus

prohandi rests on those who assert, that great injury

results from extending to destitution from want of

employment, that legislative protection which all now

admit to be just and expedient in regard to other kinds

of destitution, it is not incumbent on me to do more

than 'stand on the defensive on this point, and merely

repel the argument which had been directed against it

;

I. e. merely maintain that a legislative protection is

not necessarily destructive, nor even injurious, to the

moral character of those receiving it, without asserting

that it is positively beneficial.

But I will go a step farthei', and assert, without fear

of contradiction by those who have really studied the

general feelings of the lower orders, that an efi'ectual

provisioai against destitution elevates and maintains

their character, and that nothing is so certainly ruin-

ous to the love of independence and industry as a long

period of abject destitution and despondency
; therefore,

that all the sujfferings of destitution are not only un-

availing for any useful purpose, but are positively and
permanently injurious ; and that it is the interest, as

well as the duty, of every well regulated state to con-

fine them within as narrow limits as possible.
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This, indeed, may be said to have been illustrated

sufficiently by what has been already stated, in regard
to the effect of destitution on vice and crime ; but is a
point of such importance as to merit the fullest dis-

cussion.

In opposition to the opinion oi the Duke of Richmond,
and of the Commissioners, that the moral character of

a man -is destroyed by his having a legal protection

against destitution, I place the opinion of almost all

those who have studied this subject carefully in Eng-
land,—that such imperfectly or tardily relieved desti-

tution as degrades a poor man in the eyes of his neigh-

bours, and deprives him of all his usual comforts, instead

of " stimulating his industry," breaks his sjDirit, and
either unfits him for active exertion, or excites him to

violence and crime. And afterwards I shall quote/acts,

observed by various practical men, and stated in evi-

dence before the Commissioners themselves, to shew

that this last opinion is well founded.

Mr Palmer of the Inner Temple, in an excellent and

instructive work lately published, expresses himself

thus :

—

" By relieving destitution, and preventing idleness and vagrant

" mendicity, the legal provision for the poor prevents general de-

" moralization, relaxation of energy, indolence, despair, moral

" apathy, recklessness, the loss of self respect, the evil eye to

" others, and the practice of intoxication, often used at first to sup-

" port strength, and drown care, but presently ripening into a

" habit fertile in vice and crime. It is difficult, as LordThurlow

" said, to make an empty purse stand upright, and the etymology

of the word rogue, {qui ostiatim rogat,) attests the connection of

" mendicity and crime. ' Nothing, perhaps,' writes Archbishop

" Whately, ' tends more to deteriorate the human character than

" ' the pressure of severe distress, male suada famet.^ ' Whole
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" < bodies of men,' writes Mr Senior, ' will not tamely lie down

" ' and die, and witness their wives and children perishing around

" ' them.' ' It will be long,' writes an eye-witness of the recent

" distress in Pai^ey, ' before these poor people can obtain any-

'« ' thing like an adequate income ; and it will be longer still be-

" ' fore they overcome the deteriorating moral effects of the misery

" ' and destitution to which they have been subjected.' *

" Eightly understood and admmistered, the legal provision

" should be a bond of union between the rich and the poor ;
and

" a bond for attaching the poor man to his country and its laws,

" supplying in him the want of the golden links of property and

" station, wliich strengthen the patriotism of the rich and noble,

" If its abuse has sometimes produced the indolent masterful pau-

" per, its use has also contributed to the independent and indomi-

" table spirit of Englishmen."—Principles of the Legal Provision

for the Relief of the Poor, p. 43-46.

This principle I hold to be as fully illustrated as

could possibly be desired, by statements which were

laid before the Commission, and which were made by

men in the habit of frequent personal communication,

on a large scale, with people in that lamentable state.

Who, that has often witnessed such scenes, will deny

the truth of the representation given by Dr Stoker of

the degradation of character of the poor population of

Dublin, produced simply by want of demand for their

industry, while no legal protection against destitution

was extended to them ? " Many years continuance of

" misery have nearly extinguished all that hope and
" buoyancy of spirits, for which the poor people of this

" city were remarkable in their better days. These
" have been succeeded by indifference to their situation,

" —to the approach of disease, and even of death, sur-

" prising and unaccountable to a casual observer, and

• Letter from Paisley, dated 11th February 1843.
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" the more to be lamented, as it leads many of them
" to neglect the means of preservation." *

The description, by Messrs Fullerton and Baird, of

the broken spirits of the most destitute of the High-
landers, is exactly similar. " A long course of poverty,

" with scanty fare and inadequate clothing, have greatly

" deteriorated this remarkably fine race of people."

—

Report on the Highlands^ p. 45.

That the object which the Commissioners seem to

have so much at heart, of " stimulating the industry of

" the poor," should be much better accomplished under

the operation of an effective provision against destitu-

tion, than where they are " thrown on their own re-

" sources," on the failure of employment, is easily

understood by those who have observed, that all the

greatest efforts of human industry, in all ranks of

society, are made under the exciting and animating

influence of Hope^ not under the depressing and slavish

feeling of Fear. I formerly quoted the just and pro-

found observation of the late DrM'Gill—that " the great

" error in many speculations on this subject is the no-

" tion that the onlymotive that stimulates the labouring

" orders to activity, is the fear of want. On the con-

" trary, the love of distinction, the hope of reward, the

" fear of shame, the sense of duty, the welfare of friends,

" and neighbours, and relations, are daily stimulating

" men of the lowest condition (just as decidedly as those

" of the higher ranks) to active exertions."

But whatever be the general explanation, the/aci of

injury to character, by imperfectly relieved destitution,

both as to the adults themselves, and still more as to

* Quotations in Observation on the Management of the Poor

in Scotland.—2d Edition, p. 4.
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their children, is fully ascertained on such a scale as to

be a fit ground for legislation.

When we consider that beggary, in one form or

another, and very often in children, is in fact the chief

resource of most of those who are destitute from want

of employment in Scotland, we shall perceive the im-

portance of the following evidence :

—

Mr Bkebnee, Governor of the Glasgow Jail.

« Do your prisoners like workingV " Yes. One punishment

«
is to take work from them. Iwould except beggars ; this seems

«' to have no effect on boys or girls brought up as beggars
;
work

" seems to frighten them more than any thing else."—Vol. i.,

p. 466.

The following quotations express the impression made

on practical men by the sight of sufferings from this

cause, on a large scale, in exact conformity with these

statements.

The Rev. R. Douglas of Kibarchan, says,

" The effect of tliis distress on the character of the people has

" been unfavourable. It has broken down their independent spirit.

" In a great number of cases it has made them lose heart."—Vol.

iii., p. 410.

Mr R. Baebour, Kirk-Treasurer, Lochwinnoch.

" I think the distress had a bad effect on the character of the

" operatives. When they foimd themselves unable to maintain

" themselves by their own labour, they became exasperated, and

" inclined to go to any excess. They were disheartened, by being

" obliged to spend their hard earned savings."—Vol. iii., p. 41 8i

Mr P. Ferguson, one of the Inspectors of the

Unemployed in Glasgow, says,

" I don't see why a man out of employment, without fault
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of his own, should not be provided for, with his wife and his

children. When he is out of employment for any length of time

it demoralizes him ; it lowers him."

" How does the present system tend to demoralize the able-

bodied poor ?"

" Because, when a man has nothing but the horror of starva-

tion before him, when he sees his children starving, and has

nothing to do, he is prepared to do anything. When he has

nothing to live upon—is reduced to extremity

—

I know it sinks

a man, it breaks doivn his constitution and his mind ; it lowers his

self-command and self-respect, and a man in such cuxumstances

is prepared to do many acts, from which he otherwise would

shruak."—Vol. i., p. 436.

Tlie Rev. Archibald Baird, of the United

Secession at Paisley, says,

" I have of late seen much of the evil which arises from

' allowing people to fall into circumstances, when they look, as

' it were, starvation, extreme misery, in the face, having no legal

' right of any kind to fall back upon,—I have seen it fre-

' quently unmanning the minds of those people—driving them to

' courses of conduct which in other circumstances they would

' never have thought of pursuing—^familiarising their minds with

' thoughts and feelings that must be very detrimental to their

' moral and religious character, and to their usefulness as

' citizens."

" Is it consistent with your observation, that a considerable

" proportion of the population are deteriorated in character V
" There is a considerable proportion who would not now make

" all the sacrifices wMch they were accustomed to make before

" receiving eleemosynary aid.* The principle of independence has

" received a very severe blow.^'—Vol. i., p. 634.

• The expressions here are ambiguous ; but the context clearly shews Mr

Baird's meaning to have been, that on another occasion these persons would

apply for charity before submitting to many sacrifices.
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To the same purpose Bailie Murray of Paisley, says,

" The stagnations of trade for the last ten or twenty years have

" acted prejudicially on the character of the people, by lowering the

" scale of comfort. They are obliged to pawn their clothes, and

« as they lose comfort in then- persons and dwellings, they lose

" self-respect. I think the young people getting up have not had

« the same education, either intellectually or morally, that their

" fathers had, from the parents getting careless themselves, and

" from their settmg them early to work."—Vol. i., p. 615.

As this degradation and injury of character, resulting

naturally from imperfectly relieved destitution, is the

essential point of the argument which I urge against the

judgment of the Commissioners, I make no apology for

multiplying quotations, which are the record of exten-

sive experience upon it.

The Rev. Dr. Gordon, Edinburgh.

" Is it the practice of the poor to support their aged parents V

'

" Wherever you find persons who have not lost a sense of self-

" respect, you will always find them entertaining great respect

" for their parents, and a disposition to aid them as far as they

" possibly can. But I am sorry to say that that feeling is con-

" siderably broken down from destitution.^'—Vol. i., p. 48.

Mr A. Jack, Manager of the Charity Workhouse, and

Member of the Destitute Sick Society, Edinburgh.

" The poor are deteriorating in character, as well as in circum-
" stances. There is gross neglect of the moral well-being of their

" children, as well as of their external comfort. One cause
" strongly impressed on my mind is the great influx of Irish.

" The vast number of them that settle here has prodigiously
" lowered the price of all labour; and thus families of the same
" grade, who used to be comfortable, are in reduced circumstances.
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" and the poverty endured hy that has an effect on the moral
" character."—Vol. i.

Mr R. MiLLEE, one of the Managers of the

Charity Workhouse.

" We had a degree of prosperity before 1826, and the priva-

" tions of the poor, excepting from intemperance, were not ex-

" treme ; hut since that time the condition of the poor has been

always going from bad to worse."

" And their moral character, is that improved or deteriorated?"

" You find the two very clearly connected; when the one goes

" down, the other also goes down."—Vol. i., p. 34.

Mr. J. Smith, Governor of the Edinburgh Prison.

" I have frequently thought, that to prevent the tmemployed

" poor getting worse

—

getting down in society—losing heart, as it

" were—it would be desirable to give them relief occasionally."

—Do., p. 69.

Rev. T. Guthrie, Edinburgh.

" Many a man turns to drinking when he is stricken with po-

" verty. He drinks, as the Scripture says, ' to forget his poverty

" * and remember his misery no more.' "—^Do., p. 92.

Rev. J. Hunter, Edinburgh.

" An individual who has been honest and industrious is out of

" employment for some weeks, and is obliged to dispose of his

" Sunday's coat, and his wife of her gown. They come in this

" way to neglect religious ordinances and disregard the Sabbath.

" Drunkenness follows, and this shews the great importance of

" placing in the hands of the kirk-session, or of some body of

" that kind, money to prevent such persons from becoming regular

" paupers."*—Vol. i., p. 57.

* Or rather, regular beggars, the law preventing their becoirting paupers, in

the strict sense of the word, in Scotland.
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Mr C. R. Bated, Secretary to tlie Glasgow

Relief Committee.

" My experience -with tlie working classes has been very inti-

" mate. I conceive that the poor would he on a more indepen-

" dent footing, and would not be so much debased, if it were de-

" Glared that they had a right to the relief which they get, instead

" of going to ask it as a charity. They struggle on to the last

" before they do this. They pawn everything in their houses,

" and suffer the greatest privations, before they come before the

" Committee."

" Would not a law to this effect tend to make the poor less

" provident in their habits V " With some it would have that

" effect; but the present system tends to drive them to desperation

" and intemperance, and to other evils greater than would result

" from having such a law. While intemperance is frequently the

" cause of poverty, I am convinced that poverty is often the cause

*' of intemperance
;
they act and re-act on each other. The want

" of a legal claim for relief drives those people likewise to crowd

" together in large masses in lodging-houses, and there they are

" peculiarly subject to disease, and this accoimts for the fearful

" epidemics which have ravaged Glasgow for many years. When
" parties are timeously assisted, they get over their difficiJties,

" and come again to support themselves. Children as well as

" parents, under the present system, become the most abject paupers."

—Vol. i., p. 393.

Mr. P. Blair, Writer, Irvine.

" The distress had a certain deteriorating effect upon those who
" were previously provident, and in better circumstances, as they
" were for a time thrown into the same class with individuals
" previously below them."—Vol. i.

The Rev. Dr Willis, lately Member of the

Associate Synod, Glasgow.

" I have been deeply impressed with the shocking misery, and
" I may say the deaths, that have come under my observation
" under the present system m Scotland. I am deeply impressed
" with the misery, as detrimental to the moral interests of the poor.
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" I find, in my experience, that the working of religious institu-
" tions is impeded by the debasement of the circumstances of the
" people."—Vol. i., p. 381.

Bishop MuEDOCH, of the Roman Catholic Church,

Glasgow.

" Do you not find extreme destitution a great impediment to

" moral and religious influences V " Yes, I do. Those xvho are
" in that state I cannot make anything of. I cannot get them to go
" to church, or attend to their religious duties."—^Vol. i., p. 399.

The Rev. Dr Burns, Paisley.

"If things are to remain as they are, you must pay the able-

" bodied men from the assessment, because they cannot live as

" decent men ought to do. Had they no pawns to redeem, no

" rent to pay, no children to educate, no delicate wives to provide

" for, they might live ; but with these, and any periodical depres-

" sion, they are incapable of living as working classes ought to live,

" and did live, in my remembrance. More than halfthe friendly

" societies in Paisley (36) may be said to be dissolved, or in a state

" of bankruptcy, in consequence of so many of their number being

" unable to pay up their dues."—Vol. i., p. 565.

Dr HuTCHESON, Physician to the Lunatic Asylum,

Glasgow.

" It may be said that when wages are low, and occupation diffi-

cult to be got, men will have less money to spend, and will

*' drink less. A px'etty extensive observation ofthe difierent grades

" of the working classes, for upwards of fifteen years, has con-

" vinced me that this opinion is erroneous ; for I have generally

" found want and intemperance to go hand in hand. When a man

" falls below a certain point in physical comfort, he becomes reck-

" less, and sensual enjoyment proves his only pleasure. These

" habits of enjoyment are often found in seasons of distress, which

«' the individual, in more favourable circumstances, finds it diffi-

" cult to lay aside. Temperance and total abstinence societies,

—

" mechanics institutes,—and large singing assemblies, wiU attract

" the attention of the more comfortable artizan, and be beneficial
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" to him ; but hut when the wants of nature are insufficiently sup-

" plied for a length of time, and squalid poverty and misery are

" the lot of the individual, the offer of moral and intellectual enjoy

-

" ment is looked on as sheer mockery, and will be rejected with

" contempt, if not with loathing. Even the moi-e powerful influ-

" ence of Christianity is paralised, and withers in the presence of

" starving wretchedness. I look on it as a vain effort to attempt

" any moral or religious improvement, unless, at the same time,

" the wants of the body be supplied."—Vol. i., p. 482.

Hugh Barclay, Esq., Sheriff-Substitute, Perth.

*' I find that intemperance is the effect as well as cause of po-

" verty. I am quite satisfied on that ; and I do not say it from

*' mere charitable feelings, but from conviction, /orcecZ upon me by

" experience, that individuals are driven to take refuge from their

" anxieties in intemperance. I am satisfied that a great deal of

" intemperance in women is brought on by the ill usage of hus-

" bands."—Vol. iii., p. 252.

J. MuiR, Esq., one of the Magistrates of Newton in

Ayr.

" The spirit of the times is such, that persons now come to ap-

" ply for relief as a right, who, twenty-five years ago, would never
" have thought of applying. The pressure of the times has changed
" the spirit of the people." Inten-ogated.—" Can you explain

" how the pressure of the times has produced this change " An-
swer.—" The people are much poorer and worse o/'than they were
" twenty-five years ago. This applies both to labourers and
" operatives. When men suffer privations to a greater extent,. they
" are more liable to lose the spirit of independence:' Vol i

p. 702.

Rev. D. Strong, First Minister of Kilmarnock.

" Children of the working orders are but poorly educated
; they

" are kept a very short time at school, and very early put to 4ork ;
" and that is owing to the working population often coming down
" to the lowest level

; and in addition to this, when wages are
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" low, they cannot keep their children at school at all. Has
" sometimes gone round and asked questions at children at the
" Sunday school, as to whether they had attended school dui-ing

" the week, and the proportion who had not was surprisingly

" great ; the physical condition of the poor is intimately connected

" with their moral condition. Depressions of trade and low wages
" operate mostpowerfully against their moral condition. Has seen

" instances of adults, who, when reduced in circumstances, lost

" first their church-going habits, and next not a little of then- de-

" cent moral character. Perhaps the first circumstance that in-

" duced them to keep away from church was, that they could not

" appear there in such decent clothes as they had been accustomed

" to : and then they lost taste for what they had not the means of

" enjoying."—Vol. i., p. 709.

Rev. D. Aethue, Parochial Missionary, Kilmarnock.

" The poor here, since he come to Kilmarnock, have been morally

" sinking. Attributes this deterioration partly to the present

" depressed state of trade
;
they have been obliged to sell their

" clothes, and have thus been prevented from attending church,

" in consequence of which they have fallen into evil practices."

—

Vol. i., p. 716.

Rev. Mr M'Indoe, Minister of the Reformed

Presbyterian Church of Kilmarnock.

There is one point connected with pauperism, which is parti-

" cularly distressing, in this town, the circumstance that hundreds

" offamilies are unable to give education to then- children ;
and

" that hundreds of children are growing up without the simplest

" elements of instruction. The parents are too poor to pay the

" school fees ; hundreds of industrious and sober parents, ovnng

« to the depression of business, want of employment, and lo^raess

" of wages, are unable to pay these small fees ; so that, although

a good education has a tendency to check pauperism, poverty has

" also a tendency to prevent the diffusion of education ; means for

« the physical and moral improvement of the people should go

«' hand in hand."—Vol. i., p. 712.
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James Adam, Esq., Editor of the Aberdeen Herald.

" I have had opportunities of seeing the poor, particularly the

" unemployed, when making complaints, and that has led me often

" to tliink of the condition of the unemployed during temporary

" distress. It would be most advantageous if some means were

" contrived for permanent relief to them at such times, in the shape

" of work. In consequence of temporary want, they fall into des-

" titution, and lose their spirit and good character. I met a poor

" man this summer going along the water side crying ; he had

" evidently been taking drink. He said he had been a workman
" at one of the factories ; that he had been eight or nine months

" out of work ; he had been obliged to sell some articles of furni-

" ture, and at last a good room's furniture had been poinded for

" rent. I went along Avith him to see that his statement was cor-

" rect, and found that he had had at one time a room furnished

" at what would have cost L.30. All was packed up to be taken

" away, and he was hopeless of getting any thing to relieve him-
" self. He appeared to be a decent man, and if he had had any-

" thing like constant employment, at reduced wages, he would
" have been prevented from falling, as he will fall, into the lowest

" class of destitute characters."—Vol. ii,, p. 615.

Mr T. M'Kenzte, Teacher, Inverness, and Secretary

to the (abandoned) Ladies' District Visiting Society.

" I would ascribe the neglect of education chiefly to inability

" to procure work ; and I think they fall into such low spirits as

"frequently to be indifferent whether their children are educated or
" not. They cannot clothe four or five of them. The children
" often cannot be got to attend school."—Vol. ii., p. 483.

Mr Robert M'Lachlan, City Missionary, Dundee.

" They have been obliged to keep many of then- cliildren from
" school, when otherwise they would have been at it. My mind
" has been impressed with the fact, that many little children are
" kept in the house, literally from want of clothes to go out with,

Q
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" —partly the children of paupers, partly of others, owing to the
" lowness of Avages."

Rev. J. Baird, City Missionary, Dundee.

" There is great destitution, and gross ignorance, among the

" rising generation of those that are poor—^both native and
" strangers."—Vol. iii., p. 168-9.

I shall conclude these extracts with some questions

put to Mr R. Steele at Greenock, and his simple and
straightforward answers to them. I think the three

last must strike every reader as embodying, in a very

few words, the general result of observation and reflec-

tion on the respective provinces, (not the comparative

merits, which is an idle subject of discussion, where it

is obvious that both are required), of moral and physical

remedies for the numerous evils included under the

term Destitution.

Mr R. Steele, Shipbuilder, Greenock.

" There is an immense numher of idle persons connected with

" shipbuilding, thrown adrift in consequence of the insolvency of

" some establishments here. The work people employed by them

" have been, in a great measure, idle during the whole winter. They

" supported themselves by disposing of their clothes and furniture,

*' and many were left in a total state of destitution by selling and

" pawning."

" Is it usual to give relief on accoimt of want of employmentV
" They do not give to any who are out of employment."

" Do the rich give much (private) charity to the poor in this

" town 1"

" Some are very well disposed—others not."

" Do you think it desu-able to change the law with respect to

" able-bodied persons 1" " When a man is unable to get work he

" ought to have relief from the public. Some means should be

" devised, by which men in their circumstances should receive re-

" lief from the public."
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" On what conditions ?" " On shewing that he is in want, and

" without means of employment.''^

" In giving relief to able-bodied persons, would it not be essen-

" tial tliat the conditions annexed to the relief should be such, as

" that the state of a man receiving it should be less desirable than

" that of an independent labourer V " Surely."

" Supposing a system of relief devised, with such conditions, do

" you think it would prevent a person receiving it from emigrat-

" ing, or seeking employment elsewhere ]"

" I think, if at a low figure, it would not."

" If an adequate provision were made for moral and religious

" education, would that tend to check pauperism V " You would

" require to lift them first out of the degradation in which they are

" sunk physically, before you could do much in the moral way."

" By what means V " Feeding and clothing. When people are

" in a state ofstarvation, it is of little use to talk of educating them.''''

" Would you have faith in raising their allowances, as a means

" of elevating their character, without education ?" " Certainly

" not. They ought to go together.''^—Vol. i., p. 530-2.

I think I am fully justified by these statements in

maintaining, not only that the refusal of legislative relief

to the able-bodied unemployed poor, is not justified by

any injury to their character, usually resulting from that

relief; but that a very serious and lasting injury to their

character, and to that of their children, results from that

abject destitution, which the tardy and inadequate

voluntary relief necessarily implies ;—therefore, that

the allegation of injury to character, which the Com-
missioners assign as their reason for deciding against

the legislative relief for that description of the poor, is

not only erroneous, but the very reverse of the truth.

I can conceive the Commissioners to have ex|)ressed

themselves to the following purpose :—We regret very
much to have seen so much evidence of misery and
disease, connected with destitution from wantof employ-
ment of late years ; and should have rejoiced ifwe could
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have felt justified in recommending that a similar pro-
tection against destitution, to that which is enjoyed by
others of the inhabitants of Britain, should be extended
to these sufferers ; but we have seen so much evidence
of the good effect of withholding such protection, on the

industry, sobriety, and religious and moral character of

of the people, and find them so superior in those respects

to the working classes in those parts of the country

where such protection exists ; we find the distress in

Scotland to have been so regularly met, and the degra-

dation of the habits of the people naturally consequent

on it, to have been so eflFectually prevented, by the

voluntary contributions of the higher ranks ; and we
find the prudent and provident habits of the people who
have suffered from this kind of distress to have been so

distinctly promoted,—thatwe are compelled to conclude,

that any alteration of the present system would be dan-

gerous. This statement of facts I should have thought

contrary to evidence ; but the premises and conclusion

would have been adapted to each other. But the state-

ment of the Commissioners, in regard to the character

of the people, in those parts of the country where the

distress has for a long time past been the greatest, is as

nearly as possible the reverse of this. They declaim

against the indolence, the intemperance, and imj^rovi-

dence of the poor in those districts ;
nay, they contrast

the character and conduct of the poor in those districts of

Scotland with their more healthy social condition in the

most distressed parts of England, they take no notice of

the copious evidence which I have quoted, to prove that

the destitution, and the vices and crimes of the people,

are not merely associated, but very generally connected,

as cause and effect ; but they infer, that the system

under which the moral character, as well as physical

condition and comforts of the poor, have been thus
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rapidly deteriorating, must, at all hazards, be maintain-

ed, /or the sake of the character of the poor themselves.

Surely in these admissions they have done euough^ to

shew, that in regard to those very effects for which

they profess to recommend it, the Scottish system has

been " weighed in the balance and found anting."

If it be true, as I maintain, that the ultimate recom-

mendations of the Commissioners, on this part of the

subject, are quite at variance with much of the evidence

which came before them, and which must have im-

pressed them at the time it was delivered, we may ex-

pect to find that some of the incidental observations,

contained in their Report, will be very inconsistent with

their ultimate conclusions ; and I find this to be the

case in a degree which, as it seems to me, ought to de-

stroy the confidence of any careful reader in their judg-

ment, and in their practical recommendations. Thus, I

have stated the obvious inconsistency of their general

argument, that a legal provision for the unemployed

poor must destroy the moral character of the working-

classes in Scotland, with their admission, that, in point

of sobriety, comfort, and a " healthy social condition,"

the English working-classes, in the manufacturing

towns, who have the benefit of such a provision, are

much superior to the Scotch
;
—and again, the obvious

inconsistency of their general condemnation of any pro-

posal to alter the law on account of the prevalence of

fever, in the large towns of Scotland, with their distinct

admission, that " destitution and unhealthy atmosphere
" greatly increase the susceptibility of contagion," and
their " cordial concurrence in the recommendation of
" legislative meas^ires to remove those predisposing
" causes."
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The following are equally striking examples of incon-
sistency :

—

1. Tlie argument of the Commissioners, that a legal

provision for the unemployed poor must be injurious, -

because it will be known and reckoned upon, and im-
'

pair the provident habits of the working-classes, is
'

manifestly inconsistent with their admission, that a
legal provision for the aged poor is advisable (Report,

p. 53). They must be aware, that such provision for

this kind of " general indigence" is condemned by Dr
Chalmers and others, on the very same ground on which

they condemn the provision for the unemployed. Nay,
it has been reasonably argued, that there is a better

ground for granting relief, from a legal fund, to destitu-

tion from want of work (of course, properly tested and

ascertained) than from age, because every man knows

that he must be disabled by age, and ought to make pro-

vision against it ; but no manufacturer knows whether

he may be thrown out of employment by fluctuations in

trade, or by new inventions, any more than whether

he may be disabled by disease.

I think, indeed, that Dr Chalmers's principle,

that any proclaimed relief will be reckoned on, and,

by causing relaxation of the ]3rovident habits of the

people, will cause more general indigence than it

relieves, goes farther than he is willing to go himself,

—

that it tells against legal relief in case of sickness

(which may be, and to a certain degree is, provided

against by savings), as well as against such relief in case

of age. But it seems to me quite clear that the Commis-

sioners, adopting this principle, in regard to indigence

from want of work, are bound, in consistency, to apply

it to indigence from age ; or rather, that being satis-
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fied, as they are, and as ample experience shews they

ought to be, that the principle is not truly applicable

in the latter case, they ought to have abandoned it m
the former also.

2. The Commissioners say in one place, in reference

to such urgent and distressing cases of misery from

want of employment, as they admit to be of frequent

occurrence in Scotland, that a man " who has exerted

" himself to the full development of habits of industry

" and economy, should misfortune deprive him of the

" expected recompense, must be allowed to have a title

" equally just to the sympathy and beneficence of his

" fellow-men. Not only should his necessities be sup-

" plied—not only should the relief of such necessities

" be afforded without prejudice to his feeling of inde-

" pendence, but full scope should be given also to the

" exercise of charity in ministering to his comforts, f

" To such consideration he is entitled by his merits, and -

" it is THE BUSINESS OF A RIGHTLY CONSTITUTED POOR- .

" LAW to ijrovide for him accordingly'''' (Report, p. 54) ; ,

and as they afterwards allow (what was certainly fully

proved before them), that " the distress lately expe-

" rienced exposed many respectable persons to severe

" privations," this plainly implies that a rightly con-

stituted poor-law would have provided for the comforts

as well as the necessities of many such in Scotland.

They add to this, that " when the destitution of an
" able-bodied man is the result of improvidence or other

" reckless habits, it ought ever to be kept in mind that
" there is a fault to be corrected as well as a want to

" be supplied. An enlightened humanity will aim at
" relieving the necessity^ without effacing the remem-
" brance of the fault. In such a case, as far as relief

" is concerned, the bare relief of the actual want is all
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that, in the first instance, can he held to he ad-
" visahle." With this statement of the objects of a
legal provision for such cases I fully concur,—only
regretting the vagueness of some of the expressions.
In particular, the phrase, " bare relief of actual want,"
is vague, and will be held by some to apply to the re-

lief ofvarious privations—fuel and clothing, for example,
as well as food—while others will consider food and
shelter to be the bare relief of actual want.

Again, by what standard are we to judge whether a
man has " exerted himself to the full development of
" habits of industry and economy ?" Almost every in-

dividual case of the kind will be found to lie in the

intermediate ground between the two cases above de-

scribed ;—there will be evidence of industry and eco-

nomy in a certain degree—and, on the other hand,

evidence of occasional acts of improvidence, or reckless

habits. " There is not a human being (as was well

" observed to the Commissioners by the Rev, Mr
" Hunter), I dare say, who has not been less provident

" than he should have been and, I apprehend all

that can be done, in order to carry into effect the prin-

ciple above stated, is to direct that relief to necessities

shall be granted in ail cases, and leave a discretionary

power with the administrators of the relief, to couple

it with as much of the means oi comfort on the one

hand, or with such restrictions and safeguards against

abuse on the other, as a proper system of inquiry and

inspection may suggest ; and this is precisely what is

done in England, by regular inspections and examina-

tions by the guardians of the poor and their officers, and

the application of the labour-test, or the workhouse-

test, as the circumstances of individual cases or districts

may require.
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But then, the Commissioners say, that " with re-

" ference to thoir provisions for the able-bodied, the

' " English and Scotch systems of poor-laws are essen-

" tially different," and truly incompatible ; and the

, essential points of difference which they wish to perpe-

tuate in the Scotch law are simply these : that there is

no right to claim relief on the part of the sufferer, and

no power to assess, for the means of giving relief, on the

part of the administrators of the law.

But if the law gives no power to provide the funds,

and no power to enforce their application, is it not an

absurdity to say, that any relief granted to such cases

is given by the law ? All that the Commissioners pro-

pose, as to raising funds for this purpose, is, that a

part of the population (viz., those who adhere to the

Established Church) may, if they please, deposit offer-

ings at the church doors

—

a part of which the kirk-

sessions may, if they please, apply to the able-bodied

poor. And for extraordinary occasions of distress,

their only resource is a voluntary contribution, which

the higher ranks may raise if they please, and when
they please. But all this is exactly what is now done

;

and in all this, it appears to me that the law is abso-

lutely passive and inoperative ; and yet it has been
expressly avowed that it is " the business of a rightly

''constituted poor-law to provide for''"' such cases;—
" supplying actual want" in all cases—and " minis-
" tering to comforts" besides, in cases of good cha-
racter.

There being this manifest inconsistency in their

views, we cannot be surprised at finding them assert

first, that the plan of relieving the unemployed poor,

on occasions of emergency, by voluntary contributions

(with which, as I apprehend, the law has no concern),
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" has answered the object contemplated, in a manner
" not unsatisfactory'''' (p. 58) ;—and secondly, almost

immediately after, that " the effect of continuing to

" provide for unemployed operatives by means of sub-

" scription is anything but satisfactory.''''—P, 60.

3. Again, I beg it may be observed that the principle

which I have stated as the main reason for giving a

legal right of relief to the able-bodied poor, when ren-

dered destitute by want of employment, is distinctly

recognised by the Commissioners themselves in the fol-

lowing remarkable passage :
—

" The evidence of all

" who have had practical experience in the manage-
" ment of the poor demonstrates very strongly the advan-

" tages tuhich arise from affording assistance to persons

" luho have been reduced by any temj^orary calamity, so

as to save them from sinldng in the luorld, and loiuer-

" ing their position in society.^' " Small sums," they add,

" privately given by the minister or elders, whether as

" charity or loan, will often help to rouse the dormant

" energies, and sustain the drooping spirit ; and by such

" well-timed assistance, a man may be enabled to get

" over his difficulties, and resume his station in the

" world without the consciousness of having been de-

" graded to the state of a pauper."—Report, p. 37.

And, in illustration of this, they refer, inter alia, to the

evidence of the Rev. W. Dunbar of Westerkirk, which

is to the following purpose :— " He considers that a

" great practical advantage is gained by the session

having funds at their disposal, " to give temporary

" relief to individuals in distress, many of whom are

" thereby prevented from coming on the regular poor

" roll." " He has known several instances, where such

" interference on the part of the session has prevented

" industrious persons from falling into poverty. Last
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" year, an able-bodied man, with one child, was re-

" lieved to the extent of L.l, on account of temporary

" want, brought on by the failure of a person in whose

" hands he had lodged money. In the previous year,

" no able-bodied man was relieved either on account

" of sickness or %uant of employment. Some ought to

" have been so relieved, and, if they had been, there

" would not have been so many of those persons now

" on the roll."—Vol. iii., p. 638.

Let us reflect a little on the import of these state-

ments, which are just similar to one formerly quoted

from Eyemouth, and to other evidence collected in

those few parts of Scotland where a part of the paro-

chial funds have been for a long time past similarly

applied. If there be " a great practical advantage"

from such assistance given to able-bodied men, when

visited by calamities, and threatened with destitution,

it must be right and beneficial to the country to secure

that advantage in as large a number of cases of such

calamity as possible.

Now, it is precisely with this view that, in England,

and in all other countries where the right to relief,

merely from destitution, is recognised, the legal re-

lief is offered to a poor man who has been reduced, by

failure of employment or other accidental calamity.

He is either set to work, or taken into a workhouse,

and maintained there in comfort, sobriety, and de-

cency, and his children instructed there, till better

times come round ; and then he returns to his employ-

ment, without having been reduced to the necessity of

pawning his clothes, begging, or sending his children

to beg. He is " saved from sinking in the world, and
" losing his position in society." We should expect

that the Commissioners would approve of this system,
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as doing, on a larger scale, precisely what tliey have
seen the " great practical advantage" of doing, on a

small scale ; such well-timed assistance, as they state,

" rousing the dormant energies, sustaining the droop-
" ing spirit, and enabling a man to get over his diffi-

" culties, and resume his position in the world."—P. 37.

But the Commissioners say, on the contrary, that if

a man knows he is entitled to protection and comfort

in a workhouse, his moral character must be thereby

destroyed; and so convinced are they of this, that /or

this reason, and this only, in face of the facts which

they put on record, as to the distresses, the degradation,

and mortality of the unemployed poor in Scotland, they

" strongly advise that, on this point, the poor-law of

" Scotland shall remain unchanged."

Here the question immediately presents itself, what

is the " difference between that kind of assistance to

persons reduced by temporary calamity, which theCom-

missioners recommend, as fitted to " sustain their droop-

" ing spirits," and " rouse their dormant energies," and

thereby " produce great practical advantage," and that

" which must destroy their moral character ?"

The only peculiarities (so far as I can see) of that

kind of assistance which the Commissioners recom-

mend in the passage in question, (p. 37 of the Rej^ort,)

as distinct from that which they so strongly condemn,

are two : Jirst, That it is " bestowed by ministers and

elders ;" and secondly, that it is bestowed " privately."

Thus they say, it enables a man to get over his diffi-

culties " without being degraded to the state of a

" pauper."—Now, let us consider these points.

As to the Jirst, I trust there can be no difference of

opinion ; because I have always said that I see no ob-

jection whatever to the relief given in all such cases
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being given by ministers and elders, provided only

that it is given regularly, (wliicb the Commissioners

from their sense of its advantages, must wish it to be).

It is only in the case where the relief in question

cannot be given by ministers and elders, that I should

wish to see it given by any one else. As there are

many Dissenters, Catholics, and adherents of the Free

Church, to whom it is equally given and equally useful,

as to the members of the Established Church, there

must be an enlarged constituency in most parts of

the country for dispensing this as well as other relief;

but to this it appears distinctly from the Report, that

the Commissioners make no objection.

It remains, therefore, that the circumstance of this

relief being given privately, is the main recommenda-

tion in the eyes of the Commissioners ; which makes all

the difference between that relief which is to be a great

public advantage, and that which is to be destructive

to the moral character of the recipient.

But can they really suppose that assistance thus

given by ministers and elders, to sustain the drooping

spirits of men in difficulties, and help them over their

difficulties, can be given privately ? Do they imagine,

that the relief given in this way in the parishes of

Westerkirk or of Eyemouth was not thoroughly known

and fully canvassed bythe inhabitants of those parishes

;

or that it will not be reckoned upon by others in the

same parishes, who may hereafter fall into similar mis-

fortunes? I have not the smallest doubt that it is just

as well known there, as the aid given by the voluntary

contributions to the Destitute Sick Society here, which

is given privately, but known and reckoned on with ot

least as much confidence as the legal relief given in

any part of Scotland, or as the voluntary subscriptions
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for giving work to the unemployed at Edinburgh or

Glasgow. In fact, the Benefit which is conferred on

individuals and on society by such assistance, is one

which cannot be both given and concealed. The suflPer-

ing poor, on occasion of such misfortunes, must either

have timely aid or not have it. If they have it not,

you forego the great practical advantage, of preventing

them from sinking in the world, which the Commis-

sioners think demonstrated. If they have it (from

whatever source derived), you incur the risk, that it

will be reckoned on by others in a similar predica-

ment, and may injure their provident habits. You
must make your choice between giving such relief as

a principle, or withholding it. The only sure way of

making the choice is by appealing to Experience ; and

the great practical advantage alluded to by the Commis-

sioners is just an example, on a small scale, of the same

principle, which is illustrated by many other facts, on a

much larger scale, collectedby themselves—"the compa-

" ratively healthy social condition of the working classes

" in the English towns,"—the " wonted lethargy " of

the Highlanders—the number of " able-bodied idlers"

in Glasgow (just in those districts where there has been

most of the calamity from want of employment, and

the least protection against it), all of which experimen-

tally demonstrate, that the advantage of regular relief

is great and permanent^ and the risk, under prudent

management, comparatively trifling.

That a certain risk exists of abuse of this, as of all

other charities, no one doubts ; but it attends equally

the voluntary as the legal relief—equally the relief of

the aged and infirm poor, who may be, and are, in part

supported by their relations, as that of the able-bodied

poor, who may be, and are, in part supported by their
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savings. It attaches itself to any form in which chanty

can be bestowed, and experience has sufficiently shewn

how it is to be obviated; viz. by regulating the relief

given everywhere, not by refusing it, in cases of real

destitution, anywhere.

Again, when the Commissioners speak of avoiding

the " degradation of being made paupers," I reply,

first, that a man who partakes of the occasional relief

of the kirk-session is equally a pauper as a labourer

in England, who receives out-door relief during a term

of depression, and is struck off the list when trade im-

proves. Secondly, I ask, is there no degradation in

begging ? or what alternative is there, in the case of the

great mass of unemployed operatives, as the evidence

already quoted demonstrates, but Pauperism, or one

form or other of Mendicity ? Is it not mere mockery,

or a striking proof how much " verba vim suam super

" intellectum retorqueant,^'' to talk of refusing a man

relief, lest you make him a pauper, when by that refusal

you make him a beggar ?

When it is clearly understood that hundreds of

thousands of those Englishmen,—whose industry is pro-

verbial, whose love of independence is described by Mr
Twisleton, by Mr Scarlett, and others, in quotations

already made, and whose sobriety and " healthy social

" condition" are attested by the whole Commissioners

themselves,—are paupers, and the children of paupers,

I cannot help thinking that the idea of any peculiar

degradation, necessarily attached to the word pauper,

must appear as a mere fallacy.

It is clearly for the public interest, that the relief

given to this, as to other kinds of destitution, should be

discriminating^ that it should be founded on careful

inspection of those receiving it, be proportioned to their
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necessities, and regulated by their characters, and that

it should be such as to give no impediment, but every

encouragement, to the recovery of employment and of

independence. When these conditions are fulfilled, ex-

perience shews, that in comparison with the only alter-

native usually existing, viz. mendicity, its general effect

is beneficial, not injurious, to the character, and parti-

cularly to the love of independent industry, of those re-

ceiving it. But when it is made voluntary^ and therefore

dependent on the pleasure or caprice, " partial know-
" ledge, or narrow views," of those affording it, a new

element is introduced, which I maintain to be altogether

opposed to the public interest ; because we know hy

experience^ and by none more decidedly than the expe-

rience of Scotland, that the general result is, to make

the relief given irregular,—sometimes excessive, much

oftener defective, almost always tardy,—to make it

involve degradation of the habits of the poor,—and to

lay it as a burden on a certain portion of the rich,

while justice and policy demand, just as clearly in re-

gard to this as to all other public burdens, useful to the

several interests of the state, that it should press as

equitably as possible on all members of the community

who are capable of bearing it.

The following quotations illustrate sufficiently what

I have stated, as to the impossibility of following out

the recommendation of the Commissioners, of sustain-

ing the drooping spirits of the poor, by assistance given

them under such calamity as the loss of employment,

without incurring the risk, such as it is, of reliance

being placed on this resource ; and they shew, at the

same time, that one at least of the Commissioners (cer-

tainly the most experienced in such inquiries) is quite

of my opinion on this point.



Rev. J. Hunter.

" At Swinton, I often gave relief to individuals, and did not

" keep a record of the names of the persons receiving it
;
because

" the cii-cumstance of then- names being put on the parish record

" would have been hurtful to their feelings, and probably might

" have deteriorated their characters."

" Suppose there was a fund of any sort in the hands of the

'< kirk-session for that purpose, do you conceive, from the charac-

" ter of the Scotch people, that operatives luould know of its exist-

" ence ?" " Yes ; they would in all probability know of its exist-

" ence. Stm, I am of opinion it would be very advantageous.''^

" In order to prevent any abuse of that kind, would not the con-

" ditions under which it was given, be of more importance than

" any attempt at secrecy of its existence V " Yes ; I fear that

" secrecy as to the existence ofsuch a fund is a thing unattainable."

—Vol. i., p. 58.

Mr Peter Anderson, Inverness.

" I cannot perceive the smallest difference between a public fund

" of any kind for the relief of the poor, and a legal fund ; if any,

" the advantage is in favour of a legal fund. The attraction con-

'
' sists in the existence of a fund ; not of a legal more than a vo-

" luntary fund."—Vol. ii., p. 459.

J. Ker, Esq., Elder in St Andrew's Parish, Greenock.

" Speaking of large towns generally, must it be expected that

" such stagnations of trade as you have had lately must from time
" to time occur V " I should think so."

" Thus, during such stagnations, it would be out of the ques-

" tion to leave the people to starve
;
they must'be provided for in

" some way or other ]" " I should think so."

" Then, can you not calculate with certainty, that, in such cir-

«' cumstances, there would be a relief fund raised from some source
" or other for the maintenance of these persons V " Certainly,

" when their necessities are quite obvious."

" You could calculate on such relief being given with cer-

E
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" tainty V " Yes ; calculate from what has been done. A pub-
" lie meetmg is held—a statement is made, shewing the necessity

" of an extra provision, and that hitherto has never been with-

" held."

" And in such circumstances would be done again V " Yes."

" Then, if you could calculate on such a course being adopted,

" why should not the operatives make the same calculation P^' " It

" is probable they would do so."

" Does not the manner in which the (voluntary) relief funds are

" administered depend, to a considerable extent, on accidental cir-

" cumstances, such as the views of the leading authorities at the

*' time V " No doubt ; but they call in the aid of persons who
" are engaged in the ordinary supply of the poor."

" Which would you think would tend to pauperize a commu-
" nity most—a fund to be administered for a year, and ill admi-

" nistered ; or a fund constantly in operation, and well adminis-

" tered, with proper safeguards \" " I have a difficultyin answering

*' that ; because all charity, public and private, however adminis-

" tered, is liable to be abused."—Vol. i., p. 507.

Another very respectable witness makes a more can-

did answer wlien questioned, in like manner, as to the

grounds of his belief of the superiority of the Scottish

system of management, in the case of the able-bodied

poor.

Dr Henderson of Aberdeen.

" Do you approve of the Scotch law, that able-bodied men are

«' not entitled to relief?" " Yes."

« The motive for industry is, that, if they do not work and save,

" they are to starveV " Yes."

" Do you consider that as a moral motive ?"

" A moral motive, when family is connected with it."

« You would condemn the English system, as a mechanical sys-

" tem, of aifording relief to able-bodied persons in a workhouse to

" preserve them from starving ; while you would approve of the

«' Scotch, as a moral system, of giving no relief at all in cases of

extreme destitution \"
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" I look on it as more a speculative than a practical question.

•* I do not know tliat there were ever instances of greater destitu-

" tion than we have now. As long as the independent spirit of

' " the people was kept up, they found maintenance for themselves *

' " But I am nearly gravelled with that question, because it shews

' " that you have been thinking more of the subject than I have been:'

—Vol. ii., p. 656.

The truth is, that (generally speaking) the practical

difference, as regards the poor themselves, between a

regulated legal provision, and a variable and capricious

voluntary assistance against destitution is this, that the

one barely preserves existence^ the other secures some

degree of comfort—the one degrades^ and the other main-

tains, the habits of the working-classes. And if we lay

aside all moral and religious considerations, and confine

ourselves strictly to the political view of the subject,

the important practical warning is simply this, that

wherever we have degradation of habits, we incur an

imminent danger of an excessive and morbid popula-

tion.

Reserving this point, however, for the present, let

us consider what practical measures the Commission-

ers have to propose, to improve the provision for the

frequently recurring and urgent distresses of the un-

employed poor which have been illustrated. Theyspeak
of the " keenness with which this question has been of

" late years agitated by men of speculative minds, and
" of the conflicting conclusions to which such parties

" have come concerning it and we might, therefore,

hope that they have something practical and definite

to propose, as the result of their extensive observations

* A moment's consideration is enough to shew, that another element enters

here into the question, viz., the proportion of the supply of labour to the de-
mand, which is beyond the control of the people.
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and inquiries, liable to no such imputation, of speculative

and doubtful character • but so far is this from being
the case, that the disquisition which follows, (Report,

p. 45, et seg.,) beginning with the assertion already-

considered, that the Scriptural maxim, " If a man luill

" not work, neither should he eat," is the true principle

on which relief to the unemployed able-bodied must be
based,—seems to me peculiarly speculative, and inca-

pable of precise application. They lay down, for ex-

ample, with great formality, the following principle, in

which I must confess that there seems to me to be

more profusion of words than precision of thought, " If

" we would devise measures of amelioration which may
" be justly expected to prove effectual, we must keep
" steadily in view the whole man, and rely chiefly for

" the accomplishment of this benevolent object on such

" measures as may call forth in him the intellectual, mo-
" ral, religious, and therefore, under God, self-depeud-

" ent man,—bringing into harmonious co-operationwith

" themselves the indestructible sympathies of our com-
" mon nature." The only commentary that Iwould make

on this, is to repeat the shrewd and just observation of

Mr Steele of Greenock. " You would require to lift them
" first out of the degradation in which they are sunk

" physically, before you could do much in the moral

" way." No one doubts that religious and moral instruc-

tion are the main agents for the improvement of the hu-

man race ; but, in the case of persons in a state of desti-

tution from this or other causes, human charity is an es-

sential preliminary, and we do not do justice to any mea-

sures for those purposes, and cannot expect them to be

really useful, unless we avail ourselves of that auxiliary.

Again, the Commissioners lay stress on the old

argument, that a poor-rate for the able-bodied is ne-
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cessarily a tax on industry ; and that " the comforts

" of the producer, in whatever -way the tax on his

" labour may be levied, must be narrowed" by it. It

might be sufficient to ask, in reply. How comes it that

the comforts of the working-classes in the north of

England, where this tax is levied, are so much greater

(according to the evidence taken by the Commissioners

themselves) than those of the corresponding classes in ^

Scotland ? But we may reply, farther, that a poor-law '

is essentially a tax on capital, and that it is mendicity,
]

(the alternative for the poor-law), as the evidence

already quoted demonstrates, which is the heaviest tax

on industry. It is true, that a tax on the capital, and

on the luxuries of the rich, carried too far, may become

a tax on industry, by diminishing the fund by which

the industry of the country is maintained • but whether

it is to do injury in that way, will depend on the manner
in which the provisions for this purpose affect the

population of the country ; to which subject I shall ad-

vert presently.

There is likewise, in this part of the Report, a long

commentary on the English plan of relief for the able-

bodied, on which it is enough to say that it begins with
an assumption strangely inaccurate in point of fact, viz.,

" that by the system now in use, relief is afforded to
" the able-bodied only through the medium of a work-
" house."—P. 46.

The following extracts, from examinations by Mr
Twisleton, might have instructed them as to the real
nature of the relief given in the manufacturing dis-
tricts in England.

Provost Henderson, Paisley.

you aware what is the practice in England, in manufac-
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" turing districts
; is it your impression that relief is only given

" in workhouses to such persons ?" " No ; but they make it a test,

" when they suspect imposition"—Vol. i., p. 591.

The Rev. Mr Baird, Paisley.

Are you aware, that in depression of trade in England, it is

" never attempted to give relief in the workhouse %" " I was not
" aware."—Vol. i., 685.

Again

—

Mr T. Holmes, Paisley.

" Would it he preferable that, in times of distress, the majo-
" rity of the unemployed should receive relief in return for work,

" and a certain number should be tested by the workhouse %"

" Clearly."

" The case might be dealt with, in times of depression, by the

" labour test for the gi-eater number, and the workhouse for the

" improvident and dissipated 1" " Yes ; this would be a much
" better way."—Vol. i., p. 20.

This is the simple and effectual mode of providing

which Mr Twisleton recommends in the following sen-

tences of his Reasons of Dissent. " The managers of the

" poor should have a discretionary power, with consent

" of a Board of Supervision, to assess the inhabitants for

" the purpose of setting to work destitute and unem-
" ployed persons, without requiring them to enter

" such poor-house. The aid of a poor-house, with

" wards for able-bodied persons, materially facilitates

" the operations of those who, in periods of depression

" of trade, undertake the duty of giving out-door relief

" to a certain number of that class."—(Report, p. 77.)

This, it will be observed, is merely regulating, and

rendering uniform in the manufacturing towns, sup-

porting by means of assessment, and at the same time
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regulating, by help of a workhouse, the plan for relief

of*' the able-bodied, which has been partially acted

on by voluntary subscriptions in Glasgow, and more

or less in other towns in Scotland, and which is de-

scribed in the following evidence.

Mr J. Scott, Manufacturer in Glasgow (11th April

1843,) Chairman of Committee for Unemployed

Poor.

" How many are now receiving relief from the Committee V
« 600 males, and 213 females."

" Whence do the funds proceed?" " From private suhscrip-.

" tion."

" What class are unemployed at present V " A class diiferent

" from last year or 1837- Then the greatest number of unem-

" ployed males were weavers. At present I do not think we have

" more than 20 or 30 weavers on the roll. They are chiefly la-

tourers, engineers, and mechanics of all kinds."

" Do you ascribe the number of tmemployed to intemperance

" or improvidence V " One third of the poverty is at all times

" ascribed to early improvidence."

<' How have they been employed V " In 1842 they were em-

" ployed in digging, lowering a hill, and they broke metal for the

" roads. At present, stone-breaking is unprofitable."

*' Is a permanent system of that kind necessary V " I cannot

" see an opening for them at present. If work could be had for

" them, it would not take a gi-eat deal to keep them.'

'

" How much do they earn in a day T' " We try that their

" earnings (paid by the yard) shall not exceed Is. per day, that

" they may be looking out at all times for work for themselves."

" Do you consider that workmen look to you rather than to

*' their ovm. exertions ?" " No
;
they are anxious to get clear of

" me. They have heavy work, and a low rate of payment."
" Do you find many changes among them ]" " Every week a

" number are leaving, having found work for themselves, and
" about the same proportion coming in. I expected before this,
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" that nicany of them would have found employment in field

" lahour."

" Do you find them grateful V " Yes. They are just as con-

" tent and as easily dealt with as any class of men can be. A
" great deal depends on the way in which they are treated hy the

*' managers. I was particular in selecting a proper person for

" managing those employed in the digging."

" Do you make a distinction between single men and men with

" families ?" " We make no distinction."

" Are you of opinion that they would be glad to get constant

" employment from you, rather than occasional employment from

" others ?" " They are more willing and anxious to get it from

" other hands."

" Even though inconstant and variable ?" " They have a

" strong desire to procure other work. The roll is not called till

" seven in the morning, to give them time to look out for other

" work, and they attend very regularly at the cross with this

" view."

" If their employment is inconstant and variable in other quar-

" ters, do they come and work with you the days they are unem-

" ployed V " No."

«' Do they take out a fresh schedule V " Yes."

" The relief committee was dormant for a time \" " It was

" left very much to the Lord Provost and Captain Miller. It has

• *' become almost a local system in Glasgow now^—Vol i., p. 377.

The arrangements here described seem to me to be

quite in conformity with sound principles, so far as

these have been ascertained bj experience, as to the

relief of this description of the poor ;—the only defects

being, that the system is worked at the expense of a

part of the community only ;—that, from that cause no

doubt, it operates only partially, and particularly, does

not prevent vagrancy as much as it ought ;—and that

there are not sufficient means of discrimination accord-

ing to the conduct of individuals ; all which defects Mr

Twisleton'a suggestions would supply.
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Now, if we compare with this system, improved and

legalised as Mr Twisleton recommends, the practical

proposals of the majority of the Commissioners for

meeting the important and lamentable case of the de-

pression of trade in large towns, I cannot help saymg

that the one is a means of fairly meeting the evil, the

other a hint for evading, and striving to forget it.

As a part, and indeed almost the only practical part,

of their plans for " developing the resources" of la-

bourers out of work, they propose that such men should

be advised and encouraged, " parthj, perhaps, by small

" pecuniary donations, and partly by friendly commu-
" nications relative to their capabilities or views, to go

" in quest of employment for themselves " (all which

may be done, and is done, under the operation of a poor-

law for the relief of the unemployed, at least as effec-

tually as on the voluntary system) ; but then, while

with this slender and partial assistance as an outfit, all

the unemployed poor, with their wives and families, on

occasions of public distress, are to be dispersed over the

country, " stringent means should be adopted for sup-

" pressing vagrancy and especially the old recom-

mendation, of " getting the public to refuse serving

" beggars" is anxiously enforced.

Then, when the unemployed poor (shewn by evi-

dence before them to be already the most numerous,

most distressed, and most troublesome of the vagrants)

are thus to be diffused over the country, and whenever
they appear as vagrants, " stringent measures" are to

be taken to suppress them, and all people strongly dis-

suaded from helping them, the Commissioners add, as

a peculiar recommendation of this scheme, that we shall

secure " the full sympathies of the poor on the side of
" their benefactors."
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I have already stated, and given evidence, that one
of the great evils which result from the failure of em-
ployment, on occasion of embarrassments in trade and
manufactures, is the number of men who wander over

the country in quest of work, often deserting their

wives and families, and, instead of getting employ-
ment, take fever, and spread it wherever they go.

Of these evils, we have seen that the evidence before

the Commissioners gives many examples ; and I leave

it to any one, who has had practical experience of their

extent, to judge how far this proposal of the Commis-
sioners is likely to be beneficial to the poor.

The authorities of Dundee seem to have acted very

much on the recommendation of the Commissioners
;

they have encouraged the dispersion of the workmen
from thence, and " sometimes, perhaps, with S7nall 'pecn-

" niary donations" (viz., 6d. to each), have helped them

across the ferry into Fife. But what was the result ?

That we have the Provost of Kirkaldy making grievous

complaints of the number of operatives " starved out of

" Dundee," and inundating Fife, and calling for a ge-

neral fund to relieve operatives in their circumstances,

and keep them at home. (See his Evidence, and that

of Mr Carnaby at Forfar, supra, p. 188.)

In saying that the plan proposed by Mr Twisleton is

the only one which can really and effectually meet the

evil in large towns, I do not mean to deny that occa-

sions will occur in the manufacturing districts, in which

the burden thus imposed may be greater than any one

district should, in wisdom or justice, be called on to

bear. This may be, in a great measure, met by mak-

ing the assessment for such purposes extend, as several

witnesses recommend, and as the voluntary contribu-

tions in such cases do, to the surrounding districts,
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which profit so much from the industry of the manu-

facturers. Thus Mr Baird states, that, " in the county

" of Renfrew, there were ample means of meeting the

« whole distress at Paisley." But farther, we know,

that on those occasions of unusual distress in the ma-

nufacturing districts, voluntary assistance from other

parts of the country may very generally be reckoned

on. If the public are assured that such aid will be

expended on a uniform and tried system ;—that by so

relieving the poor,we do not contribute to their increase

;

—and that the district most immediately concerned in

any such case has already assessed itself fully,—such

aid may be confidently reckoned on, and a permanent

central fund for such purposes, as in other countries,

may even be expected. (See my Observations on the

Epidemic Fever, p. 43.)

It must be added, however, the Commissioners have

another plan, to which they confidently ascribe a much
greater and more lasting efi"ect, and which they describe

in terms of enthusiastic, if not extravagant, expecta-

tion. They say that " it should be the object of an
" enlightened Government to provide that the working-
" classes be supplied both with an educational and in-

" dustrial training, such as, by enabling them to vary
" the application of their labour according to circum-
" stances, may elevate them to a higher level, &c. ; and
" if sufficient means be provided for the varied applica-
" tion and expansion of the industrious powers of the
" operative manufacturer,we confidently anticipate that
" the time is not distant, when questions as to modes of
" relief will have less interest for him, and when he will
'

' seek, except in sickness, no otherground ofreliance than
" the energy or the cunning of his own right hand."
(P. 61.) In short, all destined for manufacturing in-
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dustry are to be taught different trades ; and then they
tmst, that when the demand for one kind of skilled la-
bour is deficient, that for another kind will always take
its place.

On this suggestion, I need hardly say, that it can
avail but little for the relief of the present generation

;

and even if it were carried fully into effect for the
benefit of the next, it is quite obvious that its efficacy,

as that of all other expedients for the prevention of this

kind of distress, will depend on various contingencies,

—on the progress of inventions,—on the judgment and
foresight with which investments of capital are made,
—and, above all, on the progress of population in the

mean time, and therefore on the amount of the supply
of labour, as proportioned to the demand. We have

here, therefore, only another illustration of the impor-

tance of that fundamental question, in all discussions

regarding the poor—Under what system of relief does

population, as proportioned to the demand for labour,

make the most ra.pid progress ? This question admits

of solution only by experience. I have always main-

tained that experience is quite decisive in regard to it,

and think I can shew that the evidence taken by the

Commissioners is in exact conformity with that which

I have formerly adduced.

The Commissioners, indeed, have avoided this ques-

tion altogether ; and I cannot help thinking that this

omission is in itself sufficient to make the whole of their

practical suggestions unsatisfactory to any intelligent

reader ; for it surely requires very little penetration or

previous instruction to perceive that the question, as

to the most fitting mode of relief for the poor, resolves

itself, as was long ago pointed out by Malthus, into the

question—Under what system will the greate.^t amount
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of population, requiring assistance in future, be engen-

^Qi-ed ?—and cannot be determined until we can satisfy

ourselves bow tbe population of a country is affected

by the mode of management of its poor. Tbe 023po-

nents of tbe legal relief were very anxious to bring tbe

matter to tbis issue formerly, wben it was generally

supposed, in accordance witb tbe opinion wbicb Mal-

tbus at first announced (but afterwards very candidly

acknowledged to be doubtful), that the decision, on this

ground, was against such relief. But since it has ap-

peared, on further examination of the subject, that tbe

facts lie the other way, and that the principle of legal

relief is supported by the ascertained facts as to the

population of the countries where it is established,

they have generally avoided the question altogether,

or represented it as of too speculative a nature to be

introduced into this discussion. Dr Chalmers laid it

down as a principle, at the meeting of the Association

at Glasgow, that where poor people did not appear in

decent clothing at church, and send their children de-

cently dressed to school, it was always owing to want
of inclination ; and that, if they were duly impressed
with the importance of attaining these objects, " they
" would always find ways and means of doing so

on which I took the liberty of observing, that it only
shewed that he had not contemplated the case, unhap-
pily so frequent in Scotland, where the population, at
least for a given time, and in a given district, is dis-

tinctly redundant j no demand whatever exists, for a
length of time, for the labour of a large portion of the
people

; and they are therefore compelled, not only to
part with their property, but to throw themselves on
one form or other of charity, for subsistence. This
state of things seems to me to be more than sufficiently
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demonstrated by many of the quotations already made,
from the evidence taken by the Commissioners ; but

nevertheless, they express themselves in this discussion,

in regard to the " diversified expansion of the indus-
" trious capabilities of the operative classes," just as

Dr Chalmers had done, as if the demand for labour, of

one kind or another, were a given quantity; and the only

question were, how the labourer is to be qualified, and
how his industry is to be stimulated, so as to bring him
fairly in contact with the work to be done.

For example, referring to the evidence of Messrs

Wright, Allan, and Slater, in Edinburgh, relative to

the Caledonian Youths' Society and other associations,

among the skilled workmen in Edinburgh,—because a

certain number of young men, joining these associations,

and improving themselves by emulation and reading,

have gradually raised themselves in the world,—they

Beem to think, that by dint of education they can secure

similar good fortune for all, who may betake themselves

to any department of operative industry. " The results,"

they say, " aflFord incontrovertible proof, that, with a

" proper education and industrial training, the indepen-

" dence of the labourer (using the term, let it be ob-

" served, in the abstract) luould be adequately secured.''^

—Report, p. 61.

That this sentence should occur, in a Report on the

evidence which has been published by the Commis-

sioners, does seem to me very singular. Do they

really suppose that this description of the poor are to

" cease out of the land ?" Have they forgotten, or has

their experience of the world not confirmed to them, the

maxim of Scripture, " that the race is not always to

" the swift, nor the battle to the strong ; but that time

" and chance happen unto all ?" Have they duly re-

1
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fleeted on the facts which came before them, as to the

general and simultaneous depression of the whole indus-

try of the principal towns, and of many of the smaller

towns in Scotland, in 1841 and 1842 ? Do they really

suppose that any demand existed in Scotland at that

time for the labour of those numerous and miserably

distressed men and women, whose condition was de-

scribed to them by Mr Johnstone, or Dr Clark, or Mr
Hunter in Edinburgh, by Dr Baird at Paisley, Mr Baird

or Captain Miller at Glasgow, Mr Steele at Greenock,

Bailie Forbes at Aberdeen, Mr Anderson at Dundee,

and many others ? Have they reflected on the facts

stated to them in the following evidence ? or do they

suppose that, by any " expansion of the industrious

" capabilities of the operatives^" they can prevent the

frequent recurrence of such cases as these ?

Mr John Gray, Manager of West Church Charity

Workhouse.

" I know many of the woi-king classes (I was a manufacturer

. " for twenty-five years), for whom I feel very much

—

t}iat are as
' " virtuous in principle as I am, and deserving to be cared for. It

" is for want of work that they are not able to do. I know a
" great many who are as desii-ous to do what is right, and as will-

" ing to work for their bread as I was, and who wrought for it up
" to the time they could find no more employment ; and they tried

" to find employment in the most likely places that occurred to
" them, and have been defeated ; and I think in my own mind,
" what could I do if I were so placed,—if I could get no relief by
" my own exertions,—in that case I would be as helpless as the
" aged, who are unable to work, I could come to no other deci-
" sion than this, that they ought, for the time being, to be sup-
" ported."—Vol. i., p. 45.

To me it appears perfectly obvious, that the demand
for many kinds of labour in this country must be ex-
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pected to continue very fluctuating ; that there is always

a natural tendency of the supply to exceed the demand

;

and that the question of Poor-Laws can never be satis-

factorily considered otherwise than in connection with

the question, how the poj^ulation of a country is af-

fected by any system adopted for the relief of the poor.

On this point, Dr Chalmers still says, that the Eng-
lish Poor Law " induces a general recklessness, which

" extends over the whole habit, and manifests itself

" especially in reference to marriage ;" but. then, " that

" although there is this stimulant, there is also a high

" standard of enjoyment among the people, and the

" effect is to check the excessive growth of population."

—(Vol. i., p. 275.) But how this high standard of enjoy-

ment, restraining the population, came to be established

among a people to whom an " artificial stimulus to

" population,"—viz. a poor-law, had been applied, so as

to induce " a general recklessness, extending over the

" luhole habit, and manifesting itself especially in refer-

" ence to marriage,'''' he does not explain ; but contents

himself with saying that it is a complicated subject how

to " secure a right habit at the time of marriage," and

so leaves it.

His evidence, however, goes distinctly this length,

that a full, and even profuse, expenditure under the

Poor-Law in England, is quite compatible, on a large

scale,with a high standard of enjoyment, checking early

marriages and excessive population; while, on the

other hand, the absence of any legal relief is equally

compatible, on an equally large scale, with " a total

" want of a proper, dignified, and high standard of en-

« joyment, sufficiently accounting for the high popula-

" tion of Ireland."—(lb" P- 273.) And this is enough

to shew that there can be no objection to a poor-law, on
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the score of fostering an excessive population. I go

only one step farther, maintaining that a well managed

poor-law not only attends, but constitutes a restramt

on excessive population, and this in two distinct ways

;

first, it maintains many persons, and, above all, many

destitute children, in habits of comfort, and enables

them to acquire artificial wants (as is distinctly seen

by comparing the pauper children in England with the

beggar children in Scotland and Ireland), and so directly

and obviously keeps up the " standard of enjoyment,"

which Dr Chalmers himself regards as the most power-

ful preventive check. Secondly, that it makes it the

obvious interest of landholders and proprietors to dis-

courage early marriages, and prevent the settlement

of people on their property, who cannot shew evidence

of probable employment and comfortable subsistence.

Accordingly, I stated it to be a general fact,—not con-

fined to a comparison of England and Ireland (although

that alone I hold to be decisive), that population makes

most rapid progress among a neglected and unpro-

tected population, and in the poorest portion of that

•population, and is most efi'ectually restrained where

an eff'ective protection against extreme destitution

exists ; and of these truths there are many illustrations

in the evidence before us.

The Commissioners state, indeed, that " improvident
" marriages at an early age are not common in Scot>-

" land," and that the increase of the population in

Scotland, from 1831 to 1841, was less than in Eng-
land, as 10-7 to 14-5. But as to this last point, it is

obvious, as I have repeatedly observed, that it is not
the absolute number of the people, but their number
relatively to the demand for labour^ which determines
their comfort or destitution ; so that a population may

s
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be ruinously redundant, though decreasing in amount.

For example, we know that the population in the

counties of Argyll and Sutherland was less, (chiefly

by reason of emigration), by more than 3 per cent, in

1841 than in 1831, and that, in the former county, it

was even less in 1841 than in 1821 ;
yet there are no

counties in Scotland in which more painful examples

of redundant population and extreme destitution exist.

Although I think the Commissioners are rash in

the assertion, that, excepting in the Highlands and

Islands, the supply of labour in Scotland seldom ex-

ceeds the demand (e. g. the supply of female labour),

yet I hope and believe that they are correct in asserting

that early and improvident marriages, in the great

majority of the population of Scotland (as might be

expected from their intellectual character and educa-

tion), are not common. But there is abundant evi-

dence, that among those portions of the population

where employment, or adequate remuneration for em-

ployment, is obtained with most difficulty, and there-

fore destitution most common, early marriages are a

prolific source of evil, and are distinctly traced by

various practical observers simply to the want of

habits of comfort. The following is the general result

of Dr Watt's inquiries on this point :

—

Mr Alexander Watt, Glasgow.

" I drew tip a paper for the Britisli Association, whicli I

« understand is printed, in which I have shewn that the mar-

" riages are as the poverty—that there is the gi-eatest amount of

" marriages where there is the greatest amount of destitution;

" for instance, look to Dundee. It is difficult to ascertam the

" exact amount of poor m any place ; but there is one criterion,

" viz. the burials at the public expense. In Dundee there are

« about 11 per cent, of the whole burials at the public expense;
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" and marriages are, in that town, as 1 to 111. In Perth, where

" there are comparatively few poor, the burials at the public ex-

" pense are 4 per cent, and the marriages are 1 in 140, I thmk."

—Vol. i., p. 365.

Such observations, however, extend to too great a

number of persons, and may be affected by too many

causes, to be relied on in ilhistration of the point now

under consideration, unless supported by others on a

smaller scale ; but of such there is no deficiency. I

stated formerly, on the authority of Mr Baird in Glas-

gow, that early marriages are more common among

the hand-loom weavers in Glasgow, i. e. the worst em-

ployed and most frequently destitute of the working-

classes, than among any others. The very same observa-

tion is made at Forfar, where, as is stated by Thomas

Carnaby, Esq., " the chief part of the population con-

" sists of hand-loom weavers, whose employment has

" been slack of late, but not more so than for the last 6
" or 8 years, the power-looms encroaching on them, and
" forcing them to work at less wages." This witness

further states, that " the causes of pauperism in this

" part of the country are apparent—redundant popula-

" tion, want of employment, and low wages
;
and, in

" the town of Forfar, eav'ly and improvident marriages.''''

—Vol. iii., p. 83.

But the most striking examples of these early mar-
riages among the most destitute of the population, are

in the Highlands and Islands, as appears from the fol-

lowing extracts, which likewise shew that one cause,

here as in Ireland, which perpetuates this evil, is the

fear of aged persons, that they will fall into distress

unless they can get their sons married early and kept
with them • and again, that by a little care on the part
of the proprietors, for which I am persuaded that a good
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poor-law Avoulcl be the best security, the evil would be

gradually corrected.

Rev. J. M'Rae, Minister of Knockbain.

" Eai'ly marriages are in general more frequent than formerly,

" I hardly know how to account for this, except that the popula-

" tion in a given space is greater than formerly. But there is

" one thing I observed also La the island of Lewis, which may
" account for it

—

people there married earlier than here, and they

" are poorer than here; and I think the increasing poverty may
" lead to early marriages. It may be difficult to account for how
" poverty operates on the mind in producing early marriages

;

" but I have distinctly observed the fact, that early marriages are

" most frequent in the poorer districts."—Vol. ii., p. 9.

Rev. N. M'Lean, Minister of Tiree and Coll.

" They have a great inclination to contract early marriages in

" Tiree, and marry without much consideration, to which he attri-

" butes a great part of the over-abundant population."—Vol. ii.,

" p. 131.—(Ex. infra, p. 279.)

Thomas Hutton, Esq., Kirkwall.

" The people here are in the habit of contracting early mar-

" riages. For example, the men marry when about 22 years of

" age, and the women at 17 or 18. I attribute these early mar-

" riages to thoughtlessness. I do not think that a fisherman,

" who has a wife that performs certain offices for hun, is better

" off" than a fisherman who is unmarried."—Vol. ii., p. 233.

Mr Faequhae Kennedy, Poolewe (Ross-shire).

" I consider that pauperism has been much increased among

" us, and that a large proportion of the working classes have been

" greatly deteriorated, by the contraction of early marriages. It

" is quite a common thing for parties to marry at a very early

" period of life, before they have made any provision for a family,

" and to build a cottage for themselves on a lot of land rented by

" the parents of one or other of the parties. In the parliamentary

" parish of Pool Ewe alone, the popuLition of which is from 2000
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to 3000, I remember that, in 1839, the number of marriages

m one month, the month of March, amounted to 45. It is

generally at that season of the year that the labouring classes

marry. There might be some of these marriages, contracted

by parties livuig without the district of Gaii'loch, assigned to

the parliamentary parish, as the minister of the original parish

was then indisposed ; but I know that, besides the 45 of which

I have spoken, there were other parties married during the

same season, by the minister of Gairloch liimself. I am not

able to assign any particular reason for these early marriages,

except th.Q recklessness and improvidence of the parties."—Vol. ii.,

. 427.

Rev. J. FiNLAYSON, Cross, Presbytery of Uist.

" You state in your return, that early marriage is one of the

causes of poverty in the parish ?—Yes ; the males generally

marry between 22 and 24 years of age, sometimes younger.

When the parents become old, they insist on their sons marry-

ing, to help to maintain them."—Vol. i., p. 761.

Rev. R. FiNLAYSON, Lochs.

" The parents are afraid to give their children too good an

education, in case they leave them."—Vol. i., p. 763.

Rev. Adam Rittie, Evie and Rendall,

Presbytery of Kirkwall.

" Are early marriages frequent with you ?" " Yes, too frequent.

They marry frequently when they have no home to go to, and
live for a considerable time in the house with the wife's rela-

tions. That is a very common thing."

" Do you ascribe that to the low standard of living that pre-

vails among them V " I should tliink so."—Vol. i., p. 766.

The Rev. Charles Gordon, Minister in Assynt.

" During tlie first 10 years of my hicumbency, marriages—and
a large portion of these early marriages—were very frequent.
Latterly, tliere has been about one-third less. The Duke of
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Sutherland's agent has done what he could to discourage im-

" provident and early marriages. I attribute their previous early

" marriages to their having a very low standard of comfort."

—

Vol, ii., p. 292.

Rev. F. M'Rae, Nortli Uist.

There has been a great deal of emigration for many years

"back, assisted by Lord M'Donald; notwithstanding we have

" only 200 less of a population than before the last census."

" Are there any cases of great destitution in your parish,

" which are not supplied by private charity and the public funds

" together V " Not at present that I am aware of. Years ago

" there were.

" Marriages are not so early, generally speaking, as they were

" when I entered the parish."

" Are early marriages more prevalent among the poor or the

"better-conditioned classes'?" " I should say more general

" among the poorer."

" Is the standard of living very low?" " Yes, but better than

" in the neighbouring parishes."—Vol. 1., p. 758.

It is true that several other witnesses state that

early marriages in those districts have become less

frequent than formerly; but the broad and undeni-

' able fact is this, that in those Highland districts, where

^ the poor-law is a dead letter, the population, although

not now increasing, has advanced to, and remains close

on, the verge of starvation ; it is difficult to understand

how so many human lives can be maintained as ac-

tually exist there, and it is but too obvious that the

extension of the population is restrained by the posi-

tive check of misery, and not by the preventive check

of moral restraint.

It is stated in the account of the pauperism of

Berne, that there are examples of families of paupers

living for successive generations en parasite;'' on the
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labouring population ; and this has' been regarded,

with justice, as a clear indication of an ill-regulated

and injurious poor-law; but the following extracts

shew, that where no poor-law is enforced, a neglected

population, running to redundancy, may be burdened

with a greater proportion of such parasites than is to

be found in Berne.

Donald Lindsay, Esq., Accountant, Edinburgh.

" In Tiree the destitution was very great, during tlie time I

" was in the management, and in Mvll also ; but more particu-

" larly in Tiree." " Does it occiu- to you how that state of des-

" titution might be relieved V " The only permanent relief, as it

" appears to me, would be by removing the surplus population.

" The island does not afford the means of maintaining the exist-

" ing population.

" The surface of the island of Tii-ee extends, in all, to about

" 11,000 acres, but of that number there arc not more than from

" tln:ee to four thousand acres of arable land. The inhabitants

" of this narrow territory consist of about 600 families, compris-

" ing not fewer than 5000 souls. The island, with the exception

" of two or three farms of larger size, has, for a long course of

" years, been parcelled out into small crofts or holdings, varying

" from about two to thi-ee acres. Upon these small possessions,

" which are cultivated with great industry, there are, in favour-

" able seasons, raised tolerable crops of barley and potatoes. In

" this way, a certain proportion of the inhabitants have, in

" ordinary seasons, the means of subsistence ; but there are not

" fewer than 400 families, comprising, in all, about 3000 souls,

" who have only patches of potato ground, which are allowed to

" them with their cottages free of rent, but which are quite inade-

" quate to provide more than a few weeks'' maintenance for the

" families. There is no employment to he found on the island for
" these cottagers ; the manufacture of kelp, which formerly enabled

"them to maintain their families, having now entirely failed.

" The people are themselves most anxious to go either to Aus-
" tralia or Canada, if they could obtain a settlement there ; and it
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" may be asserted with confidence, that there is no class of lier

" Majesty's subjects who would be more useful as settlers in either
" of these colonies than the honest, sober, intelligent, and loyal in-
" habitants of these islands

; but unless the aid of Government is

" speedily given for the removal of a sufficient number, and some
" immediate supply of food provided, it is much to be feared that
" many of them will perish of actual hunger, and many more of
" the diseases consequent upon the want of wholesome and suffi-

" cient food. In proof of the truth of this statement, it may be
" mentioned, that even at this early period of the winter (No-
" vember), the people have of themselves come to a general resolu-

tion to confine themselves to one meal in the twenty-four 'hours^
—Vol. i., p. 728-30.

Parish of South Uist.

Population m 1841, , . . 7329.

No Poor-roll kept.

Mr Murdoch M'Lellan.
" Has been tacksman of the farm of Milton for sixteen years.

" Cannot say that he is intimately acquainted with the state of the

" poor in the parish, but has seen a great many of them. There

" is scarcely a day in the summer time that there are not three or

four of them at his door begging,—most of them females. He
" certainly thinks thei'e are a third too many crofters and cottars

" upon the ground. A good many of them are certainly in a veiy

" poor condition. They have .nothing but straw in their beds :

*' at this time it is very scanty. He believes them to be very

*' badly oif as to bed-clothes. The children are clothed with

" pieces of blankets, made by themselves, which they call ' kelt.'

*' The crofters are clothed in the same way
;
many of them are in

" rags. Some of them get a little crop off the ground, but it does

" not serve them, and they are obliged to beg to make up the dif-

" ference. There are a great many poor widows amongst them,

" and a great many infirm old men. He never knew of any relief

" being given by the session to poor people. The people in the

" parish marry very early. There has been no kelp made this

" year : that of last year is still on the shore, no market having
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" been found for it. Hiere are sometimes two or three families on

" one croft, and they must live very poorly. He cannot say the

" people are industrious in their habits."—Vol. ii., p. 364.

Mr Alex. Macdonald, Gaelic Teacher, Dalibrog,

Soutli Uist.

" The maintenance of the poor by charity forms a very heavy

«' burden on those in the parish who give it. Within a circuit of

" seven miles round Dalibrog there are 127 poor people who live

" partly, or almost wholly, by charity, or at least would require

" to be supported. These people are going about getting meal,

" grain, or potatoes daily, and if the value given in that way

" were reduced to money, it would amoimt to a very consider-

" able sum."—Vol. ii., p. 365.

Rev. John Chisholm, Roman Catholic Clergyman

of South Uist.

" There are many of the cottars who have no means of living

" at all,—except what they get from their neighbours. The

" cottars have no land attached to their houses. Crofters have

" some land, and in that are distinguished from the cottars who
" have none. He has found several of the cottars dependent on

" charity, without bedding or bed-clothes ; and he must say the

" same with regard to many of the crofters. He attributes the

" deterioration of their condition to a number of small farms being

" thrown into large ones, and the former holders of them bemg
" thrown a burden on the community ; and hence the poor press

" more than formerly upon those living by their own means.

" Some of the cottars alluded to as having no means of employ-
" ment were able-bodied men. He has not considered how these

" persons might be employed, but thinks the proprietor might
" find ways and means of doing so. They have not the means
" themselves of engaging properly in fishing.

—

They cannot pro-
" cure boats and tackling ; those who are already engaged in fish-

" ing are very ill off on that account. The destruction of the
" kelp trade has been a great cause of the increase of pauperism

;

" and, if no substitute is found for it, the whole population will
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" be paupers. Fifty crofts, at tlie very least, have been thrown
" into large farms, and all the families who dwelt upon them have

" fallen for support upon the community,—except a very few who
" may have emigrated."—Vol. ii., p. 366, 366.

Extract from Notes of Cases visited in tlie Parish of

Duirnish, (Skye.) July 1. 1843.

" Pollusken.—Alexander M'Dermot, oet. fifty. Has no land.

" Can work a little ; but his health not good. Wife and six

"children. OxA-diXQw pretty nearly naked. No bed-steads. Scarcely

" any straw on the floor of the sleeping-room, and what there is

" has been long used. A few ragged bed-clothes,— his own clothes

" in rags. Division from compost heap only half high. Divisioa

"from sleeping-place, four boards. All his furniture, a hoard

" supported on stones ; a stone seat; one pot ; one basin ; a plate

" and a half. He gets ground for potatoes which keep him till

" May. After that, he has only what little fish he can catch,

" and shell-fish, to live on. Has no boat or long lines ; what he

" catches is with a rod and line off a rock. Has had no meal or

" potatoes this week. This family seems in the lowest state of

" indigence. No parish aid.

" About a dozen families in the same place,— all in the same

" state:'—Yo\. ii., p. 392.

Mr John Nicolson.

" Has lived almost all his life in Skye. The poor that he saw

" to-day with the Commissioner in Fasask, Pollusken, &c., are a

" fair specimen of the poor in Skye, with whom he has been ac-

" quainted."—Do., p. 393.

Now, when we compare this state of things in those

rural districts in Scotland, where the poor-laws are a

dead letter, with the condition of the population as

to the great requisites of emf)loyment, comfort, and cha-

racter in Berwickshire, where the legal allowances to

the poor, and the whole system of management, (long
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established) approach nearest to the arrangements in

England, I maintain that we have sufficient evidence

(in confirmation of much which I have formerly stated

as to other countries) to prove that a poor-law, admi-

nistered with common prudence, beneficially restrains

the population of a country, in the two difi'erent ways

which I have already explained. But it is not necessary

for practical purposes to push the inference so far ; it

is sufficient to state, what I think no one call deny,

that such a poor-law does not foster or stimulate popu-

lation ; and therefore, that the undeniable advantages

of this mode of providing for the poor, in point of cer-

tainty and efficiency, relatively to the poor, and justice

and security against abuse, relatively to the rich, may
be obtained without that risk of injury, either to their

numbers or their character, which has been so indus-

triously represented as its necessary result.

Still it will be said, and certainly with much truth,

that in regard to the population of the Highlands and

Islands, there is an ulterior difficulty, of great impor-

tance, which has been thus stated by the Commissioners.

" We allude to the insufficiency of the whole rental of

" certain parishes to meet the demands of an assess-

" ment, which would make even a moderate provision

" for the relief of the unemployed able-bodied poor,

" particularly on occasion of deficient harvests or

" failure in the fisheries.—(Report, p. 52.) Nobody
can doubt this is a difficulty of great practical im-
portance, and it is one on which it would be pre-

sumptuous for me to express myself with confidence

;

but, in making the following observations, I think I

am on safe ground.

1. The fact of a population having so completely
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" run to seed" in these circumstances, when strictly

" thrown on its own resources," and where the poor-law

is a dead letter, must be allowed to be the strongest illus-

tration possible of the truth of the statement I have

often made, as to the effect of a legal provision, or

the want of it, on population. Can any one suj^pose

that there is the slightest chance of the population

of Berwickshire, the condition of which is described

above, getting into this state of redundancy ? Or,

what faith can we put in the assertion, that the poor

in Berwickshire lie under the influence of a ruinous

stimulus to population, which is happily absent in the

Highlands ? I know it will be said that a similar con-

dition of some parishes in England existed under the

old poor-law ; but I reply, that, so far as I have been

able to learn, the condition of those parishes in Eng-

land was, not that the unemployed population was more

numerous than the rental of the parishes could sup-

port ; but that an excessive burden of payment of the

employed population was thrown on the proprietors of the

land, by the system of allowances in aid ofwages, instead

of restingwhere it ought, on the employers of the labour-

ers. Accordingly, when that system was broken up,

—the workhouse offered to the unemployed poor

who could not find work, and those who could find it

thrown on their employers for subsistence,—those pa-

rishes righted themselves, without any one supposing it

necessary to refuse the right of relief to the able-

bodied.

Again, it will be said that the excessive population

of the Highland districts, is not owing to neglected

destitution, but simply to ignorance. But to this it is

sufficient to reply, that in many of these Highland

districts the people are much better educated than
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they are, (or till very lately have been) in many

parts of England ; in -which, nevertheless, the preventive

check of moral restraint (being in fact dependent, not

on knowledge, but on habits of comfort) acts with a de-

gree of force which, as Mr Farr, speaking from official

documents, observes, " will hardly be credited when

stated in figures."

Before going any farther, therefore, into the subject

of the unemployed poor in those Highland parishes, I

assertwith confidence, that in them, just as in the condi-

tion of many partsof Ireland, we have an impressive and

awful warning, of the consequences to be apprehended

from the law allowing proprietors of land to " throw
" the poor on their own resources;" and while they ab-

sent themselves from their properties, and retain con-

nection with them only by drawing their rents, to sup-

pose they have done their duty to their poor ; because

they have been told, that " the more you do for the poor,

" the more you contribute to their increase," and that

" all sympathies should give way to general principles."

2. It is, no doubt, quite possible that the population

of a district in which the poor have been thus neglected,

may outgrow, not only the existing demand for labour
and means of comfortable subsistence, but the possible

demand, and the possible means of subsistence, which
the land can supply. If we suppose this to be the case
generally in the Highlands, the inference is, that the
only resource by which the condition of the poor can
be improved, is Emigration ; and unless assistance from
Government, or from the voluntary contributions of
other parts of the country, were afforded with that view,
I would perfectly agree with the Commissioners that,
in that case, " an assessment for the able-bodied would'
" in the first instance, ruin the holders of property^
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" without conferring any sensible benefit on the parties
" to be relieved."—Report, p. 52.

Although incompetent to give an opinion on the real

state of the fact on this part of the subject, I certainly

suspect, from what I have heard, as well as from what
is stated by some of the witnesses examined by the

Commissioners, that a few parts of the Highlands and
Islands, (e. g. the Island of Tiree,) have actually arrived

at this state of redundancy ; that nothing but removal

of a part of the population can restore the inhabitants

to comfort ; and that the remaining resources of the

country do not enable the proprietors to eflPect this ob-

ject without extraneous assistance.

But it appears to me, that the Commissioners dis-

tinctly take the general case of the Highlands out of

this category, when they say that " it has resulted from
" their investigations that profitable investments of la-

" hour are fairly open to the Highland labourers and

that " much more than has been done may still be done

" by enlightened proprietors, in opening up the resources

" of the country, and its surrounding ocean, and espe-

" cially in fostering in their tenants a spirit of indepen-

" dence and enterprise." " Employment in the fisheries

" is already abundant in the Highlands ; and employ-

" ment in the inland parishes, through the adoption, on

" the part of the Highland proprietors and tacksmen, of

" the system ofthorough drainage, for the improvement of

*' sheep^ualks, already p>ractised with success in other

" parts of the country, may be soon expected to become

" almost equally abundant."—(Report, p. 50.) This

statement opens a much more pleasing view of the mat-

ter, and the evidence of several witnesses bears the Com-

missioners out in these assertions ; but I cannot agree

with them when they add, that " the only amelioration
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" really required is the full development of industrious

" habits on the part of the labourer and that, "to pro-

" vide for his wants in such circumstances by assess-

" ments, would be in fact taking the most effectual step

" for arresting his advancement towards the acquisi-

" tions of an honest and independent industry."—lb.

This is the turning point of this part of the contro-

versy. What the Commissioners say here would be

perfectly true, if the assessments were to provide sub-

sistence, without labour, for the unemployed labourers.

But when it is distinctly understood, that the assess-

ments are to be employed in " setting the people to

" work," and to be available only for those of the able-

bodied who will work ; and when it is known that

" profitable investments of industry " are open in the

country, what is the natural inference ? That the heri-

tors, knowing that they must set the people to work,

will employ them at those " profitable investments of
" industry," rather than at unprofitable work ; and
that the people, knowing that subsistence superior to

what they now enjoy is provided for them, but that
they must work for it, will have their " industrious
" habits developed;" more eflPectually than by carefully
educating them (as proposed by the Commissioners),
and then turning them adrift, almost without clothing,
and wholly without money, to find work for themselves
in a country where nobody chooses to employ them.

I apprehend, that for profitable investments of labour
two things are required, not only industry, but likewise
capital; and that while this last is withheld, the " pro-
« fitable investments " may be indeed open to the poor
Highlanders, but it is only in the same sense in which
" the law is open to all men, and the London tavern to
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" all men in London ; but it is not every man that can

go m.

The amount of capital required for setting on foot

various improvements in tlie Highlands would seem,

from tlie evidence of several witnesses, to be but small,

and the lines ofindustry which maybe opened to be more

various than the Commissioners have stated ; in some

places the mere draining of lands already in culture ; in

others, the inclosing and bringing into cultivation moors

and mosses ; in many places it would seem that the

chief obstacle to the beginning of works by the High-

landers is the want of the small capital requisite for

decent clothing and implements
;
just as I have no

doubt, that the reason why so few Highland shearers

now appear in the Lothians is, that few of the people

have sufficient capital to fit them out for the journey.

In some instances, what appear to be chiefly wanted are

the superintendence and the direction of the works to

be undertaken by persons of competent skill and expe-

rience. In some places, as stated above by the Rev.

Mr Chisholm, the fitting out of fishing boats would be

the most important assistance to the industry of the

people. And in others, assisting a certain number to

emigrate, seems to be all that is requisite to set free

the industry of those who remain. But in all these

cases it is obvious that, besides good disposition of the

people, a certain command of funds is requisite before

the improvements can commence. The Commissioners

have said much, and very justly, of the importance of

stimulating the industry, and extending the education

(particularly in the English language), of the poor

themselves ; I take upon me to add, that it is obviously

necessary besides, to stimulate the liberality and enter-

prise of the capitahsts belonging to the country, and
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for that end the most useful expedient, and the only

constitutional security is, such a poor-law as shall make

it incumbent on them, wherever profitable investments

of labour exist, toprovide some kind ofwork for the people.

I know it will be said that the chief difficulty lies

merely in the " fearful laziness " of the Highlanders ;

and I really believe that, for the present generation at

least, there is a considerable difficulty from this cause.

Neither do I deny, that a part of this comparative in-

aptitude for regular and laborious exertion is to be

regarded as a hereditary defect of the Celtic race. But

the main causes of this unfavourable peculiarity of their

character are apparent. When we remember the de-

pressing effect, already described as the natural result

of a long course of privations and suffering from want

of employment,—when we remember the observation of

Mr Brebner, that the children of beggars seem more
afraid of work than of anything else,—and reflect on

the mode of life on which many of these Highlanders

have been necessarily dependent during childhood and

youth,—^we cannot wonder that so many of them should

be habitually averse to labour. The following state-

ment of Dr Mackenzie, as well as that of many others

who were examined by the Commissioners, shews that

there is nothing incorrigible in the idle habits of

Highlanders.

John Mackenzie, Esq., M.D., Kinellan.

" The inhabitants of tlie east coast of Ross-shire are much more
" industrious than those in the west. They are quite a different

*' race of beings : it is curious that those people on the west coast

" who are so idle at home, when transplanted elsewhere, are as

" industrious as others."—Vol. ii., p. 35.

Surely a change of circumstances, and a short change
of habits, a little patience and management on the part

T
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of tlieir employers, and the gradually increasing expe-

rience of the fruits of industry, may be expected to act

as beneficially on the character of others of the High-

landers, as the mere change of place has done on some.

I beg it may not be supposed that I am wandering

so far from my province as to propose measui-es for the

guidance of the Highland proprietors as to the manage-

ment of their estates. I do not propose a poor-law as

a means of improving the Highlands, but wish for a

good poor-law for that, as for other parts of the coun-

try, as the only means which I believe to be effectual

for the relief of much misery, and the prevention of

many national evils, in which all the citizens of a free

state are interested ; and then I adduce the evidence

of various persons, well and practically acquainted with

the Highlands, to shew, that there are various methods

of improvement applicable to the Highlands, which the

introduction of a poor-law, making some kind of pro-

vision for the unemployed compulsory, would in all

probability force into existence, and which may be ex-

pected to compensate to the proprietors for the m-

creased expenditure on the poor which would be re-

quired.

Of course, the increased number of labourers that

might obtain employment in the Highlands, if such

measures were taken, would very soon tend to a mor-

bid increase of population, if the habits of the people in

other respects were to continue as at present. But I rest

my argument on this point,—That if a good poor-law has

the two distinct effects which I have repeatedly pointed

- out, and illustrated by experience, viz., that of elevat-

ing the standard of comfort in the people, and securing

. the attention of the proprietors to their numbers,—it

will restrain the increase ofpopulation.
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Then it is also to be considered that many of the

good qualities of the Highland poor—their patience

under privation and suffering, their martial virtues and

devoted fidelity,—have long commanded the admiration

and gratitude of their southern neighbours ; and it can-

not be doubted, that if it were distinctly shewn that the

proprietors in the Highlands were already as fully as-

sessed as those in other parts of the country for the

benefit of their poor,—that farther assistance was re-

quired for emigration,—and that measures were in pro-

gress for the employment of the peoj^le at home, and

for subsequently restraining their increase,—assistance

would be procured from other parts of the country to

assist in the good work, as readily as it has been ob-

tained in former times, for the mere temporary benefit

of arresting famine. Indeed, if the scheme, which I

cannot help thinking quite feasible, of a central fund
for the assistance of distressed portions of the com-
munity were ever to take effect, there can be no doubt

that the case of some parts of the Highlands would ap-

pear a very fit one for its application.

The following are some of the extracts from the evi-

dence, which seem to me to point out, most distinctly,

the practical measures of improvement which are most
essential, and which, under the salutary influence of a
good poor-law—^making some change obviously neces-
sary for the immediate interest of the proprietors
—might be expected to be adopted in the Highlands.
They will likewise shew that many of those who have
given an opinion against a legal provision for the able-
bodied poor in the Highlands, have mistaken the ques-
tion, and supposed that it was subsistence, without
labour in return, that was proposed.
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The Rev. Lewis Rose, of the Gaelic Church, Duke
Street, Glasgow,

" I should like if there were a national system of poor-laws.

" That would be a sort of inducement to proprietors to provide

" work for their people, so as to render them, independent, as far

" as possible, of poor-law support.

" Can you state the natm-e of the national system of poor-laws

" you would propose ?" " It would be somewhat on the prin-

ciple of the English system, and of the old Scotch system also.

" Let there be a union of parishes. Take a whole county if you
" like, and make it one thing for the whole kingdom. I would
" recommend veiymuch, also, making provision for more fisheries."

" And how would you provide for extension of the fisheries ?"

" I believe all the people want to set them a-going, is to pro-

" vide them with boats and fishing-tackle. They are so poor that

" they cannot provide themselves with the necessary apparatus."

" No merely parochial remedy would be suited to the High-

" lands. An unkind proprietor turns away perhaps 1000 people

" from his estate, careless what becomes of them. Then, there is

" no poor-law in operation ; and if there Avere, who is to put it in

" force 1 You cannot get the ministers and elders to put it in

" force. Then there is another proprietor who is kindly disposed

" towards the people, and will not remove them—^nay, from kind-

" ness of heart, will give refuge to those who have been driven

away from another man's property. By making the system a

" a parochial one" (he should rather have said, by h£cvmg no law

for relief of the able-bodied), " you punish the good man who

" keeps the people on his property ; and you free the cruel man,

" who turns away his people, from any burden at all."—Vol. i.,

p. 656.

J. Bowie, Esq., W.S., Agent for Loed M'Donald's

Property in Skye" and North Uist.

During four years, ending 1842, we have successfully and

« comfortably removed, without pressure, or force, or coaxing,

«' 3250 people from these estates. The Committees in Edinburgh
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" and Glasgow, who had charge of the surplus fund raised by

" subscription for the relief of the Highlands, set apart ^£1300,

" to be paid as soon as I produced certificates from the ministers

" and elders, that the parties had actually sailed, and had drawn

" an equal sum from Lord M'Donald. The Committees paid on

" this principle, and Lord M'Donald paid the same, and a gi-eat

" deal more. Though 3250 left the estates, not above 40 of

" them were on his Lordsliip's rent-roll, or paid him any rent.

" They were principally what may be called squatters, the poorest

" of the poor. They had erected bothies, and, by the kindness of

" the tenants, had been allowed to plant a few potatoes for them-

" selves.*

" I have known cases where the emigi'ants have written home,
" strongly urging their fi-i«nds to leave destitute Skye, and join

" them m Australia. A deputation from Cape Breton returned

" to the Long Island, to urge theii* friends to follow them out,

" and in consequence several hundreds have gone out. Durmg
" my experience I have as yet met with no complaint on the part

' " of any emigrant because he had left the Highlands. 0n the
' " contrary, I have received several most grateful letters from

" emigrants, thanking me for having induced them to take the
" step they did. Between 500 and 600 went to Australia, the

. " remainder principally to Cape Breton."

" Finding a stop, in a great measure, to emigration, I com-
" menced a correspondence with the factors in Skye and North
" Uist, to direct the attention of the people to an immediate im-
" provement of the soil. The experunent began last year in
" Skye."

" There are 15 crofters on one large farm on the sea-coast, who
" had been there 30 years, and till last year did little or nothing
" to improve their possessions. The factor told these people they
" must either improve or move. The answer was, Shew us the
" way and we will do it. In consequence, the factor engaged a
" person at the expense of the proprietor, whose sole occupation
" IS to attend to such people, and point out to them how they are
" to proceed in cultivation, draining, and enclosing. Happening
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" to visit Skj^e last summer, a few months after these improve-

" meiits commenced, I heard some of the poor people who held

" this land say, that it would have been well for them if they had

" been forced to do this twenty years ago.* The factor was

" with me last week, and told me that each had already drained,

"on an average, more than an acre; each of these acres will

" produce this year 80 barrels of potatoes, worth L.IO, so that

" the 15 crofters will now draw L.150, the value of potatoes, from

" land which did not formerly yield one farthing. The outlay can-

" not have been great; for the whole labour was done by themselves,

" and the only actual expense is the price of a little manure. We
" tell the crofters, You must go on improving

;
you shall sit at

" the same rent, say L.2 for five or seven years, till you have drawTi

" more than will compensate you for all your labour, and not

" till then will any increase of rent be exacted."

" They are as sober and honest a people as ever I met with,

" anxious and willing to work, if employment can hefoundfor them."

" Are they more energetic than others " They are just, in

" this respect, like the people in all other parts of the Highlands."

—Vol. i. p. 37-9.

Mr Donald Scott, Factor for Lord Waed
in Glengarry.

" There has been some improvement by crofters, who have got

" the assurance, that if they improve their crofts, they will get

" them from 5 to 10 years at a low rent, and have land given

" them gratuitously. This has been for the last 2 or 3 years ;

" and as far as we can learn, no improvements had taken place

" on the crofts for a great many years before. There is a gi-eat

" quantity of land fit for improvement, and it may be done at a

" cheap rate. The proprietor might profitably employ them in

bringing wild land into cultivation. Witness knoivs it would pay,

" because he has tried it. If proper education were given to the

" children, and employment to the able-bodied workmen, the

" whole population might be mamtained with profit to the pro-

" prietors."—Vol. ii. p. 412.

* Here the question presents itself-Would it not have been likewise weU for

the proprietor, if he had been forced to set them to such work twenty years ago ?
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Mr D. M'Intyre, Farmer, South Lassren.

" Has been in tliis country 25 years, and knows the situation

" of tlie crofters. He thinks their condition might be improved

" by givLQg them waste lands to cultivate. He thinks, if they had

" leases, and got the land for nothing for some time, they would

«' be able to bring it in without assistance. He has not the least

" doubt their condition might be improved by adding waste lands

" to then- crofts. There is not much such land in this part of

" the country ; but in other places with which he is acquainted,

" there is plenty."—Vol. ii. p. 417-

Rev. A. D. Laied, late of Abbotsliall.

" I should be unwilling to see destitute able-bodied persons

" starve, but I should be alarmed at the idea of attempting to

" relieve all such persons from an assessment, unless it could be

" done in the way of requiring them to perform work, and giving

" them relief in return. If work could be given them, I should

" not object to relieving such persons from an assessment."—Vol.

iii. p. 341.

Rev. John Noble, Minister of Fodderty.

" I should fear, that if there were an assessment for able-bodied

" persons out of employment, they would become lazy, and lose

" their industrial habits, unless some vjork were imposed on them

" as a test; but there should be, I think, a discretionary power
" to grant i-elief. The number of poor on our roll is no criterion

" as to the number of destitute poor in the parish, who do not

" allow their wants to be kno\\Ti."—Vol. ii. p. 25.

Mr James Sinclair, Stronsay.

" The chief causes to wliich the indigence of some of our la-

" bourers may be ascribed, are either their own want of activity,

" or the rack-rents at wliich, in some cases, their little posses-
" sions are held. I could not in justice characterize our labour-
«' ing population, as a whole, as deficient in activity and industry.
" In some cases, where they are over-rented, our labourers arc
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" neither suficiently fed nor clothed; and this may account for

" their apparent want of activity and energy."—Vol. ii., p. 257.

The Rev. Alex. Ross, Minister of Ullapool.

" They are very poor, and it would be necessary to give them

" some assistance before they coidd commence any new course of
" enterprise or industry. Very few of the oldest of the adult

" population can read ; but all the rising generation are taught

" to read the Bible, and the majority of the boys can write.

" I think an assessment for the able-bodied would have a ten-

" dency to make them idle, and indispose them from emigrating,

" or from going to other parts of Scotland for work. Such an

" assessment might, however, make the heritors more anxious to

" promote emigration ; and if there had been one originally, per-

" haps they would not have allowed such a redundant population

" to have grown on these coasts."—Vol. ii., p. 423-424.

Thos. Macdonald, Esq., Fort-William.

" Those whose crofts are situated in rugged, stony land, would

*' reap no advantage from having their crofts enlarged, because

" the labour and expense of bringing in such land could not be

" remunerated. But where the crofts are in the neighboui-hood

" of bog or moss land, or moorish land, that is, moss earth lying

<' upon clay, if a sufficient quantity of it, such as ten or twelve

" acres, were added to these crofts, and a lease given to them for

" fifteen or twenty years, at a nominal rent, and with an obliga-

" tion, under forfeiture, to enclose the whole, and cultivate an

" acre yearly, so as to have the whole in cultivation at the expiry

" of twelve years, the condition of the crofters would be yearly

" improved, and gradually becoming more comfortable ; and by

" the end of his lease he would be very well remimerated for his

" labour, while the landlord would have the value of his land very

" much increased"

" The crofters on the Ardgour estate have good houses, their

" portions of land are in good order, and they have constant em-

" ployment from Mr Maclean. He knows no one who pays such

" attention to the condition of the crofters as Mr Maclean. By

" the same attention, the condition of the people might be raised
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« in other parts of tlie district. Tlie difficulty would be to dis-

' pose of the surplus population. Somehow or another, Mr Mac-

' lean's estate is not over-peopled."—Vol. ii., p. 397-

Alex. Maclean, Esq., of Ardgour.

" In 1802, he divided two or three farms into crofts in this

t way,—he drew a head-dyke to separate the pasture part of the

' land from what ought to be arable. They have not improved

" so much of the waste land as he expected, or as they ought to

' have done. He believes that those who have improved most,

' are satisfied with the returns which these improvements have

' made them. There was no obligation laid upon them to im-

' prove. He is quite sure, that if they had been bound to improve

' a certain portion of the waste land yearly, they would have been

' in a better condition than they are at this day. If they had

applied their labour continuously to their crofts, their labour

' would have produced more to them than what they have gained

' by fishing, or by working for day's wages."—Vol. ii., p. 398.

Rev. Angus Martin, Minister of Duirnish.

" He is acquainted with Ardgour and the Au'ds in Argyllshire,

and seeing the crofters much more comfortable there than here,

he inquu-ed into the reason, and found that they derived a great

part of their subsistence from the employment afforded them by
their landlords. Their crofts afforded them a dwelling and the

necessary provisions for their families—the rent being paid by
theur labour. The improvements at present carried on in the

Highlands, and in this parish in particular, are confined very
much to the farms of the proprietors ; the small tenants have no
encouragement to improve. If they had portions of land of a
proper size let to them, and a capable person were to point out
those parts of them which were to he improved, and the mode of
doing it—and. if they were taken bound, by their leases, to bring
into cultivation a certain portion yearly, it would be the cheapest
and most effectual mode of improving the land, and be ulti-
mately very advantageous to the landlord." Vol. iii. p. 393
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Chas. Gordon Robertson, Esq., Sheriff-Substitute of

Orkney.

" My attention has never been especially directed to the subject

" of an assessment for the aged and infirm ; but my opinion is,

" that providing relief from an assessment to those who are abso-

" lutely destitute, and who can neither work nor obtain work,

" might be beneficial. My answer is not limited exclusively to the

" aged and infirm. If you take the case of an individual who has

" used his utmost exertions to get work, and has failed, I think it

" would be desirable to have an assessment for him ; but if you

" take the case of an individual who might, by his exertions, ob-

" tain a livelihood, it would be inexpedient to give him relief from

" an assessment. Drawing a distinction, with justice, between

" the two cases, would depend very much on the machinery you

" framed for administering relief."—^Vol. ii., p. 238.

Notwitlastanding the incredulity of some of the wit-

nesses, I believe that, under proper management, work-

houses in some of the larger villages or towns might

be safely and beneficially introduced into the High-

lands, for the classes of the poor peculiarly adapted

to them ; but it is obvious that the labour test must be

the chief safeguard for preventing abuse, when relief

is given to the able-bodied poor in such districts. And

I cannot doubt that the introduction of work, done by

paupers at the public expense, into the country, would

be the true stimulus, now wanted, to induce the land-

lords to set on foot those different improvements, which

require, indeed, some outlay and much attention on

their parts, but which, according to many witnesses,

would furnish a profitable investment for labour in

almost all parts of the country.

In the case of the Highlands, then, equally as of the

Lowlands, I maintain that the objections made by the
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Commissioners, to the principle of compulsory relief to

tlie able-bodied, are utterly fallacious; while they have

left untouched the overwhelming arguments in favour

ofthis kind ofrelief: 1. That it is, under proper manage-

ment, uniform, adequate, and sufficiently early to arrest

the progress of degradation, and frequently the exten-

sion of disease : 2. That it is equitable to all classes

of the higher ranks, and brings forward many persons

quite able to bear a part of the burden, but who would

otherwise escape : 3. That it is found, by experience,

to meet much more effectually the various evils of des-

titution, whether resulting from injury or disease, or

failure of work : 4. That it especially tends to check the

progress of population, by keeping up the standard of

comfort among the people ; and 5. That it makes it per-

manently and obviously the interest of all proprietors to

watch and check, by all legitimate means, the increase

of population.

I have only to add, that notwithstanding the diffi-

culties which have long obstructed, and for a time must

continue to obstruct, the introduction of a really im-

proved system of management of the poor in Scotland,

I entertain a confident hope and belief, that the argu-

ments in favour of such a system will gradually make
their way, and end in its establishment. This belief

is founded, not merely on what seems to me the ascer-

tained fallacy of the arguments opposed to them, but
also on the observation of the gradual improvement in

Public Opinion on this subject,—in that power which, as

I before said, is not to be trusted for regulating details,

but is nearly omnipotent in establishing general princi-

ples in the conduct of human affairs, particularly on
those subjects in which the moral feelings are involved.
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The tendency of the present age is undoubtedly towards
more charitable views of human nature, and more
liberal and humane measures, than were popular w4th
our ancestors ; and this change is so consonant with the

spirit of Christianity, that I cannot doubt of its being pro-

gressive in a nation which stands at present at the head
of the Christian world. In legislation and various de-

partments of human affairs, it is certain thatless istrusted

to fear, and more to the excitement, and cultivation, and
encouragement, of the better and higher feelings of our

nature. The great public duty of the education of the

people is more generally recognised ; and the natural

inference is, that we must be prepared to treat all

classes of society as men to whom the blessings of edu-

cation have been imparted ; that it is unwise to treat

even the lowest of the species as if they were capable

of being influenced only by fear, and that it is safe to

trust to the power of more elevated and generous mo-

tives. This gradual change has not only been going

on, but has been found by experience to be safe and

beneficial. We observe this tendency in the present

views of mankind as to slavery, and as to colonial policy

in general. We observe it in the management of our

prisons, and still more in the improvements in our

criminal law. When Howard began to propose mea-

sures for the physical and moral purification of the in-

mates of jails, he was met by the very same objections

that are now stated to a more liberal and merciful treat-

ment of the poor • that the objects of this " false and ill-

" directed philanthropy" were so debased, so improvi-

dent, lazy, and intemperate, that all kindness bestowed

on them was thrown away, and would only serve as an

encouragement to vice and crime in others ; but the

progress of those improvements has shewn, that the
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more liberal and charitable view of human nature was

the more just.

As late as 1810, when it was first proposed to repeal

the punishment of death, as applicable to shoplifting to

the value of five shillings, the Chief Justice of the Court

of King's Bench in England expressed himself thus :

—

" With all my deference to those who propose this inno-

" vation, and giving them every credit for the ingenuity
" of their speculations and for the purity of their mo-
" tives, yet I trust your Lordships will pause before you
" assent to an experiment pregnant with danger to the

" security ofproperty j before you repeal a statute which
" has been long found necessary for public security, and
" which I am not conscious has produced the smallest
" injury to the merciful administration of justice.''''

On that occasion. Sir William Meredith reminded
Parliament of the case of one Mary Jones, as an ex-
ample of what was then called the " merciful admi-
" nistration of justice." " This was at the time when
" press-warrants were issued on the alarm about the
" Falkland Islands. This woman's husband was press-
" ed, their goods seized for debt, and she, at the age of
" 19, with four young children, turned into the streets
" to beg. She went to a linen-draper's shop, took some
" coarse linen off the counter, and slipped it under her
" cloak. The shopman saw it, and she laid it down
" Her defence was, that she had lived in credit and
wanted for nothing, until a press-gang came and stole
her husband from her ; but since then she had no bed

" to he on, nothing to give her children to eat, and they

I

were almost naked
; and perhaps she might have done

somethmg wrong, for she hardly knew what she did.
The parish officers testified to the truth of the story
But It seems there had been a good deal of shopliftino-
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" about Ludgate Hill, and an example was thought ne-

" cessary and not " sixty years since" it was thought

wise and judicious to hang this woman, for the comfort

and satisfaction of some shopkeepers on Ludgate Hill.*

I do not believe it will ever be thought so again ; and

having observed the undeniable progress of public

opinion in this country, as to the value of human life,

and the consideration due to human suffering, in ques-

tions of criminal law, I think I can hardly be wrong

in believing, that the same humane spirit is likely in

future to extend its influence over questions regarding

the management of the poor, even in this northern

division of the empire.

At the present day we see the safety of various

ameliorations of the law, which have been made in

this spirit. We see that property is not less safe,

because we no longer hang thieves and forgers,

—

that crimes are not less detested, because we do not

immure criminals in receptacles of physical and moral

infection,—and that Religion is not less respected, be-

cause we have ceased to burn heretics. So also, we

may be assured that industry and independence will

not be less valued, when we shall cease (as cease we^

shall) to believe, that the only security for the main-

tenance of those virtues among the poor, is to leave

them and their children exposed to such sufferings and

sorrows, as I have taken upon me to describe and to

denounce.

* See Writings of Sidney Taylor, p. 190.










